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Foreword

The chapters in this book were commissioned as resource papers for the 2006
New American Workplace project, an analysis of how jobs and careers in the United
States have changed since the publication of the benchmark Work in America report
in 1973. These chapters were written by outstanding scholars who have prepared
overviews of the research in their diverse fields of expertise. The individual chapters
stand as authoritative summaries of what is known about organizations, work, and
workers and, as a collection, constitute a comprehensive look at how the workplace
has evolved over three decades of incredible turbulence and change.1

When we commissioned these papers, we hoped simply that they would provide
us with the factual background we needed to write our companion book, The New
American Workplace (Palgrave Macmillan, 2006) We are extremely pleased that the
papers have exceeded our expectations. They not only proved to be of invaluable use
to us, and in their own right, they make important contributions to research, theory,
and practice. Without reservation, we commend them to the attention of business
mangers, human resource professionals, government policymakers, scholars, and stu-
dents. In fact, they are a must read for every American who employs workers, is a
worker, plans to work, or is concerned about the future of work in America.

Support for the writing of these papers was provided by the Society for Human
Resource Management (SHRM), which gave the authors complete freedom to pursue
their research interests and to state their opinions. Thus, the views in this volume do
not necessarily represent the views of SHRM. The corporate sponsors of the Center
for Effective Organizations also provided financial resources, and their continuing
support makes it possible for the center’s professional staff to do research and writing
that influences both organizational theory and practice.

We owe special thanks to the advisory panel that helped us to select the topics and
authors of these papers: John Boudreau, Debra Cohen, Susan Cohen, Jay Conger,
David Finegold, Alec Levenson, and Susan Mohrman. And we wish to acknowledge
members of our Center’s staff who made great contributions to manuscript preparation:
Dan Canning, Arienne McCracken, and Anjelica Wright.

Finally, we wish to acknowledge the expert copy editing of Catherine Dain, the
noted author of mystery novels, who once again has proved that she is a Renaissance
woman.

Edward E. Lawler III
James O’Toole

Los Angeles, California
May 2006
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1

Working Alone:Whatever
Happened to the Idea of

Organizations as Communities?

Jeffrey Pfeffer

Remember when everyone was talking about organizational culture and the idea
of building strong cultures to achieve competitive advantage (e.g., Kotter and

Heskett 1992; O’Reilly 1989; Tushman and O’Reilly 1997, chapter 5)? Remember
Theory Z and Ouchi’s (1981) argument that Williamson’s (1975) description of pos-
sible organizing arrangements was incomplete? Ouchi maintained that in addition to
achieving coordination and control through market-like mechanisms such as prices
and contracts on the one hand, and hierarchies or bureaucracies on the other, there
was yet another way of organizing and managing employees, and that was through
clan-like relationships among people (e.g., Ouchi and Jaeger 1978), characterized by
high levels of trust and stability. More recently, Gittell’s (2003) description of
Southwest Airlines is consistent with the idea of achieving coordination through
interpersonal trust and mutual adjustment of behavior (Thompson 1967). Gittell
argued that Southwest’s extraordinary level of productivity and performance has
come through high levels of coordination and control achieved through interper-
sonal relationships rather than simply through relying on either formal mechanisms
or incentives.

Remember Japanese management, with its emphasis on the total inclusion of
people in the company and long-term, even lifetime, employment, and the corollary
idea that employees were important stakeholders in enterprises with claims equiva-
lent in their importance to those of shareholders (e.g., Aoki 1988)? Or to go even far-
ther back, remember the welfare capitalism practiced by some large employers in the
first three decades of the twentieth century? Many employers believed then that com-
panies should take care of their employees and therefore offered benefits including
company housing, paid vacations, health care, pensions, and, as in the case of Ford
Motor Company, help from a “sociological department” in setting up a household,
saving and investing money, and keeping employees away from alcohol and hustlers
(Lacey 1986, 131–134). Employers provided assistance to their workforce both out of
a sense of civic duty and moral obligation—Henry Ford, for instance, claimed to be
interested in building men, not just cars—and also as a way of potentially avoiding



unionization efforts and more intrusive government intervention in the employment
relationship (e.g., Jacoby 1997).

Whatever the motivations, there were deeper connections between companies and
their workers and more of a sense of communal responsibility than exists today.
These ideas and the management practices associated with their implementation
seem to have fallen by the wayside, at least in most organizations, and at least in the
United States. As Cappelli (1999) has nicely shown, instead of building closer, more
communal-like relationships with their workforce, over the past couple of decades
most organizations in the United States have moved systematically to more market-
like, distant, and transactional relationships with their people. Instead of taking care
of and being responsible for their employees, companies have cut medical benefits for
full-time employees and cut them even more aggressively for their retirees (Geisel
2002; Hofmann 2003). Meanwhile companies in large numbers have either changed
defined-benefit pension plans to defined-contribution plans in which employees are
more responsible for their own future economic security (Feinberg 2004) or have
abandoned offering pension benefits altogether.

This trend toward more market-like and distant connections has spread through-
out the world as other companies in other countries such as Japan and Western
Europe seek to emulate U.S. practices in managing the employment relation. The idea
that shareholders are preeminent has also taken hold more strongly in other coun-
tries, even as some in the United States question the long-term consequences of
adopting this shareholder-first perspective (Jacobs 1991).

There are, of course, always important and noteworthy exceptions to these trends
among both companies and countries, but the absence of much sense of community
in most organizations is quite real and quite important for understanding the evolu-
tion of work in America, the relationship between organizations and their people,
and the attitudes and beliefs of the workforce.

One consequence of the trend away from communal and caring relationships
toward more arms-length, market-like transactions between organizations and their
employees has been less trust and psychological attachment between employees and
their employers. The evidence of job dissatisfaction, distrust, and disengagement is
pervasive, as many surveys and studies from a number of industrialized countries tell
the same tale: job satisfaction, employee engagement, and trust in management are all
low and declining.

One survey by The Discovery Group reported that 52 percent of employees do not
believe the information they receive from senior management (Katcher 2004). A sur-
vey of the U.S. workforce found that one in six workers say they have withheld a sug-
gestion for improving work efficiency, and fewer than 40 percent trust their company
to keep its promises (Princeton Survey Research Associates 1994). A 2003 survey by
Korn Ferry found that 62 percent of global executives are unhappy with their current
position of employment (Korn Ferry 2003). A Conference Board survey of 5,000 U.S.
households conducted in August 2004 found that 67 percent of workers do not iden-
tify with or feel motivated to drive their employer’s business goals, one quarter are
just showing up to collect a paycheck, and almost half feel disconnected from their
employers (Conference Board 2005). That study concluded that “Americans are
growing increasingly unhappy with their jobs, with the decrease in job satisfaction
pervasive across all age groups and income levels” (Conference Board 2005). Cappelli
(1999, 122–123) summarized numerous surveys of employee attitudes and commitment,
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noting that since the 1980s the measures were “in a virtual free fall.” Nor is this
phenomenon confined to the United States. For instance, the Gallup organization
“found that 80 percent of British workers lack commitment to their job, with a quar-
ter of those being ‘actively disengaged’ ” (Deloitte Research 2004, 4).

The logic linking the less communal aspect of companies and the rise of distrust,
disengagement, and diminished satisfaction, although not extensively empirically
demonstrated, seems clear. Trust is enhanced through longer-term interactions and
by believing that the other party is taking your interests into account. Both longer-
term employment and time horizons and the belief that senior leadership is con-
cerned about employee welfare characterize more community-like companies.
Because people value workplace friendships and working with people they like and
respect and are more willing to expend extra effort when they feel psychologically
connected to their organizations—again the link between the extent to which com-
panies are more community-like and outcomes such as job attitudes and willingness
to invest more effort at work seems clear.

Another consequence of the diminished sense of community inside organizations
has been more incivility, defined as displaying a lack of regard for others in violation of
norms of mutual respect (Pearson and Porath 2005, 8), and an increase in bullying in
workplaces in which social ties and communal obligations are weaker. A study of 800
employees in the United States found that 10 percent reported witnessing incivility
daily in their workplaces and one-fifth reported being the target of incivility at work at
least once a week (Pearon and Porath 2005, 7). Furthermore, one-fourth of respondents
who felt they were treated uncivilly intentionally cut back their work efforts, and one in
eight left their job to escape the situation (Pearson and Porath 2005, 9–10).

The connection between community and workplace bullying and incivility seems
evident. A sense of community and shared, mutual obligations and closer social ties
among people would act to inhibit rude or nasty behavior. These inhibitions disap-
pear in places characterized by more market-like and distant relationships among
people and between people and their employers. Ironically and unfortunately, all of
these changes in employee attitudes and behavior are occurring at the very moment
when people’s skills and discretionary effort are more important than ever for orga-
nizational success.

In this chapter, we briefly describe the evolution away from the conception of
organizations as communities, what may have produced this change, as well as the
opportunity provided to organizations that take a different approach and take the
idea of the workplace as community more seriously. Putnam’s (2000) description of
the decline in many aspects of community in U.S. society more generally has been
mirrored in work organizations, and few companies now embrace Theory Z or the
many other books that recommend more inclusion of people in organizations and
the creation of stronger social ties. We are not only “bowling alone,” we are increas-
ingly “working alone,” even though there is important research that shows the impor-
tance of social capital for organizational success as well as individual success inside
work organizations (e.g., Leana and Rousseau 2000; Coff and Rousseau 2000).

More communal relations among people and between organizations and their
employees does seem to provide an advantage, but that many organizations
nevertheless do not make decisions about managing their people consistent with this
fact belies the common assumption that organizational leaders are rational, profit-
maximizing decision-makers always choosing the best course of action. Instead, this
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discussion of the communal aspect of work in America makes clear, once again, the
importance of values and beliefs in decisions that concern the relationships between
companies and their employees. The importance of values has, in turn, implications
for the education of managers both in school and inside companies as well as for the
role of public policy in helping to shape the covenant between employers and their
employees.

The Choices Companies Make

Organizations and their leaders make two fundamental and important decisions
about their workforce, from which many other decisions and management practices
naturally follow. The first basic decision is where to draw the organization’s boundaries—
which activities and people to include in an employment relationship and which
activities and people to leave outside the company, to treat in more market-like and
impersonal ways (e.g., Williamson 1975). At the limit, of course, are virtual or
almost-virtual companies with few or no actual employees. Thus, evidence suggests
that more “externalized” work such as part-time employment and temporary and
contract work is growing in importance and prevalence (e.g., Belous 1989; Segal and
Sullivan 1997).

The second crucial decision, given that a company is going to have any employees
at all, is what sort of relationship to forge with those employees, the people living
inside the organization’s boundaries, and, as a consequence, what kind of organiza-
tional culture to create. There are a number of interrelated dimensions that could be
productively used to characterize this relationship between organizations and their
people, including: (1) the expected duration of the relationship; (2) the degree of
legalism and formalism that characterizes the employment relation; (3) related to the
first and second dimensions, the extent to which the employment relation inside the
firm is characterized by a market-like character (Cappelli 1999) in which outcomes
from the external labor market such as wage rates and benefit arrangements are
directly imported into the company; and (4) related to the preceding three dimen-
sions, how organizations treat the degree of inclusion of people in the company. Do
organizations adopt a more community-like role, being concerned with nonwork
aspects of people’s lives, or do they adopt a more transactional and limited approach,
essentially buying labor for money in an exchange that can be terminated by either
side for any, or no, reason?

Forces Affecting the Community-Like Nature of Organizations

A number of explanations have been offered to account for the variation in the com-
munal nature of companies both over time and across cultures, but none seems to be
completely adequate or convincing, leaving an important topic for further research.
The first and most obvious explanation for the decline in the degree and forms of
attachment between companies and their employees is the greater competition and/or
increased financial stringency faced by organizations. So, for instance, Jacoby (1997)
argued that welfare capitalism was a casualty of the Great Depression, Cappelli (1999)
maintained that the more market-like interactions between companies and their
employees were a natural and logical response to increased competitive pressure and
the consequent requirement for lower costs, including labor costs; explanations for
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changes in Japanese and European organizations toward a more American-like model
often point to increasing global competition and economic integration as a cause.

But the data are not completely consistent with an explanation stressing more
competition as a cause of declining community-like ties in work organizations, nor
does this account make logical sense. Barley and Kunda’s (1992) study of the rise and
fall of regimes of normative and rational control in organizations provides some rel-
evant evidence, if we assume that normative control is related to more communal
relationships inside companies. Their study found that variations in economic con-
ditions explained variation in control regimes over time. But as Barley and Kunda
noted, neither the extent of competition nor the munificence or scarcity of the envi-
ronment did or could explain the rise or fall of normative control. That’s because
both normative and rational control approaches promise enhanced efficiency and
effectiveness. In other words, since communal-like relations presumably increase
employee motivation and organizational performance, there is no logic to arguing
that such organizing principles should decline in use just because companies face
more competition.

Furthermore, welfare capitalism emerged in the late 1800s and early 1900s when
economic competition was, if anything, fiercer than at any other time including the
present. Griffin, Wallace, and Rubin (1986, 149) noted that the average business fail-
ure rate during the period 1890–1928 was more than twice that of the post–World
War II average. And so-called Japanese management practices such as single company
unions and long-term employment relations actually emerged in full flower after
World War II, when Japan was facing unprecedented levels of economic hardship.

Finally, many of the companies most noted for their communal nature (e.g.,
Southwest Airlines and the Men’s Wearhouse) operate in industries (airlines and
retailing) that are beset with competition and financial stringency. To the extent that
stronger attachments and a less transactional relationship promote discretionary
effort, reduced turnover, and, as a consequence, higher levels of productivity, it is far
from logically clear why increased competitive pressure should not increase rather
than decrease the communal nature of companies.

A second explanation for variation is national culture. Ouchi (1981), for instance,
emphasized the difference between American agriculture with its dispersed (and
presumably larger) farms and Japanese rice growing, where the farmers lived in
closer proximity to each other. While not denying that there are important differ-
ences across countries, particularly in the extent to which nations seem to embrace
individualistic competition or more collective and communal ways of interrelating
(e.g., Hofstede 1980), this explanation also has some problems. In the first place,
there is a great deal of variation in management practices across organizations situ-
ated in similar industries within the same country. And even in single countries,
such as Japan, and even in the same company, organizations often treat their women
and part-time employees quite differently from the portion of the labor force that is
considered to be core.

It is not clear whether national cultural values about how people ought to be
treated and the communal nature of companies can readily account for this differen-
tial treatment of people inside the same organization. Moreover, the relatively rapid
change in management practices experienced, for instance, in the United States,
which went from the organization man of the 1950s to the free agents of the 1980s
and 1990s, makes lodging an explanation in something as stable as national values
and culture problematic.
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A third explanation is institutionalization and imitation. There is no doubt that
companies play “follow-the-leader,” and consulting organizations and benchmarking
practices are among the forces that encourage imitation and the spread of manage-
ment ideas. Even a study of downsizing, which one might think is one of the most
economically driven decisions, found strong evidence of mimicry (Budros 1997).
There is also no doubt that management approaches such as welfare capitalism and
more inclusion or more market-like relationships with employees come into and go
out of fashion, and that management practices are at least to an extent driven by fads
and fashions (Abrahamson 1996). The difficulty with this explanation is that not only
does it leave much contemporaneous variation across companies unexplained, but it
also leaves largely unexplored the causes or sources that determine what comes into
fashion and what goes out, and which ideas are in vogue.

Yet another explanation lodges the source of variation in the values and experi-
ences of the CEO. Southwest Airlines will be forever identified with its long-term
CEO, Herb Kelleher, and the company’s culture and style, as well as the management
practices and associated values that reflected Kelleher’s philosophy, including putting
employees first, customers second, and shareholders third. The sense of the company
as a community or even a family is part and parcel of the company’s way of operat-
ing, as Colleen Barrett, president and chief operating officer, explained:

We’ve talked to our employees from day one about being one big family. If you stop and
think about it for even 20 seconds, the things we do are things that you would do with
your own family. We try to acknowledge and react to any significant event in our broth-
ers’ or sisters’ lives, whether it’s work-related or personal. We do the traditional things,
like sending birthday cards and cards on the anniversary of their date of hire. But if
employees have a child who’s sick or a death in the family, we do our best to acknowl-
edge it. We celebrate with our employees when good things happen, and we grieve with
them when they experience something devastating. (Shin 2003, 19)

George Zimmer, founder and CEO of the Men’s Wearhouse, was very much a child
of the 1960s, and he talked about doing things to ensure he remained spiritual
enough. Again, the humanistic values that emanated from Zimmer permeated the
company and infused its specific management practices such as offering loans to
employees having financial difficulties and giving employees second and third
chances even when they had stolen a pair of socks or put a customer’s deposit in their
pocket for several days.

DaVita, a large operator of kidney dialysis centers, reborn under CEO Kent Thiry,
reflected Thiry’s values and orientation toward community. It is not every CEO, par-
ticularly a nonfounding CEO with fewer than 10 years of service, who would set up a
family foundation to provide educational benefits to company employees’ children,
something that Thiry did. The company was referred to as a village, Thiry was the
“mayor,” and the ethos was very much one of community that emanated from Thiry
and his close associates.

There is no question, particularly in America, at a time of strong, even dominant,
CEOs, that the tone set at and by the top permeates much of the organization, and
this is true whether that tone consists of the ethical lapses of Ken Lay at Enron and the
abusive, take-no-prisoners ethos of “Chainsaw” Al Dunlap (e.g., McLean and Elkind
2003; Byrne 1999) or the humanistic, community-oriented tone of Thiry, Zimmer,
and Kelleher. But what this explanation lacks, of course, is an account of precisely
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how these CEOs’ values get formed and, perhaps as importantly, in the case of CEOs
who were not the founders of their companies, how and why boards of directors
selected them in the first place and then subsequently retained them and accepted
their cultural values and management approach. Although leaders and their beliefs
matter, an exclusively leader-centric account seems to leave out the explanation for
how these leaders formed their particular view of what organizations should be and
how they come to get selected and are able to remain in power.

An important additional factor, not often addressed in either research or theoriz-
ing, that may help explain the variation in the communal nature of organizations
over time and across locales is the set of social values and norms that get embedded
in particular theories and perspectives about people and organizations, perspectives
that do not simply “arise” but that are promulgated by interest groups with particular
agendas and beliefs. So, for instance, when George Zimmer gave a talk to a class of
Stanford MBAs, the most frequently asked question was what other retail CEOs said
about his unique and different philosophy and approach to running a retail business.
Zimmer’s response was that he did not spend much time talking to other retail CEOs
(nor, one would suspect, listening to or benchmarking their ideas).

The question reflects the correct belief that there are socially accepted and valued
ways of running a company, that these beliefs influence how leaders behave, and that
in current times, such ways of managing do not much include thinking of organiza-
tions as communities or employees as important. A new question then arises as to
how CEOs and companies with this approach are able to withstand the various pres-
sures, including pressures from peers in business and pressures from the capital
markets. But another equally important question is how social expectations and ideas
about appropriate models of organization get established in the first place. As
Zimmer also made clear in his talk, there were two ways of thinking about business
and society: as places facing the need to allocate scarce resources and compete, or
as places existing in a world filled with infinite love, compassion, and expandable
resources. He remarked, with a smile, that he could predict which of the two views of
the world the MBA program inculcated.

At the societal level, the waxing and waning of ideology that informs manage-
ment practice is not exogenous but is, instead, driven by the political agendas of
affluent groups with an ideology that they would like to advance (e.g., DeParle
2005). Therefore, management practices reflect general trends in beliefs about peo-
ple, their responsibilities, and how they relate to each other, as well as what makes
organizations effective. The rise of neoclassical economics with its assumptions of
methodological individualism, the pursuit of self-interest (e.g., Miller 1999), indi-
vidual choice and responsibility, and the importance of market-mediated
exchanges (Kuttner 1996) is at once inconsistent with a view of organizations as
communities of mutual responsibility and shared obligation and also helps to
explain why a communal organizing model may be particularly scarce at times such
as the present and in places, such as the United States, where such an ideology has
gained ascendance.

Therefore, culture matters—not just or perhaps even primarily the national
culture, but more particular social values embedded in people’s implicit assumptions
about human behavior and organizations and what makes each effective. As exten-
sively documented elsewhere (e.g., Kuttner 1996), such beliefs and ideologies about
human behavior are neither simply subject to empirical proof of their validity
nor emergent from society, but instead, these points of view are promulgated by
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foundations and organizations that are active in the political discourse precisely to
influence not only specific policies but also, more importantly, the language and
assumptions that shape how people see the world, including the organizational world
(Ferraro, Pfeffer, and Sutton 2005). In that sense, the waxing and waning of an organ-
ization as community model is a consequence of more general changes in views of
human and organizational behavior that are the result of political action by advocates
favoring a particular conception and point of view.

Needless to say, these explanations for variations in the prevalence of a communal
model of organizing are not mutually exclusive. Moreover, their influence on organ-
izing models ought to be studied rather than, as is almost invariably the case, simply
asserted (e.g., Ouchi 1981). Most importantly, the explanations should be considered,
to the extent possible, simultaneously in studies of management practices, to assess
their joint and separate effects.

Some Dimensions of Organizations as Communities

To talk about or to study the idea of organizations as communities, it is essential to
develop some dimensions or indicators that might measure the extent to which
organizations are, or are not, communal. A reading of the literature and a considera-
tion of some companies that explicitly have adopted communal-like language and
management practices suggest at least the following aspects for consideration in such
a definition.

Helping Employees in Need

One element of community is that people look out for and take care of one another.
At DaVita, formerly Total Renal Care, one of the largest operators of dialysis centers
in the United States, the CEO dresses up as one of the Three Musketeers to reinforce
the idea of “one for all and all for one.” Very much like Southwest Airlines, which has
a similar arrangement, DaVita collects contributions from employees to help other
employees facing unanticipated medical expenses or other family emergencies that
strain their financial resources. At SAS Institute, the company provides much the
same sort of assistance. There are no sick days at SAS, but employees who fall ill get
sympathy, concern, and a paycheck. Employees who violate the company’s trust in
them and abuse their perquisites get removed from the organization. When an SAS
employee drowned in a boating accident, leaving his two young children no longer
eligible to continue in company-subsidized, high-quality day care, SAS did the
humane and concerned thing and let the children remain until they were no longer
eligible by reason of age. At the Men’s Wearhouse, because most retail employees
are fairly low paid, there are funds available to provide no- or low-interest loans to
people who need help, for instance, financing automobile repairs so they can have
transportation to and from their workplace.

The presence and extensiveness of this sort of mutual aid and company-provided
resources to help employees through difficult and unanticipated life events is a hall-
mark of companies that feel like communities and that connect employees more
closely to each other and to the corporation.
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Employee Benefits and Assistance

Another element of community is that the community, society, or organization takes
care of people and their needs throughout the course of their life and not just in
emergency situations. So, in cities there are schools for children and, presumably,
social services and healthcare for the ill and the aged. In a similar fashion, more
communal organizations typically offer a wider and more generous range of assis-
tance and benefits to employees. SAS Institute is famous for its on-site subsidized
daycare, on-site medical and recreational facilities, and the eldercare and adoption
advice services it provides for its people and their dependents. SAS offers access to
its cafeterias to families of employees so that, for instance, children in the on-site
daycare can eat lunch with their parents. DaVita also offers medical benefits that are
generous, considering its industry type and workforce composition, and provides
ongoing training and education so that employees can develop their skills and
progress in their careers. The Men’s Wearhouse uses a relatively small number of
part-time employees so a higher proportion of its workforce is eligible for its
relatively generous benefits, including profit sharing.

Unlike the assumptions of neoclassical economic model in which people receive
money and benefits for their labor and are expected to optimize the associated trade-
offs between the various components of pay as well as among the different employ-
ment opportunities they could choose, organizations operating under a more
communal approach seek to provide for employees’ anticipated needs such as health-
care and retirement. There are obvious tax advantages to providing assistance in this
way, but the primary motivating factor seems to be a sense of obligation to provide
benefits to help employees in significant aspects of their lives. Companies with a
communal orientation do not abandon these programs at the first sign of financial
stringency or when others in their industries do.

Nepotism and Dating Policies

In communities, people meet each other and form close interpersonal ties. In
communities, neighborhoods, and ethnic enclaves, people become close friends and
sometimes fall in love. Although only a small minority of employers have formal
policies forbidding workplace dating, most discourage intimate relationships in the
workplace in order to avoid “conflicts of interest, ethical trespasses and leaks of pro-
prietary information,” as well as time spent flirting (rather than working) and dealing
with sexual harassment suits (Feeney 2004, 37).

Not so in Southwest Airlines, where, of the company’s 35,000 employees, about
2,000 are married to each other (Feeney 2004). Nor SAS Institute, where both the cur-
rent and the past head of human resources were married to other SAS employees,
where people often meet at work, fall in love, get married, have children that they
then send to SAS daycare, while both continue to work for the company. When
I wrote a case on SAS, I interviewed a male programmer who responded to the ques-
tion as to why he did not leave SAS at the height of the Internet frenzy to make more
money elsewhere with the comment “my wife [a fellow SAS employee] would have
left me.”
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Company-Sponsored Social Events

Communities have community activities—fairs, parades, holiday displays—that
bring people together to celebrate accomplishments, mark the passage of time, and
share significant milestones. One element of strong culture organizations is holding
company-sponsored and -encouraged social events and other activities that bring
people together (e.g., Deal and Kennedy 1982), and organizations that seek to build a
more community-like atmosphere therefore do things to create opportunities for
informal social interaction.

The Men’s Wearhouse, the $1.4 billion retailer of tailored off-price men’s clothing,
has about 30 Christmas parties around the country where employees and their sig-
nificant others come to celebrate with music, good food, and an awards ceremony.
The company encourages its store managers to organize social outings and basketball
or baseball games throughout the year so that employees enjoy recreation with each
other. DaVita sponsors DaVita academies that offer not only learning and training
but also games and socializing. SAS Institute encourages employees and their families
to use the company’s facilities and has numerous celebrations, including ones for new
product releases. In the on-site recreational facilities, such as basketball and tennis
courts, employees not only get their exercise but also literally “play” with each other.
Southwest Airlines, too, is famous for its fun atmosphere and for the many celebra-
tions and ways in which people get to informally interact with each other and with
senior management.

The purpose of all of this is to encourage people to build deeper ties to each other
and to create relationships fostered on mutual liking and interaction, not just on
work-related interdependence. The idea is that by building a community feeling
through informal social interaction, the company creates social capital that can be
relied upon to build trust and to encourage people to work together to accomplish
common goals.

Resolving Work-Family Issues

Inter-role conflict—the inconsistent demands of both being a family member and an
employee—is pervasive in the U.S. workplace. Galinsky, Bond, and Friedman (1993)
reported that 40 percent of employed parents experienced problems in combining
work and family demands, and Frone, Russell, and Cooper (1992) found work inter-
feres with home life three times as frequently as home or family responsibilities inter-
feres with work. Bakker and Geurts (2004, 360) noted that “[e]mployees particularly
experience negative interference between work and family life when they are exposed
to a high workload and demanding interactions with clients.”

Communal organizations try to resolve these issues in numerous ways, but most
importantly by creating a culture and environment in which the activity of employ-
ees taking care of those outside of work for whom they are responsible is accepted
and expected. The evidence is clear that the mere existence of formal policies permit-
ting flexibility are insufficient, because employees are reluctant to take advantage of
programs such as flexible work hours, maternity or paternity leave, the opportunity
to work from home, or the opportunity to work part-time or job share (e.g., Evans,
Kunda, and Barley 2004, 3). That’s because “managers and peers interpret the use of
flexibility programs as evidence of a lack of commitment, motivation, and productivity”
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and supervisors frequently deny requests for more flexible and family-friendly work
schedules (Evans et al. 2004, 3). What matters are not formal policies but the organi-
zation’s culture and its orientation and values about work-family issues.

SAS Institute is frequently on the list of the best places to work and has won many
plaudits for its family-friendly environment. SAS employees can adjust their work
hours to accommodate family needs, and more importantly, the company has a
workweek of 35 to 40 hours, not the long days and weeks more typical of the software
industry. The company recognizes that the people most important to its employees
are those that they care for and are responsible for, such as their husbands and wives,
children, domestic partners, and parents, and it makes available both benefits and
work arrangements that make it feasible to have both a job and a life. As a conse-
quence, SAS has been able to attract a large number of talented women employees
into professional and managerial roles as well as people from families with children,
much greater than the average for companies in the software industry. Accessing tal-
ented women gives SAS a competitive advantage in the challenging task of recruiting
and retaining talent in an industry that is in the end all about intellectual capital.

Long-Term Employment

One is presumably a member of a community for a long and indefinite period.
Similarly, the idea of long-term employment is fundamental for those organizations
that operate in a more communal fashion. Following September 11, 2001, Southwest
Airlines, even as it prepared for the anticipated downturn, stayed clear of the knee-
jerk reaction of immediately laying off workers, even as all of its industry competitors
reduced their schedules and their workforces. SAS Institute tells its employees that it
expects to see them have numerous careers and pursue various professional interests
during the course of their work life, but it hopes that these changes will all occur at
SAS. EADS, the large European defense and space agency that owns 80 percent of
Airbus, also laid off no one following September 11, even though orders for new air-
craft plummeted. Their head of human resources maintains that the goodwill engen-
dered through that action has been instrumental in their overtaking Boeing and in
avoiding the union conflicts and various production and quality programs that have
plagued Boeing.

One reason this idea of long-term employment is so fundamental is that many of
the other dimensions of community make sense only in the context of long-term
mutual commitments. It is difficult and probably not very sensible, for example, to
provide for employees over their life courses through pensions, medical benefits, and
adoption and long-term care if the employees are not going to be in the company
very long. But another reason for the emphasis on long-term employment is that it is
fundamental to building a sense of permanence and attachment that communal-like
organizations seek.

The irony is that although there is a pervasive sense of instability, fear of job loss,
and increasing impermanence in the workplace, as Jacoby (1999) has argued, there
is actually less evidence than one might expect that job tenures have actually short-
ened very much for most of the adult workforce or that career jobs are disappearing.
In some sense, then, many companies have obtained the worst of both worlds—on
the one hand, the costs and presumed disadvantages of long-tenured workforces
such as higher benefit costs, and, on the other hand, people fearful of losing their
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jobs and not taking a long-term perspective on their commitment and attachment
to the company.

Table 1.1 summarizes the dimensions and management practices that could form
the basis for characterizing organizations in terms of their community-like nature.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of Managing 
Organizations as Communities

Understanding the logic behind managing organizations as communities compared
to managing the employment relationship in a more market-like fashion can help us
understand how these models vary over time, across organizations, and across cul-
tures, as well as the factors leaders must consider working on, should one or the other
model come to be perceived as desirable.

The Argument for Managing Organizations as Communities

The problem with the market-oriented, free agency-like model described by Cappelli
(1999) as growing in prominence can be nicely seen by considering professional
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Table 1.1 Dimensions that might be Used for Characterizing
the Degree to which Organizations are Communities

Helping Employees in Need
“Rainy day” fund
Low-interest or no-interest loans to employees having financial
difficulties
Maintaining salary and/or benefits when not required to do so

Employee Benefits and Assistance
Pensions, including defined-benefit pensions
Health insurance and/or health care
Adoption and elder care assistance
Tuition reimbursement and educational assistance
Recreational facilities or health club membership

Nepotism and Dating Policies
Are employees married to each other allowed to work in the
company?
Are there formal or informal policies precluding dating?

Company-Sponsored Social Events
Holiday parties
Travel and trips for recreation
Games and sports teams and leagues
Celebrations of accomplishments and milestones

Resolving Work/Family Issues
Use of parental leave
Maternity policies
Flexible work hours
Part-time work as an employee option, including job sharing
On-site childcare

Long-Term Employment
Voluntary turnover
Layoffs



sports or investment banking, two labor markets that are probably the closest to this
model in their operation. In each instance, the arrangement works well for the free
agents, particularly those favored in the competition by their performance, but the
employers tend not to do so well. When Warren Buffett stepped in to run Salomon
Brothers after a bond trading scandal, one of the things he talked about was how the
individual investment bankers were getting rich even though the returns to share-
holders, measured by indicators such as return on shareholder equity, were quite
poor for the firm. Most baseball teams lose money, at least in the absence of collusion
to restrict players’ salaries (e.g., Helyar 1991).

These results are scarcely surprising. In the absence of any form of attachment
other than money, people will continually be assessing their alternative market
opportunities, will always be at risk of leaving, and because of the social comparison
aspect to the salary determination process, the upward pressure on salaries will often
be relentless. Salaries are invariably set with respect to some market level, but almost
all consider themselves to be above average in their skills and performance (e.g.,
Brown 1986). Consequently, there will be a tendency for average salaries to trend
upward, unless there are severe downturns in the economy or enough foreign com-
petition to fundamentally change the salary structure. This process accounts for the
upward pressure on salaries in professional sports as well as the CEO labor market.

Moreover, turnover will be higher than it might otherwise be—again baseball, and
for that matter other sports in the era of free agency, and investment banking provide
good examples of this—imposing extra costs on the organization. These costs include
the direct costs entailed in replacing the people leaving, costs in customer retention
and satisfaction that come from having clients dealing with a perpetually inexperi-
enced workforce, and the losses due to coordination failures or increased investment
in the coordination and control required when people are working interdependently
with others who are strangers.

Consequently, some companies seek to transform the employment relationship
from one based strictly on money or other extrinsic incentives to one based on other
things such as social relationships, purpose, and cultural fit as well. So, for instance,
Apple Computer in its heyday early in its history recruited people, including former
CEO John Sculley, by talking about its mission to change the world of computing.

Yet another way of deemphasizing the solely economic aspects of the employment
relationship is to create a more communal-like feeling in the company, increasing the
strength and importance of social bonds among people as well as the emotional con-
nection between employees and the company. This is precisely the human resource
strategy pursued by the MTW Corporation (now the Innovation Group), a Kansas
City–based information technology contractor and developer of software for the
insurance industry. By taking care of its people—providing more benefits and a
culture that signaled that people were valued and expected to be part of the company
and contribute to decision-making—turnover fell to about 7 percent even in the
height of the labor market frenzy, and the company was consistently profitable and
growing.

Because of the norm of reciprocity, commitment is mutual. To expect employees
to be loyal to the company, the company needs to be loyal to them. To expect employ-
ees to see themselves as citizens or members of a community that they find attractive
enough to work for, exert discretionary effort on its behalf, and remain in the com-
pany, organizations must do the various things already discussed to create a sense of
community that would warrant such attitudes and actions.
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There are some additional important advantages of building organizations as
communities. In the market-like arrangements characteristic of many contemporary
employers, negotiation over everything is frequent. These negotiations take time and
effort and divert attention from developing products and services and serving cus-
tomers. Trust, as it turns out, is much more efficient as a coordinating mechanism
than to have to specify and haggle over every detail of work and the employment
contract. Moreover, by incorporating more of the employee’s life, including the parts
outside of work, into the organization, employees are freed from external distractions
and can focus on doing their work and making the company successful.

One of the reasons SAS Institute claims it can operate effectively with a shorter
work week is that when its people are at work, they face no distractions. They do not
have to worry either about their benefits or their children in day care. They do not have
to worry whether the company is exploiting them and whether they need to be out
looking at employment alternatives. Frictions and wasted energy are reduced, albeit
never completely eliminated, in organizations that are more communal-like and are
thereby able to build deeper and more trusting relationships with their people.

The Arguments against Managing Organizations as Communities

There are, of course, many reasons why companies are reluctant to embrace, or at least
fully embrace, a community-oriented perspective. One explanation comes from many
executives’ reactions when my colleagues and I teach cases such as Southwest Airlines
or SAS Institute—the executives feel that the organizations are too “cult-like” and are
uncomfortable with their strong cultures, even though those strong cultures have con-
tributed in important ways to their success. The norm of individualism runs strong in
the United States in particular, and in the West in general (e.g., Morris and Peng 1994),
and community, at least in some of its aspects and implications, is almost by definition
group-oriented and group-centered. The clash with general social values looms large
in explaining companies’ reluctance to adopt this management approach.

Another aspect of the same phenomenon of managerial discomfort with commu-
nity can be seen in a Fortune television interview with James Goodnight, cofounder
and CEO of SAS. The interviewer accused Goodnight of being “paternalistic,” which
both the interviewer and, at least initially, Goodnight took to be a pejorative term.
Upon reflection, however, Goodnight responded that if paternalism meant that he
cared about his employees and their well-being, then he just might be paternalistic.

The point is that paternalism, or caring about the total person throughout his or
her life course, is something expected of family members and friends, but somehow
we have gotten the idea that business is, and should be, different from the rest of life,
operating using different norms, values, mores of interaction, and rules. Ethics and
honest behavior, for example, are important in interacting with family, friends,
neighbors, and in religious and civic organizations, but ethical behavior has to be
defended on occasion at work, with special workshops and training to inculcate
behavior that is more completely natural in other settings. As another example, inter-
nal competition and forced curve ranking is often lauded in business, but sibling
rivalry, although a reality, is seldom held out to be a desirable state of affairs, and
few child-rearing experts argue that pitting family members against each other in a
competition for status leads to good outcomes.

This attempt to keep work and business separate and distinct from other domains
creates problems and is, in the end, impossible. As Libby Sartain, former head of HR
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at Southwest and now running HR at Yahoo, noted, how can work be separate from
the rest of life when, with cell phones, e-mail, PDAs, and so forth, one can hardly
escape from work?

A second reason for avoiding more communal and inclusive relationships with
employees is potential legal issues. For instance, to offer a pension plan makes the
employer responsible for ensuring the integrity of the plan and its administration,
and, in the case of defined-benefit plans, financially responsible for ensuring that
promised benefits are, in fact, paid. Offering on-site daycare may make the employer
responsible for what goes on in the daycare center, even if it is operated by a contrac-
tor, and legally liable for problems caused by the daycare employees. Talking about
organizations as communities and about continued association or membership may
create an implied promise of long-term employment and get the employer into trou-
ble for violating implicit contracts if layoffs occur. All benefit plans impose reporting
requirements. In an increasingly litigious world, labor lawyers basically tell employers
to promise as little as possible, to expressly limit and to put in writing any obligations
they do incur and, in general, to delimit the implicit and broad promises implied by
the idea of organizations as communities.

Interestingly, there is little evidence that all of this legal maneuvering actually cur-
tails the amount of employment litigation. In fact, by creating formalistic, legalistic,
and distant relations between employers and their people, it is likely that legal action
on the part of employees who feel they are wronged is actually encouraged, because
there are no positive sentiments they hold toward the company to cause them to hold
back. Anecdotally, companies such as SAS Institute or the Innovation Group (for-
merly MTW Corporation) that have deeper and less formal relationships with their
people actually face fewer employee suits than comparable organizations.
Nonetheless, the advice of labor lawyers looms large as an explanation for why a more
communal model of organizations has not diffused.

Separate from, but ideologically related to, the legal issues, many organizations
seek to delimit their obligations to their employees and, to the extent possible, devolve
responsibility for nonwork aspects of employees’ lives back to the employees. That’s
because organizations do not want to open the Pandora’s box by beginning to be
responsible for more than they absolutely need to order to get the work accom-
plished. As part of the move toward a market-like employment relationship, organi-
zations seek to delimit their sphere of involvement in the life and well-being of their
workforce—by the way, at the same time feeling free to monitor people’s behavior at
work, including their Internet and e-mail behavior, and to make demands on people
even during their off hours. Nonetheless, the idea of a limited transaction carries over
and thus limits what companies feel they are responsible for.

So the advantages of greater involvement and inclusion are balanced with social
expectations, norms of separateness, transactional relationships, and concerns about
legal liability and assumption of responsibility. Different companies at different times
and in different countries balance these conflicting pressures to reach different deci-
sions about what kind of organization to construct.

The Role of Public Policy, Values, and Management Education

What should be clear from the foregoing discussion is that there is some degree of
equifinality in employment models—different ways of organizing can be economi-
cally effective for organizations as long as they are implemented in an internally
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consistent fashion and fit the organization’s business model and strategy
(e.g., Cappelli and Crocker-Hefter 1996). In other words, to use a contemporary
example, one can be either Wal-Mart or Costco and be economically successful
(Maier 2005). However, different organizational models have different costs for
employees and the broader society. After all, many of the functions assumed by
organizations operating more as communities must be performed by other institu-
tions such as government or private charities, or else these functions are left undone
for employees who work in more market-like organizations.

To take just two examples, if employers do not provide medical coverage or pen-
sions for their employees, those employees must somehow either acquire health
insurance and retirement income on their own or, as is often the case, rely on the gov-
ernment to provide at least a limited safety net. And with respect to job satisfaction
and commitment, employees who can rely on and trust their employers to look after
more of their welfare are more likely to be satisfied with their employment—witness
the difference in turnover levels, for instance, between Costco with its greater wages
and benefits and Wal-Mart, which pays as little as possible given the local labor mar-
ket, uses a higher percentage of part-time employees, and therefore provides benefits
to fewer of its people (Shuit 2004).

Throughout the history of the modern industrial age, there has always been choice
in how companies structured their relationship with their employees, from the time
of welfare capitalism at the beginning of the twentieth century, to the era of the “orga-
nizational man” (Whyte 1956) in the 1950s, to the time of Theory Z and Japanese-
style management in the 1980s, to the present-day emphasis on markets and labor
market flexibility. As already noted, these choices are affected by values and beliefs,
and also by public policy with its direct effect on management practices through law
and regulation and its indirect effect through shaping norms about appropriate man-
agement behavior. Recent trends in values and beliefs and public policy regimes make
the idea of organizations as communities less likely, regardless of the virtues of such
an approach.

Management practice is affected by what is taught in business schools (Ghoshal
2005), in part because schools in the United States now turn out more than 100,000
MBAs per year, business education based in large measure on the U.S. model and U.S.
literature is expanding rapidly around the world, and in addition to the people
enrolled in formal degree programs, many other executives come into contact with
business school through executive programs. As documented by Ghoshal (2005) and
others (e.g., Ferraro, Pfeffer, and Sutton 2005), business school curricula are heavily
influenced by economics and the assumptions and language of economics, including
assumptions of self-interest, agency problems, and the virtues of markets as ways of
allocating resources (see also Kuttner 1996). Although there are obviously other
points of view—and one can find human resource management courses that offer
organizational models emphasizing commitment, strong culture, and community
(e.g., O’Reilly and Pfeffer 2000)—economics remains the mother discipline and an
important influence on managerial thought, language, and practice.

The consequences of this economic orientation need not just be logically inferred
but can be empirically seen in studies that explore how business school students’
values and behavior change while in school. The Aspen Institute’s (2001) study of val-
ues shows that over the course of their education, students come to place less empha-
sis on customers and employees and more emphasis on shareholders and creating
shareholder value. McCabe and his colleagues (e.g., McCabe and Trevino 1995) have
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shown in numerous studies that business school students are more likely to report
having cheated than students from other majors. And a study of corporate malfea-
sance found that while organizational size was positively related to the likelihood of
corporate malfeasance, this relationship was even stronger for companies with a
higher proportion of senior management with MBA degrees. Ghoshal (2005) has
argued that all these consequences mean that business education and its language and
theoretical foundations need to be fundamentally rethought and redesigned. Until
this task is accomplished, however, business education and the dominant economic
logic make building organizations as communities less likely.

Government, under the banner of an “ownership society” and making the econ-
omy more efficient by reducing regulation, has also invoked economic language,
assumptions, and practices, thereby serving as a model to other organizations. Public
employees, such as nurses and teachers, feel under attack and are called “special inter-
ests” as various states and cities try to introduce more variation in pay, less job secu-
rity, and less generous staffing ratios. Ironically, government’s relaxation of regulations
that might constrain the choices of companies often does not encourage companies
to behave responsibly toward their people.

So, there are no proscriptions on abandoning healthcare insurance for either
employees or retirees, and competitive dynamics will virtually force companies to do
so when enough others in their industry do, leaving those who want to maintain
more generous communal benefits at a competitive disadvantage. The result is that
45 million Americans now have no health insurance, an increase of more than
five million in the last five years, and the National Academy of Sciences estimates
that 18,000 people die each year because they have no insurance and thus reduced
access to care (Pear 2005). Companies are also free to change or abandon pension
plans, again putting pressure on competitors to do likewise. This dynamic is currently
playing out in the airline industry where companies in bankruptcy can renegotiate
the terms of employment and can jettison pension obligations, almost forcing other
companies not yet in bankruptcy to match these actions for competitive survival.

The irony is that government regulation, or its absence, lets companies off the
hook for promises, but then government itself, through guarantees of minimum pen-
sion benefits and the need to provide healthcare to those who otherwise cannot
afford it, winds up shouldering the costs offloaded by private sector employers. In
fact, faced with their own pension obligations that strain their budgets, city and state
governments have begun to contemplate changing their own retirement practices, to
move away from defined-benefit plans that guarantee a certain percentage of income
based on years of service, and instead to have their employees assume more responsi-
bility for their own retirement income through defined-contribution plans. Thus, it
is questionable whether public policy and public organization examples encourage
the development of a more communal orientation toward the workforce.

Although the current zeitgeist is very much contrary to the idea of organizations
as communities of shared fate, and much more consistent with an ethos of every
person for him- or herself (get what you can when you can and how you can), this
actually leaves an amazing competitive opportunity for the companies that operate
differently. Just as in product markets, competitive advantage in labor markets comes
from offering a better—and different—value proposition. Doing what everyone else
does basically produces the same results as everyone else. Variation in performance,
either positive or negative, comes from being different. So, the competitive advantage
in attracting employees enjoyed by SAS Institute, Southwest Airlines, and DaVita, for
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example, only grows to the extent that their cultures and communal orientation are
increasingly unique.

Missed Opportunities

Work in America continues to be problematic in many dimensions, and maybe even
more so than when the original volume was published (Special Task Force 1973). My
reading of that original work is that in the 1970s, people were largely concerned about
whether or not work itself had sufficient variety and autonomy—whether jobs were
sufficiently enriched to motivate and engage the workforce (e.g., Hackman and
Oldham 1980), the effects of alienating jobs on physical and mental health, and the
need for worker training. Alienation from and boredom with work—often routine
and deskilled work—was an important focus of attention.

The good news is that work requiring no skill, work that can be outsourced or off-
shored, has been, or soon will be. The work that remains in advanced industrial
economies is increasingly intellectual or knowledge work, requiring innovation and
skill—except, of course, for personal services that cannot be provided at a distance.
The bad news is that what seems to be more problematic is not just people’s work,
although autonomy and control over work remains a critical issue, but also employees’
connections to their employers and each other.

People are now spending more time at work than ever before:

The Japanese do not feel rich, Imada (1997) argued, because an over-emphasis on work
and long hours has made it difficult for many Japanese to enjoy family life . . . . U.S.
workers now work more hours per year than do workers in any other industrialized
country . . . . Middle-class parents in dual-earner households worked a total of
3,932 hours in 2000, equivalent to more than two full-time jobs in most European
countries. (Berg et al. 2004, 332–333)

Not only are people spending lots of time at work, but work roles also remain cen-
tral to social identity and status, and the conflict between work and nonwork time
and responsibilities remains pervasive (e.g., Barnett 1994; Bolger, Delongis, and
Kessler 1989; Gareis and Barnett 2000). So the fundamental question is, what sort of
relationship is forged between people and their employers within the workplace, the
place where people spend so much time? There is certainly evidence that people want
to do meaningful work, work that has purpose and that they find fulfilling in the
sense of accomplishing something they believe contributes to achieving some impor-
tant goal (Ashmos and Duchon 2000), as well as work that permits them to realize
their full potential as a person (Mitroff and Denton 1999).

But people also desire a sense of belonging and community at work. People are
social creatures and social interaction at work is important. For people spending
more time and making more personal sacrifices for their work, not only what they do
but also the relationship with their employer is psychologically important.

For a number of reasons briefly reviewed here, most organizations are not provid-
ing the sense of community and psychological attachment that most people seek.
This leaves many people dissatisfied and reasonably uncommitted to their employers,
which results in less discretionary effort and providing fewer ideas and innovation
than might otherwise be the case. In sum, the story of work in America today, with
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respect to the communal nature of organizations, is a story of missed opportunities.
There are many factors and forces at play in creating this situation, ranging from
public policy to what we teach in business schools to general social norms, values, and
expectations about the appropriate relationship between people and organizations.
For work in America to change, each and all of these factors and forces will need to be
both better understood and a target for intervention.
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2

The Transformation of Work 
in America: New Health

Vulnerabilities for 
American Workers

Richard H. Price

The plate tectonics of work in the United States have shifted in the last 30 years,
causing changes in the risks and vulnerabilities of worker health. The introduc-

tion of information technology in its various forms, the globalization of economies,
changes in the nature of the employment contract between employers and workers,
the emergence of the service economy, and the entry of women into the workforce all
have affected the dynamics of working life for Americans. This chapter explores these
changes and the ways they are consequential for the health and well-being of
American workers and their families.

Stress and Health in the American Workplace: Then and Now

The picture of the American workplace painted in the landmark report Work in
America (1973) is one in which workers were faced with monotonous, regimented,
and stressful work. These workers lived in an organizational world where little con-
trol over the nature and quality of their work was possible and where the work itself
frequently lacked any larger human meaning. The report noted crucial links between
worker discontent and worker health. More generally, the 1973 report argued that
stressful conditions at work could have adverse effects on mental health and increase
the risk of drug and alcohol addiction as well as increase cardiovascular risk.

Thus, improving the conditions of work could have health benefits. The report
explained that there is an important difference between attempting to improve health
by increasing spending for medical care and taking advantage of the opportunities for
improving physical and mental health that reside in improving the conditions of
work. For example, a considerable proportion of the unexplained risk of heart disease
could simply be due to occupational stress, rapid changes in employment, lack of
security, and lack of stability and support in the workplace (Work and Health 1973).



As we shall see, a body of scientific literature on the links between working conditions
and health has emerged in the last 30 years. That literature has greatly enlarged our
understanding of the processes and mechanisms that link working conditions to
health. But to understand the American workplace today, and in particular to under-
stand how changes in stressful work are related to health, we must first turn to a brief
history of the evolution of work in America over the last 30 years.

Changes in the American Workplace 1972–2002

While it is commonplace to acknowledge that dramatic social changes have occurred
over the last four decades, it is less frequently acknowledged that the nature and con-
ditions of work have undergone perhaps an even more dramatic transformation.
Cooper (1998) has summarized the steps of the transformation of the regimented
and monotonous workplace of the early 1970s into the workplace that we see now at
the beginning of the twenty-first century.

The 1960s and early 1970s began as a period of optimism about the power of
technology to transform workers’ lives and to ease the burden of work. That early
optimism has now been substantially tempered (Rifkin 1995). The optimistic 60s
were followed in the 70s by worker and union struggles to maintain their position
while management pressed for more efficiency and reduced benefits. The 80s saw the
emergence of an “enterprise culture” (Cooper 1998), a strong movement for deregu-
lation, and a new enthusiasm for privatization. Workers themselves were faced with
reductions in job security and health benefits, and the workplace began to take on the
atmosphere of a “free market.” The 90s began with a period of economic downturn,
with an accompanying downsizing of the workforce. Sometimes aided by technology,
more work was being demanded of fewer workers, and the economy began to run
24 hours a day (Price and Kompier in press).

Perhaps one of the most important changes to have occurred in the 30 years
between 1972 and 2002 is the large-scale entry of women into the workforce. Facing
the demands of a workplace designed for men who are largely free of daily family
responsibilities, women faced conflicts between the obligations of family and the
demands of work. More and more couples struggled to deal with the challenge of
“two people, three jobs” (Guerts and Demerouta 2003; Hochschild 1997).

Finally, in the midst of all of these other changes, the content of work had dra-
matically changed. Dull, repetitive manufacturing and laboring jobs that required a
strong back were being replaced by information and service jobs that required greater
cognitive skills as well as the capacity to manage one’s emotions to provide pleasing
service. This change in the psychosocial content of jobs meant that jobs provided
more latitude in how work was done, and they also represented a crucial shift from
manual effort to mental and emotional demands (Price and Kompier in press).

The Quality of Employment Survey 1972 and 2002

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a survey of American workers was conducted by the
Institute for Social Research. The survey (Kahn and Quinn 1970; Quinn et al. 1973,
1975, 1979) provided an overview of conditions of employment in the United States
in 1969, 1973, and 1977. The study, originally developed by the U.S. Department of
Labor and the ISR Survey Research Center, was aimed at understanding the nature
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and distribution of working conditions and their effects on American workers. In
2002 the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) developed
a quality of work life module (QWL) that was included in a national survey of U.S.
households using many of the same survey items as the earlier surveys, allowing a
direct comparison of worker experience over a 30-year period.

Tausig et al. (2004) and Murphy et al. (in press) reported comparisons in the results
of the survey of American workers three decades apart. When Murphy et al. compared
the workers of 1972 with their counterparts in 2002, some of the changes could be
expected. There are more women in the workforce, and fewer workers are members of
a union in 2002. On the other hand, in comparison with their earlier counterparts in
1972, workers in 2002 report that their work makes more use of their own skills and
provides more opportunity to learn new skills. Workers in 2002 also report that they
have more equipment to deal with their job adequately and that their autonomy at
work is considerably higher than was the case in 1972. In addition, twenty-first century
workers express a greater intention to find new jobs in the foreseeable future.

The QWL survey results suggest that some of the worst, most boring and repeti-
tive jobs in manufacturing, the ones that produced worker discontent in the past, are
now being done by foreign workers, as the jobs go offshore or become easier to
perform by the introduction of new technology. It may also be the case that the shift
from manual to service and information work requires the greater flexibility and
autonomy workers report now as compared with 1972.

In addition, analysis of the 2002 QWL data (Murphy in press) showed that high
workloads for non-healthcare workers and work/family interference were strong pre-
dictors of job stress, which can compromise worker health, as we will describe in
detail later. At the same time, reports of stronger worker commitment to the organi-
zation and worker perceptions of organizational effectiveness were associated with
the belief that they had supervisor support and that their skills were being well
utilized, and also with the belief that they worked under good occupational safety and
health conditions. Finally, supervisor support and good skill utilization were strong
predictors of job satisfaction.

Ideally, one would find conditions of work that improve not only worker health
but also organizational performance. Thus, it is particularly interesting that supervi-
sor support appears to have broad impact and influence on both worker well-being
and perceptions of effectiveness and commitment to the organization. It is also note-
worthy that perceptions of good safety conditions are associated with perceptions of
organizational effectiveness and employee commitment. These results have clear
implications for improvements in working conditions that can improve worker well-
being and productivity. Organizations with both supportive supervisors and explicit
concern for worker safety appear to have the most beneficial combination of work
environment characteristics to promote worker health.

Common Threads in Conditions of Work since 1972

Taken together, we might ask, what are the common threads in this history of change
in the conditions of work over the last 30 years, and how might they have changed the
nature of work stress and influenced health and well-being? First, there are clear
changes in the content and demands of the work role. Much of today’s work has
replaced the physical and repetitive tasks of manufacturing and manual labor with
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the cognitive and emotional demands of service and information work. Second, the
boundaries of work have changed. Rather than a clearly demarcated 40-hour week,
for many workers the increased use of technology has meant that work is accessible
everywhere and all the time. In addition, the emergence of nonstandard forms that
jobs may take can mean that workers are expected to work overtime on the one hand
or be unable to get a full-time job on the other. A third major change is in the
resources and benefits a job provides. Many jobs now not only lack the security that
they once did, but also lack health benefits. Finally, the dramatic increase of women
in the workforce has introduced new demands on workers and their families, as con-
flict between the demands of work, home, childcare, and eldercare now take their toll
in increased stress and diminished well-being.

Health Risks for American Workers

Clearly, the working life of America’s workers has changed in important ways that
influence their health and well-being. At least four areas of research suggest them-
selves when we study the health risks to American workers today: (1) physical and
psychosocial conditions in the workplace, (2) job insecurity, underemployment, and
unemployment, (3) work/family conflict, with the entry of growing numbers of
women in the workforce, and (4) vulnerability to health problems due to lack of
health insurance.

How Do the Conditions of Work “Get Under the Skin”?

One of the most important changes in the last 30 years has been our increased under-
standing of the mechanisms by which adverse conditions in the environment are
transformed into health problems. In a wide-ranging review, Taylor and Repetti
(1997) examined the growing evidence that events in the physical and social environ-
ment are the beginning of a chain of causation leading to negative health outcomes.
They argued that unhealthy environments are those that threaten safety, undermine
the creation of social ties, or are conflictual, abusive, or violent. By contrast, healthy
environments are those that provide safety, opportunities for social integration, and
the ability to predict and control aspects of the environment.

In the causal chain from environment to health, unhealthy environmental charac-
teristics are translated into acute and chronic stress, which in turn influences affective
responses and mental health, coping strategies, health habits, and finally, biological
precursors of disease and disease itself. For example, Taylor and Repetti (1997)
showed how depression, anxiety, and anger can be translated into cardiac illness
through the activation of the sympathetic-adrenal-medullary (SAM) system and the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis. This is one of many routes by
which physical and psychosocial environments may “get under the skin.” In what fol-
lows we will see the changing nature of work in the United States, and how its expo-
sures, demands, and resources follow many different pathways to health outcomes.

The Role of Working Conditions in Influencing Health

A wide range of working conditions have now been shown to be consequential for
health, and some of the pathways leading from working conditions to health outcomes
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are only now being identified. Physical and chemical exposure in the work environment
can lead to injury, cancer, and respiratory and cardiovascular risk (House and Smith
1985). Shift work disrupts circadian rhythms and is associated with elevated level of
psychosomatic complaints (Frese and Zapf 1986).

But over and above physical exposures and shifting work schedules, the evidence
is now fairly clear that stressful conditions of the work itself can have an adverse
influence on people’s health and psychological well-being (Kahn 1981; Kahn and
Byosiere 1992; Beehr 1995; Karasek and Theorell 1990; Price and Kompier in press;
Stellman 1997). Semmer (2003) succinctly summarized what is now known about
the conditions that produce stress and adverse effects on health. Features of work
tasks such as their lack of variety, complexity, and level of stimulation, as well as the
conditions under which the tasks have to be performed such as speed, working time,
and ergonomic conditions, all can produce stress reactions and jeopardize health.
Role requirements, particularly when they are ambiguous or conflicting, can create
stress and anxiety (Kahn et al. 1964). Social conditions in the workplace, including
fairness and support or conflict, as well as wider organizational conditions such as job
security or prospects for development, can all influence the experience of stress, psy-
chological well-being and health. Semmer (2003) also noted that in all these instances
a sense of control and influence plays a major role (Karasek and Theorell 1990).

A broad review of work conditions and health (Karasek and Theorell 1990) indi-
cated that jobs with high levels of demand and low control are particularly likely to
produce chronic stress and health problems. Furthermore, there is now growing
evidence of the biological pathways linking psychosocial work stressors to health out-
comes. Frankenhauser (1991) demonstrated that situations low in control produce
catecholamine/cortisol imbalance. Other pathways involving coping skills and social
support are also important in understanding how adverse work conditions can get
under the skin. Taylor and Repetti (1997) noted that active coping and jobs that pro-
vide more decision latitude are more protective of health, and that social support
from coworkers and supervisors (House 1981) can reduce the negative health effects
of stressful work. Indeed, high blood pressure in stressful work situations can be
moderated by social support (House 1981; House and Kahn 1985).

Many of the characteristics of work described above persist in the jobs of some
American workers and influence their health. But over the several decades during
which research linking working conditions to health was being conducted, the nature
of work itself was changing.

Underemployment and Unemployment

If the conditions of work can jeopardize health and well-being, so can resource poor,
inadequate, insecure jobs, or the loss of a job altogether. Employers are changing the
employment contract (Cooper 1998; Rousseau 1995) in ways that increase job inse-
curity, underemployment, and involuntary job loss. As the contractual conditions of
employment change, workers are at risk for underemployment, involuntary job loss,
and prolonged periods of unemployment (Price et al. 1998). The rise of contingent
work, underemployment, organizational downsizing, and involuntary job loss pro-
duce a wide range of both physical and mental health effects in laid-off workers and
their families (Vinokur 1997).

Underemployment can take several forms, including inadequate income, inadequate
hours of work, mismatched skills and job requirements, and working in jobs below
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the qualifications of the worker. While few studies on the health effects of underem-
ployment have been conducted, a recent longitudinal study of a national sample of
U.S. workers (Friedland and Price 2003) found lower levels of health and well-being
among underemployed workers. Underemployment defined in terms of inadequate
income was associated with lower levels of functional health and increase in the inci-
dence of depression, and working in jobs where qualifications were higher than the
skills the worker was required to use was associated with functional health problems
and higher levels of chronic disease. More research is needed on the health effects of
nonstandard work, especially since we can expect its prevalence to increase in the
years ahead.

Downsizing of America’s firms in response to economic pressures and global com-
petition, changes in technology, and the movement of American jobs offshore in the
1980s and 1990s is well documented (Baumol, Blinder, and Wolff 2003). The health
problems associated with involuntary job loss and prolonged unemployment include
anxiety, depression, alcohol abuse, child mistreatment, and marital disruption (Catalano
et al. 1993a, 1993b; Price 1992, 2002; Vinokur et al. 1996). The social and economic bur-
den associated with extended unemployment is substantial, including increased health-
care costs, increased costs in the welfare system, increased crime rates, increased divorce
rates, and a variety of other societal consequences (Vinokur 1997).

Economic hardship associated with unemployment is an important determinant
of the health effects of unemployment (Kessler et al. 1987; Price et al. 2002; Vinokur
et al. 1996). Economic hardship produces a cascade of secondary stressors, including
loss of health benefits, family conflict and stress, inadequate diet, and loss of other
critical resources (Price et al. 1998).

Conflict between the Demands of Work and Family

One of the most significant changes in workforce composition since the last report on
Work in America in 1973 is the increase in a number of women in the workforce. As
Geurts and Demerouti (2003) observed, dual-earner couples face household and
caregiving responsibilities in addition to the demands of two jobs. A recent national
survey of the U.S. workforce indicated that 30 percent of workers experienced a major
conflict between family responsibilities and work demands (Bond et al. 1998).

There is emerging evidence that work/family conflict is associated with a range of
physical and psychological health problems for dual-earner working families. For
example, couples experiencing work/family conflict report higher levels of physical
symptoms and distress (Allen et al. 2000). Guerts et al. (1999) also reported that
work/family conflict is associated with higher reported levels of headache, backache,
and other somatic symptoms. In addition, Alan et al. (2000) identified psychological
strain, family distress, and increased levels of depression among the psychological
symptoms associated with work/family conflict.

Understanding precisely the mechanisms by which work/family conflict influ-
ences well-being is not yet complete. The hypotheses include role strain (Kahn et al.
1964), negative spillover from work to family (Westman and Piotrkowski 1999), and
the possibility that work/family conflict interacts with some of the stress producing
characteristics of jobs already described. More research is needed on both the causes
and the consequences of this emerging new source of stress for U.S. workers and their
families.
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Working without Health Insurance

In the United States today, having a job with health insurance benefits is one of the
most important factors in protecting the health of working Americans. And yet, with
the rising prevalence of nonstandard work, increases in underemployment
(Friedland and Price 2003), and unemployment as a consequence of layoffs and
downsizing (Price et al. 1998), health insurance benefits are a diminishing protective
resource for American workers. A recent report by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) of
the National Academy of Sciences (2001) made it clear that, in the United States,
health and economic well-being are closely tied to whether a job carries health insur-
ance as a benefit.

Several additional observations in the IOM Committee report (2001) powerfully
illuminate the links between employment status and health protection in the United
States. Full-time work throughout the year and a moderate income level offer fami-
lies the best likelihood of having the protection of health insurance. But many work
arrangements do not provide health insurance. The report observed that more than 8
out of 10 uninsured children and adults live in working families. Even individuals
living in families with two full-time workers may stand a 1 in 10 chance of being
uninsured.

Furthermore, the uninsured are much more likely to do without medical care that
they need. Young workers between the ages of 19 and 34 are particularly vulnerable,
because they are often not eligible for workplace health insurance, either because
their firms do not provide coverage to employees or because they are too new in their
jobs. Finally, employment status is one of the most important ways in which an indi-
vidual may gain or lose health insurance. Job loss and subsequent unemployment are
a direct threat to health insurance coverage and access to adequate healthcare.

Clearly, working life has changed markedly in ways that can compromise the
health and well-being of American workers. While we know much more about
the characteristics of jobs that make them dangerous or stressful, we are starting
to understand new sources of vulnerabilities, including strains on families due to
work/family conflict, underemployment, and unemployment, and the economic and
health risks associated with lack of health insurance. We now turn to a discussion
of interventions and policies that can change the stressful conditions of work and
protect health.

Interventions and Policies to Change Conditions 
at Work and Protect Health

Interventions or policies can be directed at different points in the causal chain link-
ing conditions of work to health. Kompier and Kristensen (2000) have elaborated
the ISR stress framework (Kahn et al. 1964) to point out opportunities for interven-
tion. The opportunities include primary prevention efforts aimed at the work
conditions themselves, secondary prevention efforts aimed at the short-term physi-
ological and psychological reactions to adverse work conditions, and finally tertiary
prevention, actual treatment rather than prevention of work related illness or dis-
ability. While all three intervention strategies are important and needed, clearly pri-
mary prevention efforts, if they can be shown to be effective and economically
viable, are most desirable.
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From Programs to Policies

Murphy and Sauter (2004) have extended this basic prevention framework to distin-
guish between different levels of intervention ranging from interventions directed at
the individual to policy and legislation. They classify interventions aimed at (1) the
interface between the individual and the job, (2) the task or job itself, (3) the
employer organization, and finally, (4) legislation and policy. So, for example, at
the individual level, a primary of prevention effort might involve health promotion
programs for exercise or weight control. Secondary prevention efforts might involve
stress management, and tertiary treatment efforts might involve disease management
or employee assistance programs (Cooper et al. 2003) to treat drug addiction, mental
health, or chronic diseases such as high blood pressure.

Programs designed to reduce the stresses of the individual worker have been
widely employed in recent years. Examples include programs to help employees man-
age stress, manage their time better, or reduce conflict in their work roles or between
workers. Programs aimed at managing worker stress reactions employ a variety of
techniques including muscle relaxation, behavioral skills training, meditation, and
biofeedback (Murphy and Sauter 2004). Research on the effects of these individually
targeted stress management programs indicate that they often produce only short-
term reductions in distress along with increased knowledge of the sources of stress.

Interventions aimed at the job or task itself usually involve an effort to redesign
poorly designed and stressful jobs (Kompier 2002; Parker and Wall 1998), or to
enrich them by increasing task variety, or in some cases, job rotation. Murphy and
Sauter (2004) reported that there has been considerable research in this area, but the
results have not been encouraging in terms of improvement in health and reduction
in stress. However, some studies (Kompier et al. 1998) have demonstrated that task
redesign programs can improve absence rates, and that the benefits of the interven-
tion outweigh the costs.

A seemingly obvious site for programs and policies to protect worker health and
well-being is the workplace or employer organization. Organizational interventions
to improve coworker and supervisor support have been developed and tested—
interventions that involve improvement of communication and feedback and the
management of conflicts, as well as training in group mutual support and teamwork
(Heaney, Price, and Rafferty 1995a, 1995b). Heaney and her coworkers (1995)
reported on a large-scale, randomized trial testing an intervention aimed at increas-
ing the ability of teams of caregivers to mobilize socially supportive team behavior
and problem-solving techniques in order to increase their coping resources and
improve mental health (Price and Kompier in press).

In the last two decades, employers both in the public and private sector have insti-
tuted a wide variety of worksite wellness or health promotion programs for their
employees. The rationale is that these programs can help employees at risk of health
problems caused due to smoking, overweight, substance abuse, hypertension, or
other conditions. The cost containment opportunity for employers is clear, particu-
larly in light of rapidly increasing healthcare costs, and the health benefits for
employees seem obvious. Furthermore, healthier employees should be more productive
and have fewer absences.

The programs typically offered to employees, who engage in them voluntarily,
include hypertension screening, stress management, smoking cessation, cholesterol
screening, physical fitness, nutritional counseling, and weight reduction. Initial
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research suggested that these programs improved health and reduced healthcare
costs, especially if they were delivered in a comprehensive format (e.g., Erfert, Foote,
and Heirich 1991; Pelletier 1996). As a consequence, health promotion programs in
the workplace have over the last two decades become a widely adopted innovation to
improve worker health.

More recently, economic analyses of the cost-effectiveness of workplace wellness
programs suggest that a more complex picture of the benefits of such programs is
emerging. For example, a recent three-year study of 1757 employees (Haynes,
Dunnagan, and Smith 1999) examined the relationship between health insurance
costs and wellness program participation. These investigators found that voluntary
wellness programs face an adverse selection problem, in that the less healthy employ-
ees are much more likely to select themselves into wellness programs. Therefore,
employees that elect to participate in worksite wellness programs may incur higher,
rather than lower, health claim costs.

Another economic study of health promotion programs (Musich, Adams, and
Edington 2000) helps to illuminate the problem. In a six-year study of 1272 company
employees, Musich et al. (2000) also found that increasing levels of program partici-
pation were associated with higher medical costs. The authors concluded that these
patterns of participation may have reflected the fact that health promotion program-
ming was more appealing to high-risk/high-cost employees. These investigators then
contrasted employees who participated in comprehensive programs with those who
participated in less comprehensive programs, involving, for example, only health
education or screening efforts. They also subdivided employees into low- and high-
cost groups. Over time, high-cost employees still remained substantially higher in
healthcare costs than low-cost, healthier employees.

However, while the health costs of high-cost employees continued to go up over
time, the rate of increase was moderated if they participated in a comprehensive
rather than a limited program. Taken together, these results suggest that worksite
wellness programs are more likely to be used by less healthy employees, whose health-
care costs will still be high, but that comprehensive programs can moderate increases
in healthcare costs for these employees.

There is little doubt that health promotion programs in the workplace are of ben-
efit to both workers and employers. However, some of the more optimistic expecta-
tions of their impact on worker health and healthcare costs employers bear may be in
need of some revision. As mentioned, recent studies suggest that workplace wellness
programs are used more by less healthy workers who have higher healthcare costs.
But comprehensive programs can moderate increasing healthcare costs for these
workers over time. Thus, modest gains in cost containment are possible through
worksite wellness programs if they are well implemented and comprehensive in scope
rather than piecemeal.

In addition, at the organizational level, work/family programs have emerged in the
United States in the last 15 years as an important response to the increasing numbers
of women in the workplace. Work/family programs take a number of different forms,
and most usually involve flexible work schedules, provision for childcare, part-time
work or job sharing, and in some cases provision of eldercare. Research on the effects
of these programs on worker health and well-being is in its early stages (Geurts and
Demerouti 2003), but there is little doubt that provision of these services for working
families has grown substantially and is seen by companies as a tool for improving
recruitment and retention of employees (Murphy and Sauter 2004).
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We have already described the health risks of involuntary job loss and unemploy-
ment. Normally, employers who are reducing their workforce may provide severance
pay, and in some cases outplacement programs to help laid-off workers find reem-
ployment. Usually, however, programs providing job search assistance are conducted
by state governments in unemployment offices. Programs to aid in job search have
been developed, and research shows that participants find jobs sooner, receive higher
pay, are less likely to suffer from depression (Caplan et al. 1989; Price et al. 1998;
Vinokur et al. 1995), and that the programs themselves are cost effective (Vinokur
et al. 1991).

Policy level interventions in the United States and legislation to reduce stress and
protect worker health are much less prevalent than they are in Europe. However,
Murphy and Sauter (2004) noted that there are significant exceptions. One is the
Family and Medical Leave act of 1993, which allows workers to take up to six weeks of
unpaid leave per year to attend to family members in need of medical care. Examples
of secondary preventive efforts at a legislative level involve worker compensation pro-
grams, and tertiary prevention or treatment is represented by the Social Security
Disability program.

The Rise of Occupational Health in the United States

Professions offer expertise, encourage new social arrangements, and respond to issues
that concern the public. An index of change in the American workplace is the rise of
the field of occupational health. Cullen (1999) chronicled the rise and fall of the
occupational health movement over the twentieth century and judged the last
30 years as a striking success. Among the clear achievements he cited are the estab-
lishment of health and safety regulations for most forms of work, development of
occupational medicine as a professional field, diffusion of occupational health serv-
ices into American industries, the development of occupational epidemiology,
expansion of the concept of occupational disorder to musculoskeletal pain and dys-
function and to reversible reactions to chemical exposures, provision of safety risk
information to workers and their families, and the development of surveillance meas-
ures and data bases. Furthermore, the available data suggest that these developments
have contributed to reductions in occupational injuries, fatalities, and illnesses over
the last three decades (Karrh 1983; OSHA 1998).

However, Cullen observed that the “public oversight of private working conditions”
has been very much a cyclical affair over the last century in America, with periods of
social movement and reform followed by periods of neglect and apathy. It is worth
asking whether we might be entering such a period of neglect now after three decades
of progress. Cullen noted, “It is easier to investigate or close a restaurant after a case
of food poisoning than to investigate or close a factory after the outbreak of an
occupation-related disease” (1999, 11).

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration

Concern about workplace safety and health was growing rapidly at about the same
time the original report on Work in America was published. In 1970, President Nixon
signed the Occupational Safety and Health Act, which established specific standards
to reduce accidents, injury, and hazards, and outlined employer and employee
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responsibilities. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) was
established in 1971 to receive complaints about work hazards, provide for inspection
of industries, keep records to assure compliance, and levy fines on employers for
violations.

Under OSHA, a number of milestones in workplace safety and health have been
achieved. In the early 1970s, initial standards for safety and health were established,
training programs for workplace inspectors were developed, state programs were
created to accompany the federal program, new cotton dust exposure standards
protected workers from brown lung disease, and lead exposure standards in the
workplace were introduced. By the mid-1980s, hazard communication standards
were established for training workers and inspectors about toxic materials, and haz-
ardous waste operations and emergency response standards were devised. By the
1990s, new threats from blood-borne pathogens such as hepatitis B and AIDS elicited
safety standards for worker exposure, and asbestos standards were updated to cut
down permissible exposures in light of new evidence of its harmful effects (OSHA 30-year
milestones, http://www.osha.gov).

There is general agreement that even as the workforce has expanded since 1970,
occupational fatalities have been falling steadily (Fleming 2001). Specific initiatives
against severe hazards, such as reduction of cotton dust exposure and exposure to
vinyl chloride (which causes liver cancer) are clear successes. Furthermore, OSHA
regulations provide a broader societal benefit, not only reducing health risks for
workers, but also reducing the negative economic externalities associated with job
related injuries and deaths not usually borne by employers, but passed on to society.

Still, there are sharp debates over the impact of OSHA from advocates for employers
on the one hand and advocates for workers on the other. For example, Hood (1995)
argued that firms already have strong economic incentives to improve worker safety
because of pressure from insurance companies and that OSHA regulations raise pro-
duction costs with little influence on worker health. He added that OSHA inspectors
visit a firm only once in 10 years on the average and could therefore have little impact
on worker safety and health.

The National Academy of Sciences/Institute of Medicine (Musculoskeletal disorders
and the workplace 2001), however, has concluded that new regulatory initiatives, such
as ergonomic standards, are needed because of the changing nature of work and an
aging workforce. Legislation has not been forthcoming on this issue. While a strong
case can be made for the impact of OSHA on worker health over the last 30 years, the
future may be less certain. Current policies and budgets in OSHA are shifting away
from earlier enforcement practices in high hazard areas to compliance assistance,
which provides government funding to employers for making needed workplace
changes.

Opportunities and Challenges for Workplace 
Intervention and Policy

While there has been some progress in the development of policies and interventions
in the last several decades, several opportunities now present themselves and deserve
comment. First, working in a stressful social environment increases not only the risk
of psychological distress, but also the risk of work-related injuries and accidents.
Cooper and Clarke (2004) have observed that much of the treatment of stress and
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health in the workplace has ignored the issue of workplace safety. They called for an
integrated approach, which encompasses both safety related outcomes and health,
and noted that behavioral modification programs aimed at changing specific safety
related behaviors have a real record of success.

Second, at the organizational level, one may ask whether programs of the sort we
have described to reduce stress and protect health are taken seriously and with the
high-level commitment necessary for effective organization-wide implementation.
Shannon (2004) suggested that organizations will be most often committed to
change when there is a crisis or disruption in productivity. It may be that we need to
look for organizational intervention opportunities where management sees the need
for change and is committed to making it happen.

Third, Semmer (2004) observed that almost all workplace interventions involve
trade-offs between multiple outcomes. For example, efforts at job enrichment may
raise job satisfaction while at the same time increasing the complexity of the job.
Most job interventions aimed at reducing stress and improving health may involve
trade-offs and should thus be evaluated based on trade-offs among multiple out-
comes rather than focusing on a single criterion of success.

Finally, it is often tempting to call for organizational or policy level interventions
in the environment because they appear more comprehensive. On the other hand,
Semmer (2004) noted that it is also the case that the more remote the intervention is
from the worker, the less likelihood there is that it will filter down to the individual
level. He added, “The effects of policy interventions therefore are often difficult to
predict, due to the creativity of the actors involved in complying with, or working
around, the rules” (2004, 89).

Conclusion

The balance has shifted in the interplay of work and health in America. Three or four
decades ago a job was more likely to be a 40-hour-a-week agreement with an
employer to exchange effort at what might be a dull, repetitive, and possibly danger-
ous job for pay, health benefits, and a pension at the end of 30 to 40 years of work.
Today the job may involve only a short-term contract, and the work tools are more
likely to be a computer, a telephone, and whatever communication skills the
employee can muster to work with project team members or customers (Rousseau
1995). The most dangerous jobs have become somewhat safer. But jobs today are also
less secure, will involve more health compromising transitions in and out of employ-
ment, and carry with them fewer safeguards such as health insurance for workers and
their family members.

This new American workplace offers challenges for research. Continued surveys
like the Quality of Work Life survey are needed to monitor changes in working con-
ditions and in worker health as work for Americans continues to change. Surveys of
this kind can provide not only information about health compromising conditions of
work, but they can also identify health protective practices and policies that can be
incorporated into new programs and be disseminated more widely or incorporated
into legislation and policy.

Researchers also need to cast a wider net when measuring outcomes of innovative
programs or managerial actions. Research on programs and policies to protect
worker health in the past has often focused on a single health or economic outcome.
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This narrow focus fails to recognize that managerial actions and program innova-
tions seldom have a single impact and that there are usually trade-offs between
various outcomes, improving one type of outcome at the expense of another (Grant,
Christianson, and Price in preparation; Semmer 2004). For example, programs to
enhance individual goal setting skills may also reduce spontaneous helping and social
support among workers. Job enrichment programs may increase job satisfaction, but
they also increase workload because mental demands of the job increase as well
(Campion and Thayer 1985).

Employers and policymakers need to attend more seriously to some of the most
salient features of the new workplace and the modern job. Work/family demands, job
insecurity, loss of insurance, and increased time demands dominate the lives of many
American workers. Cullen (1999) persuasively argued that the occupational health
movement has improved worker safety and reduced exposure to harmful chemical
and physical substances at work; now it is time to take the psychosocial risks of
American workers more seriously.

Just as work redesign programs are being introduced (Parker and Wall 1998) to
respond to the health compromising aspects of monotonous repetitive work, the content
of work is shifting in the new service economy that makes often stressful interper-
sonal and cognitive demands of many U.S. workers. It may be that the influential
demand-control model (Karasek and Theorell 1990) of work stress is becoming less
relevant to today’s workers and that, as Cooper (1998) suggested, it is time to look for
another model linking work conditions to health. That model will need to expand the
conceptual boundaries of what we mean by a job beyond the task itself, to encompass
the larger web of resources and demands on worker health and well-being.

The new model of work will focus not only on the immediate concrete task at
hand, but it will also expand to include the larger network of contractual and per-
sonal relationships between the worker and employer, worker and coworkers, worker
and family, worker and insurer, and their implications for health. It is this broader
network of relationships and exchanges, constraints, and resources, both material
and psychosocial, that must be mapped if we are to fully appreciate the research and
policy implications of the new American workplace for worker health.
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Restoring Voice at 
Work and in Society

Thomas A. Kochan1

It is probably fair to assume that the authors and background researchers involved
in the original Work in America report shared a view that a strong, independent,

and forward looking labor movement is critical to a democratic society. Unfortunately,
three decades later, America is questioning this assumption. Since the publication of
Work in America, the labor movement has declined in membership density and power
to the point where it is no longer able, despite its best efforts, to provide workers
and their families with an influential voice in the affairs that affect their most vital
interests.

Partly as a result, the economic welfare of American workers and their families has
declined over these three decades. As other chapters in this volume report in more
detail, real wages have stagnated or declined for the average worker, incomes have
become more unequal, pension and health care benefits have declined and/or
become less secure, and families are working longer hours to make ends meet.

The quality of our democracy has also declined. For more than a quarter century,
a political impasse between business and labor has kept policymakers from updating
badly outmoded labor and employment policies. Dialogue between labor and man-
agement leaders in civil society has also deteriorated, as longstanding forums for
bringing together leaders from these groups have been disbanded.

The good news is that there is now widespread consensus that the labor movement
is in deep crisis and needs to change if it is to be a vital force in the economy and soci-
ety of the twenty-first century. Indeed, in summer 2005, unions representing approx-
imately one-quarter of the AFL-CIO membership split off to form their own
coalition. This has set off the most important public and active debate over the future
of the labor movement since the 1930s, when John L. Lewis stormed out of the con-
vention of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and formed what was to become
the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO). The current debate was initiated by
Andrew Stern, president of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU), and
leaders of several other AFL-CIO unions who called for a more streamlined structure
in which existing unions would merge, specialize on specific sectors, and focus on
organizing strategic companies and communities.



To date, however, the debate is too narrowly focused on the structure of the labor
movement. How many national unions should there be and what should be their
jurisdictions? Should there be one union per industry or not? How do occupation-
based unions and professional associations fit into the future structure? Who should
be responsible for organizing the workers? What power and resources should reside
in the AFL-CIO relative to national, state, and community-level bodies?

These are all important questions. But none of the proposals for reform challenges
or questions whether the basic underlying organizing strategies or processes unions
used to represent workers in the heyday of the twentieth century industrial economy
are capable of giving workers the voice they need and want in this century’s knowl-
edge-based economy. This question will confront whoever emerges to lead the labor
movement, under whatever structural arrangements are created.

So in this chapter I will lay out what I believe to be the deeper challenges and issues
that must be addressed by local and national labor leaders and others committed to
providing workers a voice at work and in society. In summary, these include the need
for unions to (1) develop a new vision and strategy for recruiting and organizing and
retaining members, (2) build and draw on new sources of power, (3) build sustain-
able coalitions and networks that cut across traditional unions and other groups and
organizations that advocate for workers, and (4) reshape public policies governing
worker voice and representation. Moreover, a deeper question must also be addressed:
Will workers find their voice within the labor movement as we know it today or
through other more varied groups, processes, and organizational arrangements that
either complement or compete with traditional unions?

Multiple Levels of Worker Voice

This chapter draws heavily on the conclusions my colleagues and I have reached
through 30 years of research and involvement in efforts devoted to updating policies,
practices, and institutions governing employment relations to better fit the changing
workforce and economy. Deeply embedded in this work is the view that workers need
a voice at four levels: (1) at the workplace, where they work, learn, and utilize their
talents on a day to day basis; (2) through collective bargaining or some other means
operating at the level of the firm, industry, or occupation where their basic terms of
employment (wages, benefits, schedules, etc.) are set; (3) at the highest levels of the
firms or organizations where the key strategic decisions affecting their long-run wel-
fare are made; and (4) in the larger social and political processes in which decisions
affecting all citizens are made. Before turning to how to restore workers’ voice, we
need to briefly review the current state of affairs at each of these levels.

Voice at the Workplace

At the workplace, two sets of facts pose an apparent paradox. First, the number and
percentage of people who want to join a union has been rising over the same time
period that membership has been falling. In the 1970s, the first time a representative
national sample of unorganized workers was asked whether they would vote in a
union election if one were held on their job, 33 percent of the responses were in the
affirmative (Kochan 1979). By the mid 1990s, this number rose to approximately
43 percent (Lipset and Meltz 2004; Freeman and Rogers 1999), and some more recent
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polls now put this number at around 50 percent (Hart and Associates 2002). Second,
over this same 30 years, twice as many workers as those who would like to join a
union consistently expressed a desire for alternative forms of worker voice that do not
require taking the risks of organizing in the face of managerial opposition (Kochan,
Katz, and Mower 1984; Freeman and Rogers 1999).

The paradox, then, is that today between 40 and 50 million American workers
would prefer to be represented by a union but do not have access to representation,
and perhaps as many as 60 to 80 million would like to have a more cooperative, con-
sultative discussion with their employers over workplace issues but lack access to such
a forum or process. These stark numbers reflect both the size of the representation
gap present in American workplaces today and the potential support base for an
alternative approach that addresses today’s workers’ aspirations and needs.

Collective Bargaining

Throughout the twentieth century, collective bargaining served as the main tool for
advancing the economic conditions of union members and of those non-union
workers whose employers felt the need to match union gains. Collective bargaining
has been most successful in advancing worker interests when two conditions were
present: (1) unions organized, or served as a credible threat to organize, a sufficient
part of the relevant labor and product market to “take wages out of competition,” and
(2) unions could mount a credible strike threat as a key source of power.

Today, both of these conditions are problematic. Global competition and the rise
of domestic non-union competition in all but a few industries make it difficult to
take wages out of competition, especially in situations where employers have the abil-
ity to locate, move, or threaten to move operations to alternative domestic or inter-
national locations. Moreover, since 1980, the strike, with some notable exceptions
that I will discuss later, has largely turned into a defensive weapon used only as a very
last resort to ward off aggressive employer demands for concessions. Prior to 1980,
strikes were positively associated with wage gains; after 1980, the relationship
between strikes and wage increases turned negative (Kochan, Katz, and McKersie
1986). Clearly, some alternative sources of power will be needed to advance worker
interests in today’s economy.

Voice in Strategic Decisions and Corporate Governance

Recognition of the limits of traditional collective bargaining led us to argue that a
broader transformation of labor management relations was needed to provide workers
a voice where the real power lies and the key decisions that shape employees’ long
term security and welfare are made—that is the inner circle of executive decision-
making and corporate governance. We envisioned a transformational model that
combined direct forms of employee participation and flexible team-based work
systems at the workplace, with greater emphasis on training and contingent compen-
sation and employment security in collective bargaining, and various forms of union
participation and partnership with management at strategic levels of firm decision-
making (Kochan, Katz, and McKersie 1986).

Since this strategic level of management decision-making has traditionally been
off-limits to workers and their unions under the National Labor Relations Act, we
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predicted that it would take significant reforms of this law to make this happen on
any large scale. These reforms were not forthcoming. Thus, it is not surprising that
recent national survey data show that less than 10 percent of bargaining relationships
in the private sector have integrated innovations across these levels of activity in ways
that approximate what we described as a transformation in labor management
relations (Cutcher-Gershenfeld and Kochan 2004).

Unions have engaged in a variety of other efforts to gain power over management
and corporate strategies. These include seeking seats on corporate boards (steel,
trucking, airlines), negotiating commitments to neutrality in organizing campaigns
(telecommunications, autos, aerospace), and mounting capital strategies aimed at
using the leverage of union pension funds to mount shareholder resolutions on
specific topics and/or to pressure companies to change specific antiworker practices
(the AFL-CIO, several national unions, several state employee pension funds). All of
these have had some successes and some show considerable promise. But none have
penetrated more than a small fraction of the corporate world.

National Affairs

Signs of the absence of labor’s voice in national political affairs are abundant.
Consider the now quarter-century-old impasse over whether and/or how to reform
labor law. There is widespread recognition among independent experts that funda-
mental reforms of the National Labor Relations Act are warranted (Commission on
the Future of Worker Management Relations 1994, 1995). The law simply no longer
delivers on its promise to provide American workers with the ability to join a union
for the purposes of collective bargaining if that is their desire. But the reality is that
despite efforts by some of our profession’s most respected scholars and policy offi-
cials, Congress and the president failed three times over the past three decades to
address the demonstrated failures of labor law. Each time political considerations and
forces blocked reform, and each successive time reform advocates came less close to
success (Mills 1979; Kochan 1995).

Today, labor law reform is completely off the political agenda. In fact, the actions
taken by the Bush administration have further weakened worker voice and set back
positive labor management relations—ending of project agreements in construction,
ending labor management partnerships in the federal government, eliminating rights
to union representation and civil service protections for over 60,000 federal employ-
ees under the guise of concern for national security, and so on. So there is little or no
prospect for constructive policy reform at the national level for the foreseeable future.

Dialogue among top business, labor, and government leaders has also dissipated to
perhaps its lowest level since the 1930s. Unlike his predecessors, President Bush has to
date seen no need and shown no interest in asking national labor leaders to join him
and business leaders to work together to help pull the country through a prolonged
period of national crisis and the war on terrorism (not to mention the war in Iraq).
Longstanding forums for business/labor dialogue such as the National Policy
Association (formerly the National Planning Association), the Collective Bargaining
Forum, the Work in America Institute, and several private labor management groups
have disbanded. The demise of these forums signals a perception on the part of busi-
ness and government leaders that it is no longer necessary to build and maintain
communications and personal relationships with America’s top labor leaders.
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Out of the Ashes: Reinventing Unions and 
Professional Associations

John Sweeney won the first ever contested election for the presidency of the AFL-CIO
in 1995, promising to renew the labor movement’s commitment to organizing. He
attempted to reinvigorate organizing efforts by expanding and strengthening the
AFL-CIO’s Organizing Institute, recruiting talented and dedicated young people to
the labor movement, and urging national unions to put more resources into organiz-
ing. But these efforts have not produced a resurgence in membership, in large part
because the traditional organizing model is incapable of turning the labor movement
around.

Following the traditional organizing model under the NLRA, it takes a majority of
workers in a given location or bargaining unit to vote to join and be represented by a
union for collective bargaining. If a majority is not achieved, none of those who pre-
fer to be represented gain representation. It is an all or nothing, high-risk venture. To
get a majority to vote for a union, the evidence shows that workers must be deeply
dissatisfied with and distrust their employer, risk their jobs or career prospects, and
hold on for two to three years before any benefits are likely to be realized (Kochan
1979; Wheeler 1985). Their chances of winning an election are on average about
50 percent, and considerably lower if the employer resists or delays the process, as
they are counseled to do by their lawyers and consultants (Brofenbrenner and
Juravich 1998). And even if they gain certification, these workers face another 30 per-
cent chance that their union will not be able to achieve a first contract or sustain a
relationship with the employer (Commission on the Future of Worker Management
Relations 1994).

The basic value proposition unions offer under the traditional organizing model
is that if they can get and sustain collective bargaining relationships over time they
are likely to deliver to their members a 10 to 15 percent wage and benefit premium,
increased protections and rights for more senior workers, protections against unfair
disciplinary action or discharge, and a labor contract with clear rules enforceable
through grievance arbitration. But achieving these benefits is not certain, and it will
likely take at least a year, and considerably longer if the employer resists strongly, and
may require a threatened or actual work stoppage.

These threshold conditions for gaining access to representation via the traditional
organizing model are simply too high and the potential gains too risky and limited
for all but the most desperate workers. Thus, it is not surprising that for many years
this approach has not come close to yielding the 500,000 or more new union mem-
bers needed to keep constant, much less increase, union density, given the slow
growth in the labor force and the attrition of union jobs (Freeman 2003). In 2004, for
example, the National Labor Relations Board held 2,299 certification elections. Unions
won 53 percent of these, yielding a total of approximately 160,000 new members.
Another 420 decertification elections were held, however, and unions lost 65 percent
of these, resulting in a loss of approximately 13,650 workers.

These numbers, the proportion of wins and losses, and certification/decertifica-
tion ratios have been relatively stable over the past decade (National Labor Relations
Board 2004). Since one of the strongest predictors of union success in organizing is
the degree of managerial opposition encountered, the ultimate irony is that by
following this traditional organizing approach, it is largely American managers and
their consultants, not American workers or unions, who decide who will be organized.
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So how might this organizing model be changed to better fit what workers need
and want today? A place to start is to recognize how workers needs and priorities
change as they move through different stages of their careers at work and family life.
Table 3.1 summarizes this point vividly, by showing the common and different prior-
ities workers of different ages and family situations bring to work. Good wages and
benefits remain as important as ever to today’s workers. Regardless of age, these are
expected to be part of any good job and, therefore, the first responsibility of any insti-
tution that seeks to represent workers is to address these needs.

But that is not enough. Young workers are especially concerned about gaining
access to opportunities to learn and advance on their job. Balancing work and family
life is a high priority throughout normal child bearing and raising ages, and it rises to
the top priority as people move through middle age. Retirement security rises in
priority as people advance in age and approach the later stages of their working years.

Positive Vision and Strategy

To interest and mobilize these modern workers, the next generation unions will need
a positive vision and strategy that addresses these common and varied needs. That
means going beyond the traditional organizing model that relies on deep dissatisfac-
tion, frustration, and distrust of one’s employer before turning to collective represen-
tation. Unions must offer a hopeful, positive vision of how workers themselves can
realize their aspirations over the course of their careers and family life stages. Some
unions are already doing so.

The organizing slogans of the HUCTW (Harvard Union of Clerical and Technical
Workers) illustrate this approach quite nicely: “You don’t have to be anti-Harvard to
be pro-Union” and “Harvard works because we do” (Hoerr 1997). The union backs
up these slogans with an organizing strategy that emphasizes building a supportive
community and network among employees, before seeking collective bargaining
certification.

This same approach has been successful in organizing predominantly female
healthcare workers in Massachusetts, Minnesota, and elsewhere. The fact that women
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Table 3.1 What Attracts Employees by Age

Top Attractors U.S. 18–29 30–44 45–54 55�

Overall

Competitive Base Pay/Salary ● ● ● ● ●

Competitive Health Care Benefits ● ● ● ● ●

Package
Opportunities for Advancement 1 1 2 3
Work/Life Balance 2 2 1 2
Competitive Retirement Benefits 3 1 1

Package
Pay Raises Linked to Individual 3 3 3 2

Performance
Learning and Development 3

Opportunities

Source: Towers Perrin Talent Report 2001: New Realities in Today’s Workforce
Key: ● Core rewards that rank at the top for all groups, 1–3 Top differentiators in rank order



respond well to such an organizing strategy should not be surprising. For many years,
women have expressed significantly greater interest in joining unions than their white
male counterparts (Kochan 1979; Freeman and Rogers 1999; Lipset and Melt 2004).
In fact, women accounted for nearly three-fourths of all new union members in the
1990s. So addressing the needs of women is clearly a necessary condition for restor-
ing voice at work and meeting the needs of working families. Strategies such as those
followed by the HUCTW and other unions that have been successful in organizing
large numbers of women need to be pursued more extensively.

While work/family balance and integration are not solely women’s issues, the real-
ity is that women have been on the forefront of this movement, are likely to respond
with more enthusiasm to organizations that champion this cause, put it high on their
agenda, and provide leadership to such efforts. Women are a prime constituency and
potential source not only of new union members, but also of new creative ideas,
energy, and leadership.

Some critics of the HUCTW approach say it is too expensive and takes too long to
achieve majority representation status. It took nearly a decade for this union to gain
majority status and formal recognition at Harvard. One labor law scholar (Morris
2005) has proposed a solution to this problem by suggesting labor law that recognizes
and protects workers’ right to be represented by a union even before it demonstrates
it has majority support. So perhaps the National Labor Relations Act is not as rigid
and difficult to use in organizing workers as conventional wisdom and practice would
have us believe.

Lifetime Memberships

Under the standard industrial organizing model, union membership and representa-
tion are linked to a specific job or bargaining unit. Once a worker leaves the job, rep-
resentation is lost. Given this, it is not surprising that today there are twice as many
former union members in the country as there are current members.

An alternative approach, better suited to today’s mobile workforce, would be to
build on a craft or professional organizational model and recruit individual workers
and family members independent of their workplace and employer and outside of
the process built into labor law. Once recruited, the relationship with members could
be maintained for life by providing the labor market and educational services and
benefits that individuals and families need as they move through different stages of
their careers and family lives. Consistent with the history of the way many unions
began, these types of organizations might serve as mutual benefit organizations by
providing workers with health insurance, savings programs that build retirement
security, lifelong education, work/family supports, the social networks and information
needed to find jobs when required, and quick and effective advice and representation
to solve problems and, if necessary, representation of workers in trouble, individually
and collectively.

A good deal of experimentation is already underway with this approach. Clearly,
craft unions in the building trades and professional associations such as the Screen
Actors Guild and others have followed this approach for many years. Both the National
Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers recruit and provide an
array of representational services and benefits to teachers under collective bargaining
contracts and also to those unable to obtain formal bargaining recognition. Working
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America, an innovative organization described in table 3.2, follows this approach in
providing an array of healthcare supports, networking, and other benefits and services
to independent contractors in New York’s media industries. The Communications
Workers of America (CWA) has experiments underway such as Washtech, the Alliance
at IBM, and an internal organizing effort called WAGE at General Electric. An increas-
ing number of unions and professional associations are championing lifelong learn-
ing for their members. Joint funds for this purpose have been negotiated by unions
from several industries, namely communications, aerospace, auto, steel, and most
recently healthcare. These build on the longstanding role that craft and professional
unions and associations have played in providing apprenticeships, continuing educa-
tion and certification credits, and related programs. Clearly, this is a major area of
need for the America workforce, and an opportunity for unions and professional
associations to both recruit and serve future members.

As noted, table 3.2 describes Working America, another approach to recruiting
individuals developed by the AFL-CIO. Approximately one million individuals have
joined this organization in its first two years of operation, largely in response to door
to door canvassing in selected states and communities. Working America’s executive
director thus summarizes his organization’s goals and the means of achieving them:

The key to our success so far is that we tap into the central economic concerns of work-
ing families both nationally and in the communities we target. We have been especially
active on overtime pay and the exporting of jobs. Our members delivered 35,000 letters
to President Bush protesting his new overtime rules. Our “ask a lawyer” page on our Web
site got 50,000 inquiries on the new rules. Our “job tracker” feature—where a member
can enter a zip code and find out who is exporting jobs in their community—has had
500,000 visits in the past three months. The long-run goal of Working America is to pro-
vide a political voice for people who do not have a collective bargaining relationship. We
want to create a new source of worker power that is geographically based and that makes
full use of the Web to activate workers and encourages them to get involved in electoral
and legislative affairs and to hold elected officials accountable.
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Table 3.2 Working America

WORKING AMERICA is people like you—working women and men,
retirees, people who want to set America’s priorities straight.

WORKING AMERICA, a community affiliate of the AFL-CIO, is a
powerful force for working people. With the combined strength of 13
million union men and women and millions of nonunion workers who
share common challenges and goals, we fight in communities, states and
nationally for what really matters—good jobs, affordable health care,
world-class education, secure retirements, real homeland security and
more.

And we work against wrong-headed priorities favoring the rich and
corporate special interests over America’s well-being.

WORKING AMERICA uses professional research, communication,
education, canvassing, lobbying and community organizing to demand
that politicians address the priorities that matter most to working
people—not just wealthy special interests. Make a difference for your
community, for America and for your working family.

Source: http://www.workingamerica.org



Direct Participation

Today’s workers want a direct voice. They no more want to be told how they are being
represented by a centralized bureaucratic union or association than they want to be
told to trust that management will take care of their interests. Having a direct voice in
how to do one’s job, how to improve the flow of work, and how to build a collaborative,
high-trust work environment increases job satisfaction, dignity, and self-worth. Worker
participation, combined with other appropriate workplace innovations and invest-
ments in technology, has also been associated with increased product and service quality
and productivity.

Moreover, Black and Lynch (2001) demonstrated that these positive performance
benefits are higher in settings that combine transformed union/management rela-
tionships with direct participation than in non-union settings, both participatory
and non-participatory. So any modern system of worker voice and representation
must be based on a foundation of employee participation in the day-to-day affairs,
particularly in the processes of taking decisions that affect how they do their jobs and
how they can better contribute to the success of the enterprise.

American industry has developed lots of ways to do this, dating back to the ideas
for improving the quality of work included in the original Work in America volume,
through the circle movement of the early 1980s, to the broader use of team-based
work systems introduced in recent years (Lawler, Mohrman, and Ledford 1998). The
challenge with these processes lies in sustaining them through turnover of managers
and others who championed their creation or through the first budget crunch, layoff,
or other normal crises that one can expect to occur.

Some unions have been in the forefront in promoting opportunities for their
members to gain a stronger voice in how they do their work. In the 1980s, unions in
the auto, steel, telecommunications, and apparel industries were all active in various
efforts to negotiate and co-lead efforts to create team-based work systems. Some of
these have survived, some have not. More recently, similar efforts have been made in
healthcare. Kaiser Permanente and its coalition of healthcare unions have made active
joint efforts to promote joint workplace initiatives aimed at the quality and efficiency
of healthcare delivery and the availability of new career opportunities and ladders for
employees.

However, too many labor leaders still tend to view employee participation as a
two-edged sword. On the one hand, most now recognize that the majority of their
members want a direct voice, and that if properly structured, these processes can
produce higher job and union satisfaction and improved economic performance
(Kochan, Katz, and Mower 1984; Appelbaum, Bailey, Berg, and Kalleberg 2000). On
the other hand, they have seen firms use employee participation as a strategy to
prevent possible union formation and/or to undermine existing unions. This
ambivalence continues to constrain efforts to diffuse and institutionalize participa-
tion processes in American industry. Overcoming it will require legal reforms that
both protect workers from managerial efforts to use these processes to substitute for
or undermine unions and to give workers and their unions the ability to initiate and
sustain a direct dialogue at the workplace, with or without managerial champions.

On this score, Europe is ahead of America by several decades. Most European
countries, including recently all member countries of the European Union, provide
all employees in an enterprise the right to elect representatives to a “works council,” a
representative body that meets, consults, and works with management on issues of
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workplace and workforce. I will come back to discuss the public policy changes
needed to support this type of workplace representation in the last section of this
essay.

Building New Sources of Power

Where will the power come from to deliver tangible benefits to workers and their
families? If the strike threat is too narrow and limited a source of power, what else is
there? Just as social scientists have long recognized that there are multiple sources of
power available to individuals (French and Raven 1962), so too the labor movement
needs to see its potential power as coming from varied sources and work to build and
leverage them.

Knowledge and Skills

The most important sources of power workers can bring to their jobs today are their
knowledge and skills and the readiness to put them to work. Knowledge is a necessary
prerequisite for workers to have the individual bargaining power to navigate success-
fully in today’s labor markets. Thus, unions need to expand current efforts to provide
workers with the lifelong education and training needed to keep their skills current.
Lifelong educational opportunities can be one of the key benefits and services unions
offer to recruit and retain lifelong members. If unions and professional associations
take up this role, it will help society wean itself from dependence on individual
firms and help overcome the market’s failure to supply the optimal amount of training
in marketable skills.

Information and Communications

Today, information is one of the most important sources of power available for
exploitation. Consider the successful efforts of the coalition of forces that have come
together to expose and publicize exploitation of labor in the supply chains of transna-
tional companies. The campaigns to fight child labor and to achieve fair labor stan-
dards for employees of Nike and other highly visible transnational firms came about
because of the publicity given to exposés of violations of basic human rights of work-
ers in these companies’ supply chains in developing countries (Locke 2003). The few
successful strikes that have occurred in recent years, such as the IBT-UPS strike in
1997 and the various Justice for Janitors’ efforts in cities such as Los Angeles and
Boston, were successful in part (perhaps in large part) because they were able to gain
broad public understanding and support for their cause. A sustained and effective,
multichannel information and communications strategy is essential to any modern
organization, including a modern labor movement.

The Internet is one obvious tool to support using information and transparency as
a key source of power for labor. Freeman and Rogers (2002) used the term “open
source unionism” to emphasize this point. Clearly, the Internet is a tool that all
modern organizations and social movements need to master and incorporate into
their strategies. Labor is no exception.
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More traditional media channels are equally important. Often labor leaders com-
plain that the existing media is biased against them, only covers labor when there is a
conflict, and therefore misses the good things labor does on an ongoing basis. By
and large, this is an accurate critique of the current media. Changing this bias and
increasing exposure to the concerns and perspectives of working families will require
a significant investment of talent and resources on the part of the labor movement.

Workers and their families need their own counterpart to report on developments
in the business and financial markets, one that captures the ups and downs of work-
ing in America today. This media counterpart would mix positive examples and prag-
matic tips on what it takes to navigate today’s careers and labor markets and to get
ahead with examples of the injustices that continue to prevail and ideas for what can
be done to remedy them. The fact that books such as Nickel and Dimed (Ehrenreich
2002) have been so popular and widely acclaimed suggests that there is a large ready
audience for this type of information about work—something that we are already
witnessing in today’s world.

Exit

Industrial unions have emphasized voice over exit as their bread and butter strategy.
That emphasis fit the stable workplace and long-term employment relationships many
union members both wanted and experienced. And for many this will continue to be
the dominant way unions improve the working conditions and lives of their members.

But for a significant portion of the workforce, particularly for more educated,
mobile professionals, the ability to move from a job that does not meet their needs or
expectations to a better one is equally important. And, over time, reducing the costs
of mobility and making exit a more viable option serves as a key source of power not
only for the employees who move but for those who stay. As any manager (or dean)
will attest, nothing focuses the mind or generates improved conditions like a credible
alternative job offer. Thus, reducing the costs of inter-firm or geographic mobility by
providing information on job opportunities, contacts and referrals, and portable
benefits could be an increasingly important source of power for unions and profes-
sional associations. Clearly, this is not a new idea or development. But it is one that
labor organizations may want to focus on more intensively in the future.

Labor’s Capital Investments

American workers’ investments are a sleeping giant that, when mobilized, has enor-
mous potential for exercising power. A recent example described by John Sweeney illus-
trates this potential. Following publication of a message from a Morgan Stanley analyst
that warned against investing in unionized companies, John Sweeney wrote Morgan’s
CEO a letter (with a copy to union pension funds that use Morgan’s services) indicat-
ing labor’s strong disagreement with this point of view. The response from Morgan’s
CEO was quick and decisive: a personal visit to John Sweeney, a clarification that the
analyst did not represent the view of Morgan Stanley, a public clarification of the firm’s
view of unions, and an engagement with the analyst on the productive contribution
that unions make to a firm’s financial performance (Morgan Stanley 2003). Morgan
Stanley understood immediately the potential power of a large, unhappy client.
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The AFL-CIO and several unions have been active in developing shareholder res-
olutions and other capital strategies. The evidence from these efforts is that they are
more successful when they focus on governance issues or executive compensation
rather than traditional workforce or labor/management issues and when they are
done in coalition with other groups, such as Institutional Shareholders Services
(Chakrabarti 2004). Specific pension funds, such as CALPERS and those in strong
union states such as New Jersey and Wisconsin, have also been supportive and active
in shareholder resolution campaigns. Clearly, this is a direction for the future.

Corporate Governance and Accountability

Engagement in governance processes is not likely to become widespread unless a dif-
ferent conception of the role of the corporation in society is articulated and pursued.
As long as the view that corporations exist to maximize shareholder value prevails
over a view that corporations should be held accountable to shareholders, workers,
and communities, workers will not have a legitimate claim to having a direct voice in
strategic decisions or governance processes. Unfortunately, even at the peak of the
debate over what to do about recent corporate scandals, labor did not join this issue
directly. Yet there are even some CEOs and other leaders in civil society who make this
point in their speeches and rhetoric. Labor needs to take them at their word and
become the champion for getting a direct and influential voice in corporate management
and governance.

Articulating this point of view clearly, forcefully, and creatively could provide a
vision for the twenty-first century corporation that is both well grounded in theory
and resonates well with the workforce. Economists and organization theorists have
argued that knowledge and human capital will serve as the critical sources of com-
petitive advantage in corporations today and in the future (Blair 1995; Blair and Stout
1999). If this is true, then workers have just as legitimate a claim to have a voice in cor-
porate governance as do investors of finance capital. Workers invest their human cap-
ital in their companies, and each day they stay they put more of their capital at risk.
Yet unlike investors of financial capital, they are not afforded a role in governance.
Like investors, workers who invest and put at risk their human capital in corporations
need access to information regarding the decisions being made that affect their long
term investments—the stability of their jobs, pensions, benefits, and careers.

This could be achieved in various ways, ranging from providing workers legal rights
to information, to allowing or requiring American-styled works councils that would
receive and share information and consult on human resource issues, to providing work-
ers’ seats on pension funds and corporate boards. All of these would require changes in
labor and/or corporate laws. These are the types of reforms of labor and corporate law
that are more likely to resonate and build support among a cross-section of the work-
force and voting public than calls for more narrowly focused labor law reforms.

Coalitions and Networks

Labor cannot go it alone. Labor’s biggest wins in recent years have come when labor
unions in specific communities have built coalitions with community, religious, civil
rights, women and family advocates, and other groups. Labor has formed coalitions
with local affiliates of organizations such as the National Interfaith Alliance, the
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Industrial Areas Foundation, and ACORN. Working together, these coalitions have
passed living-wage ordinances, supported “no-sweat” campaigns, implemented school
reforms, and created employment and training programs. Osterman (2003) has docu-
mented one such highly successful effort in South Texas that he argued could serve as
a model for rebuilding the tradition of progressive politics in America. These examples
point out the importance of building networks and coalitions with diverse grassroot
groups and expanding the reach and influence of the labor movement. Union leaders
have as much to learn and gain from working with these community organizers and
grassroot groups as these groups have to learn and gain from union support.

Complementary or Competing Forms of Worker Voice

So far I have focused on efforts to restore workers’ voice by rebuilding and revitalizing
labor unions. But this is not the only way in which this voice is exercised at work today
and it is not likely to be the exclusive means in the future. Labor has historically had a
schizophrenic attitude toward other forms of worker representation. Part of this reflects
an egotistical view that organized labor is the only legitimate institution for represent-
ing workers and their families. But as noted earlier, it partly reflects the insecurity of the
labor movement, given its vulnerability to historic efforts of employers to undermine
independent unions with company-sponsored unions or participation processes. Yet,
since alternative forms of representation will continue to prevail in the future, the ques-
tion is whether these alternatives are treated as complements or competitors to unions.
Several of the more visible forms will be discussed briefly below.

Passion with an Umbrella

Scully and Segal (2001) used the term “Passion with an Umbrella” to describe the
growing number of informal groups arising in corporations that seek to bring about
change by working within the prevailing culture of an organization. Some of these are
known as “identity” groups, since these are formed around specific racial, gender,
ethnic, or other personal or social attributes. One of the earliest and most successful
of these was the Black Caucus at Xerox that started as far back as the 1970s (Friedman
1993). More recently, women faculty groups demonstrated the power of this type of
effort for raising awareness of and addressing gender equity and advancement issues
at MIT and in other universities (Bailyn 2003).

This approach will very likely continue to grow in the future, since it matches the
preferences a majority of the workforce expresses for collective action by employees
who share a commitment to the overall goals and values of their employer but are not
afraid to raise tough issues that need attention and that do not encounter strong
management resistance. While these groups are most prevalent within professional
and white-collar employees, others, such as the Korean Immigrant Workers
Advocates, have successfully mobilized Koreans working in restaurants and other
service jobs in selected cities (Cho 2003). Others are allied with various workers’
centers located in various cities (Fine 2003).

These networks use race, gender, national origin, or other sources of personal or
social identity as the community of interest around which to organize. As such, they
pose an interesting question: Are the bases for mobilizing workers shifting from a com-
mon economic community of interest (same occupation, production unit, employer,
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and so on) to a personal or social base? If so, will these serve as coalition partners with
unions, as has been the case in some organizing drives among Haitian nursing-home
workers (Yu 2005), or will they operate informally and separately, as is the case for a
Latino group known as La Raza that has been negotiating with major food processing
firms to improve the working conditions of newly arrived immigrants (Kochan 2005)?
Whichever pattern dominates, clearly these types of groups will be part of the mix of
institutions providing employees a voice and representation in the future.

Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs)

As noted earlier, a variety of NGOs have been formed in the past decade to pressure
transnational firms to comply with core labor standards. Some of these are working in
coalitions with existing unions. Others are operating independently. Clearly, the labor
movement has a lot to learn from the successes of these organizations and has a lot to
offer them in return. NGOs have been very successful in using modern communications,
networking, and, information as means of engaging large, visible, consumer-market
companies. Many unions are working in partnership with NGOs, but some have chosen
to pull out of these coalitions over disagreements over tactics or other issues (Bernstein
2005). In turn, some NGOs have sought support from unions, while others have stayed
at arm’s length.As with other such groups, it is unclear how NGOs will coexist with more
traditional unions in the United States or in other countries around the world.

Professional Associations

The line between a union and professional association has become blurred in recent
decades, as various associations of teachers, nurses, engineers, entertainers and other
media specialists, athletes, and other professionals have taken up the process of
collective bargaining. Professionals report strong interests in representation and in
the form that representation takes. Specifically, professionals prefer organizations
limited to their specific occupation/profession, those that are led by members of their
profession who identify and understand their values, needs, and technical work,
uphold professional standards and service quality, and actively promote their profes-
sional interests in public policy debates affecting their profession (Department of
Professional Employees 2005).

Moreover, since they see these as issues that transcend the boundaries of their
specific or current employer, they prefer to see these issues addressed outside the
workplace, and if addressed within the workplace, they want to see them addressed in
what they perceive as a “professional manner.” That is, they expect their employers to
engage them without strong resistance or high levels of conflict. At the same time,
professionals expect to be compensated fairly, and so they also expect their organiza-
tions to advocate basic wage and benefit improvements.

This profile leads to wide variations in the preference for or against traditional
collective bargaining across professional groups. For example, teachers and nurses
indicate a higher preference for collective bargaining than do engineers and information
technology specialists. Where collective bargaining is used, a majority of profession-
als prefer labor/management partnership modes of interaction rather than more tradi-
tional arm’s-length or positional forms of negotiations (Eaton, Rubinstein, and Kochan
forthcoming).
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For professional, this profile has profound implications for how employee voice
and representation is likely to evolve. Many professional associations that currently
do not engage in formal collective bargaining neither consider themselves nor are
counted as “unions,” yet they do engage in various forms of collective action and pro-
vide many of the lifetime labor market services, such as job referrals, continuing edu-
cation, certification, and networking that were suggested as part of a new organizing
model for labor unions. Thus, these associations are likely to play a growing and
significant role in the mix of institutions and processes for providing voice and
representation for this professional segment of the labor force.

Politics and the Law

Union representation has risen and fallen in long cycles in the United States. Declines
tend to be gradual and extended; rebirths and resurgence, like the rise of the CIO in
the 1930s and the emergence of public sector unionism in the 1960s, tend to come in
abrupt and unpredictable bursts. Each time, labor’s resurgence tends to coincide with
the emergence of a new vision and strategy for how to rebuild unions in line with a
changing economy and workforce and a shift in public policy to support the new
forms of representation. The rise of industrial unionism in the 1930s was supported
by the passage of the National Labor Relations Act, and the rise of public sector
unions in the 1960s was supported by new federal and state policies providing collec-
tive bargaining for public sector workers.

This suggests that the reforms and shifts in strategy outlined above are a necessary,
but not sufficient, condition for restoring workers’ voice at work and in society. A
fundamental overhaul of labor and employment policies will be needed to support
and protect employees who seek to reassert a voice at work in ways that fit the needs
and preferences of today’s workforce and economy. This means that the demon-
strated failures of basic labor laws to protect workers who want to join a union need
to be fixed. But this is just a necessary starting point. Also, labor and employment laws
need to be updated to provide workers with the ability to create and sustain the more
cooperative or collaborative forms of participation and representation that they con-
sistently indicate they want and that have demonstrated their value to both employ-
ees and the economy. As noted earlier, most European nations (and the European
Community) do this through works councils. Some American adaptation of this
approach will be needed if the preferences of the workforce and the needs of the
economy are to be met.

The lessons from failed efforts to break the business/labor deadlock of the past
quarter century are clear. The American public will need to see a rebuilding of worker
voice as critical to dealing with the problems they face at work and in their families
and communities, and their voices will need to be added to those of the traditional
business/labor interests (Kochan 2005). In short, breaking the impasse will require
mobilization of political support among the American public.

Summary

The cumulative effects of labor union decline have left a void in worker voice at work,
eroded the standard of living in America, and weakened our democracy. If the decline in
unions continues, American workers and American society in general will increasingly
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be at risk. Workers will have less job security, more exposure to arbitrary treatment
and dismissal, and diminished retirement and healthcare benefits. Those pressuring
for redress of workers’ grievances will continue to seek relief in the court system, leading
to a situation where only the high-income workers capable of attracting contingency-fee
lawyers will have access to workplace justice. This is clearly not the type of society or
employment relations system that serves our values or our economy well.

Standard calls for union resurgence—to put more resources into traditional union
organizing, to reform labor law, or even to promote greater dialogue, cooperation, or
consensus between business and labor—have not worked and will not work on their
own to reverse the decline in worker voice.

More fundamental changes are needed, ones that build on a vision capable of
addressing the aspirations and expectations workers bring to their work, careers, and
families, a strategy for recruiting individuals into lifelong membership in unions,
structures that support community, state, and national initiatives and coalition
building, and a broadening out of the sources of power that unions see as part of their
tool kit.

Many of the pieces of this alternative approach are already being tried out in
isolated experiments within individual unions around the country. The time appears
ripe for such an effort, given the pressures on working families today, the void in
political leadership and discourse on these issues, the loss of confidence in corporate
leaders and market forces, and the toll that is being exacted on current and future
generations by the war on terror, and the domestic and international tensions that
will very likely continue to be with us in its aftermath.

America is once again at a historic crossroads with respect to worker voice. We can
begin by working collaboratively to fashion the next generation organizations,
institutions, groups, and forums for engaging the voice of today’s workers and their
families in constructive ways that can produce mutual gains for workers, families, and
the economy and society. Or we can continue to ignore and suppress efforts to restore
voice at work and in society and wait for the pressures on working families to put us
in a perilous quandary. The longer we wait for the crisis, the more we risk recreating
the adversarial culture and modes of interaction that characterized the industrial era.
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4

Work and Family in America:
Growing Tensions between
Employment Policy and a
Transformed Workforce

Ellen Ernst Kossek

Housekeeping may still be the main occupation of American women, but it is no longer
the only occupation or source of identity for most of them. In the past, a woman’s sense
of identity and her main source of satisfaction centered on her husband’s job, the home,
and the family. Today, there are alternatives opening to increasing numbers of the female
population. In addition to the fact that half of all women between the ages of 18 and
64 are presently in the labor force, Department of Labor studies show that 9 out of 10 of
women will work outside of the home at some time in their lives.

The clear fact is that keeping house and raising children is work—-work that is,
on the average as difficult to do well and as useful to the larger society as almost
any paid job involving the production of goods or services. The difficulty is not that
most people don’t believe this or accept it (we pay lip service to it all the time) but
that, whatever our private and informal belief systems, we have not, as a society,
acknowledged this fact in our public system of values and rewards. Work in America
1973:56–57, 179

About 30 years ago, the Work in America (1973) report noted the countervailing
trends of growing numbers of women juggling work and family (W–F) coupled

with ambivalence over societal support of domestic and caregiving work. Kanter
(1977) articulated the “myth of separate worlds” between work and family—the
notion that workplaces often are designed as if workers do not have families that
compete for their attention and identities during working time.

Now, in the twenty-first century, these same issues are still largely unresolved and
increasing in scope and complexity, while work-family tensions have risen for virtually
all demographics and occupations across the nation. The need for policy innovation
on a national level is highlighted by statistics showing trends where all workers will
have some responsibility for managing care for a child, an elder, or a disabled family
member (including self) at some point during their lifetime (see table 4.1).
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Table 4.1 Summary of Demographic, Legal, and Social Trends Increasing Work-Family
Tensions

Trend Supporting Statistics

1. Transformati on Employment Status of Parents with Children under 18 (rounded):
of family economic
household ● Two parent dual earner (41%), single mother employed (16%),
configuration: ● Two parent, husband sole earner (21%), two parent, mother sole
Dual earner earner (4%)
family is modal ● Single father employed (5%), unemployed single mother (7%),
American family unemployed two parent (4%), unemployed single father (1%) (CPS,

Bianchi, and Raley 2005)

2. Growth in ● A majority of adults will cohabitate with another adult for some life
nontraditional period.
families ● One-third of all births occur now outside marriage

● 40% of children will live in a cohabitating family and 50% of all
children will live in a single parent household (usually female) before
reaching 18 years old (Cohen 2002)

● 15% of the workforce between 40–65 years are “sandwich
generation” employees, who must manage care for both aging parents
and financially dependent children or grandchildren (Ingersoll-
Dayton et al. 2001; Nichols and Junk 1997)

3. Increase in ● 80% of U.S. wage and salaried workers live with family members and
employee have immediate day to day family responsibilities when away from the
caregiving workplace (Bond et al. 2002)
responsibilities ● Child care: 43% workers report they have a child under 18 years

living at home at least half the year
● Elder Care: A third (35%)had significant elder care demands in the

past year (reported by equal proportions of men and women) (Bond
et al. 2002)

4. Population One of the fastest growing U.S. population segments is individuals
decline in over 55 years old, and a workforce shortage is also predicted as baby
replacement boomers are reaching retirement. A 2003 SHRM report indicates that
workers: over the ten years leading up to 2010, the number of workers between
From pyramids to 25 and 54 will increase by 5%, and the number of workers over 55
pillars years will increase by 46.6%; 2003 fertility rates declined to 1.9

children in U.S. compared to 3.1 in 1976 (Riche 2006)

5. Rise in work ● Couples in dual earner households averaged of 3932 hours in 2000,
hours and loads an increase of 300 hours (7.5 additional work weeks per year) since
and work- 1989 and equal to more than 2 full-time EU jobs (Mishel, Bernstein,
family conflicts and and Boushley 2003)
intensification ● U.S. workers worked an average 1,978 hours per year in 2001 (Berg et al.

2004). Americans work the longest work hours in the world except
Korea (OECD 2004)

● 38% NSCW respondents state they must choose between advancing
in their jobs or devoting attention to their families (Bond et al. 2002)

6. Growth in ● Since 1975, labor force participation of U.S. women with children
participation under age 18 has increased from 47% to 78% (U.S. Dept. of Labor
of women in 2004)
labor force and key ● Changing occupational profile of women in workforce; 39% of
occupations, professional and managerial positions were held by women compared
but varying by age of to 24% in 1977 (Bond et al. 2002)

Continued



This chapter will show that while over the last 30 years employed workers’ respon-
sibilities for managing caregiving and domestic life have generally increased and
some policies have been formally adopted, an implementation gap remains where
U.S. public and private W-F policy is out of sync with labor market developments.
The failure of the U.S. to develop a coordinated W-F policy through federal and state,
public and private partnerships and to move toward some new collective cultural
solutions for W-F conflicts may impact the long-term competitiveness and resilience
of its workforce.

This chapter unfolds as follows: I provide a brief overview of the current U.S. W-F
policy approach. I then discuss historical, demographic, and legal, developments
since the 1973 report. I review three main content areas of organizational support for
work and life and discuss implications for employment policy. Overall, I argue that
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children and ● One-third of mothers with working husbands and children under age
marital status six did not work at all in 2002 compared to 80% of married women

with children between 5–18 years (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
2003; Riche 2006)

7. Increase in ● Growth in preferences for part time or reduced load work for some
new work segments, e.g., NSCW shows that 25% of working women held part
and career time jobs or jobs with reduced schedules as their main job compared
structures to 9% of men. About two-thirds of women work part time and half

of men do so by choice, even though 61% of part time jobs often
received pro-rated health care and lower pay (Bond et al. 2002, 10)

● Growing numbers of workers are delaying retirement or working part
time in second career until their 1960s or 1970s as opposed to an up
and out thirty-year career (Moen 2003)

8. Changing ● A Radcliffe Center and Harris poll (2000) stated that over four-fifths
beliefs about of men in their 20s and 30s believed that a work schedule that
gender roles allowed for family time was more important to them than a
and work-home challenging or high-paying job, a dramatic shift from earlier
relationships generations

● In 1977, 74% of NSCW men believed that men should earn the
money and women should stay home to take care of the children &
the house compared to only 42% in 2002

● In 1977, barely half (49%) of men surveyed in the NSCW believed
that employed mothers could have just as good relationships with
their children as mothers who only work in the home in 1977. In
2002 that number had risen to nearly two thirds of men surveyed
(Bond et al. 2002)

● Men do between 38% and 40% of the domestic chores, if the statistic
counts child care and not just housework (Lee and Waite, in press)

9. Technology ● 15% of employed workers work or telework from home at least once
and 24–7 global a week (U.S. Census Bureau 2002)
work blurring ● Increase in major U.S. companies operating work sites overseas (e.g.,
boundaries India, China)
between
work and home

Table 4.1 Continued

Trend Supporting Statistics



administrative, legal, and cultural employer practices pertinent to work and family
are significantly lagging behind societal changes (Kossek 2005).

U.S. Work and Family Policy Overview

U.S. Macro Approach

Relative to other industrialized countries, the United States is unique in providing
limited public supports for employees’ work and family demands and in heavily rely-
ing on a patchwork system of voluntary private employer supports (such as flexible
work schedules, leaves, childcare and eldercare, vacation and sick time, healthcare)
that are mostly available from larger firms (Kelly 2006). The main national U.S. policy,
the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), which provides only 12 weeks of unpaid leave
to care for a child, elder or self, because of workforce size (minimum 50 employees)
and other limitations, in practice covers only about 11 percent of the U.S. workplaces,
which employ about 58 percent of workers (Canter et al. 2000). In contrast, countries
in the European Union (EU) provide 14 weeks paid leave to mothers, and most offer
additional partially paid parental leave (Kelly 2006). In most EU countries, childcare
for children under age three is a public service, and the government often trains,
employs, and subsidizes childcare workers (Kelly 2006).

Internationally, the United States is distinctive in following what Block, Berg, and
Belman (2004) refer to as “a minimalist market-based employer approach,” where an
unregulated free-market labor economy is viewed as efficient and fair. Employers
have wide latitude to determine the degree to which they will support workers’ family
needs. Block and colleagues see the U.S.’s individualistic cultural generally valuing a
limited role for government regulation, with caregiving decisions left up to the
discretion of individual employees and employers, as a barrier to policy innovation.
Today, in the United States, the lack of a strong collective voice (like the voice the
unions in the EU provide) that speaks for workers’ social issues at corporate or
government levels is identified as another barrier.

Leaving the nation’s W-F policy to the voluntary noblesse oblige of employers
presents long-term risks to labor-force quality and the nation’s health. While some
workplace practices such as flexible work schedules have the potential to directly
increase employer competitiveness, raising talent attraction and retention and reduc-
ing absenteeism, others, such as investing in the quality of childcare and eldercare in
a community, are unlikely to be self-funded. The direct payoffs to individual compa-
nies from improving the quantity and quality of care in a community and investing
in the well-being of elders and children has diffuse, long-term, and indirect impact on
the bottom line.

Without a significant national public policy initiative, corporate leaders and work-
force experts are unlikely to see the urgency or economic benefit of significantly
redesigning and changing workplaces to place family and job demands on more equal
footing as employee investment and retention strategies, let alone as a social respon-
sibility. The need for employers to more fully adapt to the transformation of work
and family relationships is occurring at a time when many face hypercompetitive
global markets and eroding profits. Employers are cutting headcount, pensions, and
healthcare obligations and reconfiguring employment structures to reduce long-term
relationships (Tsui and Wu 2005).
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Workforce Needs, Access, and Utilization

As table 4.1 in the preceding section shows, the problem of effectively managing
breadwinning with caregiving has become a critical concern across the entire gamut of
contemporary U.S. workforce. It is important to note that most labor market segments
are simultaneously facing both cross-cutting and distinct issues. Crosscutting work-
force issues include (1) the cultural mainstreaming of W-F tensions as a shared employee
concern, (2) growing financial costs of caregiving, (3) a time famine, (4) rising
employee workloads at work and home, and (5) tensions over scheduling conflicts and
boundaries between work and nonwork life. Distinct issues pertinent to specific labor-
force groups are (1) diversity in job and family demands and control over work hours
and schedules, (2) disparities in access to personal, employer, or governmental supports
for W-F integration, and (3) the effects of these discrepancies on physical and mental
health, labor market readiness and participation, and performance at work and home.

Much of this variation correlates with the workers’ gender, family type, socioeco-
nomic background, disability status, race/ethnicity, occupation, and employer
(DHHS 2004). For example, the working single mother of a newborn child is actively
involved in caregiving and domestic life while off the job, and she may rush from
work to breastfeed an infant, while her coworkers may not. Thus, some employees get
off work and arrive home to work an intense “second shift” (Hochschild 1989). As
work demands or hours increase, they limit the time, energy, and emotional resources
workers have to devote to taking care of their family demands, and their abilities to
recover from the previous day’s work to be able to focus on the next.

Employers’ provision of flexibility in working schedules, workloads, leaves, and
careers can ameliorate some of these tensions, yet there is wide variation in the work-
forces’ access to policies—for example, adoption of W-F policies varies by job groups
and industry. According to the BLS National Compensation survey (2000) employers
in service industries are 2.5 times more likely to offer childcare assistance than those
in manufacturing. BLS also reports that professional and technical employees are
twice as likely as clerical and retail employees and 5.5 times more likely than blue-collar
and service workers to have access to childcare assistance. Overall, lower-paid jobs
(such as retail or clerical) with less flexible schedules and lower pay and benefits are
disproportionately held by people of color, women, and low-income workers, thereby
resulting in less access to resources for W-F integration (DHHS 2004). Many workers
with the greatest needs for employer support are likely to find it least available.

It is important to emphasize that even with growing interest in W-F policies in the
United States, the adoption of formal policies does not necessarily create a family-
friendly workplace. In many workplaces, there are gaps in management and organi-
zational cultural support, and uneven in implementation across work groups.
Further, well-intentioned policies (such as FMLA) may not meet the specific needs of
workforce segments. For example, low- and middle-income workers may not be able
to afford to take unpaid leave to use the policy. Career-oriented workers face backlash
from using available flexible career policies. Professionals and managers often have
careers that require high commitment, and the need for constant updating of skills
may create barriers to using leaves or reduced-load work followed by reentry into the
fast track. Another example involves, jobs with direct customer contact or on the
assembly line which often have limited flexible scheduling.

Many human resource structures are based on outmoded conceptions of “ideal
workers.” Ideal workers are defined as those who do not let family and personal
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responsibilities influence their hours at work and their commitment to the job, are
rarely late to or absent from work, and do not interrupt or slow their careers
(Williams 2000; Moen 2003). More critically, there is a disconnect in effectively link-
ing W-F policies to other essential employment policies, ranging from pensions to
healthcare to the daily management of coworker and client interactions. For example,
allowing workers to have phased retirement or to work part-time at other periods in
their careers may have implications for wage penalties due to gaps in employment,
benefit eligibility, and pension computation.

Developing job sharing, cross-training, and back-up support is needed to redesign
work systems to allow flexibility and work group effectiveness. Yet most policies are
implemented as individual initiatives rather than as a group interventions. In order to
develop strategic directions that U.S. employment policy needs to take, it is impor-
tant to first understand historically where we have come from over the last three
decades.

Work and Family since 1973: The Rise of a 
Major Employment Concern

Historical Background

Managing daily stress between work and family, though portrayed in U. S. culture and
media as a relatively new and unusual problem, has for long been a part of the
American workplace, a part that is neither new nor unique (Pitt-Catsouphes, Kossek,
and Sweet 2006). Historians remind us that from colonial times, many Americans
from colonialists to slaves to Native Americans had little choice but to juggle family
and economic pursuits (Boris and Lewis 2006). What has changed dramatically since
early times and even since 1973, though still in its infancy, is the emergence of “work
and family” as a defined and mainstreamed employment issue. It is no longer viewed
as a problem limited to a small female labor force segment, families in poverty, or sin-
gle parents who have no choice but to combine breadwinning with caregiving.

Though this change in the popular meaning of employer responsiveness to work
and family can be a positive force for workplace change, it is important as we move
forward not to discount the unique challenges faced by specific workforce segments
(such as single and dual earner parents, older workers, welfare-to-work participants,
high-talent professionals, and so on). The challenge for policymakers is to recognize
that workplace solutions need to not only be broad-brushed and comprehensive, but
also implemented in ways that can be customized to empower and meet the special
needs of individuals and particular labor market sectors.

Work and Family as Depicted in 
Work in America Reports

Using examples from the landmark reports (O’Toole 1973, 1974) to depict the U.S.
policy framework 30 years ago, we can say that references to what would be consid-
ered “work and family” issues today were thinly scattered across several chapters. W-F
was just beginning to appear on the radar screen of workforce experts, but it had not
coalesced as a coherent employment policy domain. For example, in her chapter on
“work, well-being and family,” Rainwater (1974) considered part-time work, childcare,
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and flexible hours to support family life, with a focus on these policies’ relevance for
a “central provider.” The assumption was that if someone worked and needed flexible
work schedules, she was a primary and often single breadwinner.

Another chapter, by Furstenburg (1974), titled “Work Experience and Family
Life,” centered on the effects of poverty and family instability (such as divorce or
unemployment) on poor families, and the impact of a father’s occupational status on
economic and family well-being. A father’s main role was seen as an economic
provider. A third chapter considered increased labor participation of women, but
little attention was devoted to professional or managerial jobs, as Sawhill (1974)
observed that most of these were still held by men.

Quality of Work Life: W-F Policy Connections

O’Toole (1974, 1) aptly titled his edited book to emphasize “work and quality of life
linkages,” as “the institution of work was seen as a lever to improve the quality of an
employee’s overall life.” Similarly, I see the effective implementation of “work and
family policies,” defined as formal and informal employer support for the integration
of work and family life, as a key subset of quality of work life. W-F policies send a
critical message regarding the level of respect for the employee’s individual needs and
the degree to which workers are seen as valued resources. If one is experiencing
constant stresses and tensions between work and nonwork and unable to develop
positive relationships between these roles, then one is not likely to have a high quality
of work life (QWL). As discussed below, much of the QWL movement focused on
issues of relevance to work-family and work-nonwork integration.

An excellent book by Bohen and Viveros-Long (1981) captured the thinking of
policy experts at the time that lead to the creation of a Federal Family Impact Seminar
in 1976. The seminar was created in recognition of the dramatic changes in relation-
ships between work and family, the central “role of work in the whole of peoples’
lives” (60), and the critical linkages between “the well-being of families and the well-
being of society as a whole” (37). Its goal was to examine the impact of employment
policies on families of government workers. As the largest employer of the United
States, the government was seen as a key field site for employment policy analysis and
the implementation of model practices to promote change. Initially, four employer
policies were seen as critical for study: childcare, working hours and work schedules,
job relocation and transfers, and “quality of work life” (QWL).

QWL analyzers asked, “What is the environment of the job—intellectually, physi-
cally, socially and physically?”; and “How do these job qualities and policies affect
family well-being?” (6; 98). QWL became a symbol of work redesign initiatives that
enabled employees who lacked strong empowering voice to suggest improvements
that would humanize their working conditions and enhance job quality. Central con-
siderations to designing work for job enrichment involved greater worker control
over job conditions and autonomy. Greater flexibility for workers’ scheduling needs
and facilitation of worker-dependent care and child-rearing demands were also a key
to many of these efforts. Ironically, these same calls to link improvement of the inter-
action between work and family to work redesign efforts are even today being viewed
as somewhat revolutionary concepts (see Rapoport et al. 2002).

Over the next few decades, the federal government became a leader in providing
on-site childcare and workplace flexibility (e.g., the U.S. Post Office and World Bank).
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But eventually the Family Impact Seminar decided to abandon focus on QWL, as it
was seen as “too amorphous” and “basically the Boy Scout Oath . . . applied to work
organizations” (Bohen and Viveros-Long 1981, 8). Paradoxically, the statistics
provided in the next section show that these same issues—of the need for greater
employee control over work conditions and schedules, increased availability of quality
and affordable dependent care, and difficulties in rallying policy reforms around a
broad and ambiguously defined problem—remain, despite heightened relevance.

Moving From QWL to Work-Family to Work-Life

The term “QWL” has now been replaced with “work-life,” the accepted moniker indicat-
ing that all employees, even those without families, may experience tensions between
work and personal life (Kossek and Lambert 2005). This mainstreaming of work and life
as an employment issue is useful for gaining broad acceptance and increasing resource
allocation to institutionalize policies. It is somewhat reminiscent of early diversity efforts
that first started to appear in the 1980s. Employers adopted publicity efforts to garner
support for diversity policies by indicating that all employees are diverse in one way or
another and can benefit from better management of multiculturalism.

However, policy experts should take care not to downplay the cogent fact that
employees with dependents (elder, spouse, or children) or personal health disabilities
face significant unmet caregiving challenges and constraints both at work and home.
One problem that limited W-F policy development on the employer side of the equa-
tion is the field’s lack of clear boundaries coalescing around well-defined interven-
tions and outcomes (Lambert and Kossek 2005). This lack of definition runs the risk
of work-family/life policies being called everything and then nothing, not unlike
some of the problems in institutionalizing and developing focused national policy for
the QWL movement.

In the 1970s, leading employers became cognizant of labor market shifts that sug-
gested that work and family relationships were intertwined, and so they began pro-
viding support systems ranging from flexible work arrangements to caregiver
replacement benefits while the individual worked. Although growing in availability
on paper, as noted, many of these formal policies are not well linked to the way work
is carried out or to important outcomes from the business, family, and health
research literatures such as productivity, performance, stress, well-being, health, and
safety (Kossek and Ozeki 1998; 1999; Hammer and Kossek 2005).

Further, the prevailing policy view of W-F supports is a somewhat simplistic treat-
ment—the mere existence of policies in an organization is seen as leading to positive
outcomes for both the organization and the individual (Ryan and Kossek 2003).
Overall, despite increased employer interest in work and family, formal workplace
support is uneven, linkages between job design and working conditions are minimal,
and policy implementation is often ineffective.

National Statistics on Demographic Shifts: Rise in U.S.
Labor Force’s Work and Family Tensions

The most recent National Survey of the Changing Workforce (NSCW), conducted
by the Families and Work Institute every five years since 1977, shows that most
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individuals are juggling work and care for children, spouses, or elders, and about half
(45 percent) reported some or a lot of interference between work and personal life
(Bond et al. 2002).

Table 4.1 summarizes nine main trends explaining the rise in work and family as a
national policy concern with supporting statistics. The overall implications of these
trends are that there is a dramatic increase in workers who are experiencing increased
W-F stresses, in an era of rising work demands, potential future labor shortages, and
transformed relationships between work and home. These trends are seen in the
transformation of the American parental household, where the dual earner family is
the modal American family; growth in nontraditional families; increasing caregiving
responsibilities for all workers at some point over their lifetime; decline in the popu-
lation of replacement workers; rise in work intensification and hours; growth in
women’s labor force participation across occupations; growing acceptance of new
work structures and ways of working; changing beliefs about gender roles and work-
home relationships; and the rise of technology and with it the blurring of boundaries
between 24-7 work and home.

The latter issue, the increased blurring of boundaries between work and home for
many individuals, is a problem that has been underexamined by employers (Kossek,
Lautsch, and Eaton 2005a and b) and merits additional discussion here. Although
most policy experts have focused more on how to reduce barriers between work and
family, it is important to also consider the potential downsides of increased inter-
spersion of work and family. Technological tools such as e-mail, pagers, laptops, cell
phones, and global 24-7 workplaces have made work constantly accessible to employ-
ees and encourage overwork. These same technologies also make most workers more
accessible to their family members, enabling workers to try to multitask work and
family roles. Individuals can try to stay connected to family when at work (e.g., man-
aging an elder or child caregiver problem via a cell phone). Conversely, employees can
stay connected to work when at home (e.g., checking e-mail while cooking dinner or
watching the kids outside). Though this has the potential to increase emotional, phys-
ical, and behavioral conflicts between work and home, more and more individuals
are trying to multitask work and personal needs.

All these technological changes have led to a general intensification of the pace of
work and the pace of family life in United States. We are at risk of becoming a society
that is much overloaded and knows not how to relax. For example, a recent Fortune
magazine article reports that firms in consulting, law, and investment banking have
built 80-hour weeks into their businesses (Miller and Miller 2005). The United States is
renowned for taking fewer vacation days (average 13 days per year) compared to other
industrialized countries such as Italy (42), France (37), or the U.K. (28) (WTO 2005).

Many firms have adopted a “use it or lose it policy” on vacation time, which has
resulted in many workers not using their vacation. Workers are afraid to take their
whole vacations, and some may even feel pressured to work during vacations (Kossek
et al. 2005a). These individuals fear losing their jobs or being overwhelmed when they
return from vacations to face thousands of e-mails and piled up work (Kossek,
Lautsch, and Eaton 2005). For lower-level workers, lack of vacation is also a problem,
as many firms have a minimum seniority policy before workers can even qualify for
vacation and sick time. This means less senior workers have problems in caring not
only for themselves, but also for their families during the workweek.

Even the elite labor force of the United States— its future top talent and leader-
ship—has concerns about how to juggle work and personal life. Recently, the
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New York Times ran a front-page story quoting a survey that found that despite mak-
ing up half of the current student body, most female undergraduates at Yale planned
to put their careers aside in favor of raising children (Story 2005). Similarly, the
national media has featured articles about high-powered career women who volun-
tarily “opt out” of the rat race to become full-time mothers (Belkin 2003). U.S.
Census Bureau reports show that the growth in women’s labor market participation
is slowing as the number of children being cared for by stay-at-home moms is
increasing slightly, with the percentage of new mothers who went back to work
falling from 59 percent in 1998 to 55 percent in 2000 (U.S. Department of Labor
2004). This trend, is perhaps indicative of the problems with the current effective-
ness of employer work-family supports.

Legal Developments

The United States has generally become more supportive of women’s participation in
paid employment and of fathers’ involvement in early childcare over the last few
decades (Lewis and Haas 2005). However, as noted at the beginning of this chapter,
compared to other industrialized countries such as those in the EU, the United States
is the only one that does not provide federal paid leave or public support of childcare
for the general population (Stebbins 2001). Despite these gaps, under the guise of
“gender equality” in employment, the policy of increased access to unpaid and paid
maternity leave and flexible hours became more common starting in 1970s and 1980s
(Cobble 2004).

Table 4.2 lists some of the main federal laws, and their coverage and concerns over
implementation. For example, one of the main issues with FMLA is that many
caregivers cannot afford to take unpaid leave and thus do not use the policy. Other
problems noted by Block et al. (in press) are that of litigation. Given that most leaves
are for personal health reasons and the term “serious illness” is ambiguous, it is not
surprising that nearly one third of litigation has occurred over this issue. Wisensale’s
(2001, 172) survey of appellate cases filed in the late 1990s found that one fourth
(25 percent) of cases challenged the seriousness of the employee’s illness and another
6 percent questioned the seriousness of the illness of a family member being cared for.

Block et al (2006), noted that federal law generally preempts state law, but states
may adopt more generous legislation. So far only one state in the nation, California,
has done so by adopting paid family leave in 2004. California law mandates employ-
ers to provide partial paid family leave to bond with a new child (birth, adoption, or
foster), or care for a seriously ill relative (parent, child, spouse, or domestic partner)
for up to $728 dollars per week for up to six weeks (Milkman and Appelbaum 2004;
California Code).

As table 4.2 suggests, some of the problems with other laws is that only pregnancy
discrimination is protected, yet many caregivers desire protection after they assume
responsibility for the new dependent. FLSA does not regulate the right to refuse over-
time, and more workers are being exempt from being paid for overtime. Besides
ERISA’s limiting part-time workers access to pensions, part-time work, which is one
solution that enables caregiving, as well as phased retirement for older workers, faces
many barriers. National Compensation 2002 Survey indicates that part-timers earn
an average of 44 percent less per hour, $8.89 per hour compared to $15.77 for
full-timers. Only 17 percent of part-timers have health insurance benefits. Another
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Table 4.2 Overview of U.S. Work-Family Laws and Policy Implications

Law Coverage Effectiveness Concerns

Pregnancy ● Passed as amendment to Title ● Does not protect discrimination against
Discrimination VII of the 1964 Civil Rights parents
Act in 1978 Act ● Does not enable flexible or part time hours

● Clarifies how employers ● Many barriers to filing suit. Career oriented
should treat pregnant workers, workers may not file lawsuits for fear of
such as not firing them during hurting reputation; low income workers
pregnancy if they want to may lack resources to file and fight
work, viewing pregnancy as a employer
temporary disability, and not
setting arbitrary dates for
unpaid maternity leave (Kulik
2004).

Family ● Amended to allow most ● Although primary FMLA Congressional
Medical individuals at firms with at rationale was to enable workers to take time
Leave Act least 50 employees to be able off to care for a newborn or adopted baby
(FMLA) to request up to 12 weeks of without losing job security or health care
1993 unpaid leave during any 12- insurance, in reality, act does not effectively

month period. cover what it was intended to cover (Block,
● Leave can be taken in any Malin, Kossek, and Holt, in 2006.)

increments to care for a ● Reviewing Dept. of Labor Surveys, Canter
newborn or adopted child, a et al. (2000) found the most frequent reason
sick spouse or parent, or to for taking a leave during last18 months was
cope with one’s own illness. due to one’s own health (52.4%). Less than

● Employers are mandated to one-fifth (18.5%) took a leave to care for a
continue health insurance newborn, newly adopted, or newly placed
coverage while person on foster child; 13% were taken to care for an
leave, & must offer the same ill parent, followed by an ill child (11.5%),
or equivalent position once an and then for maternity-related disability
individual has returned from (7.8%.)
leave (U.S. Dept. of Labor, ● Highest paid 10% workers not covered and
undated). may lose jobs if use.

● Employers have discretion on how year is
counted- calendar or actual; Many workers
cannot afford to take unpaid leave.

Fair Requires employers to pay ● Does not enable workers to control work
Labor nonexempt employees 1.5 times hours or place a cap on hours they work or
Standards wages for overtime work refuse overtime
Act 1938 ● Numbers of workers of workers exempt

from overtime pay is increasing (Kelly
2006)

● Does not require payment for time not
worked, such as vacations, sick leave or
holidays (federal or otherwise). Benefits are
under the discretion of employee and
employer) http://www.dol.gov/dolfaq

Employee Regulates minimum standards for ● Has thresholds of at least 1000 hours that
Income most voluntarily established prevent part-timers from receiving pensions
Retirement pension and health plans in ● Only 21% of part-time workers are
Security private industry. included in their employer’s pension plan)
Act of 1974 http://www.dol.gov/dol/topic http://www.mothersandmore.org/
(ERISA)



59 percent receive health insurance through their spouses, but often pay for the extra
coverage (http://www.mothersandmore.org).

Having reviewed these labor force, social, and legal developments, in the remain-
der of the chapter I review the three-legged stool of private approaches to work and
family (policies, job conditions, and culture). I integrate implications for future
employer policy with discussion of current firm policies and conclude with federal
policy suggestions.

Employer Work and Family Support: Workplace Developments

From an employment perspective,“work and family” refers to three main policy areas
(Kossek 2005; Kossek and Friede 2006). These domains influence the extent to which
a workplace is designed to reduce conflicts and stresses between work and employees’
caregiving and nonwork demands. They are (1) formal human resource policies and
practices, namely work-family policies, and related benefit and career systems, to
support the integration of paid work with other significant family demands; (2) job
conditions and the structure of work, namely job design, work schedules, and terms
and conditions of employment; and (3) informal occupational and organizational
culture and norms.

Formal Policies

Examples of formal policies include but are not limited to flexibility in work time,
place, or load; direct work life services for childcare, eldercare, or self-care; and infor-
mation and social supports related to work and life integration. Some employers
define work-family very narrowly and initially focus W-F policies on the most visible
family needs such as parental roles. Progressive employers and those that become
more experienced with work and family over time often broaden policies to support
participation in many nonwork roles and identities. These include eldercare,
community service, school age children’s extracurricular activities and supervision,
personal healthcare and fitness, military, political and religious activities, domestic
partners, and household care (Kossek 2005).

Employer support for work and family may have been overstated in the current
media and as noted earlier varies greatly in terms of access across workforce groups
(Kossek 2005). Most research is conducted at large employers, yet 80 percent of U.S.
firms have fewer than 100 employees (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2001) and are less
likely to provide family-friendly supports. For example, the National Compensation
survey conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2003) shows that 25 percent of
employers with more than 100 workers provide some assistance for childcare, com-
pared to only 5 percent for firms with less than 100 workers.

Using childcare benefits as an example, to be counting as providing, “employer
childcare benefits” can be as minimal as providing an employee with lists of state
licensed childcare providers. Twenty percent of individuals in white-collar occupa-
tions have access to childcare support compared to only 8 percent of individuals in
service and blue-collar occupations. Sixteen percent of employers in metropolitan
areas provide childcare assistance compared to only 4 percent of rural employers.
Overall, wide variation exists in employer support based on size, location, and worker
wage level and occupational status.
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There are considerable problems in the way in which many employers approach
the work-family issue. For one, many companies view W-F policies as a support
system that mainly benefits the workers and not the company. This leads companies
to resist wanting to innovate in times of cost-cutting. Also, many companies heavily
outsource W-F policies to benefits consultants. This may result in W-F issues becoming
disconnected from mainstream human resource strategy. These benefits-consulting
firms, while well intentioned, are receiving millions of dollars for services that are not
open to government or academic scrutiny. Many companies adopt W-F policies that
are being sold by consultants without conducting a needs assessment of their partic-
ular workforce or having some serious management conversations as to how W-F
supports relate to HR strategy and how these will be valued in the corporate culture
or linked to the way work is being managed and carried out.

Employers must be willing to be more open to public research scrutiny and
collaboration. Currently, considerable research is being conducted by work-life
consultants and nonprofit research organizations, which are not strongly attached to
universities or the public sector. While most of these research institutes and consulting
firms have made significant contributions to the work and family field and in some
cases provided some of the best existing research on work and family (e.g., the
NSCW), more public and university research partnerships need to be integrated with
these endeavors if we are likely to make major advancements in national policies.
There is a lot of data on companies that is simply not in the public domain and measures
of effectiveness are not being shared to benchmark firms.

As a result of the way current policy evaluation is done, much of the research on
work and family is heavily flawed in several ways. The research studies are cross-
sectional in nature and lack control groups of users and nonusers of different poli-
cies. Studies often lump all work family policies in a bunch and fail to distinguish
effectively between the work and family effectiveness of different policies (Kossek
2005). This should cause employers great concern—they are spending a lot of money
on programs or consultants who have little accountability to ensure policy effective-
ness. Notwithstanding these weaknesses, there are potential benefits to employers
when policies are effectively implemented.

Studies show that W-F policies can positively affect employee loyalty (Roehling and
Moen 2001), organizational productivity (Konrad and Mangel 2000), turnover inten-
tions (Rothausen 1994), absenteeism (Dalton and Mesch 1990), and commitment
(Grover and Crooker 1995); flexibility to take on new assignments, help others, and
make suggestions (Lambert 2000); and organizational performance (Perry-Smith and
Blum 2000). One study comparing users and nonusers of quality, employer-subsi-
dized, on-site childcare found users were much less likely to turnover and more likely
to return from maternity leave within a few months (Kossek and Nichols 1992).
Another study on linkages between employer policies and return to work after mater-
nity leave found that the willingness to refuse mandatory overtime and supervisor and
coworker support predicted employee retention (Glass and Riley 1998).

I believe flexibility policies that give workers more control over their schedules,
loads, hours of work, and the right to refuse overtime hold great promise for improving
attraction and retention, for worker morale, and for reducing fatigue and detrimental
work behaviors such as accidents, stress, and mistakes. Absenteeism may also be
reduced, because workers can restructure their day to squeeze parent conferences and
medical and domestic appointments into their days off. I would also like to see
employers receive incentives for supporting the availability and quality of dependent
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care in their community. Pensions and healthcare systems need to be reconfigured to
enable flexibility in work hours, workload, and careers without undue penalty.

The way to make W-F policies work is to link them to work-redesign efforts that
enable policies to be implemented as part of an organizational and work group cultural
intervention. That means cross-training for workers, rewarding and socializing employ-
ees to volunteer to learn others’ jobs and provide back up, and teaching managers how to
plan ahead and redesign jobs to work well in a flexible work environment.

Employers also should start more systematically conducting their own policy
evaluation following the old adage “what gets measured gets done.” If W-F policies
are not evaluated for effectiveness, there is little motivation to improve them. One
way to do this would be to identify users and nonusers who have equal need for
specific W-F supports and assess them for productivity.

Before adoption, needs assessments must be done to make sure the policies fit
workforce needs. Once adopted, supervisors and employees must be trained in how
to use and implement the policies, in ways that link them to how the work is carried
out. Connections to existing HR systems are also needed, such as performance
appraisal and pay systems. For example, a worker working part-time should not be
expected to do the same amount of work as one working more hours, yet some com-
panies may not adapt HR systems accordingly (Kossek and Lee 2005b).

As an example of this debate on linking study of the effectiveness of policy imple-
mentation to study of organizational culture, colleagues and I looked at managerial
and HR systems from a research project funded by the Sloan Foundation on manag-
ing professionals in new work forms (Lee and Kossek 2004; Kossek and Lee 2005a;
2005b). Many human resource managers and departments are unaware of the degree
to which flexibility policies were actually implemented in work units, since imple-
mentation is done according to management discretion (Friede, Kossek, Lee, and
MacDermid 2004). Because of this, we focused on interviewing managers and organ-
izations that had experience implementing these policies (Kossek and Lee 2005a;
2005b). Reduced-load work was found to be increasing in 60 percent of the firms
interviewed six years later. Enabling professionals to have greater control over work
hours or loads for a proportionate cut in pay was highly effective.

Part-time and reduced-load work hold great promise for retaining talent if com-
panies can figure out how to offer employees the ability to switch back to full-time
from part-time when they wish, or remain at part-time while still being seen as
valued and high talent. Linkages to bonus systems, pay, promotion, and training
needed to be reconfigured. For particularly large jobs, combining reduced-load work
with a job share, even for managerial work, was highly successful. Companies that
embraced new ways of working saw cost savings from the pay cuts, and they enabled
departments to gain innovation from this talent as burnout was reduced and more
creative suggestions were elicited from these workers. What is clear is that managers
and workers need resocialization and help in implementing new ways of working in
changing organizations.

Job Design and Employment Conditions

Job design and employment conditions include but are not limited to pay, work
hours, job demands, health benefits, pensions, which may dictate the manner in
which work and family roles can be combined, controlled, or performed in ways that
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create psychological and/or physical distress as well as enrichment (Kossek and Friede
2005). For example, a single parent who works the second shift may find that her job
design makes it virtually impossible for her child to participate in after school activi-
ties that require parent involvement. Or she may find that sick-care policies are not
available unless she has minimum tenure, and even then she is reluctant to use them
if she is not paid. Or pension systems may be designed to emphasize full-time
employment with no breaks and upward movement. All of these policies are exam-
ples of working conditions that have adverse impact on employees with family
demands. They create barriers that keep many employees from being able to work
schedules or loads that enable them to dually care and financially provide for family.

Alternative work schedules (such as flextime, leaves, flexible place, flexible careers,
and reduced time) are examples of policies that have been viewed as being both family-
supportive and a term and condition of employment. According to the 2002 NSCW,
in the United States, 74 percent of workers work regular day or night shifts, 9 percent
evening or night shifts, 8 percent rotating shifts, 7 percent on call, and 2 percent split
shifts. Fourteen percent of those considered to be working day shifts work at least one
weekend per month. Overall, one in four workers works at least one weekend
(Galinsky, Bond, and Hill 2004). NSCW also reports that about half (49 percent) of
all U.S. employees would prefer to have a different shift from the one they have. Thus,
not all alternative work schedules or nonstandard hours are necessarily preferred by
workers or thought of as being family friendly. What seems to matter for well-being
is workers’ autonomy or latitude to truly control their hours, and their own and fam-
ily members’ satisfaction with their work schedules.

Another issue that has received mixed media reports is overwork. Gerson and
Jacobs (2004) reported that some professional and managerial couples work a com-
bination of more than 100 hours a week. Galinsky and colleagues (2004) found that
time spent on unscheduled work hours (such as overtime, being called in at the last
minute, working informally from home) has raised total work hours to the highest
level ever. The average total weekly work hours was 46 hours in 2002 for men. (This
included five hours more than the regular scheduled hours of 39.3 hours per week.)
For women, the average was 39.8 hours, which was 3.8 hours more than the regular
schedule. Galinsky and colleagues (2004) also reported that employees worked longer
hours than scheduled in order to be able to keep up with their workloads (47 percent),
be successful on the job (43 percent), make ends meet (37 percent), or keep their job
(34 percent).

It is important to note that the workforce work and family needs vary across eco-
nomic strata. Many low-skilled or unskilled workers would like to work more hours
in order to be able to provide better for their families. The 2002 NSCW showed that
14 percent of workers needed to work two different jobs in order to be able to provide
for their families. Another problem that low-wage workers face is that they can
work for an employer that has award-winning policies on paper, but they cannot use
these policies due to job or family constraints. This phenomenon has been termed
“organizational stratification”of work and family policies (Lambert and Waxman 2005).

Yet studies have found low-wage and low-income workers are less likely to seek
jobs with other employers when they have health insurance and childcare benefits
(Bond 2003). Although low-wage workers are generally less satisfied with their jobs
and more likely to seek other jobs than middle- and higher-wage workers, Bond
(2003) argued that with access to flexible work schedules that they feel they can use
without hurting job security or advancement, these differences virtually disappear.
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Batt and Valcour (2003) examined relationships between general access to
work-family policies, human resource incentives such as salary or work hours, and
job design. They found that salary and work hours had a stronger relationship to W-F
conflict and turnover than access to policies. These findings suggest that when imple-
menting policies, employers need to consider the effectiveness of W-F policies as part
of high performance work contexts (Berg, Appelbaum, and Kalleberg 2003). They
need to think about how to implement W-F policies not as a separate benefit, but in
terms of how they interact with overall work systems and conditions of employment
ranging from work schedules to pay to job design to benefits.

Emulating Equal Employment Opportunity research on the adverse impact of
seemingly neutral employment practices, employers should do an audit on the
adverse impact of seemingly neutral employment policies and job conditions on
the ability to care for or provide for one’s family. For example, the pension example
mentioned above may affect family retirement income and the ability to work part-
time and accrue healthcare and other life benefits. The inability to participate in
extracurricular activities may have a variety of negative consequences such as causing
childhood obesity, family health problems, and parental stress. All of these gaps may
hurt the bottom line by affecting healthcare costs and productivity.

Organizational Cultural Support for Work and Family

Organizational cultural support for work and family refers to organizational and pro-
fessional cultures and norms that create stresses, social supports, and parameters
shaping the ways in which individuals are able to carry out work and nonwork
demands. Although the W-F literature has more often studied their negative effects,
it is important to note that some of these effects can also be positive (e.g., healthy,
safe, or diversity-friendly climates).

Organizational culture regarding W-F issues is defined as the “shared assump-
tions, beliefs, and values regarding the extent to which an organization supports and
values the integration of employees’ work and family lives” (Thompson, Beauvais,
and Lyness 1999, 394). Organizational culture influences employer demands for long
work hours, perceived job and career consequences for using informal work prac-
tices, and supervisor support of family needs. Thompson and colleagues (1999)
found that a W-F supportive work culture was associated with increased employee
use of W-F benefits, increased organizational commitment, decreased W-F conflict,
and decreased intention to turnover. Kossek, Colqiutt, and Noe (2001) focused on
positive cross-domain climate relationships between work and family and found that
the ability to share concerns about work when at home or about home when at work
was related to better performance and well-being. O’Driscoll et al. (2003) found that
higher and more significant effects on employee well-being were more due to positive
work and family culture than to the availability of formal policies.

Although many employers introduce work and family initiatives as mechanisms for
reducing employee stress, by themselves these policies can be insufficient to result in
significant reduction in stress. The fostering of an organizational culture that is widely
perceived by employees as being supportive of work and family integration is a neces-
sary condition for the reduction of work and family conflict and effective policy use.

Many employers have been slow to effectively implement formally adopted poli-
cies into the workplace culture (Kossek 2005). Since supervisors are often the gateway
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to policy use, a critical challenge for companies is to more clearly define ways that
supervisors can behave, ways that will enhance employees’ overall feelings of support
for family. Hammer and Kossek (2005) noted that it is not clear what behaviors
supervisors should adopt and how to operationalize these to create employee percep-
tions of a supportive work and family culture. This is important for employers to
understand in order to design and implement meaningful workplace interventions to
support effective utilization of W-F benefits. Supervisors are the pathways to effective
policy use.

Employers also need to change prevailing cultural assumptions that take for
granted that if an employee is highly effective and has invested in a particular realm,
such as work, then he or she will be less effective in the other due to a win-lose
relationship. Yet it is important for employers to shift cultures to focus on how work
and family can also enrich each other. For example, a positive experience at work or
skills learned at work can shape effective behaviors at home—this is the idea of accu-
mulative effects of work and family. Companies need to recognize that more and
more of the workforce is dual-centric (Lobel 1991). Many individuals are placing
work and family roles on an even keel. In their daily lives, it is increasingly important
to many workers to be successful in both work and family roles simultaneously.
Changing cultures to enable people to work fewer hours more effectively may
increase productivity in the long run. Companies could use the cost savings to pay
others, and workers might be more energized and engaged when at work.

Although unions are declining in percentage of the workforce, garnering cultural
support from unions and culturally embracing access to W-F support as a collective
benefit is important for future policy (Kossek and Berg 2005). Unions remain a pow-
erful political force in this country, and an even more powerful force abroad as U.S.
employers continue to globalize workforces. In the United States, unions historically
have been slow to embrace flexibility, as it is viewed as mainly serving employers’
interests. And effectively introducing flexibility may require treating workers individ-
ually rather than collectively. Consequently, interest of unions in the provision of
W-F benefits (such as childcare, pay, healthcare) has been greater than in flexible
work schedules. An exception is found in service industries such as healthcare that
employ large numbers of women.

Overall, applying some concepts from a union perspective could be valuable for
advancing cultural support for the implementation of flexibility and W-F policies in
many firms. A union perspective will be more likely to be interested in ensuring
equal access to publicly negotiated benefits to all workers who need them and in
ensuring their equal treatment. Currently, some employers have preferred to provide
access to flexibility to only the best workers. While flexibility should be viewed as a
two-way street between employee and employer, its availability needs to be wider—
encompassing all employees, not just the highest performers.

Companies need to culturally embrace a dual agenda, where workplaces are
redesigned to benefit improvement in both productivity and in responsiveness to
individual needs (see Rapoport et al. 2002). Lee and Kossek (2005), for example,
found instances where reduced-load work was implemented into entire departments,
at the same time that work systems were redesigned to actually improve productivity.
In some cases, these new ways of working were linked to cultural shifts in the man-
agement system to have made a narrower span of control, such as job sharing in a
managerial job. This prevented managerial overload and enabled better relationships
between managers and workers.
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Effectively implementing work-life policies requires a fundamental cultural
change in the assumed hegemony of work and nonwork. Successful work-life policy
implementation is an ongoing process and demands major culture change—referred
to as second- and third-order culture changes (Bartunek and Moch 1987). Thus, it
involves moving beyond the mere adoption of policies on paper to relearning how to
work in new ways to link flexibility to, for example, how clients are served or workers
are managed.

Suggestions for Future Federal Policy

A major national legal and public policy effort is needed. A key first step toward any
future policy initiative is to simply educate employers and the public on what
constitutes work and family policies and practices, and what are the indicators of
effectiveness. We then need more visible national demonstration projects. It might be
useful to offer development certification awards, following the success of the Total
Quality Management and the Affirmative Action Movement. Employers who get
large government contracts may be given incentives to show that they are going
beyond the minimum legal requirements and are employers of choice in supporting
work and family. Following the work of the seminar on early family impact, tool kits
and training could be developed to help companies assess the direct and indirect
effects of work practices on families.

The FMLA should be expanded to provide partial paid leave. Legal protections
need to be developed to protect workers from losing their jobs by caring for an ill
family member. Berg (2004) argued that the FMLA should be expanded to include
regular school and medical appointments, and those related to domestic violence,
even if the leave is unpaid. Berg (2004) also noted that some U.S. political leaders
would like to see an expansion in the definition of family (to include domestic part-
ners, for example) and monies provided to states to encourage experimentation with
wage replacement during leaves.

Case law involving employer interpretation of employment policies that discrimi-
nates against parents and caregivers is growing (Williams 2000), and legislation
protecting employees’ parental and caregiving rights is needed. A key problem is that
some of the legal policies that do exist are ineffective or out of date with current
societal changes. For example, despite the increase in cohabitating families noted in
table 4.1, many work and family policies still assume legal definitions of family, mar-
riage, and parental responsibility based on formal birth or adoption rights. Legal gaps
also remain for eldercare policy. Although most employed women provide eldercare
for in-laws, the FMLA allows leave for the care of only one’s parents, not one’s in-
laws. These legal definitions of family must be updated to account for the diversity of
employees’ family and personal relationships.

We need to improve the effectiveness of existing legislation and develop national,
regional, state, and community initiatives to foster more effective support for work
and family needs of the workforce. One way to improve support for caregiving is by
providing public incentives for employers to subsidize quality care and other work-
place supports that are customized to what workers want in their communities. For
example, Steelcase had a program where they provided training and resources to
increase the number of licensed family day care providers located in the community.
The first group of recruits comprised of spouses and friends of Steelcase employees.
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There could also be a national government initiative to give regional and employer
awards for excellence in work and family policies and the development of national
certification systems, not unlike the TQM movement of the 1980s. In order to be
considered for some federal grants, the workplaces would need to be certified as being
family-friendly. There also needs to be an increased federal funding for after-school
care and childcare related to welfare, limits on work hours and mandatory overtime,
mandated vacation and sick time, and pro-rated pension and health benefits for
part-time workers (Appelbaum 2004; Berg 2004).

A focused national initiative must be conducted to distill the many statistics from
all government sources to simply lay out the state of W-F policy and identify where
policy gaps occur. This is necessary to make the case that change is needed clearer and
more accessible to policymakers and the public. It might also eventually enable
government monitoring, not unlike EEO and AA statistical tracking.

Conclusion

Leaving the responsibility to provide employer support for working families mainly
dependent on the goodwill and economic health of U.S. companies may not be a wise
national public policy. Kanter (2006) pointed out that if families do not perform their
roles well (e.g., reproducing and socializing the next generation of workers), employ-
ers and the economy will suffer. The challenge that remains is how to create work
environments that truly support, welcome, and include those who have different
ways of working due to their family and nonwork demands. This objective is related
to notions of the “inclusive workplace”—a growing concept in diversity management.

How do we enable all employees to bring the best of themselves to work when they
are there, feel as if they are included in the workplace culture, and feel capable of
focusing and caring about work outcomes? At the same time, how can employers
address vital personal and caregiving needs that affect the development of our future
workforce and the health of our nation? We need to bring the family more into the
organization, while at the same time enable workers to control their personal lives as
separate from work, so as to be able to focus on the family when needed—a particular
concern in a 24-7 world. It is clear that significant gaps in the structural and cultural
design of workplaces vis-à-vis the workforce’s growing needs to have regular
participation during the “established work day” in caregiving (childcare, eldercare,
self-health care) and other nonwork demands not only remain, but are increasing.
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5

The Effects of New Work 
Practices on Workers

Michael J. Handel and David I. Levine1

The study of work and employment in the 1970s was shaped by a widely cited
report that took stock of the current workplace and proposed broad changes

(Work in America 1973). Some of those changes came under the heading of employee
involvement (EI) practices. In this chapter we review research on how EI practices
affect job quality and assess the extent to which they have delivered on their promise.
Overall, we find that new workplace practices increase employee satisfaction and (on
average) increase wages by a small amount. Effects on employee injury rates are less
clear. It is also unclear if the small and inconsistent findings across many studies
reflect variation in the seriousness of implementation (with many workplaces
making few real changes), variation in the quality of the studies and measures, or true
variation in effects. We conclude with an analysis of some considerations of policy
options.

Appearing after nearly 30 years of prosperity and economic growth, the Work in
America (1973) report focused on how work could be made more satisfying, skilled,
and participatory. Similarly, the 1990s also began with a widely cited report advocat-
ing fundamental changes. However, America’s Choice: High Skills or Low Wages!
(National Center on Education and the Economy 1990) focused on the need to
restore American competitiveness and wage growth through tougher education
standards, structured school-to-work transitions, one-stop job service and informa-
tion centers, and incentives and assistance for firms adopting high-performance work
systems to compete on quality rather than low wages.

Although policymakers paid a lot of attention to these issues, policy changes were
modest. Perhaps in spite of this relative neglect, the economy did very well in the
1990s in terms of job growth. But the economic recovery in the 1990s left one agenda
item conspicuously unresolved: securely improving the quality of jobs for the middle
and lower segments of the workforce. Thus, as the 1990s boom ended, inequality
remained extraordinarily high, living standards improved little for the vast majority
(Mishel, Bernstein, and Allegretto 2005), and doubts lingered as to whether a credible
model of high-quality employment had emerged to compensate for the waning
influence of unions.



New work practices with higher levels of employee involvement and skill were
viewed favorably by academics, policymakers, and firms, to judge by the various
studies of their prevalence (Osterman 1994, 2000; Frazis, Gittleman, Horrigan, and
Joyce 1998; Cappelli 1996; Cappelli and Neumark 2001; Freeman and Roger 1999).
While definitions vary, most would agree that EI practices include job rotation, quality
circles, self-directed teams, and most implementations of Total Quality Management
(TQM), as well as supportive practices such as enhanced training and nontraditional
compensation (such as pay for skill, bonuses, gain sharing, and profit-sharing).

A number of arguments suggest that employee involvement can help workers.
Workers have insights into how to improve their jobs, and most find that the oppor-
tunity to influence their work environment is intrinsically satisfying; employers find
they enhance productivity as well. Management and workers can both gain if workers
receive higher pay, greater job security, and improved working conditions in return
for their contributions. In fact, such involvement appeared to be one of the keys to
Japanese manufacturing success in the 1980s.

The difficulty in sustaining traditional American industrial jobs has only increased
in the last few years, as low-value-added jobs are moving abroad. Many have argued
that American manufacturing workers can retain jobs in high-value-added opera-
tions, particularly those serving rapidly changing markets and using information
technology, high skills, and high employee involvement (Piore and Sabel 1984; Zuboff
1988; Appelbaum et al. 2000, 10f.). However, studies also support a more cautious
view, noting middle and lower management resistance to change (Zuboff 1988),
token or faddish adoption (Abrahamson and Fairchild 1999), and poor execution
(Vallas 2003). The harshest critics describe workplaces in which management uses
employee involvement to control workers and intensify work (Graham 1993; Barker
1993) as part of a more general strategy to control labor cost, which may also include
real wage reductions, union avoidance, outsourcing, offshore production, and less
stable employment arrangements.

Adding to these theoretical disagreements are methodological challenges and
differences in the execution of research on how new work practices impact worker
outcomes, particularly wages. We will summarize the research on wages and other
selected outcomes and conclude with suggestions for how future research and policy
can build on the lessons learned.

Theories Relating Workplace Practices and 
Employee Outcomes2

There are at least five theories that might explain why workplaces with employee
involvement, profit-sharing, and other new workplace practices might have different
outcomes for employees than more traditional workplaces: human capital, compen-
sating differences, efficiency wages, incentives and complementarity, and theories
centering on conflict over distributive issues within the firm.

Human Capital Theory

Human capital theory argues that workers with higher skill levels receive higher
compensation because they are more productive. Employee involvement may require
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workers with more general skills to perform more complex tasks, which might result
in more rigorous selection and hiring criteria and increase the demand for and wages
of more educated workers. New practices may also require more firm-specific skills,
which would increase employer-provided training and wages as well.

Compensating Differences Theory

This theory argues that workers who face particularly desirable (undesirable) working
conditions will receive lower (higher) wages (Williamson 1985, 268 ff.). If employees
regard employee involvement as a benefit because problem-solving tasks and job
redesign relieve the tedium of traditionally organized work (Hackman and Oldham
1980), then firms that have it could offer lower wages and workers would not be worse
off. Conversely, if employee involvement requires extra effort and tighter work
demands, then plants with employee involvement might offer better compensation.

Efficiency Wage Theories

Efficiency wage theories predict that paying higher wages may increase workers’
productivity through three main channels (Katz 1987 and Levine 1993 review this
literature). A higher wage may increase worker effort due to the greater cost of job
loss, so workers would want to reduce the chances of being dismissed for low effort.
A higher wage may also increase effort by increasing workers’ loyalty to the firm,
which may be especially important in systems that require greater discretionary effort
from employees and in group activities such as problem solving, in which effort and
output are costly to monitor (Akerlof 1982; Milgrom and Roberts 1995).

Indeed, the core concept of the mutual gains enterprise or high commitment
systems (Walton 1985) is consistent with Akerlof ’s (1982) theory of labor contracts as
partial gift exchange and the role of fairness conceptions in the determination of
expectations, effort, and wages. Finally, a higher wage may reduce firms’ turnover and
recruitment costs, which might also be important if EI requires more careful recruit-
ment or increased firm-specific training.

Incentives and Complementarity

The prescriptive literature on organizational design emphasizes the importance of
aligning decision-making rights with incentives to make good decisions. If under-
taken seriously, the use of greater employee involvement involves substantial
changes in decision-making rights when frontline employees collect and analyze
more data to suggest and implement improvements. In these circumstances, it
makes sense to structure incentives in ways that reward quality and improvement
and align frontline workers’ goals with their new authority (Milgrom and Roberts
1995; Levine 1995).

Because workplaces with greater employee involvement depend more on
employee initiative, the theory of complementarities between involvement and
incentives implies that pay practices such as gain sharing, profit-sharing, and stock
ownership plans will be more common. If these forms of variable compensation sub-
stitute for base pay, shift earnings risk to workers, or are introduced in the context of
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concession bargaining (Bell and Neumark 1993), then one would expect to observe
lower regular wages in their presence, though perhaps less employment variability as
well in some cases. However, if the firm’s strategy is to introduce a supplement, or at
least to avoid putting current pay levels at risk, then total earnings may be no differ-
ent or slightly higher. If the practices work as intended and increase motivation and
productivity, earnings may be significantly greater, assuming firms share gains with
workers.

Conflict Theories

These theories emphasize that employee involvement can shift bargaining
power within the enterprise. To the extent employers become more dependent on
hard-to-monitor discretionary effort of employees, employees’ bargaining power can
increase. High-involvement workplaces with just-in-time inventory make it easier for
employees to disrupt the production process, so that worker noncooperation or other
reactions to perceived unfairness are more costly to the firm.

At the same time, several authors have referred to high-involvement systems as
“management by stress,” positing that employee involvement is simply a method of
sweating the workforce and curbing worker power and influence. Firms reduce
employee and union power by using ideological appeals, suggestion systems, and peer
pressure in small work groups to instill a culture of company loyalty, appropriate
workers’ tacit knowledge, and enforce discipline (Graham 1993; Parker and Slaughter
1988; Sheahan et al. 1996). This view predicts increased workloads, faster work pace,
closer monitoring, and more job stress, without offsetting compensating differences
such as higher wages.

Case studies provide examples of firms that devolve responsibilities to workers but
refuse to increase wages (Bailey and Bernhardt 1997, 30f.; Zuboff 1988, 298f.). Press
reports indicate that some employers, particularly when times are tough, ask for wage
cuts, more skills, and increased participation simultaneously; such an effect implies
that employee involvement might be correlated with wage declines, but not cause them.
Other press reports, though, suggest that participatory workplaces are willing to pay
higher wages.3 Some researchers argue that workers require union representation to
give them the leverage to compel firms to share gains resulting from EI programs,
given the unequal bargaining power of firms and workers in the current environment
(Black, Lynch, and Krivelyova 2004).

TQM and standardized work pose additional threats to worker safety and health.
TQM emphasizes reduction in variation and is often combined with just-in-time
inventory practices that eliminate buffer stocks and worker control over work pace in
order to maximize total work time. The result can be twofold—more standardized
and repetitive work, and increased workloads that raise the risk of repetitive motion
injuries such as carpal tunnel syndrome, confirming the suspicions of many that
TQM represents a more developed form of Taylorism (Adler, Goldoftas, and Levine
1997; Brenner, Fairris, and Ruser 2004).

The possibility of conflict was most apparent with the reengineering movement in
the 1990s, where the redesign of jobs (often involving both new information technology
and increased worker autonomy) was explicitly tied to laying off the workers no longer
needed after the resulting increase in efficiency (e.g., Hammer and Champy 1993).
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Methodological Challenges

While theory and intuition suggest numerous hypotheses regarding EI’s effects
on workers, there are several difficulties to testing them conclusively. For example,
new work practices are not randomly assigned to employers or to workers; thus, sta-
tistical analyses can be biased. In some cases, prosperous firms both pay high wages
and are more likely to introduce new work practices. In other cases, desperate firms
both try new workplace practices and cut wages (Caroli and van Reenen 2001, 1475).
In addition, firms that enjoy above-average success with their workplace innovations
may be more likely to respond to surveys than are those that are less successful. Thus,
we cannot even be sure whether the average selection bias is positive or negative.

Selection effects exist on the worker side as well, because new work practices may
lead firms to use more rigorous selection procedures and hire workers with greater
human capital. Such selection can induce a positive correlation between wages and
involvement, even if the employees would have anyway earned the higher wages
without the involvement.

Cross-sectional data, which is a single snapshot of conditions at a number of
workplaces, make it very difficult to rule out the possibility that preexisting differ-
ences between adopters and non-adopters account for observed differences in worker
outcomes. Data collected before and after an organization adopts different practices
would help isolate the effects of introducing the change. However, longitudinal data
can compound problems with measurement error and raise questions regarding the
lag that is expected between treatment and outcome.

Measurement problems may be great because surveys almost always rely on a sin-
gle informant per workplace. Multiple respondents in the same workplace typically
have very different views of the same workplace practices (Wright et al. 2001). Even
when respondents agree, they may each use different definitions from those at other
workplaces; thus, at one firm a “semi-autonomous work team” may be a totally
autonomous group without outside direction, while at another it may be a traditional
workgroup with a supervisor who held a single team meeting six months ago! Such
measurement error can make it very hard to detect true effects of new workplace
practices.

Most of the different theories reviewed earlier imply that the different dimensions
of employee involvement—increased task complexity, responsibility, autonomy,
training, and gain sharing—are interdependent and mutually reinforcing. For exam-
ple, it may be far more effective both to train frontline employees in problem solving
and to permit them to solve more problems on their own than to make only either of
the changes. This interdependence implies that correctly specifying “high” versus
“low” levels of employee involvement is quite difficult.

However, there are many EI practices, and theory does not provide clear guidance
as to which bundles may be most effective, whether some practices are substitutes
(e.g., employee stock ownership or profit-sharing) or complements, or even how to
measure bundles (e.g., interaction effects, additive indices, factor analysis, cluster
analysis, or ad hoc indexes). It is difficult to identify which workplaces have introduced
a theoretically sound bundle of practices and which have not.

Some studies suggest the confusion extends beyond researchers to employers
themselves. Most workplaces adopt only a few practices (Osterman 1994; Gittleman,
Horrigan, and Joyce 1998; Forth and Millward 2004; Blasi and Kruse forthcoming),
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not the coherent bundle of practices recommended by theory (Levine 1995; Milgrom
and Roberts 1995). When employee involvement is not tried seriously, its lack of
effects is not surprising. The research challenge is to identify a subset of workplaces
with meaningful changes for workers.

Research on the Relationship between EI and Wages

In a companion piece (Handel and Levine 2004) we have reviewed in detail the results
of more than 20 academic studies of the effects of various EI practices and bundles on
wages. The results of the various studies (including a few more recent studies) are
summarized in table 5.1 according to effect size and study characteristics. In Panel A,
we distinguish whether the studies use nationally representative samples (which have
an advantage, in that the results generalize to the whole economy) or focus on particular
industries, firms, and establishments (which have an advantage, in that the measures
of workplace practices can often be measured more precisely). In Panel B we divide
the studies based on the several measures of employee involvement.

Because most studies estimated multiple models, there is no single best way to
summarize the different studies. However, every effort has been made to include the
best estimates from those studies for as wide a range of practices as possible. Where
the EI variable was a standardized scale, the effect size equals the coefficient (that is,
the effect of a single standard deviation), and where the EI variable was in percentage
form, the effect size was based on multiplying the coefficient by 100.

Although three-fifths of the coefficients are positive, a majority of both nationally
representative and more focused studies indicate no statistically significant effect of
EI on wages. The results from industry- or firm-specific studies tend to be slightly
more favorable than those based on nationally representative samples (Panel A). This
result may be because the restricted sample controlled more effectively for unrelated
inter-organization differences, such as specific industry affiliation, that are associated
with both the tendency to adopt innovative practices and workers’ wages. Studies
restricted to one industry or firm may also use more context-appropriate survey
items that reduce measurement error. However, if these studies focused dispropor-
tionately on industries in which EI is intrinsically more effective, their results would
not generalize to the overall economy.

In studies where the effects of new workplace practices on wages are statistically
significant, effects tend to be small and their causal status clouded by the possibility
of selection effects. Most studies do not eliminate the possibility that high-wage
establishments may adopt more high-involvement practices or that high-involvement
establishments may hire workers who would receive high wages at low-involvement
workplaces. Almost all the negative effects are insignificant and the point estimates
are small. A reasonable reading of the evidence suggests that EI’s average effect is
somewhere between 0 and 5 percent, though larger effects have been found in a small
number of cases. These estimates are well below those for the union wage premium
(Freeman and Medoff 1984), but problems with measurement error biasing coeffi-
cients toward zero are also greater in research on employee involvement.

In Panel B, the small number of studies for most practices and the heterogeneity
of measures across studies prevent strong conclusions. Results are most consistently
positive for TQM, with all four studies finding positive effects and two reaching sta-
tistical significance. Conversely, three of the four studies examining job rotation
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found negative, but statistically insignificant, effects. None of the other programs
(quality circles, teams, alternative pay systems, or scales of employee involvement and
other new work practices) show patterns that are distinctive compared with the
overall average. Given the small number of studies of job rotation and of TQM, we
cannot conclusively state that one set of programs is or is not consistently better or
worse for employees (the test of similar distributions of outcomes across programs is
distributed �2(25) and is not significant at the 10 percent level).

Some notable findings from the different studies are worth highlighting. Despite
the focus on the importance of bundles, stimulated in part by Ichniowski, et al.
(1997), Cappelli and Neumark conducted one of the most thorough and thoughtful
tests of the bundling thesis and concluded that “there is not consistent evidence of
statistically significant effects of bundles of work practices” (2001, 760).
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Table 5.1 Effects of Employee Involvement Practices on Wages

Negative Positive and Positive and Significant
Effectsa Insignificant Effects

Effects

Point Estimates �0–5% �6% �0–5% 6–9 % �10% Total

A. Study typeb

Nationally Representative Samples
Percent 39.6 35.8 3.8 9.4 7.5 3.8 100
N 21 19 2 5 4 2 53
Industry, Firm, or Establishment 
Studies 
Percent 14.7 32.3 5.9 26.5 8.8 11.8 100
N 5 11 2 9 3 4 34

All
Percent 29.9 34.5 4.6 16.1 8.0 6.9 100
N 26 30 4 14 7 6 87

B. EI Measuresc Percent of Studies
Job Rotation (n � 4) 75.0 25.0 100
Quality Circles (n � 4) 25.0 25.0 50.0 100
TQM (n � 4) 50.0 25.0 25.0 100
Teams (n � 22) 27.2 36.4 9.1 9.1 18.2 100
Alternative Pay (n � 11) 27.3 45.4 9.1 18.2 100
EI Scales (n � 9) 22.2 22.2 11.1 44.4 100

Note: Teams and alternative pay include all varieties of these practices; this pooling may account for some variation across
results.
a. Almost all negative effects were statistically insignificant.
b. In Panel A the Pearson �2(5) � 10.27, P � 0.068, providing suggestive evidence that results from national and estab-
lishment studies differ. If the order of the columns is meaningful (which requires assuming that statistically significant
estimates of 0–5 percentage point increase are “more” in some sense than insignificant estimates of over 6 percent) ) it is
appropriate to use an ordered test. Fisher’s exact test shows the rows differ at the 5 percent level.
c. In Panel B the Pearson �2(25) � 33.74, P � .011 which cannot reject that the patterns of results of the six work prac-
tices are drawn from identical distributions. The sample size of studies in Panel B is larger than in Panel A because many
studies provide estimates for multiple programs.
Sources: Appelbaum, Eileen, Bailey, Berg, and Kalleberg 2000; Arthur 1992; Azfar and Danninger 2001; Bailey and
Bernhardt 1997; Batt, 2001a; Batt, 2001b; Black, Lynch, and Krivelyova 2004; Bauer and Bender 2001; Cappelli 1996;
Cappelli and Neumark 2001; Colvin, Batt, and Katz 2001; Forth, and Millward 2004; Hamilton, Nickerson, and Owan
2003; Handel and Gittleman 2004; Helper, Levine, and Bendoly 2002; Hunter and Lafkas. 2003; Kelley 1996; Osterman
2000; Rénaud, St-Onge, and Magnan 2004; Tullar 1998



Osterman conducted an initial longitudinal study and concluded, “The bottom
line is that there is very little evidence that HPWOs [high performance work organi-
zations] have delivered on their promise of ‘mutual gains’ ” (2000, 190f.). However, in
more recent work, Osterman (2006) found a wage premium for blue-collar manufac-
turing workers of just under 4 percent to be consistent with our prior conclusions.
Appelbaum et al. (2000) also found positive effects of a similar magnitude in their
thorough survey of the steel, apparel, and medical electronics industries.

A final hypothesis from conflict theories is that employee involvement might ben-
efit workers most when unions are present and, therefore, can bargain for a share of
any productivity increases. While plausible, the results remain mixed (with support
from Black and Lynch 2000, 2001, but not Handel and Gittleman 2004).

Other Outcomes

While economists have emphasized studies of wages, psychologists more often look
at the relation between EI and job satisfaction. These results are more consistently
positive than those for wages (Cotton 1993; Freeman and Rogers 1999; Appelbaum
et al. 2000; Hodson 2001, 190; Hunter, MacDuffie, and Doucet 2002). Thus, not all
increases in wages can rightly be explained as compensation employees receive for the
burden of autonomy. Given the very large emphasis that the original Work in America
report gave to the link between repetitive jobs and employee dissatisfaction, these
results are encouraging.

There have been fewer studies of the effects of employee involvement on safety
and on job security. Safety professionals consider employee involvement a key ele-
ment in reducing injuries (e.g., Ariss 2002). The skills of problem identification and
problem solving that are the basis for EI can help reduce hazards as well as improve
quality. At the same time, while quality programs often increase employee involve-
ment, they also try to routinize and standardize tasks. High rates of repetition and
increased monitoring can increase stress and repetitive motion injuries, potentially
worsening the safety record of plants with quality programs (as found by Brenner,
Fairris, and Ruser 2004).

The relationship between employment security and new workplace practices pro-
moting higher employee involvement remains less well studied, in part due to the
scarcity of longitudinal data. Methodological issues described previously, such as
selection effects and the indeterminate length of lagged impacts, also complicate
efforts to establish causality.

With these cautions in mind, some evidence suggests that new workplace practices
reduce involuntary turnover and lengthen employment spells, although all results are
somewhat ambiguous. On the one hand, organizations trying to involve employees in
decision-making are more likely to provide formal promises of employment security
than do other organizations (Levine and Parkin 1994; Helper, Levine, and Bendoly
2002; Brown et al. 1997; Ichniowski, Shaw, and Prennushi 1997). On the other hand,
such promises remain the exception (see, e.g., Forth and Millward 2004).

Moreover, in a national sample (Osterman 2000), employee involvement in the
early 1990s was associated with higher probability of layoffs between 1995 and 1997,
while it had no effect on survival among auto suppliers over a similar time period
(Helper, Levine, and Bendoly 2002). Lawler, Mohrman and Benson (2001, 171) found
no relation between downsizing and employee involvement in a sample of very large
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employers. Cappelli and Neumark (2004) found that high-involvement practices are
associated with below-average employee turnover in manufacturing but not in other
sectors. Black, Lynch, and Krivelyova (2004) found that different high-performance
work practices had positive and negative effects on the probability of employment
reductions within manufacturing. Batt (2004) found that installation and repair
workers in the telephone industry who worked in self-managed teams felt greater
subjective job security than workers who are otherwise similar, while supervisors of
such teams expressed less job security than their counterparts in traditional systems.
In Australia, Drago found that high-involvement practices are associated with
above-average employment security but are also found in some “disposable”
workplaces with low employment security (1996).

Summary and Implications

Summary

The recent growth of research interest in employee involvement reflects both the
growing use of employee involvement within the workplace and hopes that it might
be a source of good jobs for workers. From the current evidence, it appears that if the
reforms are serious, EI can improve organizational outcomes. The evidence on workers’
compensation is mixed. Our reading is that most involvement plans have no effect on
pay, in large part because the efforts were not that serious and not much changed in
the workplace. At the same time, the average wage effect appears to be an increase of
a few percentage points.

There is no evidence that EI programs decrease compensation and no consistent
evidence that compensation rises by more than perhaps 5 percent. The evidence is
too weak to know where in that range the average effect lies, although we suspect that
more serious efforts would be at the high end of the range.

As noted above, EI’s effects on employee satisfaction are more consistently positive
than are the effects on compensation. Unlike the original Work in America report, this
review puts more emphasis on compensation than on satisfaction—largely due to the
composition of the research literature. That shift in the literature, in turn, partly
reflects the training of economists; as they have increased their research on this topic,
their standard economic outcome of compensation looms larger. The increased
emphasis on pay also reflects the slow growth of median pay since the Work in
America report was released. Pay was perhaps less salient a concern in 1973, given the
rapid compensation growth in the 20 years prior to that report.

Despite proponents’ hopes, the wage effect of new workplace practices remains
significantly below the union wage premium (Freeman and Medoff 1984), though
the new practices also cover a larger proportion of the workforce. To increase the
number of high-wage jobs, EI may be necessary, but not sufficient.

Though EI advocates argue that a wage premium due to improved productivity is
more sustainable than, for example, a premium originating in union bargaining power,
the evidence is (perhaps surprisingly) mixed on the relationship between employee
involvement and employment security. Each of the theories discussed earlier may have
some explanatory power, but there is little evidence for strong effects. EI appears to
have modestly positive human capital implications, though effects may be somewhat
suppressed if training reduces starting wages, as human capital theory predicts.
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Similarly, firms may pay efficiency wages after implementing EI in order to elicit
higher commitment and discretionary effort and minimize loss of training invest-
ments due to turnover. However, the small size of the EI premium also suggests that
employers feel limited pressure to pay efficiency wages, perhaps reflecting workers’
weak bargaining position.

The evidence on satisfaction suggests that wages may be held down by many work-
ers’ preference for high-involvement jobs, but there is little consistent evidence of
greater employment security associated with EI that might also function as a com-
pensating differential. The evidence on injuries suggests that a wage premium for EI
may sometimes be a compensating differential for more negative working conditions
in some cases.

Existing research suggests more strongly that when EI is not used as a form of
speed-up it gives workers more autonomy, recognizes the value of their contribu-
tions, improves job satisfaction and feelings of voice, and often lowers quit rates. By
mitigating the more negative aspects of hierarchy, EI represents another positive step
in the evolution of management practice comparable to the earlier restrictions on the
“foreman’s empire” (Nelson 1975) that transformed the supervisory role from, at
times, that of a petty dictator to the more constrained “man in the middle” (Whyte
and Gardner 1945).

These findings do not support the most positive views of EI, that EI by itself it can
create a “high-road” solution to the problems of poor wage growth and increased
inequality. At the same time, these findings do not indicate that management-
by-stress is typical (because EI usually raises job satisfaction), nor do they suggest
that higher demand for skills at high-involvement workplaces (what economists call
“skill-biased organizational change”) is a significant cause of inequality growth.

All conclusions regarding the effects of EI must be qualified by the recognition
that existing research has not eliminated potential problems such as measurement
error and selection bias. Indeed, to some extent it is not surprising to find such dis-
parate results, given the lack of agreement on the best measures of EI. Future research
requires standard and more behaviorally concrete measures of various EI practices to
improve comparability across studies, minimize measurement error, and distinguish
strong from weak adopters. More attention must also be given to understanding
organizational performance and worker quality prior to adopting EI, in order to
exclude the possibility that wage effects are biased by any preexisting differences
between the wages of adopters and non-adopters.

Policy Implications

Everyone would like to see the quality of American jobs improve. A generation ago,
optimists thought that new workplace practices were the most attractive way to
achieve that goal because of their potential to increase productivity, share gains, and
increase satisfaction. There have been many private-sector permutations of these
ideas since Quality of Work Life programs began to be adopted in the 1970s, encour-
aged by the original Work in America report and the social trends it documented.

Complementary public-sector initiatives initiated in the late 1980s also supported
strategies of skill upgrading and employee involvement. These included school-to-
work programs that promised to create high-skill workers direct from high school,
the Baldrige Quality Award that promoted TQM with some upgrading of skills and
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employee involvement, national voluntary skill standards in many industries and
states that were intended to lower the cost of hiring and acquiring high skills, the
Manufacturing Extension Program that was supposed to upgrade skills, and many
others.

Unfortunately, despite these efforts, our knowledge of their effectiveness remains
inadequate, and the quality of jobs in the United States (as measured by wages,
stability, or skills) has not improved consistently. Median earnings and job security
remain disappointing, and inequality is still elevated (Mishel, Bernstein, and
Allegretto 2005). Manufacturing employment has continued to decline, even as many
U.S.-based firms have prospered using overseas assemblers.

What remains unclear is whether the new workplace practices were ineffective or
never brought to scale. Measuring the extent of genuine employee involvement in the
workplace in a nationally representative fashion remains difficult. Most of the sup-
portive public-sector initiatives were small, poorly funded, and affected few students
or workplaces. We also do not know what would have happened to American jobs if
these efforts had not been made; perhaps the situation would have been significantly
worse. Thus, the question remains: Do we need more of the same medicine (more
training, more employee involvement) or different medicine?

American living standards are tied to the value of what we produce (not the value
of negative externalities such as pollution). For working people, living standards are
also tied to high employment rates and institutions that ensure the fruits of higher
production are shared. Unfortunately, we have no quick answer for how to raise
productivity, maintain employment, and increase wages. It seems clear that better
data is needed if we are to understand whether recent efforts are on the right track. In
the absence of more definitive answers, we next propose ways to improve our under-
standing and discuss how this information might be leveraged to promote change.

Better Measurement for Researchers
Progress on understanding the effects of new work practices on both employers and
employees is slow in part because we lack basic data. We do not even know the
incidence of training or gain sharing, nor do we know how levels of employee
involvement vary over time or sector. Understanding the effects of these policies
remains even more remote.

While a number of nations have repeated workplace surveys, the United States has
only a series of ad hoc surveys that do not use common definitions; thus, we cannot
even identify basic trends (e.g., the datasets analyzed in Osterman 2000, Lawler et al.
2001; Freeman and Rogers 1999; Cappelli and Neumark 2001; Bureau of Labor
Statistics 1996a, b ).

The United States needs a repeated survey of American workplaces. The ideal
measure would have a longitudinal component (presumably with workplaces rotating
in and out of the sample). To address measurement error, the survey would need two
or more employees per workplace.

Better Measurement for Workers and Employers
Because shreds of employee involvement are ubiquitous but serious implementations
seem rare, the government may have a useful role to play—although not one of just
mandating how workplaces should be organized. The government’s role could be to
make it easier for employers, customers, and investors to see which employees and
suppliers are constantly solving problems. As researchers identify patterns of workplace
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practices that reliably predict better outcomes for workers and firms, customers will
shift demand to those firms that are implementing the (now observable) effective
practices.

This recommendation would provide coherence to the dozens of disjointed
policies the government already has that affect the workplace, including accounting
rules that fail to measure training as an investment, skills standards that define prob-
lem solving differently in different states or industries, and procurement policies that
emphasize low bids over quality. The win-win approach of measuring who solves
problems can make the goals of government, business, and employees reachable.

As noted above, many governmental policies in the last generation have attempted
to make the nation’s workplace-related policies more friendly to high-skill work-
places. Nevertheless, much more can be done.

In the computer industry, the saying is, “Standards are wonderful, there are always
so many to choose from.” Certifying what our students and workforce have learned is
becoming as complicated as computer industry standards. Currently, the electronics
and retail industries (among others) and a number of states are each creating separate
standards that measure skills in problem solving and working in groups—the key
skills that employers say they need. Thus, someone who has good skills at solving
problems in one industry might receive no credit for these very same skills when he
or she moves to another industry.

Our skill standards should be created from a common set of building blocks that
measure these key skills. Standards for measuring how well students work together in
groups and solve problems have the additional benefit of helping schools. Clear
standards in these areas would help schools understand what they need to do in their
move away from “chalk and talk” toward making education both more interesting
and more relevant.

Companies face the same problem as employees when trying to certify the quality
of their goods or services—a profusion of standards and certifications. A company
that hires workers who solve problems and that collects data from its customers to
always improve its products and services is a good supplier. Nevertheless, it has to
jump through different hoops to sell to a car company than to sell to an airplane
company—and different hoops again to sell to different parts of the U.S. government.

The federal government must work with other large customers to create standard
certifications that measure which companies are high-quality producers and are
organized to further improve their quality. The good news is that the federal govern-
ment is already beginning to copy the private sector’s best practice; specifically, the
government is starting to rely on existing supplier certifications (such as those given
by the automobile and computer industries) as one factor when choosing suppliers.
This move should improve the quality and lower the lifetime cost of the goods and
services bought by our government. Suppliers of high-quality goods and services
tend to rely on their workers for help in improving quality. Thus, buying higher-
quality goods should not only save the government money but also increase the quality
of U.S. jobs.

Investors face the same problem as customers: How do they know whether the
company is investing in building a high-quality reputation or is depreciating its
customers’ and employees’ good will? Unfortunately, current accounting rules do not
measure the investment managers make in building a high-quality workforce and in
producing high-quality goods. Instead, in the short run, such spending shows up only
as lower earnings.
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The government should restructure its accounting rules to put investment in
people and in quality on a more even footing with investment in plant, equipment, or
research. It can work with industry and the accounting profession to create standard
measures of workplace investments that are comparable across time and across
companies. Only then can investors understand which companies are investing for
the long term.

All of these efforts must be tied to careful evaluation. Jobs with high skill require-
ments and high employee involvement involve continuous learning and improvement.
We can ask no less of the policies that are supposed to support such jobs.

The bottom line is that American workplaces will continue to slowly expand their
use of high-skill, high-involvement strategies—if only because low-skill jobs will
increasingly be located overseas. At the same time, these shifts can be accelerated if
government policies removed obstacles and addressed market imperfections. Just as
important, workers would share more of the fruits of any gains if the government
promoted the flow of information on the characteristics of workers and workplaces.
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6

Trends in Jobs and Wages 
in the U.S. Economy

Alec Levenson

In this chapter, I review the changes in the U.S. labor market over the past four
decades, focusing on the economic trends that have had the greatest impact on

work as viewed from the employee’s perspective: wages, hours, job stability, and
demographics.

Wages

Economists like to use hourly wages to measure how skill is valued in the labor
market, because it enables the comparison of labor market outcomes for people
whose jobs and demographics may be very different from those of the majority.
Entire volumes have been written on how and why wages have changed since the
1970s. What follows are the key changes.

Aggregate Wages versus the Wage Distribution

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) monthly reports focus public attention on
changes in average earnings for all workers. But this focus on averages masks
significant differences in trends for lower- versus higher-wage workers. Thus, many
researchers and policy analysts prefer to compare different points in the real (infla-
tion adjusted) wage and income distributions. We follow that convention here.

Table 6.1 shows real hourly wages for men and for women at three points: 1973,
1995, and 2003, as originally reported by Mishel, Bernstein, and Allegretto (2005).
The year 1995 is significant because it represents the general time (mid-1990s) when
there was a marked shift in trends in the male wage distribution. Consequently, the
numbers in table 6.1 are constructed to show how wages changed over the 30 years
between 1973 and 2003, and how those changes, at least for men, can be divided into
two distinct periods. For greater details on the trends (including the year-by-year
changes) see Mishel et al. (2005).
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Table 6.1 Changing Real Wage Distribution for Men and for Women

Percentile of the Hourly Wage Distribution

Men Male Wage Ratios at 
Certain Percentiles

Year 10th 30th 50th 60th 80th 95th 50–10 80–50
ratio ratio

1973 $7.73 11.70 15.20 17.23 21.83 33.51 1.97 1.44
1995 6.58 9.88 13.93 16.28 22.87 37.29 2.12 1.64
2003 7.46 10.90 15.04 17.79 25.50 43.48 2.02 1.70

Subperiod Change in Wages by Percentile of the Hourly 
Wage Distribution Wage Ratio Change

1973–95 �14.9% –15.6% –10.3% –5.5% �4.8% �11.3% �0.15 �0.20
10.3% 5.5% �4.8% �11.5%

1995–2003 �13.4% �10.3% �8.0% �9.3% �11.5% �16.6% �0.10 �0.06

Overall Overall Wage Change for Men by Percentile of the Overall Wage
Hourly Wage Distribution Ratio Change

1973–2003 –3.5% –6.8% –1.1% �3.3% �16.8% �29.8% �0.05 �0.26

Women Percentile of the Hourly Wage Distribution Female Wage Ratios,
Certain Percentiles

Year 10th 30th 50th 60th 80th 95th 50–10 80–50
ratio ratio

1973 $5.44 7.61 9.60 10.80 14.03 20.50 1.76 1.46
1995 5.80 8.09 10.69 12.32 17.88 28.56 1.84 1.67
2003 6.67 9.22 12.18 14.29 20.20 33.40 1.83 1.66

Subperiod Percentile of the Hourly Wage Distribution Wage Ratio Change
1973–95 �6.6% �6.3% �11.4% �14.1% �27.4% �39.3% �0.08 �0.21
1995–2003 �15.0% �14.0% �13.9% �16.0% �13.0% �16.9% �0.01 �0.01

Overall Overall Wage Change for Women by Overall Wage
Percentile of the Wage Distribution Ratio Change

1973–2003 �22.6% �21.2% �26.9% �32.3% �44.0% �62.9% �0.07 �0.20

Gender Female/Male Wage Ratios by Ratio of Gender 
Wage Ratio Percentile of the Wage Distribution Wage Ratios*

Year 10th 30th 50th 60th 80th 95th 50– 80–
10w/50– 50w/80–

10 m 50 m
1973 .70 .65 .63 .63 .64 .61 .89 1.01
2003 .89 .85 .81 .80 .79 .77 .91 .98

Overall Change in Female/Male Wage Ratio Change in Ratio of
Gender Ratios

1973–2003 �.19 �.20 �.18 �.17 �.15 �.16 �.02 �.03

* Ratio of gender wage ratios: (i) (50–10 female ratio)/(50–10 male ratio); (ii) (80–50 female ratio)/(80–50 male ratio).

Source: Real wage values taken from Tables 2.7 and 2.8 in Mishel, Bernstein and Allegretto(2005). Percentage changes and
gender wage ratios are author’s calculations.



The top panel has the male wage distribution and the middle panel has the female
wage distribution. Within each panel, the first three rows report the real hourly wage
at various points of the wage distribution (columns 2 through 7), and the ratio of
wages for the fiftieth versus tenth percentiles (column 8) and for the eightieth versus
fiftieth percentiles (column 9). The latter are measures of inequality for workers at
the bottom versus middle versus top of the wage distribution at a given point in time.
The bottom three rows in each panel report percentage changes in hourly wages for
two sub-periods (1973–1995 and 1995–2003) and overall (1973–2003); these figures
are in columns 2 through 7. Columns 8 and 9 in the bottom rows of the top and
middle panel report changes in inequality for the two sub-periods and overall.

The bottom panel reports female/male wage ratios, indicating how women’s wages
fall short of men’s wages at each point of the wage distribution. Note that the gender
wage ratios in this context are not designed to describe “comparable worth,” which is
a measure of wage ratios for women and men working in similar jobs. Rather, the
gender wage ratios in this case provide a way of summarizing the relative economic
progress of women (compared to men).

Changes in Wage Distribution

Changes in the Hourly Wage Distribution for Men
Wages for men in the bottom half of the distribution (fiftieth percentile or lower) in
2003 were slightly below their counterparts’ wages in 1973: –3.5 percent for the
tenth, –6.8 percent for the thirtieth, and –1.1 percent for the fiftieth percentiles.
Wages in the top half of the distribution (sixtieth percentile or higher) were higher in
2003 compared to 1973: 3.3 percent for the sixtieth, 16.8 percent for the eightieth, and
29.8 percent for the ninety-fifth percentiles. Thus, jobs at the lower end of the wage
distribution lost ground during 1973–2003, while jobs at the upper end gained in
both absolute and relative terms.

The overall trend during these three decades masks two very different trends,
before and after the mid-1990s. Prior to the mid-1990s, wages for the bottom half of
male wage earners fell in real terms, with a majority of the decline occurring during
the 1980s (Mishel et al. 2005). Other measures of wage and income disparities also
show a marked increase in inequality during the 1980s (Card and DiNardo 2002;
Jones and Weinberg 2000). During the rapid economic expansion in the latter half of
the 1990s, in contrast, wages rose throughout the income distribution, though the
gains tapered off after 2001 for lower-paid workers and continued to rise at a more
moderate pace for higher- paid workers (Mishel et al. 2005).

Reasons for the increased dispersion in wages include skill-biased technical change
(a relatively larger increase in demand for skills that already commanded a pay pre-
mium, such as knowledge work), loss of highly paid industrial jobs, and institutional
changes (erosion in the real value of the minimum wage, deregulation and increased
competition in industries such as transportation and services, and continued erosion
of union power). While the debate over the relative importance of each of these has
not been resolved, the most likely scenario is that each plays a contributing role. (For
further discussion of these changes, including international comparisons, see Blau
and Kahn 2001, 2002; DiNardo and Pischke 1997; Johnson 1997; Juhn, Murphy and
Pierce 1993; Katz and Murphy 1992; Levy and Murnane 1992.)
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Changes in the Hourly Wage Distribution for Women and the Gender Gap
The middle panel of table 6.1 reveals a different story for women. Wages throughout
the female wage distribution rose in both periods. This led to a marked closing of the
male-female wage gap (bottom panel of table 6.1). When gender wage ratios are con-
structed for workers at different life cycle stages, the differences and changes over
time are more stark. According to Blau and Kahn (2000), in 1978 women aged 18–24
earned 82.4 percent of the wages of their male counterparts in the same age range,
which contrasts with 62.3 percent for women versus men aged 55–64. By 1998, the
gender earnings gap for 18–24 year olds had narrowed to 94.2 percent, while for those
aged 55–64 it narrowed, at a slower rate, to 69.3 percent.

One of the more striking features of women’s wage gains in the 1980s is that they
were achieved at the same time that the overall distribution of wages widened
substantially, which hit many traditionally low-paid, female-dominated occupations.
Blau and Kahn (1997) quite appropriately called this “swimming upstream” against
economic forces that otherwise might have widened the gender wage gap.

Volumes have been written on the progress women have made in the labor market.As
summarized by Blau and Kahn (2000), the leading explanations include occupational
shifts toward white-collar and away from blue-collar jobs, technological change, and
increased computer usage, all of which indicate the rising importance of knowledge-
based work, decreased discrimination by employers, and increased female labor force
attachment and dedication to professional and managerial occupations. With respect to
the latter, women now spend greater fractions of their adult years in paid work outside
the home, including those immediately after childbearing, and they are much more
likely today to work in occupations that traditionally have been male dominated.

Educational attainment has changed significantly. According to Blau, Ferber, and
Winkler (2002), between 1966 and 1997 women’s share of professional degrees
increased in a range of areas including medicine (from 6.7 to 41.4 percent), law (from
3.8 to 43.7 percent), business (from 3.2 to 38.9 percent), and dentistry (from 1.1 to
36.9 percent). These trends continued through 2002: Women account for two-thirds
of veterinary medicine and pharmacy degrees and more than 40 percent of the degrees
in both medicine and business (Cox and Alm 2005).

Increased education leads to occupational achievement: Between the early 1970s
and 1999, the share of women working in administrative support and service occu-
pations fell from 53 to 41 percent, while the percentage of managerial jobs held by
women increased from less than 20 percent to 40 percent (Blau and Kahn 2000). The
percentage of female college graduates who go on to become teachers fell from almost
half in 1960 to less than 10 percent by 1990 (Flyer and Rosen 1994). (For further
details on these changes, see Berman, Bound, and Griliches 1994; DiNardo and
Pischke 1997; Krueger 1993; O’Neill and Polachek 1993; and Weinberg 2000.)

Changes for Racial and Ethnic Groups
Both blacks and Hispanics earn, on average, much less than whites. In 2003, those
earning wages at or below the poverty line were 20.4 percent of whites, 30.4 percent
of blacks, and 39.8 percent of Hispanics (Mishel et al. 2005).

Among nonwhites, there are some dissimilarities for the gender-based subgroups
(Mishel et al. 2005). The share of black men earning wages at or below the poverty
line declined slightly in the 1970s, rose in the 1980s, and then declined further in the
1990s; by 2003, the rate stood at 26.2 percent, down from 31.9 percent in 1973.
Hispanic men’s wages had a similar up-and-down pattern (as did white men’s wages),
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yet over the 30-year period they lost ground: Those earning wages at or below the
poverty line rose from 31.7 percent in 1973 to 35.7 percent in 2003.

The improvements for black and Hispanic women mirror that of their white
counterparts. All three groups saw continual improvement over the 30 years (Mishel
et al. 2005). The percentage of white women earning wages at or below the poverty
line fell from 46.1 percent in 1973 to 26.0 percent in 2003. For black women, the
improvement was even stronger, falling from 58.2 percent in 1973 to 33.9 percent in
2003. For Hispanic women, in contrast, the gains were more moderate, though still
substantial, with those earning at or below the poverty line falling from 60.6 percent
in 1973 to 45.8 percent in 2003.

Changes in the College Wage Premium
College-educated workers have always earned more on average than high school
graduates or dropouts. But the premium rose significantly in the 1980s and again rose
slightly further in the 1990s (Card and DiNardo 2002; Mishel et al. 2005). In 1979, the
college wage premium was approximately 29 percent for men and 32 percent for
women; by 1999, it had risen to approximately 45 percent for men and 50 percent for
women (Card and DiNardo 2002). This was a significant reversal from the 1970s, a
time when a falling college wage premium led some to worry about “overeducated”
Americans (Freeman 1976).

Today it is clear that a college education is a primary determinant of labor market
success on average. Yet the average obscures significantly different outcomes among
workers with similar levels of education. In short, having a college education does not
guarantee high wages, nor does lack of advanced schooling doom high school gradu-
ates to a life of poverty. But in general more education is a good thing. And the fact
that the benefit to having more education has increased so strongly over the past two
decades is compelling evidence of the shift toward knowledge work in today’s society.

Executive Pay
The most widely cited measure of inequality is the ratio of CEO pay to average
worker pay, which has increased dramatically from 24-to-one in 1965 to 185-to-one
in 2003 (Mishel et al. 2005). Much of the criticism of the inequality focuses on
whether the CEO alone creates firm value, particularly because CEO compensation
continues to increase at fast rates regardless of firm performance.

If the increase in pay were limited to CEOs alone, it would not merit discussion
here: The CEOs of the Fortune 1000 firms constitute only 0.0000008 percent of a total
U.S. workforce of more than 130 million. Rather, the increase in CEO pay has coin-
cided with a sharp increase at the upper tail of the income distribution (table 6.1):
The upper 5 percent of income earners collectively have realized the greatest gains
over the past couple of decades.

Is this just a striking coincidence, the simultaneous increases in pay both for CEOs
and for the bulk of the highest-paid people in the workforce? It is not likely. One
possible explanation is the trend toward flatter organizations with fewer middle
management layers (Lawler, Mohrman, and Benson 2001; Rajan and Wulf 2003).
A flatter organization implies that the people who were highly paid 30 years ago
(those higher up the corporate hierarchy) today have greater responsibilities (bigger
spans of control). Increased responsibilities in turn can be used to explain even
higher within-company wage differentials, comparing those at different levels of the
hierarchy, and this appears to have occurred (Rajan and Wulf 2003).
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In such a world we might see the wages of lower-level workers remain relatively
constant in real terms (assuming their job responsibilities did not change apprecia-
bly), while the wages of higher-level workers would rise to compensate for the greater
responsibilities. Other factors undoubtedly have contributed to the complex changes
that have taken place in the labor market, but this pattern is consistent with the
general changes in the wage distribution shown in table 6.1.

Rising Within-Group Dispersion
The increased dispersion evident in table 6.1 holds good even within groups of work-
ers who share similar demographic characteristics. For example, today there is more
variation in wages and earnings among people with similar levels of education, not
just between levels, more dispersion among high school graduates, more dispersion
among those with only some college education, more dispersion among four-year
college degree holders, and so on. This pattern also appears among employees holding
the same job title (Groshen and Levine 1998; Levine, Belman, Charness, Groshen,
and O’Shaughnessy 2002; O’Shaughnessy, Levine, and Cappelli 2000). This means
more relative economic winners and losers among groups of people who previously
had economic fates that were much more closely aligned.

Three human resource practices are consistent with increased wage dispersion.
Rising within-occupation pay dispersion (O’Shaughnessy, Levine, and Cappelli 2001)
is consistent with increased use of competency-based pay (Lawler and McDermott
2003), which differentiates rewards among employees in similar jobs based on their
knowledge, skills, and abilities (Lawler, 2003; Spencer and Spencer, 1993). Increased
use of merit pay and bonus pay create rewards based on actual performance, with
impacts that are both long-lasting, in the case of merit-based increases, and transi-
tory, in the case of one-time bonuses; the use of both forms of pay appears to have
increased (Lemieux, Parent, and MacLeod 2005; O’Shaughnessy et al. 2001). Thus,
compensation policies of the current era appear to differentiate pay among job
incumbents more than the compensation policies of the previous era did.

Job Stability

In the mid-1990s, when the United States was in the middle of the first “jobless recov-
ery,” concern was raised that jobs had become less stable, marking the end of lifetime
employment. One potential cause was the corporate restructurings that started in the
late 1970s, causing setbacks for many icons of U.S. industry (U.S. Steel, IBM, AT&T,
and General Motors, among others).

The concerns about job stability led to a flurry of research on job tenure—that is,
how long a job lasts, where a “job” is defined as the particular role a person has while
working for a company. This research echoed an interest from a previous era in the
number of jobs people would have over their working lifetimes. Of course, it is
impossible to forecast with any certainty how long a particular job will last. Thus
researchers instead have focused on the distribution of job tenure.

Trends in Overall Job Stability

Despite common perceptions, the research through the mid-1990s found little
change in the overall distribution of job tenure (Jaeger and Stevens 1999; Neumark,
Polsky, and Hansen 1999). That this research has not been updated is likely due to two
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factors: (1) the lack of a strong downward trend in job durations through 1996, and
(2) the booming labor market of the late 1990s, which temporarily shifted the balance
of power toward workers. Thus, while workers today may, for other reasons, perceive
that they are in a tougher labor market than the generation before them, shorter job
duration for the “typical” workers does not appear to be part of the problem.

One reason for the gap between perception and reality is the attention paid to the
fates of large corporate icons and a corresponding reporting bias in the media. Job
losses often happen episodically and rapidly, making for good press material. In addi-
tion, actual jobs cut often fall short of the announced number, because the latter
include unfilled positions; thus, over time, not all cuts necessarily occur. Further,
despite the fall of corporate icons of the last era, new icons have risen to take their
place—companies such as Microsoft, Intel, and Wal-Mart. These new icons all have
employees who have spent their entire careers in the service of the company, but none
was on “the list” of icons in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Moreover, other compa-
nies, such as Procter & Gamble and UPS, have always preserved their icon status and
have continued to offer the chance for lifetime employment. Finally, hiring often is
much more incremental than job cuts, and it does not garner headlines.

Another issue is large firm reporting bias: 1000 layoffs at one firm make a bigger
splash than 1000 layoffs spread evenly over 10 smaller firms. This means that media
reports of announced layoffs (weighted heavily toward large companies) offer little
evidence on the nature of job stability for the “typical” job, which is just as likely to be
at a small firm as a large one, using the cutoff of 500 employees as defined by the U.S.
Small Business Administration. Still, in reality, jobs are less stable at smaller compa-
nies than at larger ones: Small businesses have greater rates of both job creation and
destruction (Davis, Haltiwanger, and Schuh 1998).

Job Stability Winners and Losers

Despite the lack of change in the average duration of jobs, there have been notable
changes in the experiences of certain subgroups. Through the mid-1990s, there was
an increase in job stability for women, and for men with shorter job tenures; at the
same time, job stability declined for men with less formal education, for men with
longer job tenures, and for blacks (Neumark, Polsky, and Hansen 1999). Cappelli’s
chapter in this volume provides evidence that the declining trend for older men
continued through the late 1990s.

Decreased job tenure does not necessarily indicate negative labor market outcomes,
especially if employees initiate the separations for better jobs. Yet both high school–
educated men (at all levels of experience) and college-educated men with more than
15 years of labor market experience had falling real wages in the 1990s (Card and
DiNardo 2002), so their reduced job tenure indicates either involuntary loss of desir-
able jobs or voluntary separations from less-desirable jobs. On the other hand, wages
for women and men with less experience increased or stayed approximately the same
in real terms, and they had relatively stable job tenure in the 1990s. Thus, changes in
job duration seem to be positively correlated with changes in average wages.

Changes in Hours of Work

The publication of Juliet Schor’s The Overworked American in 1991 served as a clarion
call for people worried about the burden of work on employees. The debate that
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followed the book’s publication was intense, in a pattern similar to the debate over
job stability. With the benefit of more than a decade of additional data, the evidence
can be summarized as follows (Coleman and Pencavel 1993a, 1993b; Jacobs and
Gerson 2004).

Average hours worked per week barely changed for both genders between 1970
and 2000. Yet the flat trend masked growing dispersion in the distribution of hours
worked. For both genders, there was a decline in the percentage working 40 hours a
week, and an increase in the percentage working 50 or more hours. A growing
dispersion in hours worked along education lines mirrored changes in the wage
distribution: College-educated workers are working longer hours, particularly at
the top of the hours distribution, while hours worked for less-educated workers have
fallen. Moreover, gender today appears to be growing less important than education
in distinguishing hours of work: College-educated workers, regardless of gender, are
increasingly more likely to have similar patterns of hours worked, relative to high
school-educated workers (Coleman and Pencavel 1993b).

The workers with the longest hours (50 or more per week) are professionals and
managers: 37.2 percent for men and about 15 percent for women, in contrast to men’s
21.3 percent and women’s 7 percent in other occupations. College-educated workers
have always worked long hours on average, and that gap has grown since 1970; they
are precisely the group more likely to be professionals and managers. Thus, the pic-
ture painted by Coleman and Pencavel (1993a, 1993b) and by Jacobs and Gerson
(2004) is one in which the demands on employees’ time have increased over the past
four decades, at least for more highly skilled employees.

The situation for those with lower levels of skill is opposite, however, at least for
1967–1989. During this period, Juhn, Murphy, and Topel (1991) documented that
both unemployment (not working but actively looking for work) and nonparticipa-
tion (neither working nor looking for work) increased significantly for lower-skilled
men—the group with falling real wages. This meant, in large part, increased spells of
joblessness during the year—that is, for many lower-skilled men, increased rates of
unemployment and nonparticipation mean a lower number of hours worked during
the year (versus not working for the entire year). Thus, one response to falling wage
opportunities appears to be withdrawal from the labor market altogether.

Business Cycle Changes

The most recent recessions have been more “white collar” than in the past: A larger
percentage of white-collar workers lost jobs in 1991–1992 and 2000–2001 compared
with earlier recessions (Mishel et al. 2005). This is consistent with the media’s cover-
age of the last two recessions. Yet I believe that the media tend to focus too much on
the fate of the more-experienced, higher-wage workers and ignore the fate of the
less-skilled, lower-wage workers who traditionally have borne the disproportionate
burden of labor market adjustments.

Part of this is probably just the “old news” phenomenon: Lower-skilled, lower-paid
workers have always had it harder, in both good times and bad, so editors may have
gotten tired of publishing the same old stories about who loses jobs in a recession.
The other cause, however, I believe lies in reporters’ self-centered view of the world: It
is their friends and family members who are more likely to be white collar and higher
paid, so recessions in the past happened to “other people,” not people like them
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(the reporters). When the structural adjustments that took root in the 1990s started
to impact their friends and family, reporters took notice.

The most recent data indicate that the 2000–2001 recession had a fairly significant
negative impact on higher-paid, white-collar workers (Farber 2005). Specifically,
there has been a relative shift in job loss such that college-educated workers experi-
enced their highest job loss rates in over 20 years. In contrast, other groups’ recent job
loss rates are either the same or lower than in the period during and immediately
following the early 1980s recession. Consequently, between 2000 and 2003, the share
of long-term unemployment accounted for by workers with a bachelor’s degree or
more rose from 14.2 percent to 19.1 percent. Yet despite this, the overall unemploy-
ment rate for this group is still lower than it is for other workers.

The Consequences of Job Loss

Up to this point in our analysis we have not differentiated between voluntary and
involuntary job loss. One reason why such a distinction often is not relevant is that
people often leave jobs voluntarily when the job-compensation match is no longer
rewarding, be it due to performance or non-performance related reasons. Thus the
dividing line is blurred.

In order to identify the economic impact of true job loss, economists have focused
on “job displacement”—the subset of firm-initiated separations that are not per-
formance related (due to a plant closing, layoff, abolition of a job, and so on). The
trend data on job displacement are relatively short, dating to the early 1980s. Yet some
interesting patterns nevertheless emerge.

According to Farber (2005), following the early 1980s recession, the job displace-
ment rate tracked the unemployment rate very closely, both falling with economic
growth. The trend after the 1991–1992 and the 2000–2001 recessions differed, however:
Between 1993 and 1995, the job displacement rate increased while unemployment
fell; while in the years 2001–2003, both the displacement and unemployment rates rose
after the recession ended. Thus, the latest two recessions have had high job destruction
rates extend past the end of the recession.

Along with the greater job displacement, the last two recessions have also been
followed by relatively slow rates of job growth (Groshen and Potter 2003), introducing
the “jobless” recovery notion. Low job growth and high displacement indicate a
higher degree of structural adjustments in the period following a recession. Yet both
of the latest recessions were characterized also by relatively low unemployment rates:
Jobs were easier to find for a greater percentage of the working population. Considering
all these aspects together, it appears that over the last two decades the U.S. economy
became less likely to experience deep, short structural adjustments, and more likely to
experience less deep, but longer lasting, structural adjustments.

Finally, we consider whether the consequences of job loss are greater today. People
displaced from jobs typically suffer significant declines in their earnings, partly
because they earn lower wages on subsequent jobs and partly because they lose
earnings while out of work. According to Farber (2005), between 1981 and 1993 the
average total earnings loss for displaced workers was relatively constant, ranging
between 10 and 15 percent. In the mid- to late-1990s, however, the earnings loss fell
below 10 percent, but then it rose significantly to a two-decade high for people dis-
placed from jobs between 2001 and 2003. Thus, the consequences of job loss today
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are as high as they have been in a generation, indicating that there is a substantial
economic hardship from structural adjustment. Unfortunately, it is too early to tell
whether recent experience indicates a new reality for displaced workers.

Similarly, there has been a recent shift in who bears the larger brunt of the eco-
nomic burden from job displacement. Among workers who lose full-time jobs and
eventually find one, before the most recent recession, it was workers with less educa-
tion (particularly high school dropouts) who experienced the greatest percentage loss
of total earnings, compared to workers with a four-year college education or more.
Between 2001 and 2003, however, the situation reversed: Now the workers who real-
ize the greatest percentage reduction in total earnings are those with at least some
post–high school education (Farber 2005).

Shifting Income Risk onto Employees

Variability
Up to this point in our analysis we have considered how employment and earnings
vary across jobs at a point in time. However, changes in employment and earnings
variability or uncertainty within a job also impact job quality.

One indication that incomes within a job may be more variable today is the
increased use of bonus pay for salaried workers. On the positive side, greater use of
bonus pay can preserve jobs by shifting revenue fluctuation risks from firms to work-
ers. On the negative side, it can be used as a way to keep overall compensation costs
down, either inadvertently or on purpose. According to Lemieux et al. (2005), the
percentage of salaried jobs that received bonus pay at least once during the employ-
ment relationship increased steadily during the 1980s, and it stood at around 50 percent
in 1998, up from about 30 percent two decades earlier. The percentage of jobs receiv-
ing bonus pay in the current year, however, increased much more slowly during that
period and lagged considerably behind, rising from about 12 percent in the mid-
1970s to about 20 percent in 1998. The fact that an increasing fraction of jobs is
bonus eligible (having received a bonus at some point in time) but the bonuses are
not granted in the current year indicates that some earnings variability has been
successfully shifted from firms to workers.

Trends in Health and Retirement Benefits
Two other trends that have shifted income risks onto employees are falling healthcare
coverage and changing retirement plans.

Between 1979 and 2003, the share of workers covered by employer-provided
healthcare plans dropped by 11.6 percentage points, from 69 percent in 1979 to
56.4 percent in 2003 (Mishel et al. 2005). This significantly shifted the income risk of
unforeseen health expenses from companies to employees. Greater coverage loss
occurred for high-school educated workers (down 16 percentage points) than for col-
lege-educated workers (down 9.2 percentage points), further exacerbating the inequal-
ity trends in wage compensation (Mishel et al. 2005). Thus, including healthcare
coverage provides a starker picture of widening total compensation inequality
(including fringe benefits) than the analysis based on wages alone reveals.

Employer-provided pension coverage also declined over the 1979–2003 period,
though not in a linear fashion, first falling in the 1980s, then rising through 2000
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before declining again through 2003. According to Mishel et al. (2005), the net loss
was 4.7 percent (from 50.6 percent in 1979 to 45.9 percent in 2003), which also rep-
resented a shifting of (old age) income risk from companies to employees. Interestingly,
the less-than-sharp aggregate decline masked big gender differences: Coverage for
men dropped substantially, from 56.9 percent in 1979 to 47.2 percent in 2003, while
coverage for women increased from 41.3 percent in 1979 to 44.3 percent in 2003.
Thus, the pension coverage gender gap almost disappeared.

The education gap, however, widened: High school–educated workers’ coverage
fell from 51.2 percent to 40.9 percent; college-educated workers’ coverage fell and
then rose, so that it ended up virtually unchanged, at 61.0 percent in 1979 versus
60.2 percent in 2003. So adding this second component of total compensation to
healthcare benefits and wages paints an even starker picture of rising inequality along
educational lines.

Among those who remain covered, costs and risks shifted as well. For healthcare
benefits, this meant rising premiums and co-pays. For pension benefits, this meant
large-scale substitution of defined contribution for defined benefit plans (Mishel
et al. 2005): In 1980, defined benefit plans covered almost 40 percent of the work-
force, versus less than 10 percent for defined contribution; by 1998, defined benefit
plans covered about 20 percent, while defined contribution covered more than
25 percent. Moreover, with the recent insolvencies of large defined benefit plans such
as United Airlines, there is every reason to believe the trend continues through today
and will continue into the future.

Shifting Employment Risk onto Employees: 
“Contingent” or At-Risk Jobs and Outsourcing

One of the biggest developments in recent decades in the debate over the nature of
jobs and how they are changing is the perceived growth in “contingent” jobs. There is
no single definition of contingent jobs; for example, some people include part-time
jobs, others do not. Most observers would agree that contingent jobs are those that
are most tenuous and susceptible to being cut when times are difficult. This includes
temporary staffing positions and project-based jobs with no guarantee of continued
employment beyond a fixed date.

One view is that firms today are more likely to take a core versus periphery
approach to managing their workforces, in which the core is made up of the employ-
ees who uniquely or disproportionately contribute to the bottom line and the periph-
ery includes the employees whose jobs are more like commodities to be bought and
sold on the open market. Periphery jobs are prime candidates for outsourcing to
other firms that specialize in providing commodity labor, such as janitorial work and
food service (Abraham and Taylor 1996). Outsourcing of periphery jobs is part of the
trend toward focusing on core competencies that accompanied the breakup of large
industrial conglomerates in the 1970s and 1980s. An increase in outsourcing happens
as firms embrace the concept of core versus periphery and apply it to jobs within
business units.

Periphery and contingent jobs are similar, but not the same. For employees, hold-
ing outsourced periphery jobs does not necessarily mean that their employment
prospects worsen, so long as the job stays in the same general geographic location.
Workers in both the “sending” firm (the outsourcer) and the “receiving” firm may
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remain just as likely as before to have their positions eliminated due to organizational
restructuring. Because labor appears on the balance sheet only as a cost and not an
asset, there always is a tendency for organizations to look to labor cost savings as one
of the first options to improve financial performance.

Apart from the longevity of the job, an employee’s career trajectory may be either
worsened or improved by outsourcing too. Consider the case of janitors working in a
knowledge-intensive firm. Before outsourcing there may be little upward mobility,
because of a lack of an internal labor market in the sending firm. The receiving firm,
in contrast, may specialize in janitorial services, and therefore offer more of a career
ladder. For janitors working in a blue-collar firm, however, being outsourced may
increase the difficulty of moving into related occupations in the sending firm, an
option that previously might have led to better career trajectories.

Thus, outsourcing does not necessarily worsen workers’ employment prospects
so long as the job does not move and continues to exist. If the job changes geographic
locations, however, or if it is eliminated altogether because of technological changes,
then the worker falls into the category of being displaced, the general consequences of
which we discussed above. With this in mind, it is worth noting the recent media and
business focus on offshoring of knowledge-based, higher-level white-collar jobs, such
as accounting, engineering, and so on. This outsourcing has been aided by high-
speed Internet connections and a ready supply of highly skilled English-speaking
workers in less-expensive labor markets, such as India and Eastern Europe.

These changes have the potential to lower wages and increase employment insta-
bility for workers previously sheltered from international wage competition. Many
labor market changes over the past two decades are consistent with higher-wage,
higher-skilled workers facing more turbulence and competitive pressures in the labor
market. Yet despite the fact that such workers are more likely to suffer long-term
unemployment than in the past and take longer to recover from the negative impacts
of job displacement, it is this same group of workers that on average has reaped the
greatest labor market gains, at least in terms of wages.

Further, it is unclear how much of the economic impacts are due to offshoring per
se, versus the more “ordinary” organizational restructuring that had previously
impacted first blue-collar jobs in manufacturing and then lower-level white-collar
jobs, such as data entry, receptionists, and call center operators. Given that the esti-
mates of jobs lost due to offshoring are miniscule in proportion to the total number
of jobs created and destroyed annually in the United States—amounting to about
only 1 percent (Bhagwati, Panagariya, and Srinivasan 2004)—the reality is that off-
shoring likely is a contributor, but only a very minor contributor, to the U.S. labor
market changes that have impacted higher-skilled workers recently.

One likely factor that will limit offshoring’s ability to materially impact the aver-
age U.S. worker is the difficulty in integrating work of interdependent teams when
team members are in distant locations. The research on distributed work reveals pro-
ductivity limitations that often offset the hourly labor cost savings (Gibson and
Cohen 2003).

Because peripheral jobs are not necessarily contingent, we need to focus on jobs
that more narrowly fit the definition of contingent. Thus, we define contingent jobs to
mean those jobs in which the organization has shifted employment risk onto employ-
ees who otherwise would be hired as “regular,” or “indefinitely employed,” workers.

In the extreme, organizations may treat almost all jobs as contingent, as in many
parts of Hollywood and aerospace. Yet these models are interesting because they
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represent the promise of what might happen in other sectors, not the reality of what
has happened. To my knowledge, there is no data to gauge the spread of organization-
wide contingent employment models. However, we still can address whether contin-
gent employment has increased in the less extreme cases where companies make use
of contingent or project-based jobs alongside a core of noncontingent, or “regular,”
jobs. The BLS defines three categories of contingent jobs: temporary help agency
workers, independent contractors, and on-call workers.

Temps
Of all three groups, the most comprehensive data and research are available for tem-
porary workers. The temporary help services industry has certainly evolved since the
1970s. A generation ago, temps were epitomized by the “Kelly Girl,” a female working
in administrative support occupations, such as secretary or receptionist, who was
called in for short periods to cover for employees who were sick or on leave. Segal and
Sullivan (1997) referred to these as the stereotypical “pink-collar” occupations. As
Segal and Sullivan (1997) documented, however, in the 1980s the growth in tempo-
rary employment was disproportionately concentrated in blue-collar occupations.
The 1980s also was a period of rapid expansion in the temporary staffing industry,
though from a very small base (Levenson 2000). Despite the rapid growth, today only
one to two percent of the workforce at any point in time works as a temp.

Anecdotal accounts suggest that the percentage of higher-skilled, white-collar
workers employed as temps expanded during the 1990s, though it is more likely that
such people were working as independent contractors (see below) rather than for
staffing firms. By 2005, pink-collar occupations accounted for 25 percent of people
employed by temporary staffing agencies, while 37 percent were in blue-collar occu-
pations, 20 percent were in management and professional occupations, and 18 percent
were in service and sales occupations (BLS 2005). It should be noted, however, that
these figures include the “permanent” or core staff of agencies, so the percentages in
the non-blue-collar categories are likely to be at least slightly overestimated.

During the boom years of the late 1990s, temporary staffing firms accounted for a
disproportionate percentage of net job growth (Katz and Krueger 1999). Yet despite
this, in 1995, in 2001, and in 2005, the fraction of the workforce whose primary jobs
meant working for staffing agencies did not change (BLS 2001, 2005). The flat trend
is likely due to two factors. First, a certain percentage of temporary jobs are held as
second jobs to supplement income from a main, nontemporary job. If this type of
temping increased in the late 1990s, it would show up in the establishment survey
payroll statistics, but not in the Current Population Survey (CPS), which classifies
workers according to their main job; it is the CPS that the BLS (2001, 2005) uses to
analyze temporary jobs.

Second, temporary employment is just that—temporary. It often is used by com-
panies to screen for regular positions (Houseman 2001), and it is used by workers as a
short-term strategy when dealing with job displacement (Farber 2000). Consequently,
more than half of people who are temping in any one year typically end up in “regular”
jobs one year later (Segal and Sullivan 1997). As many as two to three times more
people temp at some point throughout the year than are found temping at any given
point in time within the year (Finegold, Levenson, and Van Buren 2003).

Thus, the concerns that have been voiced about larger and larger numbers of people
being forced into temporary employment do not appear to be well founded—at least
if we define temporary employment as a long-run phenomenon from which workers
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cannot extricate themselves. That said, temporary employment does appear to have
become much more pervasive in the U.S. economy, serving as the new port of entry
for many workers who today must first work as temps before being offered a regular
job (Houseman 2000; Finegold et al. 2003).

Firms’ increased use of temps is motivated at least partly by rising costs associated
with the erosion of the employment-at-will doctrine and the associated increased
cost of firing regular employees (Autor 2003). Many of these same workers in previ-
ous generations would have been hired directly by the company; for them, the new
regime arguably is worse. But for a different, and likely smaller, group of workers, the
ability of temporary staffing agencies to provide points of entry and free training for
more marginal workers (Autor 2001; Finegold, Levenson, and Van Buren 2005) likely
represents an improvement in their labor market prospects relative to what might
have happened in the absence of staffing agencies.

For others, particularly youths who are trying out different occupations and those
who are committed to finding work in a specific occupation, temporary agencies may
create a more liquid market for job search that enables better matching of workers to
jobs and provides a “try-before-you-buy” option for workers who want to learn more
about a specific organization before committing to stay on for the long term. For
these workers, temping can help them to avoid the stigma associated with having a
large number of short duration jobs on one’s resume. On the downside, however,
workers employed with a temporary agency are much less likely to receive benefits,
lowering the value of their total compensation relative to that of other workers. Thus,
many temps prefer to have regular jobs and make that transition within a year
(Segal and Sullivan 1997). Firms appear to use temps as part of a successful financial
strategy (Nayar and Willinger 2001), suggesting that their use is not likely to revert
back to the lower levels of the previous generation anytime soon.

Independent Contractors
Independent contractors have received much less attention from both the media and
researchers. Yet according to the BLS (2005), they are much more common, repre-
senting 7.4 percent of the workforce in 2005, versus 1 percent for temps (as defined
by the person’s “main job”). Also, independent contractors are much more likely to be
older white male and college educated, compared to temps.

The demographics of independent contractors and the self-employed are very
similar. This is not surprising, because there should be a lot of overlap between the
two groups, particularly the two-thirds of self-employed who are unincorporated
(Hipple 2004). Because of the similarities, we can use the self-employment research
to make some extrapolations.

Self-employment rises with age (Evans and Leighton 1989); greater labor market
experience leads to more successful self-employment. This is driven by a relatively
constant rate of entry into self-employment, but a sharply declining hazard rate for
leaving self-employment. Thus, over their life cycle, people learn how to not fail in
self-employment, suggesting a link between accumulated labor market experience
(and/or the ability to finance an attempt at self-employment) and self-employment
success. The same likely is true of independent contractors, who probably are willing
to enter that state of employment only after accumulating sufficient labor market
experience to be able to negotiate effectively for satisfactory employment terms.

Independent contractors are twice as likely as temps to be managers and profes-
sionals, and four times as likely to be in construction and extraction occupations.
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Being an independent contractor is preferred by 80 percent of the incumbents, much
more than the 32 percent of temps who prefer to stay temps (BLS 2005). This proba-
bly means different things for different occupations. For managerial and professional
independent contractors who prefer that role, being an independent contractor likely
represents a real choice, because these skilled workers have other traditional job
options to choose from. For the manual labor jobs such as construction, however, an
independent contractor preference may reflect the fact that the entire industry is sea-
sonal, and that there are relatively few benefits to being a regular employee who is laid
off every year when work slows down, rather than being an independent contractor
who is hired on a project basis.

The recent evidence shows that the percentage of independent contractors has not
changed much, rising slightly from 6.7 percent in 1995 (Cohany 1996) to 7.4 percent
in 2005 (BLS 2005). This might be surprising, given the explosion in Web-based job
search sites. But despite the expansion in such job search capabilities, it is not clear that
the role of informal networks has diminished in importance, since a majority of jobs
traditionally are filled through informal channels, such as word-of-mouth through
friends and family or professional contacts (McDonald and Elder 2005). And finding
jobs through professional contacts is more important for older, managerial workers,
precisely the group more likely to be independent contractors. So it is doubtful that the
Internet plays a role in the current incidence of independent contractors.

Rather, if independent contractors are a relatively new phenomenon for the cur-
rent generation, as compared to the 1960s and 1970s, it is more likely that they are an
outgrowth of companies’ efforts to save on wage and benefits costs for a group of
employees whose skills put them in a position of relative strength (compared to
temps) to bargain for a more transactional relationship that is viewed as favorable by
both sides—organization and employee.

Female Self-Employment
Over the past 30 years, female self-employment has gained in importance (Devine
1994): Between 1975 and 1988, women’s share of self-employment grew from 24 to
32 percent, even as the overall rate of self-employment grew. This was the “swimming
upstream” period when women made wage gains in regular jobs even as rising wage
inequality worked against them by lowering the real value of (disproportionately
female) lower-paid jobs. Then, in the 1990s through 2003, the overall rate of
self-employment fell slightly, but more so for men than women, so women’s share of
self-employment grew further to 34 percent.

Some commentators have said corporate “glass ceilings” lead women to strike out
on their own. The relatively minor gains in female corporate board and top manage-
ment team membership are consistent with this. Yet discrimination may not be the
only cause of rising female self-employment. Gender differences in wage and hours
worked imply converging work patterns, and the same trend may help close the self-
employment gap: Rising female self-employment may be due as much to rising levels
of labor market experience.

Despite any such convergence, however, women—both self-employed and
non-self-employed—remain much more likely to work part-time than their male
counterparts (Devine 1994). Thus, women’s demands for more flexible or reduced
hours schedules may partly be driving their increased self-employment rate, even as
the rate of working part-time among wage and salary workers for women has
declined (figure 6.1). Consequently, it is likely to be the case that glass-ceiling factors
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contributed to rising self-employment among the most successful women in very
large organizations, but only marginally contributed to the rise in self-employment
for women overall.

On-Call
On-call workers account for 1.8 percent of all jobs. This may not seem like much,
except for the fact that on-call workers have been virtually ignored in discussions of
the labor market, even though they account for twice as many “main” jobs as temps.
The BLS defines on-call workers as those who are called to work only as needed,
although they can be scheduled to work for several days or weeks in a row.

On-call workers are like temps who are hired directly by a company, instead of
using a temporary staffing company as intermediary. As of 1995, there were approxi-
mately three direct-hire temps for every temp hired through a staffing agency
(Polivka 1996). Just like agency temps, a majority of on-call workers would prefer to
have a regular job than remain on-call.

Contingent versus Alternative Work Arrangements
The BLS distinguishes between alternative work arrangements (temp, independent
contractor, on-call) and contingent jobs. The latter refers to jobs that are not expected
to last longer than a year. Almost 40 percent of temporary help agency workers are not
contingent. Even if we allow for overcounting due to the inclusion of core agency staff
(who themselves are not temps), this would suggest that a non-negligible percentage
of “temporary” assignments last for more than a year. For on-call workers and
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independent contractors, the vast majority are not contingent, with fully 75 percent
and 97 percent, respectively, reporting that they expect their jobs to last at least a year
(BLS 2005).

Thus, like outsourcing, more alternative work arrangements, particularly inde-
pendent contractors, does not necessarily imply greater job instability. Of particular
importance is the fact that the percentage of independent contractors who are not
contingent is virtually identical to the percentage of workers who are not contingent
within “traditional” arrangements (96.6 percent versus 97.1 percent).

Part-Time Jobs
Part-time jobs do not equate to contingent jobs, because many people are voluntarily
part-time and remain in that state from year to year. A part-time job is one that
typically averages less than 35 hours per week, and thus it may be ideal for students
who are in school, people (most often women) who are responsible for taking care of
their dependents, and the elderly who wish to remain active in the workplace but who
do not want to work a full schedule.

Despite the fact that part-time does not equal contingent, people still often equate
part-time jobs with bad jobs (Blank 1990). A main reason for this is that, on average,
part-time jobs pay lower wages and are less likely to offer benefits than full-time jobs.
Given that the profiles of people who are better matches for part-time jobs (women,
youth, elderly) all tend to earn comparatively low wages in the labor market in full-
time jobs, standard human capital models find that much of the part-time/full-time
wage gap is due to the different demographic characteristics of part-time workers. At
issue is whether part-timers earn lower wages because of the job (that is, the job is the
cause) or whether people with lower wage opportunities choose to take part-time
jobs (hence, lower skills are the cause).

The reality is that both these hypotheses are probably true. Aaronson and French
(2004) found evidence that working part-time produces a wage penalty for men but
not for women. It also is the case, however, that lower-wage men are more likely to
report that they are part-time “involuntarily,” which may be partly because they
refuse lower-wage full-time jobs as they hold out for higher-wage full-time jobs that
may not be available (Levenson 2000). And being involuntarily part-time is a rela-
tively temporary state, compared to being voluntarily part-time, as the former are at
least 50 percent more likely to make the transition to working full-time (Stratton
1994). Finally, the rate of involuntary part-time employment is highly cyclical, rising
in slack labor markets and falling in tight labor markets. Thus, while involuntary
part-time work may be an inferior labor market state, it typically is not long lasting.

Moreover, the vast majority of part-time workers are voluntary, not involuntary:
Only about one in seven part-time workers is involuntary. This means that trends in
the overall rate of part-time employment are driven primarily by changes in voluntary
part-time job holding. The trend from the 1960s through the early 1980s was slightly
upward, but then it turned slightly downward through 2003.

During the last two decades, however, the gap in part-time work patterns between
men and women has narrowed (figure 6.1). In the early 1980s, women’s voluntary
part-time employment rate exceeded men’s by 14 percent; that gap narrowed during
the 1980s by two percentage points (one-seventh of the overall gap) and stayed
roughly constant during the 1990s. Similarly, women’s involuntary part-time
employment rate exceeded men’s by three percentage points in the early 1980s, but it
fell to less than one percentage point by 2003. Thus, as seen using other measures of
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economic success (wages, self-employment), the work patterns and the labor-market
outcomes of men and women are becoming more similar.

The Graying Workforce: Greater Vitality and the Aging Baby Boomers

Social scientists and social commentators have spent five decades examining how the
baby boom has changed society in both the economic and noneconomic terms. The
impending retirement of the baby boomers portends changing work-related norms
among older workers as well.

Perhaps the most important work-related issue of relevance to both organizations
and employees is the changing supply and demand of workers who in previous gen-
erations would have retired by age 65. With rising average incomes and wealth, for
decades after World War II, the trend was toward earlier and earlier retirement. The
pattern of increasingly earlier retirement stopped in the mid-1980s; what is unclear is
what will happen next.

In one camp are those who argue that increased lifespans, improved health, and
less generous Social Security benefits will lead older people to want to work for more
years than in the past. Countering this argument is the research showing that previ-
ous episodes of increased health and changes in Social Security benefits did not mate-
rially impact the overall trends toward increased early retirement (Costa 1999). Thus,
based on past experience alone, there is no reason to believe that we should see
increasing labor force participation among people 65 and older just because the baby
boomers are entering their golden years.

Yet there are a number of reasons why I believe that businesses should not assume
that current employment practices, most of which are not designed with older work-
ers in mind, are the best way to deal with the aging baby boomers. First, changing
norms about work and vitality mean that the baby boomers are liable to be the first
true exception to the trend toward earlier retirement—future generations will likely
be more inclined to continue working at older ages. Second, the increased prevalence
of defined contribution retirement plans means that the fraction of the workforce
that makes poor investment decisions may increase the need to work at older ages in
order to make up for shortfalls in their expected retirement income.

Third, even if the trend toward early retirement does not reverse, even if it stabi-
lizes, a constant percentage of the population at each age will, however, continue to
keep working at least into their early 70s. The baby boomers getting older means that
a larger and larger percentage of the total workforce will be over 65—and even older.
Indeed, instead of stabilizing, the recent data indicate increasing labor force partici-
pation among older cohorts, particularly men in the 62–69 age range and women in
the 55–69 age range (Korczyk 2004). Thus, it is reasonable to expect greater demand
for work by elderly baby boomers who will in the near future account for an increasing
fraction of the labor force.

Bridge Jobs
Many older workers make the transition to retirement by working in another job
and/or working part-time after spending much of their careers in one full-time job
(Gustman and Steinmeier 1984; Quinn, Burkhauser, and Myers 1990). This may
become more and more important as the baby boomers enter the traditional retire-
ment years, leading to an upsurge in demand for “bridge” jobs: In the 1990s, more
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than 20 percent of full-time older workers (with 10 or more years of job tenure) took
transition jobs (Chen 2004).

One interesting pattern in the recent data is that individuals leaving career jobs in
larger companies are more likely to take on part-time jobs elsewhere, compared to
workers leaving smaller companies (Chen 2004). This suggests that large firms
already may be missing important opportunities to offer part-time bridge jobs to
older workers as a retention strategy for critical talent. Demand for such flexible
employment options may increase significantly in the coming years.

Summary of Findings

Changes in Wages and Total Compensation 
over the Past Three Decades

● There has been increased dispersion in wages throughout the economy. This
means more wage winners and losers than in the last generation.

● Lower-wage, less-educated male workers have not fared well. Their inflation-
adjusted wages have fallen. Wages for men in the top half of the income distri-
bution and for women throughout the income distribution, in contrast, have
increased faster than inflation.

● Women’s wage gains are partly due to greater educational attainment and occu-
pational advancement, accounting for more and more professional degrees and
jobs in previously male-dominated fields such as medicine, law, and busi-
ness/management. A generation ago of all the female college graduates 50 percent
went on to become teachers; today, fewer than 10 percent.

● Racial and ethnic wage trends track the gender differences, for the most part.
Black men saw moderate improvements and Hispanic men fell further behind to
a moderate extent. Black and Hispanic women, in contrast, had continual gains.

● Falling healthcare coverage, shifting of healthcare costs among those covered by
insurance, and the substitution of defined contribution for defined benefit
plans all have shifted risks from firms to workers, thereby lowering the value of
total compensation relative to what it would have been otherwise. These shifts
are most pronounced for lower-wage and less-educated workers, which exacer-
bates the trends in wages.

Changes in Job Stability, Hours of Work, and Job Loss

● Older and less-educated men have shorter job tenure than in the past. Women,
more-educated men, and younger men have longer job tenure than in the past.

● Changes in hours of work mirror changes in the wage distribution. College-
educated workers are working longer hours, particularly at the top of the hours
distribution; less-educated workers work decreased hours.

● Gender today appears to be growing less important in distinguishing hours of
work than is education. College-educated workers, regardless of gender, are
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increasingly more likely to have similar patterns of hours worked, relative to
high school–educated workers.

● Demands on highly skilled employees’ time have increased over the past four
decades. The opposite is true for lower-skilled employees.

Changes in Contingent Work

● The fraction of the labor force working as temps has increased, though it
remains relatively low at any given point in time. Employers’ use of temps to
screen for regular positions appears to have increased, which partly explains
why a larger fraction of the workforce is serving as a temp at some point or the
other during the year than at any specific moment. There are about twice as
many people working “on call” at any given moment—another reserve pool of
flexible labor.

● Firms’ use of independent contractors is even more widespread, accounting for
7–8 percent of all jobs. There is little evidence of this trend because of limited
data. Even if the trend has been up sharply, most independent contractors
appear to be happy with that kind of employment relationship and have job
security on par with “regular” employees.

● The trend toward retiring at an earlier and earlier age stopped recently. It is too
soon to say for certain whether the trend has stopped for good, will continue
again, or will reverse itself. However, it is reasonable to conclude that a larger
and larger fraction of the labor force will consist of people working past the
“normal” retirement age and into their elderly years. This may create demand
for jobs that “bridge” regular employment and retirement.

Conclusion

What are the implications of these trends for individuals and for organizations?
The past 30 years have produced an increased shifting of economic risks onto

workers, both in the form of greater dispersion in compensation and lower guaranteed
benefit levels (both health and retirement). People today have to take care of them-
selves, more so than they did in the past, because organizations are shouldering less
of the burden.

Older and less-educated male workers, who traditionally had careers in organiza-
tions, have shorter job tenure and lower compensation than they did in the past.
These losses have been balanced by gains for women, for shorter-tenure men, and for
better-educated men. Thus, the traditional longer-term career appears to have been
replaced by shorter-term engagements; some groups have gained, while others have
fallen behind where they were a generation ago.

The overall impression is that the employment relationship appears to have
become more transactional, more “what-have-you-done-for-me-lately.”People are more
likely than their parents were to be working as temps and independent contractors.
They appear to be under greater pressure to constantly prove their economic value to
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organizations—sufficiently high productivity to justify their compensation—to get
and/or keep a “regular” job.

The national economic trends are consistent with organizational performance
management and reward practices that more closely tie individual economic out-
comes to organizational economic outcomes, leading to both more variability among
workers who previously were rewarded similarly, and more variability for any given
worker over time. It is not clear that these changes are necessarily good or bad from a
productivity standpoint, particularly if the workers whose skills are in high(er)
demand are willing to go along with a more transactional employment relationship.
But if organizations increasingly are creating haves and have-nots among demo-
graphically equivalent workers, are they undermining the community and commitment
that might be needed for long-term success?

Given the relative lack of sophisticated HR metrics and analytics within organiza-
tions (Lawler, Levenson, and Boudreau 2004), it is uncertain whether organizations
are targeting the right workers with rewards, development, and career advancement.
The pendulum may have swung too far toward differentiation. Would organizations
guarantee themselves a better set of skills in the future—through both development
and retention—if they were to go back to the earlier practices of less individual-based
and more group-based rewards and development?

Even in cases where organizations correctly identify and reward the “right”
employees, the trend appears to be toward greater and greater responsibility and
demands being placed on their shoulders. What are the limits of this trend? At some
point will these employees refuse to shoulder this burden, opting instead for shorter-
term engagements (that might be shorter than what the organization needs) or for
not engaging at all in the first place? What then would be the long-run implications
for organizations’ competitive advantage? These are important issues that organiza-
tions should take into account as they weigh their options on job and organization
design in today’s labor market.
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Is Education The Answer?
Trends in the Supply and 
Demand for Skills in the 

U.S.Workforce

David Finegold

To treat a host of economic ailments—from reducing income inequality and
unemployment to boosting productivity and innovation—the favorite prescrip-

tion of policymakers across the world is more education. This was never more appar-
ent than in the last of the 2004 U.S. presidential debates. First, President George Bush
was asked whether he supported raising the minimum wage, which was at its lowest
level in real terms since the 1930s. His response was that “the best way to increase
earnings for this group was through more and better education.” Later, he was asked
what he would do about the growth in the offshoring of U.S. jobs to India and other
nations. To this he responded, “We need more and better education.”

The arguments in favor of a high-quality education and ongoing opportunities for
skill development appear unassailable in today’s rapidly changing, knowledge-based
economy. However, as demonstrated by the experience of numerous well-qualified,
yet underemployed, computer programmers and other IT workers in the last few
years, a high level of education is no longer a guarantee for obtaining well-paying,
secure employment (Levenson this volume). And most Americans are not highly
educated: only a little more than one quarter of the workforce has a four-year college
degree; of those who did not attend college, relatively few have any form of skill
certification that is rewarded well in the labor market. In contrast with Germany,
where a large majority of the population completes an apprenticeship before entering
the workforce, the supply of certified apprenticeships in the United States has dwin-
dled to fewer than 20,000 (Crouch et al. 1999).

A key factor in the strong economic performance of the United States over the last
50 years has been access to a larger supply of highly skilled workers than its main
economic rivals. Starting with the GI Bill following World War II, the United States
was the first nation to create a mass higher education system. The relative economic
advantage generated by this high-skilled labor supply began to increase dramatically
during the 1990s: technological change and globalization brought about a shift



toward a more knowledge-based economy, and a growth in the demand for college
graduates and higher salaries for those with bachelors’ or advanced degrees (Shaw
this volume; Levenson this volume).

While the need for a highly educated workforce has continued to grow, a number
of trends appear to be undermining the educational advantage that the United States
has had for so long. This chapter focuses on four of these trends:

● a relative deficit in the production of basic skills for the majority of the workforce;
● a loss of the country’s lead in the supply of college graduates, as other nations

have substantially expanded their higher education systems;
● a decline, following 9/11, in the supply of highly educated immigrant students

coming to, and remaining in, the United States to work;
● reduced incentives for employers to invest in developing the skills of their

workforce.

Basic Skill Deficit

As early as 1983, with the publication of the landmark report A Nation at Risk (NCEE
1983), American policymakers recognized the failure of the education system to pre-
pare the majority of America’s young people for the challenges of an increasingly
global, knowledge-based economy. They chose inflammatory Cold War rhetoric to
frame the problem:

Our once-unchallenged preeminence in commerce, industry, science, and technological
innovation is being overtaken by competitors throughout the world. . . . If an
unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America the mediocre educa-
tional performance that exists today, we might have viewed it as an act of war. As it
stands, we have allowed this to happen to ourselves . . . We have, in effect, been commit-
ting an act of unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament.

The two decades that followed saw a nearly continuous series of educational
reforms. These ranged from the introduction of more rigorous standards for high
school graduation to a variety of experiments to introduce more market mechanisms
into K-12 education, including school choice (charter schools, vouchers) and hiring
for-profit companies to manage failing school districts (the Edison Project). Despite
these reform efforts, a high percentage of young people in the United States remain
educationally at risk. In international comparisons of math, science, and reading
proficiency, American students consistently trail behind their main European and
Asian competitors. In the most recent comparison, conducted in 2003 by the
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Program for
International Students’ Assessment, U.S. tenth graders’ scores (see table 7.1) were
average in reading, below the OECD average in science, and very poor in practical
math and problem solving, ranking twenty-fourth out of 29 nations (OECD 2004).
More than one quarter of the U.S. high school students tested failed to reach even the
most basic standard of math proficiency.

The problem is particularly acute among the most rapidly growing segments of
the U.S. population—Latinos and African Americans in inner-city public schools. It
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is compounded by the more than one million illegal immigrants in U.S. schools, most
of them not native English speakers, who place a large, unfunded burden on already
overcrowded urban schools. In California, which has the highest concentration of
illegal immigrants, the public school system is in dire shape. Only 60 percent of
Latinos and 57 percent of African Americans graduated on time from high school,
compared to 84 percent of Asian Americans and 78 percent of whites. The situation
was even worse in the Los Angeles Unified School District, where only 39 percent of
Latinos and 47 percent of African Americans graduated with their cohorts (Helfand
2005).

The Bush administration’s “No Child Left Behind” policy and many state reform
efforts have sought to address the problems of underachievement by raising educa-
tional requirements and testing to ensure that students demonstrate proficiency in
core subjects before being promoted to the next grade level or graduating from high
school. But there are concerns that the failure to fund local school systems to meet
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Table 7.1 PISA 2003 Mean Scores in Mathematics—OECD
Countries

Mean Score S.E. OECD countries

Upper
Rank Lower Rank

OECD countries
Finland 544 (1.9) 1 3
Korea 542 (3.2) 1 4
Netherlands 538 (3.1) 1 5
Japan 534 (4.0) 2 7
Canada 532 (1.8) 4 7
Belgium 529 (2.3) 4 8
Switzerland 527 (3.4) 4 9
Australia 524 (2.1) 7 9
New Zealand 523 (2.3) 7 10
Czech Republic 516 (3.5) 9 14
Iceland 515 (1.4) 10 13
Denmark 514 (2.7) 10 14
France 511 (2.5) 11 15
Sweden 509 (2.6) 12 16
Austria 506 (3.3) 13 18
Germany 503 (3.3) 14 18
Ireland 503 (2.4) 15 18
Slovak Republic 498 (3.3) 16 21
Norway 495 (2.4) 18 21
Luxembourg 493 (1.0) 19 21
Poland 490 (2.5) 19 23
Hungary 490 (2.8) 19 23
Spain 485 (2.4) 22 24
United States 483 (2.9) 22 24
Portugal 466 (3.4) 25 26
Italy 466 (3.1) 25 26
Greece 445 (3.9) 27 27
Turkey 423 (6.7) 28 28
Mexico 385 (3.6) 29 29



these new requirements and the raising of the attainment bar may have the reverse
effect—forcing the most disadvantaged students out of the system even earlier
(Tomsho 2005). Currently, 70 percent of U.S. eighth graders are failing to meet the
proficiency levels in math, science, and reading on national achievement tests set by
the Bush policy (RAND 2005).

Loss of Higher-Education Advantage

The U.S.’s large higher-education system has compensated for the relatively poor
educational preparation of the average high school graduates. Throughout the latter
half of the twentieth century, the system generated a larger supply of college gradu-
ates, than the systems of the main competitors of the United States. This helped to fill
the growing number of managerial, professional, and service jobs that were created as
the U.S. economy continued its long-term shift away from agricultural and manufac-
turing. In the last two decades, however, other nations have significantly closed the
graduate gap, dramatically increasing their levels of college graduates while the over-
all percentage of the U.S. population obtaining a bachelor’s degree has grown at a
slower rate, from 23 percent of all 25 to 29-year-olds in 1980 to 28 percent in 2003
(Peter, Horn, and Carroll 2005, 11).

The shift in relative educational advantage is perhaps best illustrated by comparing
the United States with South Korea. At the end of the Korean War, South Korea had
virtually no higher-education infrastructure, and the majority of the population was
illiterate. Today, South Korea has almost universal literacy, and more than 80 percent of
school-leavers go on to higher education, compared to 59 percent of their U.S. peers.

The 30 percent difference between those attending higher education in the United
States and those completing a degree is accounted for by two factors: (1) the dramatic
growth in community college enrollments over the last 30 years, and (2) the high
college dropout rate.

The percentage of the U.S. workforce that is aged 25 and over with some college
education, but not a four-year degree, has grown from 11 percent in 1970 to 27 percent
in 2003 (EPF 2005, 74). The number of individuals completing an associate’s degree
is roughly half the number completing a BA, with women (up from 227,739 in
1980–1981 to 357,024 in 2001–2002) far outnumbering men (up from 188,638 in
1980–1981 to 238,109 in 2001–2002) (Peter and Horn 2005). But there is an alarming
attrition rate at all levels of the higher-education system: 42 percent of those seeking
a bachelor’s degree, 47 percent of those seeking an occupational certificate, and
56 percent of those enrolled for an associate’s degree fail to complete (Bailey et al.
2004, vii). For those who do complete a qualification, the returns are substantial,
ranging from 67 percent higher earnings for women with four-year degrees and
37 percent for men matched with comparable high school graduates, to 39 percent
for women and 16 percent for men completing a two-year occupational degree
(Bailey et al. 2005, 8).

Alongside the U.S. higher-education system’s failure to keep pace with the growth
of its competitors, there has been a dramatic change in the gender mix of those in
college: the percentage of young men completing a degree was almost completely
stagnant over this 23-year period, edging up from 24 percent to 26 percent of the age
cohort, compared to a growth of nearly 50 percent in the number of young women
obtaining a BA (from 21 percent to 31 percent of the age group) (Bailey et al. 2005, 8).
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As a consequence, women now make up 56 percent of all college graduates, up from
42 percent in 1970 (Freeman 2004).

Although the expansion of career opportunities and accompanying incentives to
pursue higher education for women is a very positive development, the flip side is much
more worrying—that is, the stagnation in the number of young men attending college
during a period when many of the manufacturing jobs that used to offer them relatively
high wages and benefits have been disappearing rapidly from the U.S. economy.

Differences in the educational qualifications of different ethnic groups in the
United States are stark: more than 44 percent of Asian Americans aged 25 and over
have a bachelor’s degree or higher, compared to 24 percent for this age group in general
(U.S. Census Bureau 2003). There is a strong correlation between such educational
differences and earnings: the average Asian American family’s income was more than
$9,000 above the U.S. average of $50,046 in 2000. In contrast, there are more young
African American males in prison than in college; the African American prison pop-
ulation has increased five-fold since 1980, when young black men were three times
more likely to be in college than incarcerated (Talk Left 2002).

Differences in educational attainment are as dramatic within broad ethnic cate-
gories as they are between groups. Among Asian Americans, close to 64 percent of
those aged 25 and over with Indian origins have at least a BA, compared to only
7–9 percent of Cambodians, Laotian, and Hmong, and the Indian American average
family earnings are nearly twice as large. Research suggests that these differences are
not due to innate intelligence, but rather to differences in culture, family emphasis on
education, and the quality of the schools and surrounding environment in which
young people are growing up.

The loss of comparative advantage in higher-level skills for the United States is
most pronounced in the fields of science and engineering. Graduates in these fields
have been one of the key resources fueling the growth of U.S. high-tech industries
(Finegold 1998). Since the publication of the original Work in America, there has been
a dramatic decline in the relative strength of the U.S. technical workforce. In 1975, the
United States ranked third internationally in the percentage of 24-year-olds complet-
ing a science and engineering degree, trailing only Finland and Japan (Grimes 2005).
By 2000, the United States ranked seventeenth, because of the decline from more than
5 percent to less than 4 percent of young Americans graduating in science and engi-
neering, while the supply of technical manpower more than tripled in such countries
as Finland, France, Taiwan, and South Korea to more than 10 percent of each cohort.
Although the quality of science and engineering education and research from U.S.
universities remains world-class, leading Asian nations now produce eight times as
many technical graduates as the United States (Friedman 2005); there are some ques-
tions about the quality of many of the new graduates being produced in China and
other Asian nations, some of whom may be more comparable to graduates from U.S.
community colleges (Gereffi and Wadhwa 2005), but the much higher growth rates in
individuals seeking to enter technical fields is unquestionable.

Moreover, demographic trends suggest that the gap is only likely to grow: the most
rapidly growing segments of the U.S. school population, including the women who are
a clear majority of those going on to college, have historically been underrepresented
in science and engineering, with many of those who do complete high school lacking
the math and science foundation to pursue technical courses at a university.

The high attrition rate of those who enter a university hoping to pursue college-
level technical work is another sign of the inadequate preparation in science and
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math: only half of the 120,000 U.S. students who enroll for an engineering degree
complete their studies (Grimes 2005). The appeal of pursuing careers in science and
engineering has declined further compared to those in law and finance, which offer
higher salaries and require less time to become qualified (Teitelbaum 2002).

Reduced Supply of Immigrant 
Talent in the United States

The United States has historically supplemented its own supply of graduates by
attracting the best and the brightest from other countries. Since colonial times,
immigrants have played a vital role in building the American economy. Thanks to a
skill-bias in immigration law, there has been a sharp increase in the educational qual-
ifications of the legal immigrant workforce. (Illegal immigrants, however, tend to
have a much lower skill profile.) In 1990, one quarter of all Ph.D. scientists working
in the United States were foreign-born, and up to 50 percent of graduate students
currently being trained in U.S. science and engineering graduate programs are for-
eign-born (Stephan 2002). The percentage of foreign-born new doctorates working
in the United States grew 760 percent between 1973 and 1997, more than twice the
growth in American-born doctorates during this period (Stephan 2002). Indeed, by
the 1990s, the odds of a new infant receiving a U.S. engineering PhD were greater for
a Taiwan-born child than an American one (North 1995).

These immigrant scientists outperform their American-born counterparts on a
range of measures of research productivity, from publication of the most influential
research to membership in the National Academy of Sciences (Stephan 2002). They
also play a key role in creating new high-tech enterprises, with Indian and Chinese
immigrants alone accounting for more than 25 percent of new start-ups formed in
Silicon Valley (Saxenian 1999).

In the post-9/11 environment, this vital source of technical workers has been
threatened, as concerns about terrorism have led to visa restrictions that make it sig-
nificantly harder for foreign-born students to come to the United States and to stay
on to work when they have completed their studies. In addition, the annual quota of
H-1B visas (issued for highly skilled immigrants to obtain long-term jobs) was cut in
half. These policy changes, along with harder-to-quantify shifts in international per-
ceptions of U.S. attitudes toward foreigners, have had a chilling effect on foreign-
student demand for U.S. education: between 2003 and 2004, U.S. universities
experienced the first decline in international student enrollment since 1971–1972
(AACU 2004). The overall decline was a relatively small 2.4 percent, with a more sig-
nificant 8 percent decline from the Middle East.

The decline in foreign student applications, however, has been far more significant,
with a drop of 28 percent in 2003–2004, and an even sharper drop of 45 percent in
applications from China (Dillon 2004). At the same time, a growing number of other
countries—most notably Australia, Singapore, Canada, Great Britain, and India—are
competing aggressively to attract international students and to keep their own brightest
students at home (Simkins 2005). In 1990, for example, significantly more students
from Taiwan, South Korea, and China came to the United States for their doctorates
than those who remained home; by 2000, the situation had been reversed. The most
dramatic change occurred among the Chinese, with more than 8,000 students earning
doctorates in China compared to just over 2,000 in the United States (Colvin 2005).
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Declining Incentives for Companies to Invest in 
Developing the U.S. Workforce

The economic theory of human capital suggests that companies should be unwilling
to invest in the development of general skills because such skills are transferable to
other employers; hence, the companies run the risk that they will lose their invest-
ment when workers they have trained are hired away by competitors (Becker 1964).
This theory appears to imply that companies would be unwilling to invest time and
effort to improve the quality of U.S. schools and colleges, since the education they
provide is inherently a “public good” and since no company is likely to hire a suffi-
cient number of graduates from these institutions to justify the investment.

Despite this theory, there is clear empirical evidence that U.S. companies are
devoting substantial resources to developing the general skills of their workforce. A
recent survey of U.S. firms with more than 100 employees indicates that, overall, U.S.
companies spent more than $50 billion on workforce development in 2004, with
three-quarters of the money going to salaries of trainees and trainers (Training
Magazine 2004). Included in such company-sponsored workforce development
activities are

● informal, on-the-job learning (the most prevalent type of workforce develop-
ment);

● formal company training and leadership development programs (whether
delivered in-house or through outside providers);

● tuition reimbursement programs (where the firm pays all or part of the costs for
employees who take for-credit courses in their own time);

● e-learning (the use of the Internet and other associated multimedia technologies
to deliver training wherever and whenever the learners desire, and at the pace at
which they prefer to learn);

● corporate universities, a relatively recent creation, where firms provide man-
agers, employees, and sometimes suppliers and customers with a wide range of
course offerings. The member organization for corporate universities has 131
members, with 75 percent located in the United States (Corporate University
Xchange 2001).

Despite the large aggregate expenditure and diverse array of activities, such
employer-sponsored education and training programs are unlikely to address the
deficiencies of a significant segment of the U.S. workforce, which leaves the education
system without an adequate foundation of general skills. One reason is that a high
proportion of employer training expenditure goes to individuals who already have
the highest levels of education. In addition, the average amount of time employees
spend in firm-sponsored development activities is relatively small. The most recent
training data from a nationally representative sample of U.S. employers found that, in
establishments with 50 or more workers, employees reported receiving more than a
week’s worth (44.5. hours) of training in a six-month period (May–October 1995),
but that only 13.4 hours were in formal training, with the rest coming through informal
on-the-job learning (BLS 1996b).

A parallel survey of employers found that even less formal training was offered,
averaging 10.7 hours-per-employee (BLS 1996a). Computer training was the most
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common form of job-specific skills training (received by 54 percent of all employees),
while occupational health and safety training was the most common type of general
training, followed by development of communication skills. In terms of more general
education, less than 3 percent of establishments (19 percent of large establishments)
offered remedial training in areas such as reading, math, or English as a second
language, and the average spending on tuition reimbursement was just $51 per
employee, with larger establishments again making a significantly greater investment.
The most common reasons that employers cited for offering formal training included
“providing skills specific to the organization (75 percent of establishments), keeping
up with changes in technology, and retaining valuable employees (both �50 percent).”

Several major long-term trends appear to be reducing the incentives for companies
to invest in developing workers’ skills, including

● a long-term decline in the percentage of the workforce represented by labor
unions (the BLS survey found that unionized establishments offered more
training than non-union ones);

● the rupturing of the old employment contract between companies and workers,
a contract that implied a long-term employment relationship (if neither side is
committed to a long-term relationship, the up-front costs of general skill devel-
opment, with benefits then spread over the subsequent work life, make firms
less likely to be willing to invest in individuals (Rousseau 1997));

● the dramatic recent growth in the offshoring of high-skill work to lower wage
nations, most notably India (see below).

Training Magazine’s annual survey of U.S. employers provides some evidence sug-
gesting that these trends are beginning to have a negative impact on education and
training activity. For the first time since the survey began in 1982, the level of com-
pany training expenditure dropped for two consecutive years between 2002 and 2004,
from $56.8 billion to $51.3 billion (Dolezelak 2004). Although the decline in overall
expenditure of just under 10 percent may not seem overly significant, salary costs of
$37.5 billion remained almost constant during this period, while spending on semi-
nars and conferences, custom and off-the-shelf materials, and other expenditures
dropped by 28 percent, from $19.3 to $13.9 billion.

Whether this represents a short-term response to the downturn in the business
cycle that followed 9/11 and the dot-com crash—or the start of a longer-term shift by
U.S. firms to put more emphasis on hiring workers with the needed skills rather than
investing in developing their own workers—is too early to assess. The fact that
one-third of U.S. Fortune 500 companies now have a policy of forced ranking
employees and managing out the lowest performers, however, suggests that they are
not committed to long-term employment relationships and the training of all workers.

Offshoring

Historically, corporations have had deep ties to their country of origin and have been
heavily dependent on their home country’s population to fill their key leadership and
technical positions. For example, an average of 90 percent of a typical firm’s R&D
investment has been located in the same country as its corporate headquarters
(Galbraith 1998). The embeddedness of a firm in a particular national context gave it
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a strong interest to ensure that the quality of educational outputs in its home country
met its workforce needs; if they did not, it had an incentive to invest in, and work for,
the reform of the educational system.

The transformation of the global economy in the last decade, fostered by the
spread of the Internet and other information technologies, has significantly changed
this equation. Offshoring of work has been occurring for centuries and is part of the
wider system of international trade; what is new is the geographic mobility of the
most highly skilled work. The ease with which firms can now move information
instantaneously, and nearly without cost, around the world has meant that many
segments of knowledge work—call centers, accounting, web design, claims processing,
medical diagnosis (such as reading a CAT-scan or X-ray)—can be relocated to wherever
a supply of labor with suitable skills can be found at the best price.

India, with a population now exceeding one billion and an education system that
has produced millions of English-speaking graduates who are particularly strong in
computer programming, engineering, and other technical areas, is a leading source of
offshore human resources (see Foulkes this volume). India has attracted many top
U.S. high-technology companies, including IBM, General Electric, and Hewlett
Packard, among others, to set up operations in Bangalore and Hyderabad and to take
advantage of the available high-quality, but relatively low-cost, workforce. Call center
operators, paid an average of $10 per hour in the United States, earn an average of
$1.50 per hour in India (Meredith 2003).

Similar salary differences of 10:1 are found in many technical and service occupa-
tions. With this supply of high-quality, low-cost workers, Indian firms such as Infosys
and Wipro are leading the way in the provision of comprehensive outsourcing
services for multinational corporations. But lower labor costs are not the only attrac-
tion. Many corporations are organizing “virtual teams” that take advantage of the
time difference between the United States, India, and Europe to offer round-the-clock
technical support, and to expedite new product development.

With the IT infrastructure in place, the pressures of global competition served to
accelerate the offshoring trend. India has more than 850,000 people working in IT
and business services, with roughly three-quarters of those jobs originating from U.S.
firms. Experts estimate that the United States, Europe, and Japan will continue to
shift 600,000 jobs per year to lower-wage nations over the next decade, with as many
as ten million U.S. jobs, many occupied by college graduates, under threat (Meredith
2003). As the growth of high-tech work continues to attract many emigrant Indian
technical experts and investors back home from the United States, it appears likely
that India will continue to move rapidly up the value-chain, creating its own compa-
nies that will be generating new innovations in products and services. At the same
time, many other countries—Malaysia, the Philippines, China, Hungary—are enter-
ing the offshoring business, providing alternative low-cost suppliers to U.S. firms.

The offshoring trend is well illustrated by the experience of IBM. In May 2005,
IBM announced the laying off of some 10,000 employees in Europe and the United
States as part of its ongoing global restructuring efforts. Meanwhile, it continues the
rapid growth of its Indian operations, which already include over 20,000 employees
performing a wide variety of programming, consulting, and back-office functions.
But it is not just companies who are embracing offshoring: state and local govern-
ments, which might be expected to resist the movement of jobs away from their voter
and taxpayer base, have begun to move work offshore because of budget pressures.
And now entrepreneurs have given a new meaning to offshoring, creating a company,
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SeaCode, that can house 600 foreign software engineers on a cruise ship anchored off
the California coast, combining the benefits of a lower-cost workforce with greater
proximity to U.S. clients (Hiltzik 2005).

Although U.S. job losses associated with offshoring have generated many head-
lines and much anxiety among workers, it is important to recognize that there are
many benefits from offshoring. In addition to the obvious benefits to developing
nations in raising their standards of living, there are other gains for the United States:
access to cheaper goods and services, direct creation of high-value-added U.S. jobs to
manage a global labor force, and indirect job creation through the growth of a large
middle class in China, India, and other nations, a growth that generates greater
demand for U.S. goods and services.

Then, too, access to a highly skilled workforce in other nations may prove essential
for U.S. firms to offset shortages of managerial and professional talent in the coming
decades if baby boomers retire as projected (Levenson this volume). Thomas
Friedman (2005) has even suggested that the benefits may include helping to preserve
world peace; his “Dell Theory of Conflict Prevention” posits that no country that is
part of a high-tech supply chain has ever gone to war. In support of this theory, he
cites the strong pressure that India’s IT firms placed on its government in 2002 to
avoid escalation of a conflict with Pakistan, recognizing that a war would likely cause
the permanent relocation of the good jobs that they had worked so hard to create.

Tying It All Together: the Case of the 
Biotechnology Industry

The driving force in innovation and job creation in the latter half of the twentieth
century was the global diffusion of information technology. Many are predicting that
the twenty-first century will be the age of Biology. Advances in biotechnology are
likely to have profound impacts on health, agricultural, the environment, and indus-
try, affecting as much as 50 percent of global GDP in the coming decades (Shahi
2004). A quick look at the evolution of this heavily knowledge-intensive industry
illustrates some emerging challenges and opportunities for the American education
system and workforce.

The United States created the world’s first biotechnology companies in the late
1970s—Cetus, Genentech, Biogen, Amgen—and has dominated the biotech industry
during the first 25 years of its existence. A set of interrelated factors sometimes
referred to as a high-skill ecosystem (Finegold 1998) or the Silicon Valley model
(Saxenian 1994) has helped the United States to develop clusters of successful bioen-
terprises that other countries have had difficulty emulating. These factors include

● cutting-edge innovations and highly skilled graduates produced by top U.S. uni-
versities and research institutes,

● strong legal protection for intellectual property (IP), the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980
that gave universities strong incentives to patent and commercialize the results
of their research through spinout companies or licensing agreements,

● access to the large amounts of capital needed to develop highly risky technolo-
gies, and the world’s largest and most profitable market for biomedical and
bioagricultural products.
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Although U.S. companies currently have a dominant position in the global
bioscience industry, all of the major developed and newly industrialized nations are
seeking to close the gap and build their own strong presence in this industry. The
small island nation of Singapore, for example, has invested billions of dollars to create
a biotech cluster that seeks to combine many of the elements of the high-skill ecosystem
described above (Finegold et al. 2004). While the number of biotech firms in the
United States has remained relatively stagnant at about 1,500 over the last 15 years,
Europe and Asia have seen an explosion in bioscience start-ups; they now surpass the
United States in the number of biotech companies.

With the entry of India and China into the WTO, and the adoption of the TRIPS
agreement for IP protection in 2005, two huge new competitors are likely to emerge
on the world stage. India alone has more than 400 bioscience companies, most cre-
ated in the last decade (Finegold, Shakti, and Shahi 2005). Even though many of these
firms are likely to fail, it is clear that the United States will face growing competition
going forward in this most knowledge-intensive of all industries (employing more
Ph.D. holders as a percentage of the workforce than any other sector).

At a time when the competition for bioscience leadership is increasing, it is not
clear that the U.S. education system is preparing the population effectively for this
challenge. A majority of the U.S. population has low levels of scientific literacy—for
example, not knowing that tomatoes have DNA—and is ill-equipped for the coming
world of genetic-based medicine and biology-driven industry (Nelson 1999). And
while some states are experimenting with programs to improve science education,
others, such as Kansas and Pennsylvania, are considering changing their biology
curriculum in ways that will hinder the teaching of established scientific facts.

At the other extreme, the long time required to complete a biomedical PhD (six to
seven years on average), followed by multiple post-docs and often relatively low-paying
research positions, makes this career track unappealing to students entering top
universities (Teitelbaum 2002). As a consequence, the United States may find that
scientific leadership and accompanying employment opportunities in the biotech-
nologies that will underpin many key sectors of the economy will gradually migrate
to Asia, where the talent is available.

Ongoing U.S. Competitive and Education Advantages

Despite many signs of deterioration in America’s historical educational advantage,
there are a number of other important areas where the United States retains a com-
petitive edge in the knowledge economy. Notable among them are being native
speakers of English, the global business language; having one of the most diverse
populations in the world and the creativity that this diversity of perspectives and
cultures brings; the openness to risk-taking; access to capital; a culture of entrepre-
neurialism that helps turn this creativity into new businesses; and a stable set of political
and economic institutions and constitutional protections for the free sharing of
information that create an environment in which new knowledge-intensive businesses
can thrive.

On top of that, the United States continues to enjoy a number of educational
advantages for the knowledge economy. It is home to the world’s most vibrant and
diverse higher education sector, including more than a third of the world’s colleges
and universities, and a very high percentage of the world’s top-ranked research
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institutions (Friedman 2005, 244). As Asian countries such as Singapore and China
that seek to expand their own educational elite have recognized, creating a new
world-class research university is a very slow and expensive proposition, although
this has not deterred them from making the investment. These research universities
not only prepare the brightest students to enter high-paying professional, scientific,
and managerial positions, but they also generate the research breakthroughs and
patents that are vital to the success of biotechnology and many other high-tech sectors.

In addition, while they now have significantly more competition than in years
past, U.S. research universities and the opportunity-rich U.S. high-tech economy
continue to exercise a strong magnetic attraction for the world’s top technical talent.
Clear evidence of this came in 2004, when the entire annual allotment of H-1B visas
was filled within the first few hours of it being made available.

Another key skills advantage for the United States is Americans’ conviction that
education is an investment. Individuals and families are prepared to devote their
resources to education because they believe it will yield a high return. This stands in
contrast to most European and other developed countries where higher education
has traditionally been perceived as an entitlement for the top performers in second-
ary education. The state is expected to pay for the education of these young people,
which tends to limit levels of university enrollments to what governments can afford.
While this situation has started to change in countries such as Great Britain and
Australia, it is difficult to change popular perceptions, and these perceptions may act
as a deterrent to higher education participation, particularly for the working class.

Treating education as an investment is likely to be even more important in the
twenty-first century because, with the move toward a more knowledge-based econ-
omy, the returns to education have been increasing significantly. Moreover, the accel-
erating rate of change in work demands caused by technological innovation and
global competition is reducing the shelf-life of skills and, hence, the need for frequent
retraining and reinvention of individual careers.

Ways Forward

To leverage its strengths while dealing effectively with the many educational chal-
lenges facing the American workforce in the twenty-first century, the United States
needs nothing short of a national skills strategy. Asian competitors such as Singapore
and South Korea are already aggressively pursuing such national skills policies, but it
is not something that the U.S. has traditionally undertaken; there are two reasons for
this: (1) the U.S.’s federal system, where education has historically been overwhelm-
ingly a state and local responsibility (accounting for 93 percent of the K-12 funding);
and (2) the strong market orientation of the United States, an orientation that limits
any government efforts at industrial or skills policy for those in the workforce.

There are, however, a few historical U.S. precedents for such large-scale interventions
(Colvin 2005). At the turn of the last century, the United States recognized that the shift
from an agricultural to an industrial economy required higher levels of education and
created a system of universal high school education. Then, in 1958, following the launch
of Sputnik, the United States recognized that it was in danger of losing its technological
leadership and undertook a massive investment in science and engineering research
and education that culminated in sending a man to the moon, an act that underpinned
the success of U.S. high-tech industry for the next two generations.
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Great Britain offers a more recent example of large-scale education and training
reform that suggests what can possibly be done where there is sufficient national will
and resources. In contrast with the United States, England retained an elite education
and training system through the mid-1980s, with only 7 percent of the working pop-
ulation possessing a university degree, and one of the lowest participation rates in
post-compulsory education among OECD countries (Hayes et al. 1984).

Over the following 20 years, however, the education and training system was
transformed, with large increases in participation in further and higher education. By
1995, more than 20 percent of young people were completing bachelor’s degrees; by
2004, Britain had surpassed the United States, with more than 33 percent of young
people completing a bachelor’s degree. The Blair government has set a target of
50 percent of young people completing a higher education qualification by the end of
the decade (see Leitch, 2005).

These dramatic improvements were achieved starting in the 1980s with a highly
decentralized education system quite similar to that of the United States. Under
Margaret Thatcher, Great Britain began a complete overhaul of its system, including
the creation of a national curriculum and assessment, empowering head teachers
(principals) to manage their schools, reform of the examination system, dramatic
expansion of higher education, with funding targeted at institutions that were most
able to grow enrollments while maintaining low dropout rates, creation of a National
Vocational Qualifications (NVQ) framework, and investments that now total £8 billion
annually in lifelong learning for those in the workforce (Finegold 1992). While the
reforms have undergone many iterations over two decades, and are still not without
their problems, they have succeeded in dramatically increasing the preparedness of all
young people for entering the modern world of work.

Given the differences in the structure of government, any major U.S. reform will
require more of a partnership approach among federal, state, and local government,
and between the public and private sectors. While the study of a full-scale strategy is
beyond the scope of this chapter, let us conclude by examining some of the options
that research suggests may help government policymakers, companies, and individuals
better prepare America’s workforce.

Government Policymakers

The members of America’s future workforce must be equipped with the tools to operate
in a knowledge-intensive economy. To help accomplish that, in the 1960s, in a bold
stroke of public policy, California set up the Kerr Commission, which designed a three-
tier higher education system to meet the needs of anyone who could benefit from higher
education—community colleges offering open access to all citizens, the California State
Universities to provide mass undergraduate education, and an elite tier of world-class
research universities, including UC Berkeley, UCLA, and UC San Diego.

However, two generations later, the subsequent failure to invest in California’s
public school system means that nearly half of the most rapidly growing segments of
the state’s population cannot take advantage of this opportunity, since they are not
even graduating from high school. Nationally, the level of investment in basic school-
ing has been declining in real terms, and the level of high school dropouts is higher
than it was two generations ago, with the problem particularly intense in the inner
cities (Levy and Murnane 1995).
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A major new national initiative to prepare all Americans for the challenges of the
knowledge economy is needed. In this case, the challenge may be even more daunting
than beating the Russians to the moon—returning the U.S. to the position it enjoyed
after the introduction of the GI Bill, with the best educated workforce in the world.
Given how rapidly the competitors of the United States are improving their own
education systems, attaining this objective will require setting some very ambitious
targets and then putting in place major reforms and the resources—from all levels of
government, companies, and individuals—to meet them. An example of some stretch
goals would be, by 2015, to:

● provide all Americans with the basic skills needed to function in a knowledge
economy;

● enable 75 percent or more of the U.S. population to participate in some form of
higher education;

● have 50 percent or more of young people completing a bachelor’s degree;
● have 25 percent or more of the working population with some form of advanced

qualification.

Meeting such lofty targets requires not only major improvements and radical
innovation in the public education system, but also the focusing of investments
where they can yield the greatest return. As Shaw (this volume) notes, the returns are
highest (17–20 percent) at the earliest stages of life, when individuals have the greatest
learning capacity, and core foundation knowledge and interpersonal skills are formed
(Carneiro and Heckman 2002; Karoly and Bigelow 2005). Based on a large body of
research on education and learning, as well as major demographic and economic
trends, some of the specific reform options to consider are:

● support for pregnant women and newborns to ensure their nutritional and
health needs are met and stimulation for their infants starting in the womb (e.g.,
extending Georgia’s program to distribute Mozart CDs to pregnant women)
and continuing throughout childhood;

● using a combination of public and private provision to provide high-quality
universal pre-school education for 3 to 5–year-olds (currently only 38 percent of
children whose mothers dropped out from high school take part in pre-school
compared to 70 percent of children of college graduates (Karoly and Bigelow
2005));

● examining other models. Although the decades of education reform that
followed A Nation at Risk have failed to generate system-wide improvements in
the U.S. K-12 system, they have generated a large number of successful local and
state initiatives that could serve as models for more systemic change in public
schools (Glennan et al. 2005). Among the promising examples that could be
extended with sufficient resources are:

● creating smaller schools or schools within schools/academies with a mission
sufficiently focused and an environment intimate enough for teachers to be
aware of the progress of all learners;

● extending programs—such as Teach America, America Reads, and America
Counts—to get more new college graduates and volunteers and well-qualified
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teachers into the classroom to help provide at-risk students with more
individualized attention. This could be expanded to include the growing num-
ber of baby boomers who are retiring, but who are still interested in working
and contributing to society and have a wealth of real-world experience and
subject expertise that is too often lacking among elementary school teachers;

● creating targeted programs to encourage the most rapidly growing segments
of the future labor force—women, Latinos, and African Americans—to pur-
sue science and engineering careers. This means reaching them early in their
schooling (no later than middle school, but ideally earlier) to excite them
about technical careers and ensure they take the courses needed to enable
them to qualify for science and engineering degree courses. Programs that pro-
vide guaranteed college admission and scholarships for all students who meet
the necessary standards have been shown to have a strong motivating effect;

● raising the status of the teaching profession by creating awards, financial
bonuses, and mentoring opportunities for the best-performing teachers,
while making it easier for principals to remove teachers who do not meet
minimum performance standards;

● expanding higher education enrollments by ensuring that the double-digit
annual increases in tuition that have occurred over the last decade do not deter
individuals from attending. This can be done by increasing existing federal stu-
dent loans and private scholarships and targeting resources to those institutions
that do the best job of controlling costs and reducing dropout rates. The United
States might also consider replacing the student loan system with a graduate tax
(as in England and Australia) where individuals can have the full cost of college
education covered and then pay back tuition through the tax system once they
cross a certain earnings threshold. The lifetime earnings of college graduates
are, on average, more than one million dollars greater than high school gradu-
ates’ earnings, generating a high return on this investment;

● creating nationally recognized technical and vocational education, delivered
through community colleges, in partnership with local employers, that can
attract close to half of each cohort currently not attending higher education;

● maintaining the world-class research infrastructure of the United States, one
that can fuel the next generation of innovation and high-skill jobs, by

● restoring growth in investment in basic research. At a time when the
main competitors of the United States are investing heavily to expand their
higher education and research efforts, the Bush Administration’s budget
for the next four years projects no growth in spending on research that is
not related to security and cuts the budget for the National Science
Foundation by 1.9 percent (Schiffries et al., 2005). In contrast, the European
Union has proposed to increase government R&D spending by one-third
from 2007–2013;

● adopting venture capitalist’s John Doerr’s suggestion of providing all inter-
national students who successfully complete U.S. graduate programs with a
green card to work permanently in the United States if they so desire (Colvin
2005);
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● providing high-quality retraining opportunities to all Americans whose jobs are
lost to offshoring. This would entail expansion and reform of the existing Trade
Adjustment Assistance (TAA) Act, a one billion dollar federal program that
assists 75,000 people per year, to include workers in the service sector as well as
manufacturing.

Stimulating the Demand Side

Any comprehensive national skills strategy will have to tackle the demand as well as
supply side of the skills equation; it must examine what measures are necessary to
maintain the U.S. lead in technology innovation and to generate high-skill, high-
quality jobs, as well as to prepare the workforce with the skills to fill them. Projections
are that virtually all of the roughly 20 million new jobs likely to be created in the
United States between now and 2014 will demand at least some college education,
with the majority requiring a B.A. or a higher qualification (Employment Policy
Foundation 2004, 75). These projections, however, are based on demographic trends
and likely economic growth rates, ignoring the potentially destabilizing effects that
the growing offshoring of knowledge work may have on job opportunities for those
without an advanced, distinctive skill set. A few years of college or an average U.S.
bachelor’s degree are unlikely to provide these.

Although newly created positions are likely to be concentrated at the high end,
many of the job vacancies will be for lower-level workers to replace retirees in the
service sector, which accounts for 76 percent of the U.S. labor force. The main con-
cern with these jobs, typified by the work at the largest employer of the United States,
Wal-Mart, is not offshoring, but the fact that many have no educational require-
ments, offer little opportunity for further skill development, and fail to provide even
full-time workers with a decent standard of living and healthcare coverage.
Significant improvements in the minimum wage and working conditions require not
just better education, but also reforms of government policy for the most disadvan-
taged in the labor market (Crouch et al. 1999).

At the opposite end of the labor market, what is needed to stimulate the creation
of whole new industries and high-end jobs in the United States, while simultaneously
tackling many of the most pressing problems facing the world, are bold investments
in science and technology. In California, for example, despite a budget deficit larger
than the other 49 states combined, a large majority of voters decided in 2004 to spend
three billion dollars over the next decade on stem cell research, a promising, yet con-
troversial, area of biology. This may not have represented the most rational way of
making public policy, but it did signal Americans’ continued willingness to make
major public investments in scientific research when they believe it will produce
long-term economic and social benefits.

Other such initiatives might include providing food and clean drinking water to a
projected global population of nine billion people by 2050 (when 96 percent of arable
land will already be under cultivation), promoting sustainable development, devel-
oping feasible energy alternatives to a carbon fuel-based economy, providing health-
care coverage to all Americans, and eradicating AIDS and infectious diseases that kill
millions and cripple the economies of many developing nations. The combined
resources of its state and federal governments and numerous private foundations
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place the United States in a unique position to lead global initiatives in these and
other areas.

Companies

Although it is not the responsibility of U.S. firms to address the structural problems
identified with the U.S. education system, there are a several strategies that they can
adopt—both individually and collectively—to help improve the system. Three
promising approaches for firms are:

● jointly lobbying for strong public investment in education and training, and
maintaining the country’s position as a magnet for top talent from around the
globe;

● partnering with educational institutions at all levels;
● building a “learning contract” with employees.

Lobbying for Improvements in Skill Supply

Corporations, particularly when they act collectively, have a powerful influence over
U.S. policy. A clear example of this power was shown recently when a number of the
world’s most prominent CEOs—including Bill Gates, Jeff Immelt, and Rupert
Murdoch—objected publicly to the changes in U.S. immigration policy and called
attention to the negative consequences this would have for U.S. high-tech industry.
This quickly prompted a response from federal policymakers who launched a cam-
paign to clarify that they were not trying to restrict the flow of foreign students to U.S.
colleges and universities, although the H1-B quotas were not raised.

In addition to continuing lobbying efforts to keep the United States as the premier
site for top technical and entrepreneurial talent from around the world, it will be vital
for industry to press federal, state, and local policymakers to sustain their long-term
investment in education—for both high-quality research and teaching—during a
period when the government is facing large budget deficits.

Educational Partnerships

There are partnerships between companies and education providers at all levels of the
U.S. education and training system. Strengthening these relationships could provide
a low-cost way to enhance the skills of the future American workforce. Firms can
assist local schools by donating surplus equipment and a few hours of their employees’
time to volunteer in the classroom. Encouraging volunters can yield a variety of ben-
efits: improving instruction by providing real-world examples, making young people
aware of different career options, enhancing the firm’s image in the community, and
providing leadership development opportunities for their employees.

At the higher education level, companies can save significant resources by
outsourcing some of their education, training, and research needs to educational
partners. Many community colleges are well positioned to develop customized offerings
tailored to the needs of local employers. This is a win-win proposition: firms are able
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to prepare young people to meet their skill needs while saving the largest portion of
training costs (the trainee salary), and colleges gain additional resources and higher
placement rates for their graduates. Similarly, by partnering with top universities—
through sponsored research, internships, and/or including professors on their
scientific advisory boards—companies gain access to cutting-edge technologies and
top graduate student talent.

A Learning Contract

The uncertainty and ultra-competitiveness of global markets make it hard for firms
to offer long-term employment security as a way to attract, motivate, and retain the
talent they require. In its place, the most plausible basis for an employment bargain
appears to be a learning contract (Finegold 1998), where companies offer ongoing
investments in individual employabilities—whether with the firm or elsewhere—in
return for individual commitment to invest effort to keep his or her skills up-to-date
and to use these for the benefit of the organization (see table 7.2 for the elements on
the learning contract).

Recent research by the Center for Effective Organizations (Benson et al. 2004) in a
large technology company, TechCo, suggests that benefits from making a learning
contract the focal point of the organization’s talent strategy can accrue to both com-
panies and their workers. TechCo offered employees an unusually generous tuition
reimbursement program as part of the CEO’s goal to “develop the best-educated
workforce on the planet.” The program covered all costs for virtually any courses the
employee chose, offered up to three hours’ paid time off to study per week, offered a
stock bonus equivalent to approximately $10,000 for completion of a degree, and had
no requirement that individuals pay back to the company the costs of their education
if they left the firm.

Over a five-year period, 38 percent of TechCo’s more than 12,000 salaried employees
participated in the program. It produced a number of benefits for the firm, such as
creating a powerful differentiator in recruiting graduates from the nation’s top uni-
versities, greatly expanding the supply of general skills, and improving employee
retention. The improvement in retention occurred for two groups—those who were
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Table 7.2 The Learning Contract

Employer Responsibilities Employee Responsibilities

● Provide ongoing opportunities ● Invest in developing their own
and support for education and competencies
training

● Structure work and career paths ● Use competencies to help
to foster ongoing development organization achieve its

objectives
● Reward individuals who build ● Help build competencies of

new skills and use them co-workers
effectively

● Help individuals whose skills ● Contribute to organizational
are less in demand find new learning
opportunities, internally or
externally



taking classes toward a degree, which often took four years or more to complete on a
part-time basis, and those who were promoted after completing the degree (see
figure 7.1). The research also showed that the turnover rate was highest for those who
completed a degree, but were then not promoted. This suggests that when a firm
invests in the general education of individuals but then does not find new ways for
these employees to use their new skills, they risk losing a major investment in human
capital.

Individuals

In The World is Flat, Thomas Friedman quips that when he was growing up, his
mother used to say,“Finish your dinner, people in China and India are starving.” Now
he tells his daughters,“Finish your homework, people in China and India are starving
for your jobs.” As a father of two, I too share his concern about what career advice to
offer my children to prepare them for a world of growing global competition and the
opportunities and the insecurities that it brings. President Bush may have been cor-
rect that the answer starts with education. But, as we have seen, just getting into a
good college is unlikely to be a guarantee for success in the workplace. Young people
need to be prepared to be lifetime learners and to be their own career counselors, con-
tinually reassessing their skill needs and investing in keeping their knowledge and
skills on the cutting edge.

It is also important to encourage our children to follow their passions, to find what
it is in life that excites them most, and to become truly expert at finding it. The same
technological and economic trends that have intensified global competition by
enabling three billion people to take part in the global economy since 1990 are mak-
ing it far easier than before for individuals to connect with others around the world
who share their passions and then to find new ways to make a living out of it. Today’s
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economy is increasingly rewarding those who are world-class in a given field, while
penalizing those who are average or worse (Levenson this volume). Thus, it is vital to
find better ways to help young people identify areas where they can excel and then, as
Tom Peters suggests, equip them with the tools to create their own employment
brand around their unique set of competencies (Peters 1999).

Finally, it is vital to prepare our children to be global citizens if they are to spot the
opportunities available in the economy of the twenty-first century and be prepared to
take advantage of them. This means encouraging them to travel, to build global social
networks, and to learn languages besides English. Most of all, it means enabling them
to see trends and issues not just with American eyes, but also from the perspective of
other nationalities around the world.
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Bringing Careers Back in . . .
The Changing Landscape of

Careers in American 
Corporations Today

Elizabeth F. Craig and Douglas T. Hall

In 1973, when Work in America was published, we were just beginning to see the
first signs of corporate interest in employee career development. In this chapter, we

will make the argument that we are at a similar point in corporate America today.
After significant economic and social upheaval dramatically changed the organiza-
tion of work and careers, companies are once again beginning to appreciate the
strategic importance and value of investing in employees’ careers. This time around
individuals and organizations have different assumptions and expectations, and both
parties face new challenges and enjoy new possibilities for those careers.

The similarities and differences beg the question: Are people better off in their
careers today than they were in 1973? This is difficult to answer in a global sense.
Better or worse for whom? The current career context is probably more favorable for
younger, well-educated, more adaptable individuals with the resources to use the
freedom they have today. But it may be worse for employees who lack the skills to
adapt to new and changing demands. Overall, the state of affairs for organizations is
probably better than it was in the past, because now employers have more flexibility
to deploy their human resources. But that is only a short-term view, and companies
could be losing out on employee motivation and creativity if employees do not feel
that their development is being supported by their employers.

It is our impression that the mean level of organizational career development activity
today may not be much different from that of 1973, but the variance across companies
may be higher. That is, overall, there is simply a wider range in the quality of career
experiences that employees have today and in the quality of an organization’s career
management practices than was the case when Work in America was published. And
that increased variability introduces a number of new dilemmas for individuals and
organizations managing careers today.

We start by reviewing the approach to careers in recent decades, beginning with
the publication of Work in America. Then we zoom in on the current state of the art
in organizational career development. We are not examining the full range of career



practice, such as the work of career counselors in schools and universities, career and
outplacement consultants, and instructors in career workshops and courses. Rather,
we will look at career practice in organizational work settings. Thus, our target is the
adult population employed in organizational settings.

We next reflect on these current organizational practices and trends and consider
several ways that changes in careers create dialectical dilemmas in the career tasks that
individuals must cope with and reconcile in their careers.

The Changing Landscape of Careers

The 1970s

Before we get into discussing where we are today in corporate work on careers, let us
look at a “timeline of career activity,” starting with Work in America in the 1970s. The
book’s index contained a modest number of references for “career,” most of which
dealt with retraining and mid-career development. The major focus, of course, was
on job redesign, but it was clear that if jobs were to be redesigned to allow for greater
employee discretion and decision-making, it would also require concomitant
employee training and development.

As employees became more involved in their jobs, and as they experienced “psy-
chological success” from taking more responsibility and making bigger job-related
decisions, they experienced a “success syndrome” (Hall 2002) in which their needs for
growth and achievement as well as their career aspirations increased. For many peo-
ple this awakened a concern for longer-term career development, not just satisfaction
in today’s job. As a result, companies began to attend to employees’ career aspirations
and to create programs and processes for career exploration and development. At the
same time, the spirit of the times was oriented toward personal self-discovery, libera-
tion, and development.

Looking back over this period, Hall (2004) described the environmental context
for careers in the mid-1970s as follows:

. . . Although the prevailing view of careers was still something out of . . . The
Organization Man [Whyte 1956] . . . , with the stress on upward mobility in organiza-
tions, there were the beginnings of a reaction, a counter-trend. There was a strong
counter culture . . . [for example, Reich’s (1970) The Greening of America], and the post-
war baby boom cohort were just starting their careers, wanting freedom, personal
choice, and values expression in their work. The theme of change was definitely in the
air. Robert J. Lifton wrote about the “protean style of self-process” as “one of the func-
tional patterns of our day” (Lifton 1968, 17, quoted in Hall 1976, 291). The first edition
of What Color Is Your Parachute? (Bolles 2005) had just been published in 1970 and was
picking up steam. Eugene Jennings was writing about the “mobicentric manager,” and
Psychology Today had lots of articles about careers. In fact, a companion magazine was
introduced to the market, Careers Today.

The 1980s

In the 1980s, with the rise in global competition, American industry entered a period
of restructuring and downsizing that continues to this day. This process was originally
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seen as more of a one-shot deal, an adjustment to make an organization more
competitive, and the hope was that the resized organization could then return to a
more stable operational pace. However, it soon became apparent that this restructuring
was going to be a continuous learning and change process, and that the company
would always be in some form of transition.

This intensive and recurring downsizing and restructuring transformed employ-
ment relationships (Cappelli 1999; Cappelli et al. 1997). The traditional model of sta-
ble, long-term employment centered around a career of advancement within a single
organization became the exception rather than the rule, as many organizations
eliminated guarantees of employment security to increase their internal flexibility.
Companies began to promise to provide skills and experiences to ensure an individ-
ual’s continued employability in the external labor market, rather than offering
employment security with the firm. As employability contracts replaced job security
contracts, measurable performance replaced seniority as the basis for professional
rewards (Useem 1996). Careers of achievement and the “accumulation of reputational
capital” became more important than careers of advancement and the “accumulation
of organizational capital” (Kanter 1991, 76; Zabusky and Barley 1996).

Another major issue for many people working in organizations in the 1980s was
plateauing—that is, reaching a career dead end, with little prospect of upward mobility
(Hall and Rabinowitz 1988). As organizational growth leveled off and downsizing
and restructuring increased, organizational career ladders changed (Jalland and
Gunz 1993). People’s career advancement necessarily became less certain. Fewer
positions in the managerial ranks meant increased competition for opportunities and
slower career advancement. Companies were beginning to search for practices that
would continue a person’s career growth but not necessarily require a promotion
(Hall 1993). Examples of such alternative career development activities included
lateral moves, temporary assignments, varied project or task force assignments, men-
toring activities (both giving and receiving) (Kram and Hall 1991), cross-functional
moves, and even downward moves (Hall and Isabella 1985).

This is also the period when outplacement activity took off. Some companies, such
as Ford, began programs to help people with self-assessment so that they could decide
for themselves whether the best path for them was to stay or to leave—and if they
decided to leave, the organization was perfectly okay with that.

The 1990s

This awareness of continuous change became more a part of the American worker’s
mindset in the 1990s. As Hall and Moss (1998) found, there was a change in the per-
ceived “career contract,” in which executives and workers seemed to go through three
stages of adjustment. The first stage was one in which there was great uncertainty
about what was happening and what the future might hold. In interviews with
employees in organizations that had to change long-standing practices of long-term
employment (companies such as IBM, AT&T, Digital Equipment Corporation, and
Polaroid), there were many comments to the effect that it was hard to see the forest
(the underlying causes of economic stress) for the trees (layoffs, loss of business, and
other current crises). This stage was labeled “lost in the trees.” In the second stage, the
dust was beginning to settle- and people were becoming clearer on the underlying
problems, such as global competition. This was called “sees the forest.” The final stage,
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called “continuous learning,” was one in which people understood that everyone was
going to have to remain in a state of constant environmental analysis, self-assessment,
and adaptation. This last stage was one in which it was clearer to individuals that they
would have to become more “protean,”or self-directed, and more clear on what direction
their own “internal compass” dictated.

In the late 1990s, with continuing restructuring even in the face of a thriving U.S.
economy, the culture in many companies had shifted strongly from organizational
careers to a more protean (or as some people have dubbed it, “roll your own”) model.
Along with the downsizing of the human resources (HR) function, there was little
support for employee career development beyond the recruiting and early career
stages. Individuals were expected to assume responsibility for managing their careers
within and across multiple organizations.

Cappelli and Hamori (2005), in their study of temporal shifts between 1980 and
2001 in the composition of the executive work force in Fortune 100 companies,
discovered evidence for this shift from an organizational career model to more of a
self-directed, free-agent model. Their research found that companies are more likely
now to hire from outside rather than promote from within, and contemporary execu-
tives are less likely to have spent their full career with one company. Cappelli and
Hamori also reported that the new generation of corporate executives is younger
(average age 52 in 2001 versus 56 in 1980), more likely to be female (11 percent versus
none), less likely to have an Ivy League degree (10 percent versus 14 percent), and more
likely to have gone to a public college (48 percent versus 32 percent). In an editorial
titled “Farewell, Organization Man,” the Wall Street Journal drew the following conclu-
sion about these trends: “In short, he (or she) is not your daddy’s Organization Man,
slowly working his way up the corporate ladder one rung at a time” (December 31,
2004).

Cappelli and Hamori argued that this increased interorganizational mobility and
more rapid promotions are the result of global competition, recessions, restructuring,
and the shareholder value movement. All of these influences put more pressure on
companies to become more competitive and to raise share prices and profits. To do this,
they need to recruit and develop the best talent, regardless of gender, age, or school.

The 2000s

In recent years, along with this need to nurture and retain the best managers, there
has been an increase in top management concern for talent management and increas-
ing employee “engagement.” Research has shown that employee loyalty and retention
are significantly related to a firm’s financial performance (Reichheld and Teal, 2001).
Pfeffer (1998) has also presented considerable evidence that companies such as
Southwest Airlines that put employees first (even above customers) are more likely to
be successful than companies that do not. The theory is that if the company takes care
of its employees, then the employees in turn will be motivated to take care of cus-
tomers. Other companies with this philosophy include Starbucks, IBM, eBay, Nucor,
and Wells Fargo. The leadership and development processes that generate this level of
employee loyalty and commitment are described in detail in Collins’ Good to Great
(2001) and in Reichheld and Teal’s (2001) The Loyalty Effect.

Thus, it appears that the pendulum of corporate concern for developing employee
involvement and commitment has begun to swing back toward more of an organizational
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focus on employee careers, even though there may still be an awareness that the
company is developing free agents. What this means is that the company’s time span
for career development might be a few years rather than an entire career. This is not
unlike the practices of well-managed sports teams that devote a lot of energy to
developing the skills and team loyalty of a player over the three- to four-year span of
his or her contract. It is understood by all parties that at the end of the contract,
the player could be playing for another but everyone’s focus is on the present and near
future.

For example, the Boston Red Sox put together a highly cohesive group of players
that called themselves “The Idiots” in the 2004 season and proceeded to stage one of
sport’s greatest comebacks after trailing the Yankees 0–3 in the league playoffs to win
the American League Championship. They followed up this triumph with a World
Series victory for the first time since 1918, breaking the infamous “Curse of the
Bambino.” And then in 2005, some of these World Series stars, such as Derek Lowe
and Pedro Martinez, were playing for other teams. Similar positive results from
developing strong team cohesion have been obtained by the New England Patriots,
winning three Super Bowls in four years. The team feeling is very strong, although
everyone recognizes that each year some of the top players will probably leave for
other teams.

Corporations have abandoned the traditional implicit employment contract in
which company loyalty was exchanged for long-term employment security. Seeking
flexibility, they have instead offered “employability”—the notion that the work
assignments, while not necessarily leading to advancement within the company,
would give workers the skills and experience they would need to advance their careers
anywhere. Despite fears that employees would “take the training and run” if compa-
nies invested in their development, research has shown that when firms invest in their
employees’ career development, they can actually engender loyalty (Benson,
Finegold, and Mohrman 2004). Craig, Kimberly, and Bouchikhi (2002) found that
executives who are satisfied with their opportunities to learn new skills, take on new
responsibilities, and make new professional contacts were much more committed
and intended to stay with their companies longer than executives who were less satisfied
with these career development opportunities. Moreover, organizational investments
in the executives’ careers had a stronger relationship with commitment and intentions
to stay than did employment security and stability.

One might argue that what we are seeing is a shift back in the direction of the old
career contract that was based on a long-term relationship with the organization.
However, as we just pointed out, the time frames are now shorter, so it seems that the
pendulum has not swung all the way back to the traditional organizational career
model. Rather, we seem to be at a midway point, where it is more of a relational-
transactional career contract. It is understood that the relationship between the per-
son and the organization is still a transaction in which the person might remain for
three to four years, but during that time both parties are valuing the relationship,
developing it, and contributing to the success of the individual and the common ven-
ture. Both parties are acting as if the relationship will continue indefinitely, showing
mutual loyalty - and making contributions to the common enterprise.

Thus, we appear to be in a period where we are seeing both individual self-direction
(or agency, as career specialists sometimes call it) and organizational career initiatives
being practiced. As organizational career systems and practices have changed, new
norms of individual responsibility for defining and managing careers have compelled
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people to be more actively engaged in constructing their careers throughout their
working lives (Mirvis and Hall 1996). These changes represent a call for greater
individual agency with respect to one’s work career in the context of shifting career
structures.

Careers have always been, by their nature, a product of the interactions between
individual goals and actions and organizational systems and structures (Barley 1989).
Yet, the changing landscape of careers in American corporations has caused several
contradictions inherent to careers in organizations to become increasingly problematic.
For example, the downsizing, delayering, and restructuring of the 1980s and 1990s
were in contradiction with the existing practice of long-term employment security
(Benson 1983, as cited in Ford and Ford 1994). The opposing principles of employ-
ment security and human capital flexibility created conflicts between individual
career expectations and behaviors and organizational career values and practices. As
organizations attempted to reconcile these opposing principles within their systems
and practices, many abandoned the traditional employment relationships and
organizational career systems for market-based, free agency, and employability
approaches. Yet, a decade of experience has revealed that neither the view of individual
careerists as unrestrained free agents nor the view of organizational career systems
and structures as deterministic is complete or practical.

A number of individual-societal dilemmas emerge when increased individual
career action occurs in a context of changing organizational career structures and
systems. In the next section, we apply a dialectical lens to contemporary careers to
identify several significant dilemmas resulting from the often competing principles
and interests underlying individual and organizational career actions.

A Dialectical Perspective on Contemporary Careers

A dialectical perspective on contemporary careers focuses on the opposing princi-
ples, or internal contradictions, inherent in self-directed careers in organizations.
Careers are constructed through the dialectical interplay between the individual and
the social system (Hughes 1937; Schein 1978). The dialectical nature of careers has
long been recognized by careers scholars (for a review, see Barley, 1989), as has been
the danger of valuing one perspective over the other. As Van Maanen (1977, 8) has
observed,

To seriously study careers requires a profound respect for the dialectic quality of human
experience. Man is both the creator and the determined. An excessive commitment to
either a position emphasizing an ordered world of constraint, manipulation, and con-
formity, or a position accentuating man’s capacity for growth, vision, and originality,
would be a mistake.

Taking a dialectical perspective on careers focuses directly on the internal contra-
dictions created by individually defined careers played out in organizational contexts.
When faced with potentially incompatible practices, such as self-directed careers and
organizational career ladders, people often gravitate to one principle or the other. At
one extreme are individuals who act as self-interested free agents with little concern
for the organization. At the other extreme are employees who mechanically follow the
structured career paths in organizations without consideration for their own capabilities
and interests.
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Without thoughtful, planned intervention, counterproductive behavioral patterns
can develop. On the one hand, the experience of discomfort or ineffectiveness with a
particular principle may lead people to simply try harder to make that approach work
for them, effectively locking them into an extreme and ineffective position. For instance,
Baker and Aldrich (1996) observed mid-career employees showing increased loyalty to
their employers as the firms restructured, downsized, and eliminated promises of
employment security. Instead of adapting their career expectations and behaviors to the
changing environment, these employees coped by attempting to regain control by
clinging to familiar behaviors that were no longer as effective as they once were.

On the other hand, ineffectiveness and frustration with a principle may push people
toward the opposite extreme in search of increased effectiveness. An individual who
is unable to construct a personally meaningful, authentic career in an organizational
setting characterized by rigid job ladders and career norms may adopt a free-agent
perspective and either detach from the organization in order to pursue career possi-
bilities elsewhere or pursue self-interested actions while remaining with the organi-
zation—potentially at the expense of organizational goals or effectiveness.

Over time, individuals and organizations may simply vacillate between the two
poles. In the end, none of these solutions is particularly satisfying or effective.
Ultimately, it is only through the reconciliation, or synthesis, of the opposing princi-
ples, that escape from the perpetual conflict and ineffectiveness associated with
operating at either extreme becomes possible. Meaningful and rewarding careers for
individuals and productive and competitive organizations will only come from
creating synthesis of conflicting principles. But synthesis is not easy. Even when indi-
viduals and organizations are able to recognize and frame the dilemmas, they still
must overcome the deep ambivalence inherent in these dilemmas that keeps people
locked into the extremes. The challenge for people constructing careers and organi-
zations managing careers is to adopt new career practices that represent a skillful
synthesis of the seemingly contradictory principles of self-directed and organizationally
structured careers.

In the next section, we identify several dilemmas that individuals face as they
construct their careers and discuss how skillful synthesis of the seemingly contradic-
tory principles at play in those dilemmas might be achieved, using examples from
organizations to illustrate what synthesis looks like in practice.

Bringing Careers Back in: Reconciling 
Dilemmas in Contemporary Careers

As we have said, just as when Work in America was published, there now seems to be
a growing sense of the importance of people (also known as “talent,” “human
resources,” “human capital,” and “employees”) in business today. The effectiveness of
a firm’s people management practices determines its capacity to achieve and sustain
a competitive advantage. The popular current buzzword that is often used to describe
competitiveness is “execution,” and what really enables a firm to execute strategy
effectively is the way it deploys and develops its people.

What is effective people management? It is creating clear and compelling links
between an organization’s purpose and strategy, its core capabilities and values, and
employees’ capabilities, talents, and aspirations. It’s about discovering, developing,
and deploying talent in organizations. In other words, it is about managing careers in
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organizations. Unfortunately, many companies have gotten out of the business of
managing their employees’ careers. The push for human capital flexibility and the
subsequent emphasis on personal responsibility for careers created ambiguity and
ambivalence in many companies about the role they should play in shaping employ-
ees’ careers. Yet, the combination of unbridled individual agency and nebulous orga-
nizational career practices is unlikely to generate productive and competitive
organizations or meaningful and rewarding careers for individuals.

For this reason, we believe that companies need to bring careers back into the
organization. This does not mean that organizations can or should resume responsi-
bility for providing long-term, stable careers. Instead, organizations need to establish
career practices that facilitate individual growth and development while enabling
organizational flexibility and change. To create careers in American corporations that
are both meaningful and rewarding for individuals and productive for organizations,
companies need to get back into the career management game. In order to facilitate
career self-direction that supports organizational goals and values, companies must
first appreciate the challenges individuals face in managing their careers. We believe
that by understanding the nature of the dilemmas individuals face and dealing
directly with them, organizations can engage in career practices that help individuals
better cope with their career management challenges and transcend the conflict
created by the underlying dilemmas.

We identify three fundamental dilemmas that individuals are presented with as
they construct their careers. Constructing a career is a process of organizing and
giving meaning to work roles and experiences (Van Maanen 1977). Far from being a
choice that people make once at the start of their work lives, constructing a career is
an ongoing process throughout the course of a person’s life (Hall 2002). Hall and
Mirvis (1996) have proposed a model of the contemporary career as a lifelong series of
short (3–5-year) learning cycles. Every learning cycle involves three core developmental
tasks, each of which presents individuals with a fundamental dilemma between indi-
vidual needs and interests and societal needs and interests. Table 8.1 lists the three
core developmental tasks individuals confront during their careers and the dialectical
dilemmas associated with each career task: (1) finding a purpose (self-definition vs.
social-determination), (2) finding a place (authenticity vs. loyalty), and (3) finding a
path (agency vs. structure). Figure 8.1 illustrates the three dialectical dilemmas—with
individual choice and freedom at one extreme, and social structural constraints at the
opposing extreme.

Individuals repeatedly face these fundamental dilemmas as they cycle through
these core tasks in the process of constructing their careers. These are by no
means the only dilemmas individuals face when constructing and directing their
careers, but these are issues that almost all individuals encounter. In the rest of this
section, we describe each dilemma, identify the challenge those dilemmas present for
organizations involved in career development (see table 8.2), and suggest general rec-
ommendations for organizational practices that could assist individuals’ efforts to
reconcile these dilemmas. We also present examples of actual company practices that,
in different ways, achieve skillful synthesis of the competing principles at play in the
dilemmas. The company examples are drawn largely from Karaevli and Hall’s (2002)
survey of 13 leading organizations including BP, Dell Computer, Eli Lilly, Motorola,
Southwest Airlines, and the U.S. Army.
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Table 8.1 Developmental Tasks and Dialectical Dilemmas in Contemporary Careers

Dialectical Dilemmas

Core Individuals’ Individual vs. Societal Organizational
Developmental career actions that 
Tasks for actions enable
Individuals synthesis

Finding a Exploring new Self-Definition vs. Social- Valuing Careers:
Purpose possibilities Determination

and Construct
meanings personally Adopt Organization

relevant career organizationally adopts a
goals and defined career career mindset
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Figure 8.1 Dialectical Dilemmas in Contemporary Careers



Finding a Purpose: Self-Definition versus Social-Determination

With each new career learning cycle, individuals go through a process of “finding a
purpose” in their careers. The dilemma here is related to the tension between giving
meaning to one’s career by looking to external sources, such as organizationally
defined career goals and values, and looking inward to personal goals and meaning.
Organizational pathways and the cultural meanings of careers define the frame of ref-
erence within which individuals construct their careers, but individuals make choices
about their careers based upon their personal goals and motivations. Through their
choices, people may adopt socially defined career models and meanings, or they may
depart from existing models and construct more self-defined careers.

Socially defined careers were quite powerful during the second half of the twentieth
century. Traditional employment relationships in post–World War II industrial
America were characterized by long-term, stable relationships between employers and
employees, in which employees advanced along job ladders, gaining status with senior-
ity and trading loyalty for security, while they built their careers within the firm. Along
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Table 8.2 Career Management Dilemmas Related to Core Career Tasks

Core Tasks in Career-Learning Cycles
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with the assumption of a continued relationship, employers offered individual rewards
designed to increase employee commitment to the organization, especially opportuni-
ties for advancement within the firm’s internal labor markets (Tolbert 1996). In organi-
zational careers characterized by stable and secure employment within an organization,
title and status, regular promotions, steadily rising salary, and tenure are the primary
indicators of career success. At the same time, affiliation with an organization provides
strong subjective meanings in the form of work and personal identity. Weick and
Berliner (1989, 321) have described it thusly:“In a traditional organization, the external
career is defined by positions in the organizational structure, and movement through
this structure is often adopted by people as their subjective career.”

In recent years, the declining influence of traditional employment relationships
and organizational careers has reduced the capacity of socially defined career models
to organize people’s careers (Barley 1989). As a consequence, individuals have greater
latitude in organizing and giving meaning to their careers. As approaches to organizing
employment increasingly favored flexibility over stability and security, and as career
opportunities and expectations were altered, individuals began to devise new career
forms and even redefine the notion of “career” to encompass new, personally mean-
ingful alternatives. People constructing individualized careers lend meaning to their
work experiences through self-defined interpretive schemes rooted in cultural ide-
ologies of individualism, personal fulfillment, and the pursuit of passion (Craig
2002). For example, many managers and executives now define their career success in
terms of personal achievements and accomplishments, rather than organizational
advancement (Hall 2002; Kanter 1989).

People pursuing personal meaning are essentially constructing their lives and
selves through their career choices (Ezzy 1997). Hall (1976; 2002) has argued for
some time that individual goals and psychological success were becoming increasingly
important for guiding career choices and defining career success. The self-directed
careerist is something of a consumer of work experiences, a stance rather distinct
from that of the old “organization man” as a producer of work (Berger 1972; Langer
1996). Rose (1989, 103) has compellingly described the self-defining approach to
finding a purpose in one’s career:

The worker is portrayed neither as an economic actor, rationally pursuing financial
advantage, nor as a social creature seeking satisfaction of needs for solidarity and secu-
rity. The worker is an individual in search of meaning, responsibility, as sense of per-
sonal achievement, a maximized “quality of life,” and hence of work. Thus the individual
is not to be emancipated from work, perceived merely as a task or a means to an end, but
to be fulfilled in work, now construed as an activity through which we produce, discover,
and experience our selves.

Meaningful and productive careers in organizations will occur at the nexus of self-
defined individual careers and organizational career structures and systems. The first
step that organizations can take to bring careers back in, then, is to link employees’
personal career purpose to the organization’s purpose and mission.

Organizational Challenge: Prioritizing People
To maximize the meaningfulness and effectiveness of individual careers, organizations
must help—not hinder—employees’ efforts to reconcile the self-definition versus
social-determination dilemma. The organizational career management challenge
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related to this dilemma thus becomes strategically linking the organization’s purpose
with employees’ aspirations and capabilities. Doing this requires that organizations
view their employees’ aspirations, talents, and capabilities as a potential source of
competitive advantage. Organizations must adopt a career-centered mindset in
which (a) the company recognizes the importance of career development to the
employee, and (b) employees’ capabilities, talents, and aspirations are seen as strategi-
cally critical for defining and achieving organizational goals.

Organizations with a career mindset do not view people as human “capital” or
“resources” that are means to an end. These companies believe that investing in
people is the best way to maximize organizational capabilities. Pfeffer (1998) has
made a compelling argument that putting employees first has been strategically
advantageous to organizations competing in a wide range of industries and sectors.
Bartlett and Ghoshal (2002, 37) have gone so far as to argue that organizations are
competing for investments of people’s “talent and dreams,” not for mere “human
resources.”

The basic requirement is a meaningful organizational purpose or vision, accom-
panied by clear and compelling organizational capabilities and values. The company’s
leaders and the organization’s culture must embrace and encourage a career mindset
throughout the organization. The career mindset sets the stage for the creation of a
people strategy and people management capabilities that are the mechanisms that
link the development of employees’ talents and the realization of employees’ aspira-
tions to the accomplishment of organization’s purpose and goals. The implementa-
tion of this approach is best understood by examining two exemplars of linking
careers to strategy and performance: Southwest Airlines and Johnsonville Foods.

Southwest Airlines
Southwest Airlines is well known for its founder and long-time CEO, Herb Kelleher,
as well as for its low-cost, high-involvement culture. Although Southwest has been the
target of many other low-cost airlines (such as Jet Blue), it remains to be seen whether
these companies are able to match Southwest in its ability to attract, train, and moti-
vate employees in a way that truly aligns talent and business strategy. In particular,
Southwest is a strong example of what Karaevli and Hall (2002) found to be a key
element of best practices in current succession planning processes: a focus on
developing large pools of talent, rather than on a small group of crown princesses and
princes—also called “hi-pos.” The downside of focusing on hi-pos is that the tal-
ents of the remaining 98 percent of the workforce remain underdeveloped and
underutilized.

In Southwest’s view, every employee has potential. Southwest’s philosophy is that
the customer does not necessarily come first. The employee comes first. The idea here
is that if management focuses on managing and developing the employee well, the
employee will feel well cared for and motivated. And, in turn, the employee will be
willing and able to take care of the customer. So their philosophy is that the best way
to take care of the customer is by taking care of employees, who provide the service to
the customer.

As a result of this philosophy, Southwest’s strategy in recruiting and selection is to
“hire for attitudes; train for skills.” They reason that it is much harder to develop a
positive, cheerful, customer-oriented attitude than it is to train people how to do the
tasks of a flight attendant or a ticket agent. Southwest is regularly near the top of
various “best companies to work for” lists.
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Johnsonville Foods
Employee capabilities are the core source of competitive advantage at Johnsonville
Foods (Stayer 1990). Johnsonville was a small sausage company that in the late 1980s
was doing fairly well financially, but one that was not well positioned to compete
effectively in the coming consolidation of the food industry, according to the CEO,
Ralph Stayer. They were of an awkward size—too big to be a custom, gourmet
producer, and too small to match the efficiencies of the major firms. As Stayer (1990, 2)
put it,

In addition to our big national competitors, we had a host of local and regional producers
small enough to provide superior service to customers who were virtually their neighbors.
We were too big to have the small-town advantage and too small to have advantages of
national scale. Our business was more vulnerable than it looked.

As Stayer worked toward growing the company, employees were feeling stretched
to do more work and to work longer hours, which resulted in alienation and demoti-
vation, that showed up in decreased quality. As he analyzed the situation, Stayer
realized that he was the problem. By exercising tight control at the top, he was depriv-
ing employees of the opportunity to take responsibility for making decisions and
solving problems. And this lack of employee involvement was putting limits on the
growth of the firms.

So Stayer started by making simple changes to get the employees more involved,
such as having plant workers take responsibility for quality testing. Before that, his
top management had done the testing. Then he started organizing the workforce into
teams, which took responsibility for hiring and training their own people. Then they
introduced a team performance evaluation system. And in this way, success bred
more success, as employees developed more sense of ownership and more capabili-
ties. A professor from a local college was brought in to train employees in using the
tools of quality control, for example. Employees reported that they no longer felt that
they had to “check their brains at the door” when they reported in for work.

Johnsonville has been described by the Society for Organizational Learning as a
strong example of a learning organization. The story of their success starts with the
realization by Ralph Stayer - that he would have to learn a new style of leadership,
changing from “command and control” to one of commitment. As he learned and
developed new leadership capabilities, he created new structures and processes that
required employees to learn to perform in new ways. Through this training and
learning, the employees developed feelings of psychological success and intrinsic
rewards (Honold 1991). And these positive attitudes led to greater involvement
and more learning. So, although the attitudes were important, the causes of the
company’s growth and business success were the new skills and capabilities of the
employees.

By valuing and prioritizing people, both Southwest and Johnsonville Foods facili-
tate individuals’ efforts to find a purpose in their careers. They do this not by pre-
senting people with readymade careers or by abdicating all responsibility for careers,
but by adopting processes and practices that enable individuals to reconcile the self-
definition versus social-determination dilemma. Specifically, they enable people to
pursue personally meaningful activities in organizationally relevant ways. Both com-
panies reap significant benefits from their employees’ sense of purpose and engagement
in their work.
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Finding a Place: Authenticity versus Loyalty

A second core task that individuals confront with each new career learning cycle is
finding a fit between their strengths, interests, and values and the requirements and
characteristics of the opportunities and roles they take on. The dilemma associated
with “finding a place” is around the degree to which individual careers are defined by
organizational needs and interests versus their own strengths and interests. There is a
constant tension between being true to oneself by developing and deploying one’s
authentic talents and interests and being loyal to the organization’s needs.

In the past, organizational needs were almost always prioritized. Traditional orga-
nizational career systems based on job ladders, internal mobility opportunities, and
long-term employment security were designed to link individual career goals to
organizational goals and systems in order to secure employee commitment to the
organization (Tolbert 1996). Little consideration was given to other individual needs
and interests. Employees were expected to adopt the organization’s goals and values
as their own, or, at a minimum, to put their authentic strengths and interests to work
for the organization by somehow fitting them into the existing opportunity structure.

More recently, as the pendulum has swung toward individual career self-direction,
individuals have assumed responsibility for seeking out opportunities to develop
their unique strengths and capabilities and for finding career opportunities that fit
their personal values and interests. The assumption behind this logic was that both
individuals and organizations would be better off with more of a market-mediated
matching process. However, the reality is that people have learned how to manage
their own careers much better than organizations have learned how to support
employees’ learning or career process. Much of the information that companies make
available to employees, such as career progression information on company Web
sites, is aimed at recruits and new employees. And databases such as job boards,
although helpful for job placement and intracompany transfers, are not especially
useful in helping the employee become clearer on her or his longer-term career
interests and plans. Organizations need to do a better job of connecting HR planning
systems to individual career planning and learning processes. With such tighter inte-
gration, the company would be better able to keep up with employees who are cycling
faster as they seek to continually discover and develop new strengths and interests.

Organizational Challenge: Prioritizing Learning
The career management challenge around this career task is to find the synthesis
between personal authenticity and loyalty to the organization. Companies can help
accomplish this by prioritizing learning and development. The temptation for organiza-
tions has been to abdicate responsibility for discovering and developing employee capa-
bilities under the assumption that individuals have taken over that task. In the 1990s,
more than a few organizations were eager to embrace a more market-based career model
because it would minimize risk to the organization from investing in individual devel-
opment and careers. Without an assumption of long-term relationships between the
individual and the organization, employers saw little need to concern themselves with
systems and processes for facilitating employee development and helping employees
craft career paths that were a good fit for their ambitions and talents.

But even the most self-directed careerists, focused on discovering and developing
their authentic strengths to ensure their ongoing employability and career coher-
ence, still need structured developmental experiences and learning opportunities in
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order to accomplish their career goals. Unfortunately, organizations that took
themselves out of the career development game narrowed their focus to the more
immediate concerns of employee performance. This shortsighted shift in priorities
can hamper organizational learning and effectiveness as it interferes with individual
learning.

Learning and personal development are experiential and relational and cannot
effectively be accomplished by a lone self-directed individual. In fact, 70–80 percent
of career development occurs on the job (Hall 2002; McCall 1998), meaning that one
of the highest-leverage forms of development is the strategic use of job assignments
as a form of talent management. Karaevli (2003) has shown that a major factor in the
success of a senior executive, and, in fact, of a company, is the extent of variety in that
person’s earlier career history. Being exposed to a wide range of corporate functions,
industry sectors, and types of roles (such as start-up, turn-around) requires the
person to stretch and expand his or her capabilities and thus develop a variety of skills
and competencies. And Karaevli and Hall (2004) have argued that for this reason,
career variety produces a higher level of adaptability in the individual.

Some of the organizations that are well known for their use of job assignments for
development are IBM, Pepsico, Altria, Boeing, and GE. Boeing1 is taking this form of
talent management one step further by conducting longitudinal research on the
effects of different assignments, the types of learning they engender, and the resulting
outcomes for the individual and the company. According to Dr. Paul Yost, manager of
Leadership Research, Boeing’s research has replicated major findings from early
research from the Center for Creative Leadership (CCL) on the lessons of experience
(McCall, Lombardo, and Morrison 1989). At Boeing they identified similar types of
assignments and similar lessons (Yost and Plunkett 2002). But in this research, since
it is longitudinal (the CCL work was cross-sectional), it is possible to see the long-
term effects of different patterns of assignments. This project, called the Waypoint
Project, has also produced planning guides that show what types of learning are
produced by different types of assignments. These tools, then, can be used to assist in
making assignment decisions that will lead to career development, as well as good
performance.

Organizations that prioritize learning, as evidenced by a motivating, dynamic
learning-based culture and a strong development focus throughout the organization,
can help employees to find a synthesis between their authenticity and loyalty. The
task for organizations lies in creating processes that facilitate employee growth and
development in ways that contribute to organizational performance as well.
Organizations must embrace, encourage, and accommodate individual’s strengths,
capabilities, and interests, while ensuring that individual learning and development
also contribute to the organization’s strategic objectives. Similar arguments have been
made by Kimberly, Bouchikhi, and Craig (2001) in their call for a “customized work-
place” and Rousseau (2001) in her proposed “idiosyncratic deal.” It is critical for
organizations to get back into the career management game, but the future is in
developing a motivating, dynamic context for learning, development, and career
growth rather than rigid career structures.

Organizations can help employees begin to reconcile the authenticity versus
loyalty dilemma by creating processes that enable individuals to develop their careers
to the mutual benefit of the organization and the individual. Two companies that
have created effective processes for cultivating career capabilities are Staples, Inc., and
Millennium Pharmaceuticals.
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Staples, Inc.
Staples is a strong example of a company where talent development is seen as a key ele-
ment in the strategy for business growth. Staples has created a very entrepreneurial
career management process in which job assignments and developmental relationships
are key mechanisms for talent development (Hill 1998). The company selects people for
their “eagerness to learn and stretch themselves” and then moves employees around the
company frequently to keep them focused on learning, on becoming comfortable
taking risks, and on being accountable for the outcomes (Hill 1998, 3).

The case of Jeanne Lewis offers an excellent example of Staples’ capacity for sup-
porting and encouraging individual career development in ways that also benefit the
organization (see Hill 1998). Lewis first started with Staples in 1991 as a summer
marketing intern. After completing her MBA, she took on a wide range of jobs and
assignments, first outside and then within Staples. Through a series of vertical and
lateral career moves, Lewis accumulated knowledge about herself and the organiza-
tion, while developing valuable skills and capabilities through “stretch” experiences.
Each of the roles she took on not only provided crucial developmental experiences
but also presented her with valuable opportunities to invest in relationships through-
out the organization. Her effectiveness in each of these roles established and added to
her professional credibility. The learning from the various experiences and relation-
ships fueled her career success in the organization. In 1999, Lewis was appointed
president of Staples.com.

Millennium Pharmaceuticals2

An organization with a strong learning culture and a quite different approach to devel-
oping employee capabilities is Millennium Pharmaceuticals. Millennium is a young
(11 years), small firm based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, with 1500 employees in
research, development, commercial, and corporate operations. According to Carol
Yamartino, senior director of Learning and Development, the company’s vision is to
transcend the limits of medicine. Their slogan is “Breakthrough science. Breakthrough
medicine.” The mission is to create a leading biopharmaceutical company.

To execute this ambitious strategy, the company has a leadership development
mission to improve organizational and leadership effectiveness and to build work-
force capabilities to substantially improve performance. Millennium’s approach to
development is very focused on employee learning. The core principles for building
their workforce capabilities are (1) using measurement to improve, (2) learning by
doing, and (3) learning by teaching.

One of their main methods of promoting this employee learning and development is
a process of facilitated peer coaching groups. These are small peer groups or intact teams
of three to five people. All participating groups are volunteers or sponsor-driven, and
there are no direct reporting relationships within a group. All members make a commit-
ment to participate over a six-month period. In a group session, each person comes pre-
pared with a project or issue that he or she would like assistance with. The group spends
time listening to each person’s issue, engages in inquiry to fully understand the issue, and
then offers suggestions, support, or whatever specific form of assistance the person
needs. In this way, the peers are acting as consultants or coaches. Then, when they are fin-
ished discussing that person’s issue, another person presents his or her issue for assis-
tance. Members take action between meetings, and at the next meeting they report back
what progress they have made and what additional assistance they might need.

This peer coaching process, while still new, has gone through three phases or
generations of groups. What Millennium has learned so far in this process is that
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some of the key enablers of success are a high level of trust, ongoing commitment,
good training and facilitation, strong managerial support and sponsorship, high
potential participants, and scheduling meetings based on group need rather than at
set intervals. The process does not work so well when participants fail to see value and
do not commit, when they are too pressed by other work commitments, and when
there is a lack of sponsorship.

According to one participant, Dr. Ping Li, director of Protein Sciences, the process
is one that gives busy people a chance to slow down and reflect on what they are doing,
to focus more clearly on an important project or task, to learn new ways of framing
problems and to get new insights and suggestions. Thus, if careers are becoming a
series of short learning cycles, rather than one lifelong cycle (Hall 2002), Millennium
is in the forefront of finding new ways to promote this short-cycle learning.

By prioritizing learning, both Staples and Millennium Pharmaceuticals facilitate
individual efforts to find a place in which their commitment to developing their
authentic strengths, interests, and values is integral to the success of the organization.
They do this by cultivating a motivating, dynamic, learning-based culture and
practicing continuous learning and development throughout the organization. By
prioritizing learning and investing in employees’ development, companies such as
Staples and Millennium ensure an engaged, productive, and loyal workforce.

Finding a Path: Agency versus Structure

The third core career task involves constructing a career path by organizing and find-
ing meaning in a series of career experiences over time. The dialectical dilemma at
play in “finding a path” is the degree to which agency, an individual’s self-directed
career action, or structure, institutionalized career paths and practices, should play a
more significant role in shaping careers. People’s career paths are always structured by
organizational policies and practices, and they are also shaped by people’s expecta-
tions, aspirations, and decisions (Buchmann 1989). As individuals make choices
about their careers, they may simply follow established paths (that is, have a career
path determined by structure) or they may depart from the existing models to con-
struct more individualized paths (that is, a path determined more by agency) (Giele
1998; Barley and Tolbert 1997).

The breakdown in traditional institutions that historically provided structure for
careers has now created the opportunity for increased agency in the career construc-
tion process (Kohli 1986). Changes in employment structures, including the elimina-
tion of long-term employment security and stability and the introduction of more
flexible and market-driven employment arrangements, have altered the organization
of work and employment (Cappelli 1999; Cappelli et al. 1997). At the same time,
changing family structures, characterized by delayed and reduced marriage and
childbearing, weakening boundaries between education and work, and the declining
importance of retirement as an institutionalized life stage, are altering how people
think about how work fits into their whole lives and how they allocate work and other
activities over the life course (Favennec-Hery 1996; Gardyn 2000; Goldscheider and
DaVanzo 1985; Hareven 1994; Riley 1988).

Meanwhile, the increasingly prevalent cultural ideology of individualism places
responsibility on people for organizing and giving meaning to their own work expe-
riences, with unclear and often competing models for how to put it all together
(Giddens 1991). In essence, the contemporary context amounts to a “weak situation”
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for organizing careers, increasing the potential for and impact of individual preferences
and choices (Weick 1996). The dilemma individuals face is in reconciling the need to
exercise personal agency and work with existing career structures.

For individuals, there are clear advantages to following highly structured paths
and relying on organizational career structures and systems in defining their career
path. Organizational career structures provide stability, security, and predictability,
while reducing ambiguity and uncertainty by providing people with readymade,
accessible pathways and meanings for a wide range of possible careers. Thirty years
ago, these benefits were unquestioned. Now, stable career structures are no longer so
prevalent; they are, however, still evident to some degree. Where there are organiza-
tional or occupational structures to organize and give meaning to career experiences,
career action is far less problematic than when structures are incomplete, inadequate,
or ambiguous. For this reason, the pull to rely on structured paths is powerful.

On the other hand, career agency brings new benefits to individuals—the potential
for greater freedom, autonomy, and self-direction. The highly structured organizational
careers constrain individual careers in a variety of ways. The appeal of self-directed
careers is considerable. Of course, with opportunities for increased self-directed
action and career freedom come increased stress, uncertainty, and risk. Research has
shown that having to choose from many possibilities can actually reduce people’s
effectiveness and satisfaction in their lives (Schwartz, 2004). Iyengar and Lepper’s
(1999–2000) research on choice and self-determination has shown that people feel
overwhelmed and overloaded by too many options. At the extreme, people are effec-
tively paralyzed by many possibilities and become less likely to take action (also see
Schwartz 2000).

Organizational Challenge: Prioritize Employability
The career management challenge around this dilemma is how to support individual
career self-management in a way that benefits individuals and organizations. Operating
at either extreme—unbridled individual agency or overly deterministic organiza-
tional career structures and systems—is ultimately disadvantageous for both employ-
ees and employers. Offering little in the way of career structures or systems and
requiring considerable individual agency might minimize the risk to an organization
from investing in individual development and careers when employees may not stay
with the firm long enough for the company to recoup their investment. However, not
investing in employees virtually guarantees that they will look elsewhere for the
career development and experiences they want and need to remain marketable (Hall,
Zhu, and Yan 2001).

Moreover, while limited structure will bring to the fore desirable characteristics
such as autonomy and initiative in some employees, many employees will struggle
considerably with too little structure and security. Extensive employment structures
limit organizational flexibility and individual adaptability. For individuals, continu-
ous learning and adaptability are the keys to continued employment with a firm
as well as to future employment opportunities (Hall 1976; 2002), and adaptable
employees enable organizational flexibility. So, organizational processes that develop
employees’ adaptability will also develop valuable organizational capabilities.

The strategic course of action must come from the skillful synthesis of the two
poles. The career management challenge for companies is to create enabling processes
rather than constraining structures. Employees of the future will not benefit from
rigid bureaucratic job ladders. Rather, they will benefit from developing an acute
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understanding of their personal strengths, interests, values, and career aspirations
and having access to the resources and supports that will enable them to leverage
their capabilities in ways that contribute to their career goals and develop new knowl-
edge, skills, and competencies, all the while contributing through these actions to the
organization’s goals.

We would argue, then, that one answer to the structure-agency dilemma is for the
company to support the development of employability for the individual. Developing
employability entails helping the employee increase self-awareness, adaptability, and
social capital (Fugate, Kinicki, and Ashforth 2004). This includes supporting
processes related to identifying and matching employees with job assignments that
provide developmental experiences that will be most critical. Other supporting processes
include performance management activities such as feedback and coaching and other
relational supports, such as mentoring and developmental networks. In contrast,
annual performance appraisals are more of a constraining structure.

Career practices and resources that enable employees to increase their self-awareness
or develop new skills are also examples of effective supporting processes. One example
of such a process is the one in place at AT&T for seasoned employees who have
reached a plateau in their careers and are exploring for new challenges. AT&T is
attempting to retain these employees through a program called Resource Link. This is
an in-house “temp” service that lets employees make themselves available to other
departments so that they may “sell” their skills for short-term assignments. Other
companies use electronic job boards to match people with jobs, but the unique fea-
ture of the process at AT&T is its focus on plateaued employees and on short-term
assignments.

In conducting our research for this chapter, we were impressed with the range of
career development programs that are available in American companies today. It is
also impressive how much information on these programs can be found on the
Web. These are obviously intended for recruiting purposes, but they do reflect an
attempt at making the process of career development and career movement more
transparent than it had been in the past (see, e.g., Johnson & Johnson’s Information
Management Development Program (IMLDP) and other programs described at
http://www.jnj.com/careers/imldp.html).

The U.S. Army: Career-Long Self-Assessment
Although one might think of a military organization as being so highly structured
and institutionalized as to provide little room for individual self-direction, quite the
opposite is true. As part of its transformation process, the Army now has incorporated
two of what Hall (2002) has called “metacompetencies” that enable individuals to be
self-learners: self-awareness and adaptability. Adaptability has always been provided
through various ongoing training activities and combat training centers. Self-assessment,
however, is a relatively new activity. Under the new Individual Assessment and
Development Program, at key points in the Army officer’s career, he or she now uses
various self-assessment tools (such as MBTI, Strategic Leadership Development
Inventory, a 360-degree feedback tool) to become clearer about values, interests,
strengths, and approaches to learning. Assessments are taken at five different points
in an officer’s career, starting with the Basic Officer Leadership Course and culminating
in a senior officers’ course, and they contribute to an Individual Learning Plan, jointly
developed by the individual and a faculty advisor. This plan is designed to help the
person stay focused on his or her career goals, sort through a wide range of structural
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opportunities, and make an informed commitment. According to Col. James Oman,
chairman of the Department of Command, Leadership and Management,
and Col. Charles Allen, director of Leader Development, both at the U.S. Army
War College (2005), all of the data from these assessments and learning plans
become part of the person’s Leader Development Portfolio, which is a secure digital,
self-initiated electronic summary of his or her career and professional identity
statement.

As a result of the increased self-awareness resulting from these self-assessment
tools, the individual becomes clearer on the path that she or he wants to pursue, as
well as which paths would fit his or her capabilities the best. The result is a better
person-organization fit. Thus, we see a resolution of the agency-structure dilemma:
The structure of the Army organization, its opportunity structure, and the greater
clarity of self-structure that results from this self-assessment work provide levers that
the individual can use to better pursue his or her most preferred path.

Semco SA
A more extreme example of encouraging career self-direction by reducing constrain-
ing structures is Semco SA, a $160 million Brazilian company that is involved in a
range of businesses. When legendary CEO Ricardo Semler took over the business
from his father, he dismantled managerial structure to create a sense of ownership
among employees and to encourage their active participation in the business. There
are no career paths, no career structures at all. As Semler explains, “It’s as free market
as we can make it. People bring their talents and we rely on their self-interest to use
the company to develop themselves in any way they see fit” (Caulkin 2003).
Employees are seen as entrepreneurs, and they are encouraged to seek opportunities
to contribute to the business in ways that leverage their strengths and engage their
interests. This degree of customized career development is possible because of the
creative, performance-oriented culture and the lack of structures and systems of
control that tend to inhibit productive relationships.

The U.S. Army and Semco SA are both leaders in supporting individual efforts to
find career paths. They do this by facilitating protean career construction in ways that
develop organizational capabilities and flexibility, one through processes supporting
the development of self-awareness and the other through processes encouraging
agency and adaptability. These processes enable individuals to reconcile the agency
versus structure dilemma because they encourage employees to be self-directed and
pursue opportunities that enhance their employability while contributing to larger
organizational goals. In the new career landscape, organizations do not need to
promise long-term relationships to reap benefits from investment in individual
careers. Research has shown that opportunities for career development strengthen
the employees’ commitment and intentions to stay with their organizations, even
more than guarantees of job security can (Craig, Kimberly, and Bouchikhi 2002).

Conclusions

To summarize a major theme of this chapter, it appears to us that the organizational
career development pendulum is swinging back in the direction that it was moving
when Work in America was originally published. That is, American companies are
waking up to the fact that it is necessary to value, invest in, and support employees’
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careers even though people are unlikely to spend their entire careers in any one
organization. They are beginning to focus on what the company can do to help
employees attend to and develop their careers because they are coming to understand
that doing so will increase the organization’s effectiveness.

The challenge that a company has in the contemporary business environment is to
know exactly how it should work on career development in a systematic way. The
1970s-style long-term career development program remains where it was—in the
1970s. It will not resurface in the 2000s. The new organizational career development
initiative will be much more streamlined, much more focused on specific strategic
initiatives, and much shorter-cycled. The returns for both parties, employer and
employee, will have to be realized continuously, rather than reaped only in the long
term. An initiative aimed at employee learning and development will have to build
individual capabilities and yield clear results on today’s projects and job assignments;
no one will wait for development to show up ten years later in a higher-level job.

In this chapter we stress the fact that the employee development and career devel-
opment processes are happening in much shorter cycles than those that existed in the
1970s. We still see the basic career stages of exploration, trial, establishment, mastery,
and disengagement (Super 1957; Hall 1976), however; we see these stages as embedded
in a continuous person-organization alignment process. Hence, instead of progress-
ing through each of these stages only once over the career span, we see people cycling
through them repeatedly during their careers. We see the career construction process
as confronting and reconciling a set of core developmental tasks. Each individual
must repeatedly find a purpose for his or her career activities, find a place in which to
realize his or her personal potential, and find a path to new growth and opportuni-
ties. To illustrate the strategic centrality of these processes in organizations and to
suggest how organizations can support individual efforts to complete these career
tasks, we have discussed several examples of current organizational career development
activity.

As we reflect on these current career activities, it appears to us that the process
of doing a good job on career management involves coming to terms with several
paradoxes, both for the organization and for the individual. These paradoxes include
self-direction versus social-determination, authenticity versus loyalty, and agency
versus structure. Grappling with these paradoxes is what drives learning and devel-
opment, for both the individual and the organization. The metacompetencies of self-
awareness and adaptability, again at both levels, are keys to success.

As a result of these new short-cycle career development processes, we expect to see
a return to a new form of career contract between the employee and the organization.
A cartoon that ran in the Wall Street Journal a few years ago wittily captured the
essence of this new contract. It showed a picture of a conversation among a few cor-
porate executives with the caption, “True, you can’t buy loyalty. However, you cer-
tainly can lease it.” The new career contract is not based on loyalty for its own sake or
on job security that comes with length of service. Rather, it is based on loyalty that is
built upon performance and mutual contributions, not upon seniority. That is, it is
not a pure relational contract (Rousseau 1995), nor is it a purely transactional con-
tract. Rather, it is a relational-transactional contract, in which both parties desire to
have the relationship last for a long period of time, so that each side’s investments in
the relationship can yield good returns.

Yet, at the same time, each side understands that there are no long-term commit-
ments or guarantees. Both parties know that employees will remain as long as they are
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learning and growing and being fairly treated and that the employer will continue in
the relationship as long as the employee delivers good performance and has an ability
to learn and adapt. With this short-cycle, performance- and learning-based loyalty,
the organizational career contract is alive and well. And among the players in the
employee career development process, employers are getting back into the game.
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9

The Shifting Risk for the 
American Worker 

in the Contemporary 
Employment Contract

Denise M. Rousseau

Since Work in America (O’Toole et al. 1973) was originally published, there has been
a radical change in the relationship employers have with their highly skilled employ-

ees, workers such as scientists in R&D firms, software designers in IT companies, and
consultants in professional service partnerships who contribute to the firm through
their distinctive competencies, knowledge, and skills. The change is even evident in the
approach taken by the U.S. government to the recent invasion of Iraq. This first
American war of the twenty-first century has been fought by an army heavily populated
by civilian reservists and part-time National Guard members—the result of massive
downsizing in the military during the 1990s (Davey 2004; McGinnis 2005).

The erstwhile civilians now deployed are a striking contrast with the full-time
military personnel who populated America’s twentieth century wars. In Iraq,
America’s soldiers have been supported by outsourcing, with contract laborers from
private companies responsible for duties such as policing and security, logistics, and
food service formerly performed by military personnel (Eckhom 2005). Perhaps not
unexpectedly, the citizen soldiers in Iraq have sometimes acted in ways they acquired
in their civilian jobs—where innovation in accomplishing the mission is commonly
rewarded. One soldier’s story is a good example.

Reservist Major Cathy Kaus, who had served both in Iraq and in the Gulf War, was
convicted in 2004 of theft and related charges for taking abandoned U.S. Army vehi-
cles. An employee of the bicycle manufacturer Huffy Corporation of Dayton, Ohio,
Major Kaus was found guilty of taking two tractors and the stripped parts of a truck,
equipment used by Kaus’s unit to carry out its mission in Iraq—supplying fuel to
everything from helicopters to tanks. Seventy-two hours before the Iraq invasion,
Kaus’s company arrived in Kuwait, where they unloaded 60 trucks and tankers, each
capable of transporting 5,000 gallons of fuel. The company was provided with no
vehicles or other means to transport tools, no protective gear, weapons, or other sup-
plies important to the unit’s safety and mission. So members of her unit cannibalized
abandoned vehicles to get the necessary equipment, acts that Major Kaus failed to



communicate to or seek permission for from her superiors. She was one of six Ohio
reservists from her unit court-martialed for their actions.

The court-martial occurred at a time when American troops were still complain-
ing that they had to scrounge for equipment. “What we did, we did at that time
because we thought we needed to do that,” Kaus said, adding that she would “do it all
over again” if put in the same circumstances (this and other quotes are from the
Dayton Daily News, Kaus’s hometown newspaper). Cathy Kaus’s company “routinely
operated over the most dangerous stretch of road in the Sunni Triangle,” an Army
evaluation concluded, yet performed the “lion’s share” of fuel hauling and “never
missed a mission.” For this, prior to her prosecution, Kaus had been awarded the
Bronze Star for “exceptionally meritorious service” and “initiative and courage”
during “the time of hostilities in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom.” Reflecting
from prison, Kaus was proud that her company had traveled 1.8 million miles and
hauled 33 million gallons of fuel. Ten members were awarded Bronze Stars, four
received Purple Hearts, “and everyone walked back,” she said.

In this contemporary event we can observe the two signal features of new
American employment relationships: First, highly capable workers are faced with
challenging and heretofore unheard of performance demands; and second, risk has
migrated from the employer organization and its senior executives to lower level
managers and other workers who must then manage risk under conditions in which
organizational support is inconsistent or absent. Although these features have
become pervasive, they are not yet fully institutionalized. Gaps and inconsistencies
remain in how companies, workers, and society respond to the demanding and risky
new features of employment. Thus, the same incident warranted a combat medal and
a court-martial!

Building on such contemporary experiences, this chapter highlights features of
new employment relationships and their impact on life in America, both on the
job and in society at large. By focusing on new employment relationships, this chap-
ter addresses one major segment of the American workforce, the labor market’s
first tier (St. Paul 1997), those professional or knowledge-oriented workers (many
of whom are managers), especially those in firms competing globally, whose condi-
tions of employment have changed drastically in response to ever-evolving business
strategies. The firms employing them increasingly depend on these highly capable
people to provide competitive advantage (Coff and Rousseau 2000; Rousseau and
Shperling 2003).

There are, of course, other segments to the American labor force. This chapter’s
focus excludes members of the labor force’s traditional second tier, the less-skilled
and the working poor who are often immigrants or occupants of lower social eco-
nomic ranks, for whom the more transactional employment pattern remains sub-
stantively unchanged (St. Paul 2003).

Since the original Work in America was written, it is first-tier workers, the “permanent
employees” of yesteryear, who show the greatest change—specifically the
professional, skilled, or semiskilled employees who formerly benefited from stable
employment in large corporations and industrial firms. (Second-tier workers seldom
enjoy stable employment, unless protected by unions or government statutes, condi-
tions largely irrelevant on the American scene.) The essence of this change is the shift
of risk, formerly shouldered by employers, to core employees, who once were
buffered from market volatility by labor contracts and long-standing norms regarding
seniority (Lazear 1981).
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This chapter is divided into three sections:

1. The allocation of risks from American employers to American workers from
Boston to Baghdad in the form of changing performance demands, reduced
odds of long-term employment, more variable pay, and erosion of benefits;

2. The consequences and the coping strategies these risks generate, including ques-
tions of worker mobility and creation of work alternatives, the emergence of
the working family as a central unit in employment relations, escalating
bargaining by individual workers, and an emerging new form of psychological
contract; and

3. The unresolved dilemmas this shift in risks creates, threatening sustained worker
well-being, employer competitiveness, and societal stability.

The New Allocation of Risks from Employer to Worker

Risk allocation is a central element in the relationship between worker and employer,
an allocation that has changed substantially since the original 1973 Work in America,
but most particularly during the period since 1990 (e.g., Farber 1997). In common
usage, the word “risk” refers to the likelihood of some event seen to be undesirable.
Yet in its broadest sense, risk refers to the volatility in a situation where alternative
outcomes are possible, positive as well as negative, each with measurable probability
(Yates 1992, 4–5). Two fundamental changes have occurred with respect to risk in
American employment: First, its absolute level has escalated for both firms and work-
ers in response to global competition and declining U.S. dominance in world mar-
kets; and second, employers have passed more of the risk they once shouldered to
workers with respect to the returns to be gained from employment.

Historically, employers absorbed more risk than did workers and thus could pay
them less in exchange for a guaranteed wage (Knight 1921). In the industrial firms of
the twentieth century and in places such as the government’s civil service where their
practices were emulated, seniority benefits motivated workers to accept wages lower
than their current economic contributions in anticipation of both security and
higher wages in the future (Rousseau and Shperling 2003, 563, an argument consis-
tent with Lazear 1981). Contemporary workers have fewer guaranteed conditions of
employment and greater exposure to market volatility, making them increasingly
conscious of risk (e.g., Leana and Feldman 1992; Herriot, Hirsch, and Reilly 1998).
The new risk allocation takes the form of lower job security, more variable wages, and
escalating job performance demands.

Today, considerable variability exists across employers in terms of pay, benefits,
and other employment practices to a degree that employment statistics suggest is
unprecedented (Mishel et al. 2005). These differences arise from alternative ways in
which companies have responded to their own changing business environments. But
despite the company differences, a broad trend is evident in the employment condi-
tions of professional and knowledge workers. The features of the trend are apparent
in the ways risk is allocated to workers, affecting the performance demanded of them
on the job, their personal finances, their on-the-job conduct, their non-work life
demands, and their futures.
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Changing Performance Demands

Contemporary American employers demand more from their employees than the
employers in the past. More, newer, better, and faster characterize many of the
deliverables employees are pressured to provide (e.g., George, Works, and Watson-
Hemphill 2005). Balanced scorecard approaches tie multiple and simultaneously
assessed employee performance indicators to business results (e.g., Yeung and Berman
1997). Longer hours (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2004), shorter deadlines (Sethi, King,
and Quick 2004), and many more explicitly demanded performance contributions
(e.g., Marscke 2002) have become the norm. Labor productivity has grown substan-
tially compared with earlier eras from the early 1990s until today (Hansen 2001; Bureau
of Labor Statistics 2004). Hansen found evidence of a structural break in labor produc-
tivity growth between 1992 and 1996, meaning that substantively different forces from
those that operated previously are driving the growth in productivity to a new phase of
escalation. In effect, a confluence of forces has created a tipping point (Gladwell 2002),
resulting in unheard of levels of labor productivity on a mass scale.

Although as yet there is no clear consensus as to the factors behind this accelerated
labor productivity, a variety of forces are likely contributors, including the role of
information technology informatting work and improving its coordination, enabling
worker efforts to yield greater economic payoffs for their employer. This productivity
growth represents an increase in the value workers add to the firms that employ them
(Pfeffer 1994).

The critical contributions that workers make are evident in the demands for serv-
ice quality and innovation (George et al. 2005; Peters 1999), requirements that cannot
be imposed upon a machine or an assembly line. First-tier employees exert consider-
able control over their performance because their efforts are neither highly standard-
ized nor easily monitored. Unlike assembly-line work, for example, knowledge work
allows employees to control their own work processes and output. This control
extends from shaping the information and analyses used to solve a design problem to
the quality of the relationships built with customers and clients. Very often higher-
level managers do not know how to accomplish such tasks, and may provide little in
the way of active support or assistance, trusting their capable workers to figure out for
themselves how to get the job done (Miles and Creed 1995).

Insofar as our opening story about reservists in Iraq is concerned, it is clear in
hindsight that Kaus should have reported the cannibalization of military equipment
up the chain of command. But the “prevailing attitude was that if it gets me into the
fight, and allows me to stay in the fight, then in the bigger picture it is OK,” her bat-
talion commander explained (Dayton Daily News 2004). This “results focus” is evi-
dent in contemporary American work of skilled independent contractors (Meyerson,
Weick, and Kramer 1996; Barley 2004) and high-involvement team members
(MacDuffie 1995), and also among outsourced workers (Shir and Li 2005), where
management specifies what needs to be accomplished and workers determine how.

Worker contributions are expanded via the demands that employees in highly
competitive firms face to deliver on many objectives simultaneously. These typically
take the forms of efficiency, cost-effectiveness, product or service quality, customer
satisfaction, and growth in market share. The values expressed in corporate mission
statements have become heuristics to help employees keep in mind their charge to fill
multiple, concurrent performance demands. The broader mix of goals competitive
firms pursue necessitates more complex forms of performance management.
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For example, Bain, a global management consulting firm, advertises its dedication
to “making companies more valuable.” Each year it surveys how firms make use of
20 popular management tools. In 2005, these tools included Total Quality
Management (TQM), business process reengineering, balanced scorecard, and mis-
sion statements along with management of change, loyalty, and knowledge. It is
worth noting that the executives who responded to Bain’s survey indicate lower satis-
faction with their efforts regarding the latter three management practices than with
tools of an economic nature, such as activity-based accounting, or with those tools
that are more familiar and well-established, such as TQM. Tools directed toward
managing the complex performance demands made of the first-tier workforce are the
ones employers find most difficult to use (Bain and Company, http://www.bain.com/
management_tools/tools_overview.asp?groupCode�2).

One crosscutting feature of contemporary management tools is their focus on
metrics. Metrics are specific indicators, typically of a quantitative nature, that can be
used to monitor performance and evaluate individual, team, and organizational
success. Since many of these metrics are of a financial nature, we see evidence of
increasing business literacy among workers, who are today more likely to be able to
read their organization’s balance sheets, understand its status in the stock market,
and comprehend its drivers of cost and competitiveness (Ferrante and Rousseau
2001; Nadler 1998). What is measurable and gets measured becomes what employ-
ees and their managers pay attention to, while what goes unmeasured tends to be
ignored.

This measurement focus gives rise to the need for better analysis of the factors
underlying organizational performance in the first place, so that the factors that
truly matter to performance can actually be managed (Goodman 2001). Unless the
linkages to important organizational outcomes are well-understood, the employer
risks demanding contributions from workers that ultimately interfere with the orga-
nization’s success, as seen in the case of firms that demand short-term revenue
growth where long-term investment in customer-supplier relations would be more
effective.

First-tier workers also have experienced a change in their exercise of authority. As
professionals and knowledge-workers in dynamic and demanding environments,
first-tier workers exercise more of their own authority, relying less on supervisors for
direction or permission (Fisher 1993, 2003)—as the incident with Kaus’s unit exem-
plifies. Informal mechanisms such as worker initiative and peer pressure influence
how workers serve customers, manage work-family conflict, and otherwise conduct
themselves in performing their jobs.

This extrahierarchical authority is the result of employee expertise and compe-
tence as well as the informal influence trusted employees exert. It also reflects the
need for the individual worker to reconcile how best to pursue multiple goals on the
spot, without time to seek out management to resolve the matter. This complexity of
work may contribute in part to the trend toward greater employer trust in workers
(Miles and Creed 1995). In the day-to-day work world, these informal, sideways, and
upward manifestations of authority help flesh out the otherwise incomplete employ-
ment arrangement. As a result, hierarchical, top-down authority tends to be reserved
for resolving those disputes not settled through nonhierarchical means (Simon
1997). In place of hierarchical authority are the metrics, goals, and performance
targets broadly applied across the firm—the very management tools that can be
tough to apply in practice.
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Reduced Odds of Long-Term Employment

The notion of a “permanent employee” is a thing of the past. Long-term employment
with the same firm is less and less the norm for American workers. Farber (1997)
investigated changes in the incidence of long-term employment in the United States
using data spanning from 1979 to 1996. After controlling for demographic character-
istics, the fraction of workers reporting more than 10 years of service fell sharply
between 1993 and 1996, to the lowest level since 1979. Layoffs targeting senior
workers did not account for this trend. The greatest decrease in job tenure occurred
in two occupations: managers and professional/technical workers. It is important to
note that reduced job tenure occurred not only in financially troubled firms, but in
successful ones, too. Hence, a recent advertisement placed by the Communication
Workers of America denounced the job loss of 3000 Verizon employees following a
year of $4 billion in profits (“Verizon’s profits shouldn’t be our loss,” http://www.cwa-
union.org/news, 2005).

Reduced organizational tenure is both a cause and effect of the declining value of
seniority for American workers. There is little reason to keep faith in the broad value
of seniority across workers and firms in the United States in an era where it brings
fewer financial rewards. Further, because of hostile takeovers and acquisitions,
employees are at much greater risk than commonly assumed in economic theory
(e.g., Zardkhooi and Paetzgold 2004) because a new employer is less likely to honor
commitments made by a previous management team (Shleifer and Summers 1988,
250). Changes in the employer itself, including turnover among managers, can
undermine an existing deal’s sustainability. In consequence, first-tier employees mak-
ing substantial contributions to their employers, without expectation of seniority
benefits, often expect instead some portion of that wealth premium typically reserved
in the past for entrepreneurs and financial investors.

In contrast to the decline of property rights associated with seniority, American
law provides greater protection for investors who hold equity stakes in firms (Ritter
and Taylor 2000). Claiming a share of their employer’s profits and stock provides
workers a way to balance risk and reward between themselves and the firm’s investors,
entrepreneurs, and managers (Rousseau and Shperling 2003, 2004)—and gives them
a reason to remain committed to the firm.

From Fixed to Variable Pay

As first-tier employees experience less income growth due to erosion of seniority, the
fixed component of their pay, such as wages or salary, has remained relatively stag-
nant. In the 1990s, wages grew rapidly in the United States, but in the early years of
the twenty-first century labor market slack has had a negative impact on wages and
income for all workers (Mishel, Bernstein, and Allegretto 2005). Proportionately
more worker compensation takes the form of pay that is contingent upon either indi-
vidual performance (bonus) or firm performance (profit-sharing) (Rynes and
Gephart 2000). Because contingent pay ties compensation to results, workers can win
big rewards when they or their employers are successful; this induces them to share in
the negative consequences that follow poor performance. It is important to note that
while first-tier workers potentially can score big wins (or losses), other workers tend
only to lose because their pay is fixed and has remained flat.
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What real income growth there has been recently has been tied to contingent pay.
In the capital sector, “since the first quarter of 2001, virtually all (98.5 percent) of the
real income growth in the corporate sector has accrued to capital income (profits,
interest, and dividend payments), an important factor in the rising participation of
workers as investors in capital markets, in particular with ownership stakes in the
firms that employ them” (Mishel et al. 2005). Equity stakes that workers purchase or
are granted in the firms that employ them constitute an increasingly important portion
of their compensation.

It is also true that investors and managers have become more willing to share the
firm’s equity and profits with workers (Pierce and Furo 1990). Employee stock
ownership plans in the United States grew from 1,600 in 1975 to 11,400 in 1998
(National Center for Employee Ownership 2000). The percentage of large firms
granting stock options to at least half of their employees increased from 17 percent in
1993 to 39 percent in 1999 (ACA News 1999). Broad-based ownership is associated
with high firm performance (Blasi, Kruse, and Bernstein 2003) and also reinforces a
sense of equity and fairness in firms where workers are interdependent, and thus their
performance depends on shared goals and common understandings to achieve effective
coordination.

This trend aligns with the concept of an ownership culture, where workers, man-
agers, and financial investors have common interests. Investors may also obtain
greater benefits from shares in those firms where workers themselves participate
more directly in the benefits of ownership (e.g., Shperling, Rousseau, and Ferrante
2002). As we will see below, however, greater ownership shares can be a mixed bless-
ing for workers, particularly when their pensions are involved.

Profit-sharing aligns worker interests with those of financial investors. Thus,
profit-sharing is positively related to employee contributions to the firm (e.g., Brown,
Fakhfakh, Sessions 1999), a finding consistent with instrumental theories of work
motivation (e.g., Vroom 1964). Moreover, holding equity stakes in a firm in which
one also shares in the profits can have a synergistic impact, enhancing the value
derived from one’s employment in and attachment to the organization as a whole. To
this end, introducing profit-sharing has been found to have a more positive effect
where workers already hold equity shares, but it is less effective when workers do not
have equity (Brown et al. 1999).

Fringe Benefits: From Benefits Coverage to Co-Pay or You Pay

The quality of pension and healthcare benefits has eroded considerably since the
original Work in America. Two drivers of this erosion have been cost-containment
and the differential treatment an employer gives its workers based on how critical
they are to the firm’s strategy. The essential purpose of fringe benefits has been to
make jobs valuable to workers (who might otherwise quit to take a job elsewhere) by
providing them with resources that contribute to their security both in the present
and over the course of their lifetime. American workers place particular value on
healthcare and pension benefits since neither of these are effectively provided by the
government, in contrast to the governments of other industrialized countries such as
France, Germany, Canada, or Scandinavia.

Fringe benefits are broadly awarded to workers independent of their or the firm’s
performance and have the advantage of reinforcing a sense of common interests
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across workers within a firm (Rousseau and Ho 2001). Indeed, so valued are fringe
benefits as an entitlement that the families of 9/11 victims who were employed at
Marsh and McLellan were livid upon learning that their deceased loved ones’
employer had offered them (only) a three-year health coverage plan (Barstow and
Henriques 2001). In a shift generating a similar response, oil services giant
Halliburton reduced its pensions to some workers, despite large profits, by taking
advantage of a legal loophole involved in its acquisition of the workers’ former
employer (Walsh 2004). Insofar as Americans depend on employers for healthcare
and retirement benefits, corporate actions with regard to benefits such as these are
likely to receive considerable scrutiny.

The erosion of pension quality has been observed since the 1980s, with the great-
est decline being among high wage earners (Mischel et al. 2005, 140). As I write this
in June 2005, United Airlines has just defaulted on its pension obligations to its work-
force to the tune of $9.8 billion (McFeatters 2005). Such defaults are increasingly
common, as American steel workers too can attest (Opdyke and Greene 2005).

Another aspect of the erosion of pension benefits among first-tier workers is the
shift to defined contributions as opposed to defined benefits, which means that worker
retirement income depends on his or her success in investing those contributions, with
the risks borne by the employee rather than the employer (Mishel et al. 2005, 141). In
an aptly titled Time article, “Don’t Bet It All on Your Employer,” the plunge of Enron
stocks exemplified the risk employees take in having too much of their savings or
pension invested where they work (Epperson 2001). In the private sector American
workforce, pension coverage in the early years of the twenty-first century was at
45.5 percent, 5.1 percent lower than the coverage in 1979 (Mishel et al. 2005, 7). With
less than half the workforce covered by employer-provided pensions, workers seek
alternative provisions for their retirement. Thus, half of all Americans now participate
in the stock market, one means of offsetting the limited support retirees receive from
the government-maintained Social Security system (Nadler 1998).

Healthcare benefits have declined, too. In the private sector American workforce,
employer-provided healthcare coverage is at 56.4 percent, 12.6 percent lower than the
coverage in 1979 (Mishel et al. 2005, 138). Even where coverage exists, first-tier workers
have picked up more of their own healthcare costs in the form of insurance premi-
ums cost-sharing and co-pays for service. Between 20 and 30 percent of the top
40 percent of wage earners receive no healthcare benefits at all from their employers
(Mishel et al. 2005, 138). Of course, the circumstances are far worse for the bottom
40 percent, of whom 50 to 75 percent receive no healthcare benefits, making them
more dependent on public funds such as Medicaid. Shifts in healthcare coverage
reflect attempts to contain healthcare costs, and in unionized environments these
changes at times have been voluntarily agreed to as part of a broader effort to enhance
firm competitiveness (e.g., Cutcher-Gershenfeld 2003).

Employees also hesitate even to use some of the benefits officially provided for
them. Vacation is a traditional fringe benefit, yet American workers are often reluc-
tant to take all their allotted vacation time. Reasons for taking less time off include
both fear that they will be judged negatively if they are away too long and anxiety over
the amount of work they would face upon their return (Kaminsky 2004; Rousseau
2005). Similar experiences are reported regarding family leave benefits, especially for
males, who tend to be reluctant to use them (e.g., Shellenbarger 2002).

Reluctance to make use of benefits granting time off depends upon informal
norms that affect the behavior of organizational members, such as pressure to minimize
time away from the job and the anticipated negative impact on one’s success in
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competing for promotion and raises—a state of affairs referred to as the “rat race
redux” (Landers, Rebitzer, and Taylor 1996). Insofar as this reluctance is related to
changing performance demands, diminished access to time off can have substantially
adverse effects on an employee’s life outside of work, the well-being of his/her family
members, and the ability of the larger society to meet employee needs such as mental
health and family services.

How Do Employees Understand the New Risk?

The migration of risk to workers raises two questions: Do first-tier workers under-
stand the new risk? And how do they interpret it? Surprisingly little attention has
been given to what workers actually understand about the changes in their employ-
ment relations, with all of the implications for their careers and financial futures.
Similarly, we know little regarding how employees have responded to their greater
vulnerability to market forces and the escalating responsibility for managing their
careers, healthcare costs, and pension benefits. But there are some hints.

One emerging concept relevant to employee awareness and understanding of risk
is business literacy, the extent to which workers understand financial information rel-
evant to their employers and how this affects their own personal finances (Ferrante
and Rousseau 2001). Employers such as Eastman Chemical have made business liter-
acy an important component in promoting more effective employee participation in
decision making (Rousseau and Arthur 1999). The spillover effects of such efforts
include having workers who identify more with their own financial portfolios, while
they do recognize a link between employer business outcomes and their own future
financial well-being (Nadler 1998). Some firms choose to engage in open-book man-
agement, sharing business information with their employees to develop their indi-
vidual capabilities for understanding the information and making decisions
accordingly (Case 1997; Ferrante and Rousseau 2001; Stack and Burlingham 2003).

Wherever they work, the understandings employees have of risk are likely to be
closely tied to the autonomy they exercise with regard to business-related decisions in
their workplace, the financial information provided and the metrics their employers
share, and the level of personal and formal education they have with respect to eco-
nomics and finance. Even educated professionals may lack the financial expertise to
manage pension portfolios effectively. The 2003 landmark $1.4 billion dollar settle-
ment with investment banks for providing misleading research to investors set aside
$85 million dollars for investor education efforts. There is, however, dispute over how
this money should be spent (Solomon 2005).

Moreover, while open-book management is promoted in many employee-owned
firms, access to information regarding the financial health of one’s employer is often
limited to senior management in most other American firms (e.g., Shperling,
Rousseau, and Ferrante 2002). Consequently, many workers are poorly prepared to
understand, let alone manage, the new risks. Those who do often have accepted the
notion that their careers are “boundaryless,” incorporating relationships with differ-
ing kinds of work and firms over time (Rousseau and Arthur 1999).

Implications

By migrating risks to employees, employers have expanded their own menu of
choices in managing relations with employees. In particular, they can combine various
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arrangements to create new relationships with workers. The shift to variable pay
provides workers an incentive when used in conjunction with escalating performance
demands.

Combining benefit cuts with eroded seniority value motivates workers to look out
for themselves. But by allocating these risks to workers, employers have departed
from the broad array of resources they once guaranteed first-tier workers. In conse-
quence, successful performance need not translate into sustained employment or
steady financial rewards—at least not with the same employer. Instead, workers need
to offset a risky future by managing more of their own careers, work life, and financial
security.

Employees face greater uncertainty regarding their current conditions of employ-
ment, including the financial rewards and safeguards they can expect from it. As indi-
viduals, these workers are often ill-prepared to manage the risks they face or their
consequences. So we must now look at the consequences of the shift in risk from
employers to workers.

Consequences

The practice of migrating risks from employers to first-tier workers is linked to
increased disparity in wages among those with comparable education, experience, and
positions. This rising within-group inequality is a fact largely ignored by contempo-
rary scholars and public policy specialists (Mishel et al. 2005, 149). Interpretations for
the disparity include suggestions that employers pay premiums for skills not captured
by conventional human capital surveys and that these are simply changing wage
norms. Firms using different human resource strategies such as buying talent, as
opposed to developing it, also may account for some of the disparity.

There are, however, other factors that apply. For one, individual workers can bring
about some of these differences themselves—for example, by accumulating human
capital at varying rates due both to intra-firm opportunities and individual differ-
ences. Fast learners have the most career success, though fastest promotees also exit
more often (Baker, Gibbs, and Homstrom 1994, 916). In contemporary firms, such
high performing first-tier workers can have considerable bargaining power.
Employee efforts to manage the new risks they face have led to greater mobility for
many first-tier workers, greater interdependence in the employment arrangements
that partners in working families make, and greater reliance on worker initiative to
support the family, create career opportunity, and future security. The confluence of
these coping strategies culminates in novel forms of employment relations that both
worker and employer must learn to navigate.

Mobility and Availability of Work Alternatives

Mobility is the extent to which workers have quality alternatives to remaining with
their current employer. Mobile workers can decide when, how, and for whom to be
productive while their less-mobile counterparts have limited choice. Mobility is itself
a bargaining chit, in that a worker cannot make credible demands of an employer if
he or she can be easily laid off, replaced, or forced into retirement. Alternative oppor-
tunities can mean not only a job offer elsewhere, but also going it alone as an inde-
pendent contractor, or founding a firm of one’s own. In a survey of high-technology
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employers in Pittsburgh, the vast majority indicated that at least some of their
employees were capable of successfully founding their own businesses (Shperling,
Rousseau, and Ferrante 2003).

Recent labor statistics indicated that contractors and the self-employed
represented 7.3 percent of the female labor force and 10.6 percent of the male, while
69.1 percent of women and 77.1 percent of men are full-time employees. Regardless
of gender, the self-employed and contractors had greater hourly wages than regular
full-time workers (Mishel et al. 2005, 260). Growth of these employment alternatives
has even sparked a whole new terminology, with labels such as permalancer, hired
gun, guru, lone worker, and 1099er (Pink 2001). (Form 1099 is the the tax form
received by self-employed American workers.) Mobile workers are preeminent self-
managers and relate to their employers in ways radically different from the company
men of the past (Arthur and Rousseau 1996; Sampson 1995). With alternatives to
choose from, mobile workers benefit from distinctive competencies and supportive
family circumstances that can ease the transition to another employer.

The “Working Family”

How workers experience their employer’s demands for higher performance or cuts in
benefits needs to be calibrated in relation to impact on family. In the United States,
the family unit often is as much party to new employment relationships as are indi-
vidual workers, because the joint actions of two wage earners impact individual
mobility, the family’s current income and benefits, and its financial future. Failure to
consider the family as a unit in employment confounds our understanding of the
consequences of risk migration.

For example, it has been disputed whether workers work longer hours today than
in years past. Between 1975 and 2002, average weekly hours show little upward move-
ment. At their peak in 2000, average hours were only 3.1 percent above the 1975 level
(Mishel et al. 2005). As Mishel and colleagues point out, however, that average is mis-
leading because of the rise in the number of women in the workforce and their ten-
dency to work part-time. Going by another index, the average hours worked by all
family members, we see an 11 percent increase since 1975.

Flatter wages and declining benefits across all sectors of the American workforce
often necessitate that both partners work. The middle-class family in particular
manifests greater dependence on dual earners. Married couples with children in the
middle-income range worked 500 hours more per year in 2000 than in 1979 (Mishel
et al. 2005, 40). For married couples, wives’ income has an equalizing effect, reducing
the inequality across wage levels mentioned earlier (Mischel et al. 2004, 104).
Healthcare coverage has declined twice as much among men as among women—
down 15.7 percent versus 7.1 percent (Mishel et al. 2005, 137). One interpretation of
this is that more women may be working in the kinds of jobs that provide the family
healthcare while husbands pursue a larger income as an entrepreneur or independent
contractor.

In the context of the working family, mobility may be constrained by the interde-
pendence of each partner on the employment arrangements of the other. This
pattern parallels the employment relationship synergy observed among middle-class
Chinese workers, where one partner holds a state-owned enterprise job for the
education, health, and housing benefits it offers while the other brings in the higher
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wages a multinational firm pays. Moreover, it suggests that an important unit of
analysis for interpreting the impact of the migrating risk in employment is the family.
It must also be noted that many families are single-parent households for whom the
adverse consequences of risk migration are more difficult to offset.

Working parents are especially challenged by the demands knowledge workers and
professionals face for ever-availability—that is, to respond immediately to the service
demands of the firm, its clients, and customers. Family stresses extend to reservists
fighting in Iraq, many of whom were unexpectedly called up from civilian life despite
thinking that their time in the reserve had ended (Davey 2004). Cathy Kaus herself
was a single parent with a son in college when she was called up to serve in Iraq.
Working mothers find themselves making a difficult decision, figuring out the right
way to answer the question, “Mommy, why do you have to work?” (Shellenbarger
2005). For working parents, even in the middle class, the choice is not whether to
work, but how to manage the consequences for their families.

Fewer Corporate Commitments Mean Individual 
Workers must Bargain for Themselves

With the stripping away of many traditional employment benefits they enjoyed as a
group, first-tier workers more actively manage their own individual relationships with
employers. One way to do so is by bargaining for preferred employment conditions
that their employers would not otherwise provide. These individual negotiations,
known as idiosyncratic deals, or “i-deals” for short (Rousseau 2005; Rousseau, Ho, and
Greenberg 2006), occur when the combination of first-tier worker mobility and the
value their employers place on them positions these employees to demand signifi-
cantly greater compensation or perquisites than their less-advantaged coworkers
receive. Strong overlaps in pay across levels within the same company (Shaw, Gupta,
and Delery 2002) is evidence of an individual component in pay determination where
the worker’s mobility, market value, and bargaining behavior influence how much the
company pays (Rousseau 2005). First-tier workers also bargain for flexibility to reduce
the negative impact their high demands jobs have on families (Hochschild 1997).

Knowledge workers and others with scarce and highly valued skills who realize their
power can bargain in ways not possible for those who see themselves as having less
power. The notion of individual workers having power was to a great extent unimag-
inable at the turn of the twentieth century in the industrialized nations, with failed
strikes characterizing the primary industries of the day, such as coal and steel (Guillen
1994). The dominant industries of the twenty-first century have a different balance of
power. Insofar as their employer gains competitive advantage through its workforce,
individual workers are more likely to assert their preferences and be accommodated by
employers when they possess valued resources and can control how their resources are
used, by either varying their levels of contribution or threatening to quit. Valued
resources include worker skills, knowledge, and relationships (with coworkers, cus-
tomers, or suppliers) that increase productivity (Coff and Rousseau 2000).

Negotiation strategies that workers use often leverage the i-deal’s value for the
employer, too, as a reward for a high performer or as a crucial source of innovation
and adaptation to workforce and technology changes. Thus, a change to teleworking
might be advantageous to both worker and employer (Rousseau 2005). But unjust
and self-serving arrangements such as favoritism have clear negative consequences
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for the firm and are not even intended to benefit it directly, as in the case in which
the nephew of a senior executive is automatically given fewer job demands and more
flexible hours—in effect, lowering the quality of one worker’s contributions to the
firm (Rousseau 2004).

I-deals can aid both workers and employers by providing an effective means of
attracting, motivating, or retaining the services of a valued contributor. The increas-
ing use of I-deals highlights the changing nature of traditional paradigms for these
necessary practices. I-deals represent an outgrowth of employer responses to market
pressures and to workers’ heightened expectations of having a say in what their
experiences on the job ought to be like (Freeman and Rogers 1997). Together, these
forces promote greater customization in aspects of employment, particularly for
those workers whose performance or mobility gives them clout.

An implication of individual bargaining is that workers in the same firm can differ in
the resources they garner from employment, from pay to advancement opportunities.
Thus, i-deals provide one more explanation for the growth of wage inequality among
workers with comparable education, experience, and positions (Mishel et al. 2005),
where some are better able to capitalize upon their human capital than others. The idio-
syncratic arrangements that in effect reward high performers are one reason why in a
firm workers who have been stars for a long time are less likely to leave than are workers
newly designated as stars (e.g., Groysberg, Nanda, and Norhia 2004). The long-time stars
know that accumulated idiosyncrasies can be hard to replicate with a new employer.

A New Hybrid Psychological Contract

First-tier American workers increasingly show signs of what have been termed hybrid
psychological contracts (Rousseau and Schalk 2000). [The psychological contract refers
to beliefs each party has regarding a reciprocal agreement between the worker and the
employer (Rousseau 1995).] The modal first-tier psychological contract following World
War II had been a relational one, offering workers job security and internal career oppor-
tunity with little risk exposure (Rousseau and Schalk 2000). Because workers with
relational agreements demand less pay than their nonrelational counterparts, that wealth
premium is effectively given to the firm and its investors (Garud and Shapira 1997).

Since the 1990s, however, hybrid psychological contracts have emerged, combining
the relational factors of career development and mutual concern with terms contin-
gent upon the performance of both worker and firm (Rousseau and Schalk 2000).
Moreover, the meaning of “career development” has shifted from internal to external
as the contract migrated from relational to hybrid, since the worker may ultimately
have more opportunity for advancement by changing employers.

The existence of hybrid psychological contracts is evidence that risk is an accepted
condition of employment, at least for some employees. This is a form of employment
arrangement likely to be closely tied to employee understanding of market forces and
business processes. Employers who create mutual expectations with employees
regarding risk-sharing are characterized by human resource practices that promote
business literacy and widespread business knowledge among their workers so that
they can better support employee participation in a hybrid relationship (Rousseau
and Arthur 1999; Rousseau 2003). They also encourage workers to establish a reputation
for competence in both internal and external social networks as a means of creating
future employability.
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These supports offer workers ways to actively participate in the organization while
managing their own careers. Because of supports, workers have the potential to ben-
efit financially from the firm’s success and still create alternative opportunities for
themselves in the event of its failure. This supportive approach is characteristic of
firms such as GE or McKinsey, where former employees are in effect alumni, whose
time with the company credentials them for employment elsewhere. Thus, workers
share with managers and investors, not only in the returns and the risk, but also in the
controls exerted to manage risk. Hybrid psychological contracts promote positive
attitudes toward risks, making them more acceptable when workers look forward to
managing both their careers and their own financial assets, such as retirement funds
(Rousseau and Arthur 1999).

Sharing ownership and related privileges promotes an array of mutual interests
(Pierce et al. 1991) and increases the likelihood that investors,managers, and workers hold
a common frame of reference (Case 1995). The alignment of worker interests with
those of the firm requires a shared understanding regarding the psychological con-
tract that underlies the employment relationship. That is, mutuality influences how
well workers and employers fulfill each other’s psychological contract. People typi-
cally are motivated to keep their commitments as they understand them (Shanteau
and Harrison 1991; Rousseau 1995). Congruence or mutuality in the psychological
contracts of employee and employer has been found to be positively related to objec-
tive and subjective measures of individual job performance (Dabos and Rousseau
2004). At issue is how congruent are the two parties’ understandings.

Combining several privileges of ownership can enhance employer and worker
agreement regarding the terms of the psychological contract (Rousseau and
Shperling 2003). In high involvement work systems, bundling mutually reinforcing
practices has been found to surpass the impact of involvement alone by increasing
worker competence and motivation to perform the complex behaviors such systems
entail (MacDuffie 1995; Ichniowski, Kochan, Levine, Olson, and Strauss 1996).
Worker rights to stock ownership and/or profit-sharing are, like other human
resource practices, more likely to give rise to coherent, mutually reinforcing messages
and shared understanding when bundled with the support practices of participative
decision making and dissemination of financial information.

A growing segment of the workforce in industrialized countries can be construed
to have interorganizational or “boundaryless” careers (Arthur and Rousseau 1996;
Arthur, Inkson, and Pringle 1999). Such individuals often are self-employed for sig-
nificant periods of time and combine the perspectives of worker and owner through
a market-related view of both employment and firms (Rousseau and Arthur 1999).
Indeed, having an equity share in one’s employer/company may be a required condi-
tion for retaining workers pursuing boundaryless careers. Sharing in the employer’s
equity and profits, where the worker has business information and exercises some
control over how the firm’s assets are used, creates conditions another employer may
find tough to counter.

Implications

Workers need to manage the risks now allocated to them. One way to do that is by
crafting employment relationships that diversify the resources available to working
families. Another is for workers to self-manage both their own careers and their
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financial futures. Doing either is easier where the individual can bargain advanta-
geously for those valued resources no longer automatically provided as a condition of
employment. Effective bargaining necessitates that the worker needs to be in a pow-
erful position, which means having three things: control over the exercise of his or her
labor, possession of market knowledge regarding the value of his or her labor to the
employer, and some skill in negotiating.

The consequences of the shift in risk entail a mix of roles for first-tier workers that
blur the long-established boundaries between the notions of the individual as a worker,
self-manager, and entrepreneur/owner or financial investor. Mobile high performers are
the big winners among first-tier workers when more conditions of employment are left
up to individual bargaining. The average performer receives fewer resources and is less
able to bargain for the opportunity and flexibility that might aid in managing both career
and family concerns. The gaps between the risks workers face and the resources needed
to neutralize, manage, or offset them are the challenges to which we now turn.

Challenges, Gaps, and Dilemmas

Gaps exist between the risks now allocated to workers and how effectively workers,
their families, their employers, and the larger society have responded to them. Just as
in the changed conditions of fighting a war with civilian contractors and reservists,
the infrastructure required to capitalize on these new employment relationships may
require changes not only on the part of workers, but also on the part of the employer,
and possibly society as well. I believe that we are in a time of transition, where the
infrastructure is not in place to effectively both reap the benefits and manage the
downsides of the shift in risks to workers. The challenges we face are apparent in
the following dilemmas.

Do People Take Risks Effectively when Everything is at Risk? 
Safety Nets for Common Needs

American workers at all levels have limited institutional or collective support to aid
them and their families in coping with the new risks. Medical care for workers without
health insurance, for example, is recognized as a societal problem, though effective
policy has not yet emerged (Pear 2005). Uninsured workers risk destitution for them-
selves and their families, should injury or illness strike. American life provides few
safety nets, the collective supports for those needs that people hold in common, from
healthcare and retirement benefits on the economic side to opportunities for retooling
and adjusting when radical shifts occur in labor markets.

Having all one’s financial assets at risk may not be good for either worker or
employer. Bill Gates recognized this in the early years of Microsoft, when he insisted
that the founding members of the firm take some of their assets out of the organization,
so that their decisions about its future would not be compromised by fears of losses.
Typical employees, many in the first tier and the vast majority of those in the second,
have few resources apart from their job. When a worker in a start-up firm accepts stock
options rather than a salary based on his or her market value, a substantial portion of
that worker’s financial future can be tied up in the firm (Shperling and Rousseau 2001).
The same is the case for workers whose pensions are funded by employer stock.
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Although many financial investors can diversify risks, workers/owners whose pri-
mary assets are attached to their jobs cannot. Rajan and Zingales (2003, 232) in their
constructive critique (and defense) of the American economic system argue, “There
is no theoretical reason to entrust responsibility for worker retirement benefits to
firms employing them.” But the downside risks are too great for pensions to depend
upon workers alone. A more effective approach might be for firms to pay an appro-
priate amount into a private or public trust fund. Diversified and portable pensions
are a way forward similar to the TIAA-CREF system that Andrew Carnegie created to
allow teachers to accumulate pensions independent of their employers. On the other
hand, employee owners may provide the patient capital that is often required to pro-
mote company growth (Smith, Pfeffer, and Rousseau 2001). We need research on the
risks and benefits of varying degrees of employee investment in the firms that employ
them to inform both policy and practice.

Do Big Wins always Mean Tremendous Losses? Justice Pays

Justice issues are always important in the workplace, and even more so under condi-
tions of rising wage inequality. Conditions whereby both employer and worker pros-
per by encouraging individual bargaining may depend not only on the kind of thing
bargained for (career opportunity is an individual interest while healthcare benefits
are broadly important) but also on the work being done. Expecting workers to self-
manage where they are highly interdependent with others can lead to backlash, with
resentment of a too-demanding peer or of the inequality in the outcomes enjoyed by
people with whom they must cooperate to get work done.

Pay compression promotes better performance when workers are interdependent,
while pay dispersion yields higher performance when work is independent, and the
pay system as incentive system is formally administered (Shaw, Gupta, and Delery
2002). Employers need to become savvier regarding how to bargain with workers indi-
vidually without jeopardizing the degree of cooperation and trust required among
coworkers. The knowledge required here is how to implement flexibility with fairness.

The contemporary outrage generated by enormous CEO pay increases, with
spillover effects upon other senior managers, is another facet of workplace justice that
challenges the new employment relationship. The divergence of CEO pay from the
average worker’s has increased from 24 times in 1965 for U.S. CEOs in major firms to
300 times by the end of the 2000 recovery, falling to 185 in 2003 (Mishel et al. 2005,
214). Waging a war for talent based on the notion that a single individual makes the
critical difference to a company’s success ignores the strategic value of a firm’s asset
mix of human and intellectual capital. It reduces the overall performance of the firm,
as employees with flattened wages react with a sense of outrage to lavish CEO salaries
(Cowherd and Levine 1992). Basically, justice pays—and it cannot be achieved by
viewing each individual worker (whether rank and file employee or CEO) in isolation
from others in the organization.

What if the Metrics that Employers Use Are Wrong? 
Making Effective Performance Demands

Much of the ultimate benefit employers get from demanding more from workers
depends upon whether the employer is making the right demands. Effective
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performance demands and the metrics that communicate them require the organization
to identify the critical factors underlying organizational performance in the first place
(Goodman 2001). Unless the linkages to important organizational outcomes are well
understood, the efforts of work groups to realize their local objectives can be at odds
with those that produce strategically important organizational outcomes (Goodman
and Rousseau 2004) and the actions their members take as individuals (Langred
2000). In managed healthcare, for example, the common metrics that once monitored
group practices are increasingly applied to individual doctors, and this in consequence
can diminish physician attention to clinical care quality (Terry 2005).

Moreover, when measures are too locally focused, emphasizing only individual or
local group performance, employees can come to identify not with the firm as a
whole, but with their team, resulting in less willingness to cooperate with others out-
side it (Kreiner and Ashforth 2004). For team goals to be effective, they need to shift
attention away from individual productivity to the broader competencies that
enhance the team and its impact on the overall firm (Grote 1999). Unfortunately,
little collective understanding exists regarding how to most effectively manage indi-
vidual, group, and organizational performance simultaneously.

Improving performance even on a single indicator can be difficult. Worker
performance tends to remain fairly consistent under stable conditions (Rambo,
Chomiak, and Price 1983) without substantial interventions to increase it. Moreover,
group incentives can have unexpected effects on individual performance: Workers who
are initially the least productive improve, whereas the most productive workers do not
change. Efforts to improve group level performance often improve only the perform-
ance of the weakest individuals, leading group performance to converge on a standard
level (Hansen 1997). So unless a set of interventions is applied, such as coupling train-
ing with sustained process innovation over time, it may be easier to elicit new kinds of
worker contributions, such as joining an ongoing demand for efficiency with an
additional goal of improved quality, than it is to improve on current performance.

These problems indicate that the practical knowledge that promotes performance
improvement in the face of changing demands is not readily available or consistently
acted upon across firms in the United States. In effect, as in the case of Cathy Kaus’s
unit in Iraq, there is a gap between the support the infrastructure provides and the
demands workers face. Times of transition are often characterized by the need for
lagging parts of an organization or society to “catch-up” with those more accelerated.
It is for this reason that people caught in transitions often shoulder substantial
burdens on their own.

Is Employee Ownership a Pay Scheme or a Culture? 
Not by Financial Incentives Alone

Many firms depend on variable pay to align worker efforts with the broader firm. But
variable pay in itself is not enough to effectively motivate workers when the desired
contributions are complex or dependent upon cooperation among workers. Unless
employees can participate in decisions that affect corporate growth, profits, or other
such goals, variable pay may contribute little to enhanced performance (Pfeffer 2003;
Lawler 2003). The problem is that financial incentives in themselves do not promote
the kind of high individual and group performance and collaboration that business
success often requires. An ownership culture does.
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Shifting risks to workers effectively requires more than appropriate incentive
contracts. According to Garud and Shapira (1997), “dealing with the issue of residual
risks in market transactions goes beyond the domain of a formal contract to the
domain of trust” (p. 248). The building blocks of trust are shared understanding and
convergent expectations among company stakeholders, including workers, managers,
and investors, where risks, returns, and controls are aligned. What is needed is an
ownership culture, where employees are supported to exercise ownership’s privileges
by promoting informed participation, and they are compensated with shareholding
and profit-sharing. Informed participation requires not only the sharing of financial
and business-related information, but also the skills required to use it effectively.
Sharing in ownership’s multiple privileges strengthens agreement through congruent
frames of reference, shared interests, and common information.

An ownership culture provides consistent cues regarding the role of workers as
co-owners through structures and management practices that utilize worker owner-
ship arrangements to best advantage (Pierce and Furo 1990). In the words of Corey
Rosen (2005), president of the National Council on Employee Ownership,

I have come to see ownership . . . as the reward for ownership behaviors, not their cause.
Ownership culture is what structures ownership behaviors by providing the rights and
the responsibilities for people to act that way; actual ownership provides legitimacy and
glue to maintain these programs . . . A “sense of ownership,” beloved by organizational
consultants, doesn’t cut it—it’s like giving people a sense of lunch. Enticing, but ulti-
mately unsatisfying.

Implications

The shift in risks demands that first-tier workers become managers of themselves,
their money, and their careers—and turn into owners and investors, too. In doing so
it offers opportunities for choices that workers seldom enjoyed previously. This is a
blessing and a burden. Some choices as a means of self-expression and autonomy are
advantageous, but having too many decisions to make can be overwhelming, creating
a reluctance to make choices for fear of adverse outcomes (Iyengar and Lepper 2000).
For workers who are less successful in navigating the new risks, we need arrange-
ments that aid the development of their resilience and protect them against the
extreme downsides of risks.

Responsibility for these arrangements is societal, organizational, and personal.
While individual bargaining is empowering and a source of rewards to high contrib-
utors, the kinds of collective interests people have in the present and future well-being
of families may be better handled by common or pooled arrangements. In recent
years, national efforts to providing an infrastructure to support more effective worker
strategies for coping with risks have bogged down in disputes regarding the proper
role of government in American society. Nonetheless, recognition of the need for
governmental support is increasingly shared across ideologically distinct communi-
ties, from the healthcare industry to unions, and from liberals to conservatives
(e.g., Pear 2005). As workers, firms, and society adjust to the migration of risks, new
competencies need to be developed across all levels to gain the benefits and manage
the losses this shift in risks brings.
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Conclusion

This chapter maps the shift in risk from employers to first-tier workers, its conse-
quences, and the resulting dilemmas for workers, firms, and society. While both
employers and workers face increased uncertainty, no one faces more potential
distress from this uncertainty than workers who are not in the first-tier. Although risk
brings potential benefits to mobile, high performing, first-tier workers, it brings
largely losses to the less-advantaged second tier. In revisiting Work in America, it is
important to keep in mind the challenges brought on by the new employment contract:
the absence of safety nets, threats to fundamental fairness, and limited organizational
understanding of how to effectively motivate workers to contribute toward firm
success. In their spillover effects, these dilemmas are consequential for all American
workers.

Postscript In June 2005, after serving six months in a military prison and paying a
$5000 fine, Major Cathy Kaus was granted partial clemency, allowing her to stay in
the military. She says she has no regrets (The Akron Beacon Journal 2005).
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Itinerant Professionals:
Technical Contractors in a

Knowledge Economy

Stephen R. Barley and Gideon Kunda

After World War II, bureaucratic employment relations, rooted in the ethos and
institutions of the New Deal, dominated cultures of work for nearly three

decades.1 The bureaucratic bargain was simple: As long as firms remained profitable
and the economy strong, employers would provide employees with secure jobs in
return for effort and loyalty. Since the mid-1980s, three developments have progres-
sively undermined the bargain. First, in the name of efficiency and global competi-
tiveness, firms in the economy’s core have repeatedly laid off large numbers of
employees independent of economic cycles. Moreover, for the first time in history,
layoffs have targeted significant numbers of managers and professionals (Heckscher
1995; Osterman 1996; Cappelli 1999). Second, job tenure for men has become shorter
and labor markets have become more volatile (Bureau of Labor Statistics 1998). The
third and perhaps most radical break with the culture of bureaucratic employment
has been the expansion of the contingent labor force (Barker and Christensen 1998).

The term “contingent labor” has been applied to a number of short-term
employment arrangements, including part-time work, temporary employment, self-
employment, contracting, outsourcing, and home-based work. Accordingly, estimates
of the size of the contingent labor force vary widely. The most conservative come
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). Under the most liberal of its restricted def-
initions, the BLS estimates that 13.3 percent of Americans were contingently
employed in 1995 (Polivka 1996a, 1996b; Cohany 1996; Cohany et al. 1998).2

Estimates for 1997 and 1999 were nearly identical (Bureau of Labor Statistics 1997,
2001). More liberal estimates suggest that the number may be as high as 30 percent
(Dillon 1987; Belous 1989; Kalleberg et al. 1997).

It is nearly impossible to assess the rate at which contingent work has spread across
the economy because the Bureau of Labor Statistics did not begin collecting data on
contingent labor until 1995. However, data on the temporary service industry, which
is composed of the staffing agencies that place contingent workers, suggest two sig-
nificant trends (U.S. Department of Commerce 1997). First, between 1986 and 1996



there was spectacular growth in the relative size of the temporary service industry:
Employment in temporary services grew 10.3 percent, while total employment in the
United States grew by only 1.7 percent. Second, there has been a change in the distri-
bution of contingent jobs. Since 1991 the percentage of the temporary service indus-
try’s payroll represented by office, clerical, and medical work declined, while the
technical and professional (which includes the managerial) segments became more
important (Staffing Industry Report 1997). By 2001, 37 percent of all placements by
the staffing industry were in technical and professional occupations, and the percent-
age is still increasing (Berchem 2005).3 For example, in the Silicon Valley, contractors
often represent between 15 and 30 percent of a firm’s workforce. Thus, three conclu-
sions seem reasonable on the basis of available data: (a) a significant proportion of
Americans are contingently employed, (b) this proportion has increased over the last
decade, and (c) technicians, professionals, and managers represent a larger portion of
the contingent workforce than they did in the past.

With few exceptions (Barker and Christensen 1998; Jurik 1998), researchers who
have studied contingent work have either focused on temporary clerical and indus-
trial jobs (McAlester 1998; Parker, 1994; Henson 1996; Rogers 1995; Smith 1996,
1998) or have relied on aggregate data heavily weighted toward members of these
occupations (Cappelli 1999; Kalleberg et al. 1997; Spalter-Roth et al. 1997). As a
result, commentators often portray contingent work as a form of exploitation
marked by low wages, insecurity, uncertainty, and substandard working conditions.
This assessment surely describes the lives of many temporary clerical and industrial
workers, but it would be a mistake to generalize from this sector of the contingent
workforce to others, especially to technical contractors. Just as conditions of perma-
nent work vary significantly by occupation, so conditions of contingent employment
vary by occupation. As we shall see, technical and professional contracting poses
important social and economic issues, but the world of a technical contractor is as
different from the world of a temporary clerk as the world of a permanently
employed software developer is from that of a permanently employed administrative
assistant.

In industry, “contractor” has a number of meanings. We shall use it exclusively in
the sense of a person who is hired as an individual for a specified period of time to
complete a particular task and who is usually paid an hourly wage for his or her serv-
ices. Contractors sometimes call themselves freelancers or consultants, but most
often they refer to themselves simply by occupation; for example, systems adminis-
trator, java developer, technical writer, chip designer, or electrical engineer. Although
contractors can be found in most professional and managerial occupations, from
physicians to CEOs, our comments pertain exclusively to technical professionals:
engineers, programmers, technical writers, and others who work with information
technologies. Our discussion draws on two and a half years of ethnographic research
on technical contracting with data from three sources: (1) a year of observation in
three staffing agencies that specialized in placing engineers, software developers, and
IT professionals; (2) career histories with 71 contractors; and (3) interviews in 10 firms
with permanent employees who worked with contractors and managers who hired
them.4

Our purpose in this chapter is to sketch the main parameters of the world of tech-
nical contracting and to suggest what this form of employment may mean. We turn
first to the basic structure of contract employment and then to the reasons why tech-
nical professionals become contractors and the reasons why firms hire them. Next we
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explore the roles that technical contractors play in the firms where they work and the
social dynamics that their presence in the workplace elicits. With this information as
background, we then explore contractors’ identities and the nature and implications
of a form of practice that we call “itinerant professionalism.”

The Structure of Contract Employment

Clients acquire contractors by two paths. They may deal directly with an individual,
or they may procure the contractor through a staffing agency that serves as the con-
tractor’s “employer-of-record.” In either case, the arrangement is executed by pur-
chase order rather than a personnel process, thereby signaling to state and federal
labor authorities that the contractor is a resource or commodity, rather than an
employee.

Individuals who contract directly with clients are known as independents, while
contractors placed through staffing agencies are known as “W2s,” after the tax form
that contractors sign so that an agency (as the employer-of-record) can withhold
employment taxes from the contractor’s pay check. If an independent contractor is
incorporated, the client pays the contractor’s company for the contractor’s services.
Clients pay unincorporated independent contractors as “1099s,” after the form filed
with the Internal Revenue Service to document “miscellaneous income.” In contrast,
for W2s, clients pay the contractor’s staffing agency and, in turn, the agency pays the
contractor. The bill rate that agencies charge clients includes a margin or markup
over the contractor’s hourly wage rate. Margins average around 35 to 40 percent, but
may run as high as 100 percent or more.

Until the late-1980s, most technical contractors worked as independents, and usu-
ally as 1099s. During the 1980s, however, employing technical contractors became
popular, as firms discovered that they could avoid paying benefits, payroll taxes, and
the costs of training by substituting contractors for employees. In some cases, firms
actually dismissed former employees and then rehired them as independent contrac-
tors, while continuing to treat them as employees. For instance, a firm might demand
as a condition of employment that the contractor work extra hours or work exclu-
sively for the firm. Microsoft became legendary in the late 1980s for firing permanent
employees, rehiring them as contractors and then renewing their contracts year after
year. Although substituting contractors for employees was common among high-
technology firms, by prosecuting Microsoft, the IRS chose to take its stand against
firms using “permatemps” to avoid taxes.

In 1987 the IRS announced a new test for determining whether a worker qualified
as an independent contractor (Muhl 2002). Two years later, it used the new criteria to
prosecute Microsoft for tax evasion. In a highly publicized ruling, the IRS found that
Microsoft had illegally misclassified workers as independent contractors. Microsoft
accepted the IRS’s ruling, paid a stiff penalty, dismissed some of its contractors, and
converted others to employees, which involved paying back taxes and benefits.

The IRS’s decision to prosecute Microsoft, as well as a subsequent ruling by the
Ninth Circuit Court in favor of a group of dismissed contractors who had sued
Microsoft for denying them pension contributions and stock options, sent shock
waves throughout industry. Firms suddenly became wary of hiring independent con-
tractors. To avoid finding themselves in conflict with the IRS or in violation of
employment law, lawyers advised executives to insist that even incorporated contractors
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work through staffing agencies. This change in how firms approached acquiring
contractors benefited the staffing industry, which grew by leaps and bounds. Today,
agencies are involved in placing most technical contractors.

Why Contractors Contract

The technical contractors whom we interviewed told us they had turned to contract-
ing with the hope of making more money. Most succeeded. By our calculations, even
after accounting for the cost of benefits, technical contractors made between one and
a half and three times the hourly wage of a permanent employee doing the same job.
The experience of a numerical control programmer was typical:

A little less than a year ago, my family and I were living in Seattle, and we were getting a
little tight on money—getting behind, getting in debt too—because Boeing did not pay
enough for me to support my family without my wife working. She doesn’t work and
I don’t believe she should have to. We have four children. I actually worked two or three
jobs at one time for about a year. I was even delivering newspapers and doing other odd
jobs. At Boeing I was making about $40,000 to $44,000 a year plus overtime, which
maybe averaged out to be another $5,000 a year. Here, in eight months I’ve made about
$115,000.

Other technical professionals turned to contracting in search of greater autonomy
over their work, opportunities to learn new skills, or more control over their time.
A few simply liked the excitement of stringing together a series of new challenges and
the variety of jobs and places that contracting inevitably brought. But to focus
entirely on contracting’s incentives would be to miss the underlying motive that
united the vast majority of our informants. Contractors were not only pulled into
contracting by the lure of money and freedom, but they were also pushed by their
growing dissatisfaction with the way organizations were managed.

Woven throughout contractors’ tales of why they became contractors were three
motifs: politics, incompetence, and inequity. Of the three, politics was the most
common. Politics, as contractors used the word, is best understood as a cover term for
the many ways that managerial agendas and personal interests undermine technical
rationality as a criterion for action. The perception that managers act primarily to
further their own interests was so widespread that contractors frequently portrayed
technical professionals and projects as pawns in management’s political games. An
electrical engineer who once worked for Motorola as a permanent employee put it
this way:

I worked a lot of long hours. It was for politics. It wasn’t for getting the project done. It
was like I was doing this for somebody else’s ego, or somebody else’s personal or career
goals. They could check off, they got this or that done based on my work. I was getting
the project done not for the goals of the project but for the goals of the people above.

Contractors also leveled charges of political gamesmanship against their former
peers. They viewed organizational life as rife with conflicting agendas that they saw as
a waste of time and a source of tension. They portrayed meetings, in particular, as
opportunities for political grandstanding.
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When complaining about politics, contractors were indicting organizational life in
general. Stories of incompetence, on the other hand, were reserved for specific indi-
viduals. Contractors’ charges of incompetence typically targeted middle managers,
especially project managers. Often underlying such charges was the contractors’
belief that they were more capable than the managers for whom they had worked.
A database administrator who had returned briefly to permanent employment before
becoming a confirmed contractor was particularly articulate on this point:

I think I am a little bit smarter than a lot of people out there. If there were really good
project managers, there wouldn’t be any contractors. The reason contractors are hired is
because they [organizations] are in deep shit. And the reason they are in so deep is
because they have been poorly managed or poorly planned. Like when I was working at
Astrotech. The project manager was bordering on schizophrenic. Things changed every
day: the project plan, the features of the software product. When that happens, people
cannot get work done. And then the team would be berated for not getting enough work
done. They hire people as project managers who have not done the work that the people
they are managing are doing. They have no clue as to what is required to get things done.
They don’t know what is reasonable and what is not.

The inequities of permanent employment, the third motif in contractors’ stories,
revolved around their perceptions that employers exploit technical experts by
demanding long hours without commensurate pay. “There’s no compensation for
engineers,” one contractor said, comparing contracting to his experience of perma-
nent employment. “I had to take a lower salary, I didn’t get to take any vacation, and
I worked a lot longer hours. When I worked the last time as a permanent employee,
I was required to work 12-hour shifts with no extra pay for months and months and
months.”

Ultimately, then, the decision to become a contractor reflected an ideology of
work relations as well as a calculus of incentives. Contractors viewed themselves as
professionals. Like many engineers and scientists, they believed that decisions about
work should be governed primarily by an ethic of technical rationality based on logic,
reason, and practicality. But they rapidly discovered that organizational life deviated
from the way they believed the world should operate. Moreover, contractors thought
that as permanent employees they had not received the respect that technical profes-
sionals deserved. Contractors saw contracting as a way to escape the burdens of
organizational life while securing the pay and respect befitting a professional.

Why Firms Hire Contractors

Firms hire contractors for a number of reasons. The business press and managerial
research have stressed lower labor costs and the ability to respond quickly to changing
markets (Handy 1989; Mangum, Mayall, and Nelson 1985; Abraham 1988; Abraham
and Taylor 1996; Pfeffer and Baron 1988; Harrison and Kelley 1993; Davis-Blake and
Uzzi 1993; Matusik and Hill 1998). By using contractors, firms avoid paying benefits,
payroll taxes, and hiring and training costs, all of which are borne either by the contrac-
tor or an agency. Although firms usually pay more per hour for contractors than they do
for permanent employees, they still save money, because firms usually have much shorter
commitments to contractors than they do to employees. Firms also turn to contractors
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to achieve numerical flexibility, meaning the ability to expand and contract their
workforce in response to economic cycles, and functional flexibility, meaning the capacity
to shift their mix of skills in response to changes in technology and strategy.

Our conversations with managers and permanent employees in client firms sug-
gested that the managerial literature offers only a partial explanation for firms’ use of
contractors. To be sure, managers and permanent employees told us that they used
contractors for the reasons already discussed, but they often put a spin on these
reasons that sounded different from the spin one finds in the business press or in
academic journals. Among the firms that we studied, acquiring skills was the most
important reason for hiring contractors. Every manager mentioned this motive first,
as did half of the permanent employees.

There were two important variants of this motive, which, in turn, implied differ-
ent roles for contractors. The first portrayed contractors as purveyors of “just-in-
time” expertise—skills and knowledge that were needed immediately, but only for a
limited time. The second variant was that firms turned to contractors to acquire skills
that permanent employees lacked. In this case contractors were hired as experts with
the hope that they would promote “knowledge transfer.” While the first perspective
was articulated at all levels of the organization, only managers voiced the second.

A second important but rarely discussed reason for hiring contractors is to “manage
headcount” and “hide personnel costs.” Many firms set hard limits on the number of
permanent employees that they would carry during a fiscal year. When commissioning
projects, upper management typically set two constraints within which they expected
hiring managers to work. The first was the number of full-time employees who would
be allocated to a project or area, commonly known as headcount. Most firms set the
headcount ceiling lower than the full compliment of people needed to do the work.
The second was budget, the total number of dollars allotted to the project. Because
upper management knew headcount would be inadequate for completing the project,
they expected project managers to assemble additional human resources by spending
a portion of their budget on contractors. In fact, the practice was so common that in
the negotiations that we observed, hiring managers and staffing agents used the term
“budget” to refer specifically to funds available to hire contractors. Moreover, in
managerial circles it was well known that contractors do not figure in productivity
calculations. Thus, using contractors was a way to inflate assessments of a firm’s pro-
ductivity, which improved analysts’ valuations of the firm and, hence, its stock price.

Start-ups also had financial incentives to use contractors rather than employees:
Using contractors slowed the rate at which a start-up burned venture capital, because
contractors could be jettisoned once a project was complete. Finally, some firms rou-
tinely hired contractors as a way of screening potential employees. U.S. employment
law grants employers an initial 90-day period during which they can evaluate and dis-
miss a new hire without building a case for termination. Because firms could repeat-
edly renew a contractor’s contract and could also sever it on short notice, by using a
“temp-to-perm” hiring strategy a firm could de facto create a probationary period of
18 months or more.

The Roles Contractors Play

The client’s needs and the contractor’s expertise jointly shape the relationships that
contractors have with managers and employees while on contract. An Oracle database
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programmer summarized the range of possibilities: “There are two kinds of environ-
ments that I have worked in. In one, contractors are running the show. In the other,
contractors are brought in more or less as technical janitors to clean up or do the
extra work.” Most contractors, and the managers who hired them, concurred. Three
broad roles, each associated with its own vernacular, characterized our informants’
descriptions of how contractors fit into client firms.

Gurus

“Gurus” were contractors widely known in technical communities as master practi-
tioners, the ones to whom clients turned for their technical virtuosity. Gurus typically
established one of two relationships with firms. As developer-consultants, they were
hired to design, develop, implement, modify, or maintain an entire component of a
firm’s information system or were responsible for other significant, but bounded,
tasks. For example, they might configure a network, develop an application or data-
base for managing business transactions, conceptualize a firm’s Web presence, or
develop protocols for testing software. Developer-consultants were typically inde-
pendent contractors who worked with small firms and served as experts on a range of
tasks. They enjoyed considerable autonomy and opportunities to develop an array of
skills. Many had ongoing relationships with their clients, which meant repeat
business and possibilities for retainers. A typical developer-consultant described his
experience:

I have built inventory systems, customer-tracking systems. I’ve done the database for
Top-5. Now, I’m getting into Web sites and Web site design and databases for Web sites.
With some exceptions, I don’t think any two customers have been the same thing. Rather
than focus on a particular industry, I just say, “Hey, whatever needs to be done, give me a
phone call and we’ll see if we can work something out.” And so, the jobs have been kind
of scatterbrained, but on the other hand, I’ve had a lot of fun. You know, I’ve built multi-
media CD-ROMs, and all the issues that go along with that. Mac and PC. Take the same
CD-ROM and put it on a Mac or on a PC and it’ll run. That was a neat trick.

Like developer-consultants, contractors known as experienced experts tended to be
older, had contracted for significant periods of time, had reputations for expertise,
and were granted considerable autonomy. But unlike developer-consultants, experi-
enced experts typically worked for larger firms and played less of an advisory role.
They had deep knowledge of an area of technology and were gifted at their craft,
whether it was writing C�� or designing interfaces. Some worked with legacy sys-
tems and, hence, possessed scarce skills (such as the ability to write COBOL) that
were critical to a class of clients who were willing to pay handsomely for the use of
this knowledge. Others were considered gurus because they understood technologies
in ways that young engineers were no longer trained to understand. Experienced
experts typically called themselves “troubleshooters,”“problem-solvers,” or “analysts.”
By these terms they conveyed their preference for working on problems that perma-
nent employees were having difficulty resolving. An experienced technical writer
illustrated the relationship that experienced experts had with their clients:

Here is what I do. It depends on the level. It depends on if someone wants a high level
description of how something works. For example, Toshiba MRI needed me to do just
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that. They did not want me to go into the bits and bytes of the computer. They just
wanted to know how the system worked and what that system did. That is called high
level. High level does not mean, “better than low level,” it just means that it is more of a
bird’s eye view. They say, “Well, we have a problem.” One of my assignments right now
is to find out what the problem is. I will be specific. They have a simulator that simulates
one of these expensive machines. The software people use the simulator to test their
software. By doing it on a simulator instead of a real machine, the company saves the
cost of owning and maintaining an expensive machine. It seems as if no one is keeping
the simulators. One is broken, another got burned up in a truck fire, another seems to
be over in another building, and the two that the software engineers are using are out of
order half the time. There are no technicians assigned specifically to those machines. So
the boss usually begs the other department to lend him technicians for a short while. Get
the idea? Now he says, “Is there anything you can do about this? Can you pull together
some documentation on how this machine works and how we can fix it?”

Hiring managers routinely distinguished between gurus and other contractors.
They gave developer-consultants and experienced experts more autonomy, and they
usually relied on them to educate permanent employees.

Hired Guns

What clients expected from most contractors, however, was an extra hand, a role
known among contractors as the “hired gun.” Thus, most contracts entailed assum-
ing a role very much like that of a permanent employee. From the perspective of the
work itself, there were no significant differences between what contractors and full-
timers did. Clients turned to hired guns because a project team needed additional
bodies, but upper management would not authorize the project manager to increase
the project’s headcount. Managers might turn to hired guns because the project was
behind schedule or because the project had reached a stage where special skills were
needed in, for example, quality assurance or technical writing. Because these situa-
tions were commonplace, contractors rarely discussed such experiences in depth.
Instead, they would simply remark, “I was treated like an employee.” Contractors did
note, however, that in such jobs there was an initial period of adjustment and that it
took time before they were fully integrated into the work process.

Warm Bodies

As previously noted, clients sometimes hired contractors to do mundane work that
full-timers did not want to do. What that work entailed varied from occupation to
occupation and firm to firm, but it usually contributed to the maintenance of a
technical infrastructure. On such contracts the contractor became a kind of sup-
port technician, called a “warm body.” Contractors generally had two responses to
playing the role of a warm body. The first was to complain that the work was not chal-
lenging, that it offered no opportunities to learn new skills and, hence, that it pro-
vided no leverage on the future. The second was to offer caveats. Although working
on mundane tasks lacked challenge, the work was easy and the level of compensation
was usually so high that it did not matter.

This attitude was especially common among contractors who had an instrumental
orientation to work, like a 61-year-old database programmer who specialized in data
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conversions: “I’m pretty much following a plan that has already been set up. I’m just
dealing with quirks of the data, idiosyncrasies—you know, data problems, that sort of
thing. It’s not a very creative job. It can get to be very tedious. The only reason for
doing it is it’s reasonably straightforward, it’s easy to do and it pays well.”

It would be a mistake, however, to conclude that warm bodies were contractors
who did low-skilled work. In technical fields, routine work was not thought of as
unskilled, it was simply considered uninteresting. An IT manager at a chip company
explained,

These contractors have Oracle tool experience, with the Oracle SQL language. We assign
them to projects. Like when we went through an upgrade, all the reports needed dates
changed or they needed certain changes made over and over and over again through all
the reports. And we had to test the reports to make sure they worked right. We used
them for that, to make those kinds of changes. It’s routine and it’s specific too. But
nobody here really knows Oracle tools very well. It’s complicated. It’s hard to learn. And
it doesn’t always work the way you think it’s going to. [So] the routine change wasn’t all
that easy. But it had to be done. It had to be done over and over and over again. It may
be complicated, but it is repetitive. That’s the type of thing that contractors can be very
effective on.

Although the roles that contractors played varied from contract to contract, most
seemed to accept contracts that entailed similar relationships with clients. Those who
worked regularly as warm bodies were a minority among the contractors we inter-
viewed. Although most contractors had certainly done mundane work from time to
time, only 17 percent (12 of 71) routinely took contracts that involved doing tasks
that permanent employees thought undesirable. With a few notable exceptions, these
contractors were younger, had fewer years of experience, and specialized in informa-
tion technology, quality assurance, or technical writing. Nearly 40 percent of our
informants described careers in which they now functioned as developer-consultants
or technical experts. These were typically older and more experienced contractors.
The remainder (43 percent) typically worked as hired guns.

Organizational Dynamics Created by Hiring Contractors

Dependence

Regardless of role, all technical contractors took responsibility for tasks on the
successful completion of which the work of others hinged. Technical work often
consists of sub-projects, such as writing a module of code, that are done individually
and that have their own logic and history of development. Consequently, it is difficult
for one technical worker to take over a partially completed task from another. No
matter how routine it may be, technical work also involves a significant amount of
contextual knowledge. Writing a subroutine, altering the structure of a database, and
even testing a software application requires familiarity with the larger system to
which the work contributes. Developing this kind of contextual knowledge takes
time. Thus, the departure of a contractor before a project ends usually means, at
minimum, an unanticipated delay and extra work for employees. In many cases,
losing a contractor also means losing knowledge for which there was no ready exact
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substitute. For this reason clients tended to become reliant even on contractors whom
they hired as warm bodies, at least for the duration of a project.

A lead engineer at a computer manufacturer whose team included several hired
guns who were consolidating data from legacy databases, remarked, “If our contrac-
tors left, it would be devastating. They have so much knowledge! I try to put some of
the tasks onto permanent employees. But they have lots to do already. So, if they leave,
they leave big holes.” When firms hired a developer-consultant or an experienced
expert, the odds of dependency increased. Clients could not easily dismiss or replace
highly skilled contractors who provided knowledge that permanent employees
lacked. Losing a contractor with crucial expertise could bring work to a standstill.

An IT manager at a large telecommunications company spoke of losing highly
skilled experts. He confided,

Frankly in many ways contractors are sometimes better than permanent employees, just
because you have the right skill set. They’re better trained. They are focused on the job
because they do not have to worry about anything else. But there’s a downside. We’re
getting in the mode of having them come in and build new things and when the contract
is up and they walk out the door, the people who have to maintain it have no idea what
the code looks like.

To guard against becoming too dependent, one might think that firms would limit
contractors’ engagements. But most firms that we encountered responded to the
question of dependency with the opposite strategy: Rather than dismiss valuable con-
tractors, they extended contracts. The contractors whom we interviewed told us that
it was commonplace to have contracts renewed several times. Although contracts
were initially written for periods of three months, in practice, most contract jobs
ended up lasting anywhere from 6 to 18 months. If the contractor was an incorpo-
rated independent, contracts could last for years. Many highly skilled contractors had
been in situations where they continued to work while employees were being laid off
in significant numbers.

Extremely long periods of service were particularly common among independent
developer-consultants and experienced experts. Some became fixtures in the firms
where they worked, as had the programmer who told us the following.

At Seamax the original contract was for 10 days. They were a very small company—had
30 employees. They told me they only had enough money to pay me for 10 days.
Presidents of that company have come and gone. Department heads have come and
gone. The ownership of the company has come and gone. Even the company’s name has
changed. I’m like the guy at the post office. No matter who gets elected to Congress, I still
deliver your mail. In fact, the guy that hired me was VP of their internal operations. He
brought me in and told me, “We don’t have a lot of money. If you can’t do it in 10 days,
tell me now.” A year later he left the company. I was still there. A year after he left, he
stopped by, he walked in the door, and when he saw me he said, “What the hell are you
doing here?”“Same thing.” He’s been back twice in the last two years, and I’ve been there
both times. They now have 800 employees. There’re only 24 that have been there longer
than I have.

The interplay between expertise and dependency engendered ambivalence. On one
hand, managers and employees spoke of contractors with respect. Yet, at the same
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time, they resented the contractors’ presence. Respect was most clearly expressed by
managers and resentment was especially common among employees.

Respect

Although contractors were officially hired to perform specific and sometimes narrow
jobs, they frequently found their roles expanding, especially in their interactions with
hiring managers. Because contractors eschewed organizational politics and because
all parties expected them to be highly mobile, contractors claimed that they were able
to establish what they called “more honest” relationships with their clients. As a
contractor who managed IT projects for government agencies explained, “One thing
I can do as a contract employee that I couldn’t do as a full-timer is be honest, straight-
forward, and upfront. I can say, ‘Here are the facts.’ I don’t have to worry about politics.
On the way in, I say, ‘I am going to tell you exactly the way I feel about everything. You
can take it or leave it. That’s why you hired me, to give you my opinion.’ ”

Many hiring managers concurred that contractors were valuable because they
spoke their minds. Like contractors, managers attributed this frankness to the fact
that contractors stood outside the world of corporate politics and organizational
careers. Some managers even suggested that contractors’ status as outsiders made
them easier to work with than full-timers. A manager in the IT department of a high-
tech firm remarked, “Some of the problems we usually have between people disap-
pear when you hire contractors. Contractors know they’re only here for a limited
time, and the full-time people know that too. So there’s not that much competition or
friction between them. Contractors tend to be more professional and they don’t take
personal sides. Full-time people are always interested in promotions and reviews, and
so there is competition, friction, which doesn’t happen with contractors.”

Managers sometimes reciprocated this frankness and openness. Developer-
consultants and experienced experts often said that managers not only sought their
opinions, but they also treated them as confidants. For instance, contractors reported
that managers used them as sounding boards for troubling organizational issues that
they could not share with employees. A software developer, well known in the UNIX
community, reported,

I actually have had managers tell me things about politics that they didn’t want the
employees to know. Like, “This product is dead. There is no future in this thing you’re
working on. Don’t tell any of the employees. Don’t destroy morale here. We don’t want
to bum them out. But this is the way it’s going to be.” They know we’re not likely to leave
just because the product is dead. We’re not thinking of a career, because we don’t have a
career path. They tell you to get your opinion, to inform you, to keep you abreast of the
fact that you may need to look for another job.

One of the strongest signals of appreciation and respect was receiving an offer to
join a firm as a full-time employee. Most informants who had worked as contractors
for any significant period of time had fielded such offers. Although contractors found
the offers flattering, few accepted. Of the 71 contractors we interviewed, 21 percent
(15) had at one time or another accepted an offer to “go perm” after trying their hand
at contracting. Those who had “gone perm” usually did so because they liked the firm
and its people, because they hoped to get stock options, or because a spouse was
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uncomfortable with contracting’s risks. It is telling that all but one of these individuals
returned to contracting because they rediscovered why they disliked working for
firms or because they missed contracting’s freedom and higher wages.

Another sign of respect was being asked to be the technical lead of a project. A little
over a fifth (22 percent) of the contractors we interviewed had been asked at least
once to assume the duties of a lead during the course of a contract. In engineering
environments, being a lead means coordinating and integrating the technical efforts
of a group of engineers, as well as making decisions about the technical direction of
the team’s work. Thus, when contractors became leads, they acquired authority over
permanent employees as well as other contractors.

Resentment

If respect was the yin of the contractor’s experience on the job, resentment was its
yang. Resentment was manifested in two kinds of complaints about contractors. The
first, shared by managers and employees, focused on contractors’ “lack of commit-
ment” and the performance problems that resulted from it. The second complaint
ran deeper and was usually expressed by employees rather than managers: the
perceived inequities between contractors and employees.

Lack of Commitment
Even in an era of downsizing, firms are a primary source of identity and an object of
emotional attachment for many white-collar workers. In such a world, there are few
criticisms more biting than having your colleagues say that you are undependable,
disloyal, or lack commitment. Most managers and employees we interviewed still felt
it was proper to be committed and loyal to their firms, though their belief system had
been strained by the realities of the new economic order. Contractors represented a
visible, daily challenge to the continued belief in an employment regime based on
reciprocal trust and commitment. It is, therefore, perhaps unsurprising that full-
timers articulated an imagery of contracting that portrayed contractors, however
experienced they might be, as self-interested mercenaries who, in a pinch, could not
be trusted. A project manager in a computer firm expressed the opinion held by many
employees:

I don’t think of contractors as being very emotionally invested in what they are doing.
That’s completely unappealing to me. I feel a part of this company. I don’t like to say that
it defines me, but it is part of who I am. I would like for this company to do well. I’m
disappointed when it doesn’t. More than one contractor has said that to me: “Look, I just
want to make it clear. I will do whatever you tell me. I don’t need to be happy. I don’t
really care.” Sometimes we’ve had philosophical conversations about the direction of the
company, and the conversation with them will generally end with, “Yeah, I don’t really
care. I don’t care how the company is doing. I’m just hired to do this piece of work and
that’s all I really want to worry about, and then I’m going home.”

Managers and permanent employees supported their claim that contractors, as a
group, were undependable and uncommitted by pointing to a constellation of sins
that they felt were common among contractors. One widespread complaint was that
contractors did “shoddy work.” The essence of the complaint was not that contractors’
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lacked skills. Instead, the issue was how contractors’ attitudes shaped the way they
applied their skills. Permanent employees seemed to believe that superior technical
work demanded an attitude of persistence and long-term responsibility that the
structure of contracting did not permit. Permanent employees argued that because
contractors had short time horizons and cared only for their own welfare, they cut
corners, put in minimum effort, and sometimes even sacrificed quality. By the time
any mistakes were discovered, the offending contractors were long gone, and employees
were left to rectify the situation.

Closely related to the claim that contractors’ lack commitment was the widespread
complaint that contractors often left without even finishing the job they were
assigned. In such cases, either another contractor had to be hired or a permanent
employee had to complete the task. Permanent employees and managers almost
always illustrated this complaint with some variant of the story of a contractor who
mysteriously disappeared one day without prior notice. A manager at a small start-up
recounted the story as follows: “One guy was in the middle of a project. We thought
everything was going fine. One day his coat is over the back of his chair, his coffee is
there warm and his monitor is on, but he was gone. He just left everything. He just
walked out.” The moral of such stories seemed to be that contractors are so self-
interested that one cannot count on them to fulfill the terms of even the short-term
bargains they strike.

A third observation by which managers and employees bolstered the claim that
contractors lacked commitment was that they were less willing than full-timers to
shoulder extra responsibilities. Permanent employees accepted open-ended job
descriptions because they were invested in the firm’s well-being, because they were
evaluated on their willingness to do anything asked of them, and because failing to do
so brought peer pressure. Firms relied on the employee’s spirit of voluntarism to cover
unforeseen circumstances. Contractors, in contrast, felt bound only to perform the
tasks for which they were hired. Furthermore, employees complained, contractors did
not seem to share their anxiety about deadlines. One full-time software developer said,

In the New Jersey start-up there were a lot of contractors. I worked with one, a voice spe-
cialist. He was very sharp, very bright. But he would just do as little as was necessary and
not work as much as we were working. In fact there was another contractor. He was like
cranking out computer screens. He had a specific rate in mind, one screen every two
days. And since only he knew how to do that stuff, he could pretty much do it at his own
pace. He was taking his time about it, and the director asked him during a meeting,“Can
you do it any faster? We have this deadline coming up, we’re behind.”And he did not and
just kept on. They have no commitment to the company, especially in a start-up.

Inequity
Complaints about inequity focused on two issues that troubled employees: the con-
tractors’ higher pay and the fact that contractors were often given more interesting
work. In the world of permanent employment, higher wages have long signaled sen-
iority, greater skill, or greater authority. The association of money and merit lies at
the heart of the incentive system that employers have used for decades to motivate
employees. In fact, the system has become part of our culture—an unwritten psycho-
logical contract that we expect employers to honor, an expectation that is particularly
strong among white-collar, professional employees. Workers rarely openly resent
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another person’s salary, as long as it seems commensurate with their service, status, or
contributions. The problem was that contractors generally had less seniority than all
but the most recently hired employees. Many had no more expertise than the full-timers
with whom they worked, and most had no formal authority. By all rights, employees
reasoned, contractors should be paid the same as, and perhaps even less than,
employees with similar skills.

Hiring managers also spoke of the troubles that wage inequities created. In fact,
jealousy over wages was the most frequent problem that managers cited when asked
about the challenges of managing project teams composed of contractors and
employees. A number of managers we interviewed admitted that some employees
had left their firm over the issue. When confronted by an employee disgruntled over
discrepancies in pay, the manager’s only recourse was to point out that contractors
paid their own benefits, had less job security, and did not enjoy the perquisites of
membership. If the employee remained unconvinced, the managers could say little
else except to suggest that the employee try contracting for himself or herself. That
more employees do not try contracting most likely reflects their perception that con-
tracting is economically risky and that full-time employment offers greater security

Technical employees also disliked the fact that contractors were often hired to do
technically more challenging and exciting tasks. Employees felt that the technical
challenges should be theirs, and that contractors, if used at all, should be assigned
more routine jobs. They believed that assigning “sexy” work to contractors indicated
that their managers did not believe they were sufficiently skilled, which, in many
cases, was what the managers did think.

Contractors reported that employees made their feelings known in subtle ways,
typically by either ignoring the contractor or by making jokes that revealed underly-
ing tensions. Occasionally, however, resentment led employees to behave in ways that
intentionally complicated the contractor’s job. In some cases, resentment, and the
resistance it spawned, actually erupted in open hostility, as a contractor who special-
ized in quality assurance testified:

When I worked at HP last year, [I was part of] an integration group, so it all came down
through us. There was a guy that I worked with; he was nice to me the first month. I was
working through Volt (a staffing firm) at the time. I told them to take me off of per diem
because I had moved there after a month. So they said, “Okay, we’ll send you a new con-
tract.” What do they do? They faxed it to HP! All this stuff is supposed to be real confi-
dential, the rates you’re making. So who picks up the thing off the fax machine but the
guy that’s sitting across from me! So from that point on, he literally won’t talk to me. I
had to go to the boss and ask him,“Can you please get this guy to talk to me?” So it turns
out [the guy gives me] a 15-minute slot in the morning and a 15-minute slot in the after-
noon. I was talking with him every day up to this point. The animosity starts when they
see the differential in pay.

In short, contractors experienced life on the job as a never ending series of mixed
messages. On one hand, clients needed their expertise and respected, sometimes even
celebrated, their contributions. On the other hand, their presence, regardless of their
performance, inevitably engendered suspicion and resentment. These conflicting
messages created a kind of Catch-22. If contractors took responsibility and initiative,
then full-timers who worried about job security perceived them as a threat and an object
of envy. If they worked by the book, they were condemned for lack of commitment
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and shoddy work. It was partially around resolving such dilemmas that contractors
forged a professional identity compatible with the way they needed to work to get the
job done.

Resolving the Dilemmas of Contracting

Contractors understood that adapting to the double bind required resolving three
issues. First, they had to decide how they would approach work in environments
where they would never be seen as members. Some chose to take the initiative and go
beyond the letter of the contract. They adopted the distanced, impartial stance of an
expert, ignored the organization’s politics, and championed, without compromise, a
technical perspective on their work. These contractors understood that such a stance
might ultimately threaten employees. They also understood that taking a strong tech-
nical stance could sometimes threaten managers, thereby risking dismissal. This
strategy’s payoff was that they were more likely to be perceived as competent practi-
tioners and sometimes even gurus.

Other contractors chose to work by the book. They stuck to the terms of their con-
tracts and focused on the specifics of the task. Regardless of the quality of their per-
formance, these contractors risked being viewed as mercenaries. Employees often
ignored their presence, viewed them as servants, and sometimes used them as scape-
goats. Still others took a middle position depending on the exigencies of the situation,
the specifics of the task, and their own preferences and skills.

Whichever stance contractors took, their outsider status forced them to resolve a
second issue: how to present themselves to managers and employees. Some contrac-
tors did not care what others thought and staked their reputations entirely on their
technical accomplishments. They accepted that they would simply move on when
their work was done, possessing both a fatter wallet and more experience, which they
hoped to use in landing their next contract. Thus, they kept their distance and focused
on their work. Many others, however, recognized that it was to their benefit to build
relationships that would allow them to navigate between respect and resentment.

Contractors did this by sending messages that assured managers and employees
that they were persons who would work diligently in the client’s best interest. For
example, several informants told us that the first weeks of a contract were crucial for
framing the client’s perceptions. These contractors made a point of initially working
longer hours than the contract required and making those hours visible for all to see.
They also agreed to participate in meetings that they could have easily avoided and
did not charge the client for the time. Once expectations were set, these contractors
returned to more normal hours. Contractors also knew that they could curry favor
with employees by willingly sharing what they knew, by helping employees anticipate
and resolve problems, and by socializing with employees after hours. Ironically, con-
tractors who had chosen contracting, in part, to remove themselves from corporate
gamesmanship found themselves back in the impression management business.

The third and perhaps most fundamental issue that contractors had to resolve was
developing a coherent identity that could account for their experience and guide their
actions. The terms that contractors used as they struggled to describe their roles pro-
vided clues to the identities they constructed for themselves. These ranged from
“guest” and “resident alien” to “troubleshooter,” “problem solver,” and “consultant.”
Although these terms differed in their various connotations, all pointed to an identity
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that was widely shared among our informants, an identity that turned outsider status
and social distance into a professional tool. The imagery of the coolly detached expert
created a buffer that allowed contractors to disassociate their sense of self-worth from
the cues they received from clients.

In fact, by coming to view themselves as detached specialists, contractors were
often able to empathize with and even feel superior to employees. They could see that
their presence in the workplace violated the promise of traditional employment on
which employees based their sense of security and self-worth and reasoned that one
could hardly blame employees for being resentful.

Unlike full-timers doing similar work, contractors learned to disassociate their
definition of self from the immediate context of their technical practice. Instead, they
came to orient themselves to the larger world of contracting and to reference groups
that lay beyond the boundaries of the firms for which they worked. They became,
in their own eyes, itinerant professionals whose expertise consisted not only of their
technical skills but also of their ability to construct honorable and meaningful careers
by moving between clients.

Itinerant Professionals

Historically, professions have been organized in three ways: what occupational soci-
ologists call free professions, professional firms, and corporate professions (Scott
1965, 1981; Whalley 1986; Whalley and Barley 1997). Each form of organizing
provides solutions to three practical problems: how to secure clients, how to maintain
expertise, and how to ensure economic security. Historically, the occupations that our
informants practiced were organized as corporate professions: Practitioners worked
as salaried employees of firms staffed by a variety of occupations and ultimately
answered to managers who were not members of their profession.

Becoming a contractor meant setting aside traditional models of professionalism
and, hence, readymade solutions for resolving the practical problems of a profes-
sional. As a result, contractors had to invent their own solutions or adopt solutions
widely practiced by other contractors. As they did so, they collectively and perhaps
unwittingly began to forge a new form of professional practice.

Like free professionals, technical contractors worked as solo practitioners and, in
most cases, arranged for their own benefits. They drew on their professional networks
for referrals and took responsibility for their own professional development. Like
members of professional firms, contractors frequently worked for one organization,
a staffing agency, but offered their services to another. Like corporate professionals,
they practiced inside organizations, often as members of a team that is subject to
management’s direction. But unlike free professionals and members of professional
firms, technical contractors rarely had ongoing relationships with clients and were
not paid on a fee-for-service basis, nor were they salaried like corporate professionals
or members of professional service firms.

Itinerant professionalism led contractors to different solutions to the problems of
finding clients, maintaining expertise, and ensuring long-term security. Unlike other
professionals, they found clients by augmenting their networks with the services of
staffing agencies. In fact, some relied exclusively on agencies. These contractors were
well aware that using an agency conflicted with traditional images of professionalism.
They resented submitting themselves to members of a sales culture and allowing
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nonprofessionals to make a substantial profit on their services. But since using a
staffing agency was often a necessity, contractors resolved their dissonance by incor-
porating agencies into their model of professional practice: Being savvy in one’s dealings
with agents was a form of expertise.

Contractors generally developed and maintained their technical expertise much
like any other professionals: They took classes, joined professional associations, con-
sulted other professionals, and educated themselves. But compared to professionals
who practiced in other contexts, the contractors found that their skills were subject to
more frequent evaluation in the marketplace, and that they enjoyed fewer protections
against obsolescence. Contractors’ efforts to stay up-to-date were consequently
sustained, intense, and ongoing. Moreover, unlike most other professionals who
distinguish between apprentices and full-fledged practitioners, contractors blurred
the distinction between newcomers and veterans.5 Regardless of experience, they
thought of—and presented—themselves as continual learners. They saw jobs as
opportunities for learning and sought to arrange contracts into sequences that
enabled them to acquire and practice new skills. Thus, under itinerant professionalism,
work itself became a credentialing process.

Itinerant professionalism also hinged on a radically different solution to the problem
of security. Security always entails guaranteeing one’s continued employability, which,
in turn, can rest on a variety of foundations. Although all professionals must rely on the
enduring value of their expertise, traditional models of professionalism bolster security
in other ways. The free professional’s security rests partly on his or her reputation in a
community and partly on the fact that clients have recurring needs in which they have
little or no expertise. For security, corporate professionals and members of professional
firms rely on their continued affiliation with, and the goodwill of, their employers.
Contractors had recourse to neither safety net because of their transitory relationships
with clients and agencies. Their security as itinerant professionals rested entirely on
their ability to network and to maintain skills that others would buy.

In short, our informants’ mode of practice had the trappings of a distinct form of
professionalism, and contractors themselves seemed to experience their practice as
unique and coherent. Setting aside technical specialty, contractors believed that they
had more in common with each other than they did with professionals who did sim-
ilar work under other models of professionalism. Informants repeatedly told us that
their permanently employed counterparts had little understanding of their brand of
practice or of the problems and opportunities they faced. More importantly, even
though clients occasionally tried to tempt contractors back into corporate profes-
sionalism, most were unwilling to return. Thus, despite itinerant professionalism’s
problems and challenges, our informants overwhelmingly preferred it to corporate
professionalism.

Nevertheless, itinerant professionalism had a significant Achilles’ heel, especially
for members of technical occupations. Historically, technical occupations have lacked
strong institutional supports to underwrite their professionalism. By institutional
supports we mean organized systems and communities that foster occupational iden-
tities and that assist in creating, storing, and disseminating substantive knowledge.
Most professions have occupational associations, training programs, conferences,
journals, and accreditation procedures that support all members of the occupation
regardless of their mode of practice. But, when compared to medicine, law, and
accounting, the institutions of technical occupations have long been weak (Perrucci
and Gertzl 1969; Whalley 1986; Barley 2005).
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For this reason, technical occupations have long relied on corporate employers for
institutional support. Firms have been particularly important in funding technical
schools and have played active roles in technical societies. They have also served as
important repositories of expertise, largely because technical knowledge is often pro-
prietary and application-specific. Beyond the initial degree required for practice,
most advanced technical training occurs on the job within firms. Gouldner
(1957–1958) would have called engineers and technicians “local” professionals.
Unlike “cosmopolitan” professionals, who are involved in national and international
networks of practice, local professionals orient primarily to their employers, and their
occupational networks are composed primarily of fellow employees (Goldner and
Ritti 1967; Kronus 1976; Goldberg 1976).

Consequently, even though technical professionals may gain independence when
they become contractors, they lose access to corporate professionalism’s supports.
This loss is crucial. Practitioners require contact with other members of their occu-
pational community to function as technical professionals, because technical knowl-
edge typically emerges unevenly across a community of practitioners as different
members encounter problems and devise solutions (Van Maanen and Barley 1984;
Orr 1997). Without involvement in an occupational community, practitioners lack
access to these developments. Nontechnical issues of practice, such as finding work,
also usually require collective solutions. To fill the institutional vacuum, our contrac-
tors had begun to build occupational communities conducive to itinerant profes-
sionalism, often with the help of sophisticated communication technologies.

Community building was usually spontaneous and informal, driven largely by
contractors’ efforts to solve immediate problems. We observed contractors forming
and participating in networks that offered both technical and nontechnical support.
Some of these communities involved face-to-face interaction, but many others were
virtual: They existed primarily on the Internet and were organized around bulletin
boards, chat rooms, and Usenet groups. These forms of communication were impor-
tant channels for exchanging market information and technical tips.

We also observed formal efforts to organize contractors along occupational lines.
Some of our informants had taken responsibility for founding and managing user
groups. Others had founded partnerships and occupational collectives that enabled
group practice. Entrepreneurs had begun to cater to the contractors’ need for occu-
pational community by publishing journals and magazines, such as Contract
Professional, which addressed issues that contractors repeatedly faced. Other entre-
preneurs had founded Web-based employment services, such as DICE (http://
www.dice.com) and Contract Employment Weekly (http://www.ceweekly.com), and
affinity groups, such as Working Today and the Professional Association of Contract
Employees, which provided contractors with group insurance plans and discounts on
the tools of the trade.6

These proto-institutions were embryonic. By comparison to the more entrenched
institutions of more traditional modes of professionalism, they were incipient, loose, and
decentralized. They lacked a well-developed professional ideology, an accepted theory of
practice, and a formal mandate to legitimize their status as institutions. Nevertheless,
these arrangements, however weak, represent important steps toward institutionalizing
itinerant professionalism as a stable and coherent mode of practice. Thus, the emergence
of itinerant professionalism as an identifiable trend provides a vantage point not only for
conceptualizing the structure of postindustrial labor markets, but also for formulating
policies that would shape these developments in useful directions.
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Because our research focused exclusively on technical contractors, parts of our
analysis may reflect idiosyncrasies of the worlds of high technology and information
systems. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to conclude that contracting is somehow
confined to high-tech firms and occupations. First, most of our informants had
contracted in an incredible array of firms and industries outside high-tech, such as
banks, government agencies, retailers, hospitals, manufacturers of durable goods,
defense firms, railroads, and schools.

Moreover, contracting is spreading to other professional occupations. Contracting
is particularly common in healthcare. Not only is it common today for hospitals to
use contract nurses, medical technicians, and radiological technologists, but staffing
agencies are also beginning to offer contract physicians. Contracting is prevalent in
accounting, and it has recently made a beachhead in law. Firms can even contract for
temporary CEOs, CFOs, and other top management positions through specialized
staffing agencies.

Thus, contracting or contingent work is a form of employment that is spreading
across the entire occupational spectrum. It is every bit as important as offshoring,
and, at least for the moment, it is far more common, though offshoring has recently
garnered much attention. Over the next several decades it may well come to pass that
permanent and contract employment will be viewed by firms and individuals as
alternative, if not competing, labor markets. Right now we have only an inkling of
what such a change will mean for employers and even less of an understanding of its
implications for people’s lives and careers. Our intent has been to open the topic for
further research and debate among those who are interested in how work in America
and most other industrial societies is evolving.
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The Changing Employment
Circumstances of Managers

Paul Osterman

In 2003, just under 6.5 million Americans worked as managers, and they earned an
average annual salary of $83,400, while the average for all workers was $36,520.1

The unemployment rate for managers that year was 2.9 percent, less than half the
overall unemployment rate of 6 percent. Clearly, managers are a privileged group. But
perhaps surprisingly, they are often seen as victims.

Middle managers, their travails, and their moral dilemmas have long figured
prominently in American literature. From The Man in the Grey Flannel Suit to Joseph
Heller’s Something Happened, novelists have mined the challenges of working and
advancing in corporate America. But for the managers in today’s labor force, the chal-
lenges are more than fictional. The restructuring of the past two decades has remade
their work world, or at least so it is alleged by many observers. The goal of this chap-
ter is to understand just what, if anything, has changed in the nature of work and
careers for the people who make the modern corporation function.

The concerns of novelists have been mirrored in the writings of social scientists.
More than 50 years ago, sociologist C. Wright Mills (1953, 87, 107) characterized the
world of middle management thusly:

As with any “middle” group, what happens to the middle managers is largely dependent
on what happens to those above and below them—to top management and to foremen.
The pace and character of work in the middle management are coming increasingly to
resemble those in the lower ranks of the management hierarchy . . . middle managers
become the routinized general staff without final responsibility and decision.

The views of Mills mirror one side of a debate that has taken on renewed vigor in
the face of widespread corporate layoffs and restructuring. Many, perhaps most,
observers believe that world of middle managers has been radically transformed.
Kunda and Ailon-Souday (2004, 210) wrote, “often the target of downsizing,
managers went from one of the most secure occupations to one of the least,” and their
perspective is mirrored in the comment of corporate raider Carl Icahn, who



described his objective as eliminating “layers of bureaucrats reporting to bureaucrats”
(Smith 1990, 14).

These views reflect two distinct perspectives that, nonetheless, lead to the same
result. In one view, managers over the years succeeded in building and protecting
wasteful bureaucratic empires that were, in effect, the white-collar analog to feath-
erbedding. Protected both by weak corporate governance and by the widespread
acceptance of norms that hold that white-collar employees were a fixed factor of
production, managerial ranks grew and prospered without reference to need or to
productivity. The revolution in corporate governance and the rise of aggressive stock-
holders and takeover artists have put an end to this.

The second perspective points to the emergence of new ideas about management
itself. The bible of this view, Champy and Hammer’s Reengineering the Corporation,
introduced the idea of process reengineering, or what General Electric calls its “work-
out” process. The spread of information technology permitted firms to get their work
done with fewer intermediate layers and, to the extent that the role of middle man-
agement was to process information for high levels, to dispense with many of the
human information processors. The spread of new organizational ideas, such as
outsourcing and contract work, contributed to this trend.

Regardless of whether the impetus was tougher governance or organizational
innovation, at a first approximation the results were the same for many middle man-
agers: They lost their jobs or, at the minimum, came to live with much higher levels
of insecurity than they had ever experienced in the past. There is, however, another
perspective. Some observers argued that the new organizational architecture funda-
mentally changed the nature of middle management for the better. Instead of being
the automatons portrayed in the novels and by C. Wright Mills, modern organizations
invite middle managers to become “intrapreneurs,” to take charge of their careers and
to express their creativity.

Speaking of intrapreneurship, Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1989, 384) wrote, “One
offshoot of many of these programs is the weakening of hierarchy and the reduction
of levels of organizations as employees are given more opportunities to influence
decisions and to exercise control.” In this perspective, the organizational redesign that
seems at first glance to undermine job security is really an opening for middle man-
agers to find new roles and to manage their own growth and careers in ways that had
never before been permitted.

It is clear that there are very different views about what has happened to managers.
To sort them out, I begin this chapter with a discussion of the forces that have led
firms to reorganize work. I will then turn to a discussion of what the evidence shows
regarding the impact of these shifts upon middle management. I examine available
data on the employment patterns of managers and then review the findings of field-
based research on changes within firms and industries. In the final section of the
chapter I will discuss what policies may be appropriate to deal with the new employ-
ment situation of middle managers.

Why the World Changed

There are several conceptually distinct explanations for why the employment circum-
stances of middle managers may have shifted. These explanations are often conflated
in the popular discussion, but it is worth attempting to make the distinctions clearer.
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Times Are Tougher, Competition Has Increased

For a variety of reasons, many firms are operating in a tougher environment than
before. In some industries, such as telecommunications, deregulation and the emergence
of new competitors have radically changed the game. Changes in interstate banking
laws have triggered fierce competition, mergers, and layoffs in many large financial
institutions.

Deregulation is not the only source of more difficult times. The insurance industry,
for example, faces numerous challenges. Large firms are increasingly self-insuring,
banks are going after easy business, such as workers compensation, and nimble smaller
firms are offering new products that old multiline insurers find hard to match. The
consequence in firms such as Prudential, Travelers, and Aetna has been restructuring.

The foregoing examples are driven by largely domestic considerations. It is important
to see this because so much attention has been devoted to issues of trade. Nonetheless,
while not the whole story, trade clearly adds to the list of reasons why life is tougher—as
the auto, steel, and textile industries can attest.

Evidence of tougher competition is real and could be multiplied many times. In
some sense, however, the point is too facile. Firms have always faced competition and
have responded by cutting prices, laying off employees (historically blue-collar ones),
and innovating new products. Nevertheless, only recently have fundamental organi-
zational structures been called into question. If firms had been optimally organized
before, then the presence of competition today should stimulate the traditional
responses, but not necessarily lead to radical rethinking of the organization itself.
Something else must be at play, something that enables a more far-reaching response
than was possible in the past or that overcomes past political and social obstacles to
such a response. This is a crucial point, because it gets us beyond overly simple
appeals to tough competition as an explanation for changes in employer organization
and strategy.

Technology, Hard and Soft

Alfred Chandler, the dean of business historians and chronicler of the traditional
American bureaucratic firm, likens the spread of microcomputers and chips to the
extension of the railroad. The railroad created the modern corporation by enabling
mass markets, and analogously the microchip enables new forms of management and
control. With more than 40 percent of new capital investment spent on information
technology, and with a 6000 percent quality adjusted price decline in computers over
the past 30 years, this argument is more than plausible (Brynjolfsson 1993).

At a crude level, computers can substitute for labor, enabling more to be produced
with less. However, the more interesting impact is deeper, because computers enable
new systems of management and control. Much energy inside firms and business
schools is spent thinking about how to use computers to radically change business
processes. Classic examples include combining steps in customer service and order
entry, or streamlining backroom processing of financial records in banking and
insurance.

As impressive as is the impact of microprocessors, it is crucial not to overlook the
importance of a “soft” technological innovation: new ideas about organizational
design. These new ideas, which have become broadly accessible to the managerial
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community in recent years, have implications that may well equal or exceed more tra-
ditional technological change. Although perhaps arbitrary, I would list the central
organizational ideas as follows: (a) A new approach toward quality that shifted it from
being the province of a separate unit and instead diffused accountability throughout
the production process; (b) devolution of increased responsibility to ordinary workers
(white- and blue-collar) to come up with new ideas and processes and the devolution
of related organization of the workforce into teams with substantial training and job
rotation; (c) the notion that some workers are core to the organization while others are
peripheral and can be managed with quite different sets of rules and expectations;
(d) production process innovations, notably just-in-time systems of inventory; and
(e) long-term and intimate relationships with suppliers and hence a considerable
interpenetration between what others might perceive as distinct organizational units.

While these organizational innovations quickly became part of American business
vocabulary, it is important to understand that they played out in different ways in
different settings. Furthermore, in many firms it is doubtlessly the case that the
vocabulary has been adopted with little real change in practices. Nonetheless, the
diffusion of these ideas has been substantial (Osterman 1994, 2000).

Even with these qualifications in mind, however, it is clear that the new organiza-
tional ideas present firms with opportunities similar to those offered by information
technology as they seek ways to respond to competitive stress. There is perhaps even
more scope for values, external constraints, and internal power-politics to shape just
how these opportunities are used, but their far-reaching implications seem undeniable.
The very boundaries of the firm are placed into question, the flow of work is again
open to reconsideration, and fundamental issues arise regarding which set of workers
the firm is willing to make any degree of commitment to.

Capital Markets Are Calling the Tune

Informational and organizational technology are tools offering firms new ways to
respond to competitive stress. The capital market explanation is different, in that it
looks outside the organization and calls attention to the role of the financial commu-
nity in influencing the motivation and objectives of firms. There are basically three
lines of argument. The first is that the institutional investors currently place much
greater pressure on firms to perform than they did in the past. The second is that, in
general, the stock market undervalues “soft” investments in people. This might happen
because these investments are hard to observe and hence are subject to the suspicion
that they really represent managerial featherbedding. Another possibility is that analysts
simply do not believe that such investments pay off. The third argument is that the
stock market places unreasonably short time horizons on firms, who must then manage
for quarterly performance and not long-term growth.

The stories summarized above suggest two related but distinct hypotheses. The first
is that capital markets are making firms more performance oriented than in the past.
This might help explain the rapid adoption of the new organizational and IT tech-
nologies. The second argument is that capital markets bias firms away from invest-
ments in people and that this bias is increasing. Here, it is worth making a few points.
First, for capital market explanations to hold water, it must be the case that firms are
either sub-optimally structured in the past or else, absent capital market pressures,
would be too slow to take up the opportunities offered by the “hard” and “soft”
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technologies described above. If firms were doing their best in tough circumstances,
then capital market participants would have no incentives to pressure managers.

From the viewpoint of capital markets, this sub-optimality can take two forms:
Either managers are simply making bad decisions and need to be set back on course,
or managers are doing fine on their own terms but are pursuing somewhat different
objectives than simply maximizing stockholders returns. For example, if managers
placed a positive value on loyalty to long-standing employees, this might be seen by
the investment community as wasteful spending. The trick in assessing claims regard-
ing the impact of capital markets lies in distinguishing between firms that really need
a wake-up call from those wherein capital markets are simply struggling for a higher
share of profits at the expense of employment and wages.

These qualifications and amendments aside, the interaction between heightened
competition and shifting capital market constraints are most likely an additional source
of pressure on firms. Although the complaints of incumbent management probably
have a strongly self-serving element (attacks on “impatient” investors may be simply
pleas by management to retain their unchecked and poorly utilized discretion), obser-
vation of managerial behavior does suggest that, for good or bad reasons, concerns
about capital markets are shaping behavior in ways that were not true in the past.

In his study of the impact of institutional investors, Michael Useem (1996, 138)
concluded,

Management has been responding. In reviewing executive compensation plans . . . general
counsels often review the plans privately with activist pension funds. When consider-
ing . . . an acquisition chief executives turn to investor specialists for a prediction of how
the markets will react. Whether in setting strategy or selling divisions, investor
preferences now unite with regulatory constraints and legal risks as part of the operating
environment that executives no longer ignore.

What Has Happened to Middle Managers

A casual reading of the business press would lead to the conclusion that managers are
an endangered species. Certainly, the journalistic drumbeat of layoffs implies that
managerial ranks are shrinking. If this were true, it would be a remarkable reversal
from a long-term trend of increased administrative intensity in American firms. The
story of the rise of large corporations in the economic landscape is the story of the
need for more managers. The emergence of the “visible hand,” to use Alfred
Chandler’s image, is the story of managers substituting for impersonal market forces
in guiding the paths of production and distribution. As the scope of corporations
expanded, one would expect the need for managers and the relative importance of
managers in production to have also grown. The data do in fact support this expecta-
tion. Guillen (1994, 36) reported that in manufacturing, the ratio of administrative
employees to production employees grew from 8 in every 100 in 1900 to 16 in 1920
and 18 in 1929.

But, one might reasonably ask, has restructuring reversed this trend? The answer
appears to be “no.” David Gordon (1996, 46) reported that the percent of nonpro-
duction and supervisory employees in total private sector employment grew from
6.6 percent in 1960 to 11.4 percent in 1980 and 13.0 percent in 1989. Gordon used
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Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) establishment surveys to arrive at this estimate, but
a similar tale is told by the household based Current Population Survey. These data
show that between 1969 and 1999 managers and administrators increased from
8 percent to 14 percent of total employment (Levy and Murnane 2005, 42).

The data cited above are broad-brushed and do not finely distinguish among types
of managers nor do they focus uniquely upon the large corporations that are at the
center of the restructuring debate. Nonetheless, they are strongly suggestive that what
has changed is not the overall importance of managers in the economy. Restructuring
has not eliminated the need for managers. What it has done is to change the condi-
tions and nature of managerial work.

To sort out the different perspectives on the fate of middle managers, it makes
sense to begin with what can be discerned in labor market data. The limitation of
these data, of course, is that they can tell us little about what managers actually do. To
attempt to answer that question I will turn later in the chapter to reports from a num-
ber of observers as well as interviews I conducted with a range of middle managers.
However, the data are useful in understanding the broad outlines of recent events.

One angle on the question is to ask what has happened to job tenure for managers
over the decades of restructuring. Information on job tenure, the number of years
employees have spent with their firm, has been collected by the Census Bureau from
the household survey every two years since 1983. There are a series of complicated
technical issues involved in analyzing these data. In addition, it is important to under-
stand that job tenure is a function of both quits and layoffs, and these tend to be off-
setting behaviors. That is, in a period of high layoffs, quits are likely to fall as
employees become risk adverse. Hence tenure data do not speak directly to the ques-
tion of whether work has become less secure. Nonetheless, they do help us under-
stand if it has become less stable.

Table 11.1 below provides the basic facts on job tenure. Because of changes in
occupational classifications, the data are shown in two parts, but both tell the same
story. Managers enjoy more years of job tenure than does the labor force in general
and the blue-collar worker in particular. Furthermore, there is little evidence of a
decline in recent years.

There are two important qualifications to this optimistic picture. First, the data
represent the entire American workforce, whereas much of the discussion about the
reduction of managerial employment has been centered in large firms. Second, these
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Table 11.1 Job Tenure (in years)

1983 1987 1991 1996 1998

All, 16 plus in age 3.5 3.4 3.6 3.8 3.6
Executive, Administrative, and 5.3 5.1 5.5 5.5 5.3

Managerial
Precision Craft, Repair, and 4.8 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.6

Production

2000 2002 2004

All, 16 plus in age 3.5 3.7 4.0
Management Occupations 4.9 5.2 5.5

Source: United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.



data are for both men and women, whereas the tenure data suggest that the
experience of the two genders has been quite different. For example, between 1983
and 2000 the median job tenure of 45- to 54-year-old men declined from 12.8 years
to 9.5 years, while for women of the same age group tenure increased from 6.3 years
to 7.3 years.

Another source of national data comes from surveys of worker displacement that are
conducted by the Census Bureau. Employees are defined as “displaced” if they have three
or more years of tenure on their job and have lost that job due to plant or company clos-
ing, insufficient work, or abolition of their position or shift. In the latest survey of all
those who were displaced between January 2001 and December 2003, 17 percent were
classified in the occupation “management, business, or financial operations.” This dis-
placement rate should be compared to the overall occupational distribution. Employees
in this grouping accounted for 9 percent of overall employment.2 Thus it does appear
from these data that managers are disproportionately at risk.

The Changing Shape of the Managerial Ladder

One implication of both the popular discussion and the data reviewed above is that
the structure of organizations has shifted in ways that impact managerial careers. The
quantitative data that we have on this question is thin, but it is supportive of the view
that the world is quite different for middle managers today than in the past.

An important issue is whether the shape of the managerial hierarchy is in fact
shifting in ways implied by the popular discussion. That is, is the firm getting flatter
with fewer rungs on the ladder? Recent research by Raghuram Rajan and Julie Wulf
(2003) suggested that this is indeed happening. Working with an original database
that includes the job descriptions and reporting relationships of senior managers in
300 large American corporations, Rajan and Wulf found that the number of man-
agers reporting to the CEO has increased substantially in recent years, from an aver-
age of 4.4 in 1986 to 7.2 in 1999. This implies a substantial flattening in the hierarchy
of organizations and the reduction of managerial levels.

Rajan and Wulf explored several possible explanations of this trend. The candidates
they examined include strengthening corporate governance (which might lead to reduc-
tion in empire building), CEO entrenchment (which might lead to reduction in the
number of potential competitors to the CEO for power), and the increased importance
of human capital and intangible assets (which leads firms to look more like partnerships
that are unwilling to permit lower-level managers to have significant power or access to
clients). The evidence on each of these is fairly weak, but Rajan and Wulf favored the last
explanation. However, regardless of what lies behind the trend, the development itself—
the flattening of corporate hierarchies—seems not to be in doubt.

A second important organizational trend within firms for which we have data is the
spread of self-managed work teams and quality programs, which together are often
called High Performance Work Organizations (HPWO). These systems have spread
substantially in American firms (Osterman 1994, 2000). HPWO systems tend to
devolve substantial authority to frontline workers and as such have important potential
implications for the responsibilities, employment levels, and wages of managers.

Analysis of the surveys cited above did in fact find that these systems impacted the
employment circumstances of managers. First, as the use of HPWO systems increased,
the employment levels of managers fell (Osterman 2000). Second, establishments
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with greater usage of HPWO systems tended to pay their managers more than
establishments with less utilization (Osterman 2006). Taken together, these patterns
suggest that new work systems require fewer managers (as responsibility is devolved
to frontline employees) but that the required skill for managers does in fact increase.

The Changing Basis of Compensation

The compensation of managers at the top of firms is widely publicized and has been
the source of much public discussion and debate. For example, in 1965 CEOs in
major companies earned 26 times the average workers’ pay, while in 2000 they earned
310 times the average pay.3

Stunning as these numbers are, of greater interest for this chapter are compensa-
tion developments for the millions of managers lower in the hierarchy. One of the
most noted trends in the U.S. labor market in the 1980s and 1990s was a rise in wage
inequality. The compensation trajectory of managers has followed the same trend.
Using a national data-set of managerial salaries maintained by the Hay company (the
firm that devised the widely used Hay points system of compensation),
O’Shaughnessy, Levine, and Cappelli found that between 1986 and 1992 the standard
deviation of managerial wages rose from 31.6 percent to 34.3 percent, a 9 percent
increase in inequality (O’Shaughnessy, Levine, and Cappelli 1998).

One of the major consequences of restructuring has been a shift in the basis of com-
pensation. In the past, most compensation regimes were based on systems that empha-
sized internal equity. A large fraction of pay increases took the form of across-the-board
raises that applied equally to everyone.With supervisors asked to rate their employees on
a simple scale, and with these supervisors having a tendency to emphasize equity rather
than performance in making these ratings, merit pay systems were relatively mild .

All of this has changed. Firms today put much greater emphasis on distinguishing
among levels of performance and rewarding and punishing accordingly. This can be
interpreted as an extension of the compensation of the same “at risk” attitude that has
been applied to employment itself. For example, the BLS Employee Benefits Survey
finds that the percentage of employees eligible for bonuses grew from 29 percent in
1989 to 39 percent by the late 1990s (cited in Cappelli 1999, 158).

A sense of the extent of this trend, and also of the fact that it applies more severely
to managers than to other employees, can be gained from my 1997 survey of
American establishments (Osterman 2006). The survey asked what percentage of an
employee’s wage increase was due to an across-the-board increase related to firm or
group performance and what percentage was due to individual merit. For blue-collar
core employees, the former accounted for 62 percent of wage increases, while indi-
vidual performance or merit accounted for 38 percent. By contrast, for managers the
relative importance is reversed: Across-the-board increases accounted for 33 percent
and individual performance factors 67 percent.

How Managerial Work Has Changed

The data presented above are aggregate, frequently taken from surveys of individuals,
but in any case with very little grounding in the firm itself. However, there are both
ethnographic and statistical studies of managers that draw on the actual experience
within firms.
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Perhaps the classic ethnographic study of managerial careers in the “old economy”
is Rosabeth Moss Kanter’s (1977) description of “Indesco” in Men and Women of
the_Corporation. Kanter portrays a world of hierarchies and job ladders in which
upward mobility is the sine qua non of success. At the time of her writing, many man-
agers did, in fact, have reasonable expectations of climbing these ladders. What has
changed since?

Studies of managerial work in a range of industries have, in fact, documented sub-
stantial changes in these traditional patterns. I begin by reviewing findings from three
quite distinct industries: automobiles, high technology, and insurance.

In his examination of how restructuring has affected managers in the automobile
industry, John-Paul MacDuffie (1996) summarized as follows (81–82):

The middle managers, corporate and divisional staff, engineers, clerical employees and
first line supervisors at General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler now find themselves
affected by all the woes commonly associated with blue collar production workers—
layoffs, outsourcing of work, concessions in pay and benefits, and redundancies due to
the reorganization of work for greater efficiency . . . Besides the erosion of status that
this implies, white collar employees also face many new demands in their jobs, including
more work, more decision-making responsibility, more cross-functional interaction,
and more of a support role vis-à-vis blue collar workers.

The starting point of these changes is the recognition that in many respects the
auto firms represented the classic bureaucratic form. In fact, it was at General Motors
that the multidivision corporate form, organized in silos with a central headquarters
performing the coordination function, was invented. Yet over time this style of man-
agement came to be dysfunctional. In the words of one employee (quoted by
MacDuffie 97),“Unless you’re working on the Fourteenth Floor, you have about a zil-
lion bosses. Every small thing requires approval up the line. They have thirteen thou-
sand checkers in this company to make sure things are done right. Hell, they have
checkers to check the checkers. It’s madness.”

In response to this, the firms in the early 1990s began to make structural changes.
Jack Smith, the CEO of General Motors, moved his office out of the Fourteenth Floor
and reduced central staff from 13,500 to 2,500. Ford, for its part, expanded cross-
functional activities and set up teams that included representatives from engineering,
manufacturing, finance, components, and suppliers.

However, the sources of pressure for change in managerial work were deeper than
simple changes in the organization chart. Spurred by the example of their Japanese
competitors, American automobile firms began to implement versions of lean-
production systems. This production system, with its emphasis on reducing buffers,
team production, continuous improvement, and quality, had deep implications for
the nature of managerial work (MacDuffie 106).

Under lean production, there are a series of shifts in managerial work: First, man-
agers are more exposed to the market and to customer pressures, yet the dynamics of
lean production dampens the impact of market volatility. Second, managers have to
broaden what they do. They cannot limit themselves anymore to just “conceptual”
tasks. Because of the absence of buffers, they also have to worry about execution.
However, from this they gain a broader knowledge of the production process and can
play a more integrative role. Third, managers have to pay more attention to the
process of decision making. They are less likely to simply make decisions by fiat. The
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decisions that do get made are less intuitive and more data driven than in the past.
Fourth, managers have much more interdependence with managers from other
functions and also from other companies (suppliers), yet they also experience lower
coordination costs and faster decision making.

The “market-in” philosophy of lean production leads to lots of data being distrib-
uted to many more people in the organization. This reduces managers’ role as “owners”
of information. Instead, they work with large numbers of people in interpreting data,
which requires important shifts in the nature of managerial skills (MacDuffie 09):

With their specialized expertise either subsumed by subordinates or more open to chal-
lenge, managers must find ways to contribute that draw on their broad knowledge of the
organization, its products, its suppliers, and its customers. With less ability to command
based on positional authority, managers must instead persuade based on their skills in
analyzing and interpreting what they have learned form their subordinates and from
their interactions across functional and company boundaries. Knowing how to guide
subordinates as they develop expertise, how to pull together the appropriate people and
resources to address various problems, and what balance to strike between autonomy
and direction when allowing subordinates to take on “thinking” tasks become impor-
tant skills for managers under lean production . . .

The shifts in managerial work in high tech and insurance track the developments
in automobiles remarkably closely. In her study of Hewlett-Packard, Sara Beckman
(1996) described organizational shifts away from narrow silos and toward broader
cross-functional structures. She commented (167),

These three changes—consolidation, vertical disintegration, horizontal process man-
agement—have created a substantively different environment for manufacturing man-
agers and white collar professionals. That environment is more networked externally,
with more critical vendor relationships and tighter outbound partnerships, as well as
internally, across both functional and divisional boundaries.

Her description of the new skills that managers need in this environment track
closely MacDuffie’s analysis of automobiles (Beckman 173):

[M]any manufacturing managers in today’s environment share the need to accomplish
their objectives through influence rather than direct control. Forced to operate in teams,
either with internal R&D and marketing partners or with external operators, they must
learn to take others’ perspectives and to think strategically in integrating other’s needs
with their own. Interpersonal, negotiation, and business skills are far more critical than
technical skills . . .

Finally, in that most quintessential white-collar industry, insurance, the shifts in
managerial work are remarkably similar. Scott, O’Shaughnessy, and Cappelli (1996)
used a combination of field work and analysis of Hay data to map what had hap-
pened to managers. They described an “old world” that could have been General
Motors (128):

Managers had to be sure that each functional unit completed its tasks effectively in a
timely fashion . . . Career ladders were defined hierarchically, and steep hierarchies were
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needed to ensure coordination among various functional areas . . . The skills needed
from managers were planning, delegation, motivation, evaluation, coordination, and
control.

The “new world” also tracks the changes we have already seen (128):

[I]nsurance management jobs are more like those in lean-production manufacturing
organizations, where teams of workers are responsible for production and the manager
is responsible for leadership . . . Different skill sets are needed for managers to coordi-
nate these independent teams . . . One manager said, “Managers’ jobs are not as well
defined as they were.” Managers are having to demonstrate more “soft” skills.

Their analysis of the Hay data showed that the organizations have become much
flatter, with wider spans of control. They also concluded that while the compensation
of top management increased substantially over the period they examined
(1986–1992), the pay of middle managers rose only modestly. In this they again
match the automobile story, in which MacDuffie found that middle managers were
hit badly in terms of pay. Top managers continued to get bonuses based on the prof-
itability of nonproduction areas such as finance operations. Blue-collar employees
were protected by the union. The middle management got pay freezes and an
increased share of medical costs (MacDuffie 101).

An Important Qualification

All of the foregoing discussion refers to the changing employment situation of man-
agers in large bureaucratic firms. This focus has long seemed justified, despite the
common understanding that many Americans work in small firms that operate
under very different rules. The rationale has been that, while small firms are numeri-
cally important, the tendency in the American economy is toward the large, bureau-
cratic form. Furthermore, large firms were long seen as the desired outcome and the
epitome of best practice.

These assumptions have been challenged in recent years, most particularly by the
rise of new entrepreneurial firms in regions such as the Silicon Valley. While it is pos-
sible to exaggerate the differences between many of these firms and the traditional
model—after all, companies such as Hewlett-Packard and Intel are certainly large and
bureaucratic and have well-structured managerial career paths—there are, nonethe-
less, reasons to believe that important differences between the models do exist.

One key distinction lies in the higher rate of mobility that is said to characterize
the Silicon Valley labor market. Most observers believe that a great deal more job
changing goes on there than in other regions. A second difference lies in the fluidity
of occupational roles. The nature of new start-ups is that the content of jobs is up for
grabs, as founding teams work out their division of labor (Beckman and Burton
2005). Titles may seem traditional, but the actual nature of the work may vary
substantially over time within a start-up and also across start-ups.

Although the emerging pattern in the Silicon Valley and other similar labor
markets may represent a new model, as of now we lack enough data or description to
accurately characterize it. Furthermore, the vast majority of American managers con-
tinue to work in more traditional settings, and it is from these settings that we have
our best understanding of what has happened.
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How Managers Feel about the Changes

We have seen that managerial work has changed in a variety of ways. It is less secure,
it requires new and in many cases more complex skills, and compensation is much
more at risk today than in the past. Not all of these changes are for the worse, but it is
certainly the case that pressures have ratcheted up. What are the reactions of man-
agers to these developments?

Early in the process of restructuring, Viki Smith (1990) reported on the attitudes
of managers in a large bank and found them to be confused and ambivalent about the
changes. This pattern is consistent with the most extensive ethnographic study of the
state of mind of managers in the current situation, a study of 14 firms conducted by
Charles Heckscher (1995). Heckscher focused his attention on their attitudes toward
the firm, on how their loyalties were shifting, and on how they viewed their careers.

Most of his managers were in a state of shock. Perhaps paradoxically, they
remained loyal to the firm, but they had withdrawn and lost sight of the larger purpose.
As Heckscher wrote (95),

[T]he problem . . . is that this goodwill has not led to coordinated and effective organi-
zations. Rather, it leads managers—after an initial phase of shock and rage—to dig into
their own trenches, trying to do their narrow jobs as well as possible, but losing touch
with the whole. Their reaction has all the earmarks of defensiveness: denial of reality,
avoidance of difficult questions; they consistently underestimate their company’s com-
petitive problems and sidestep questions about their future careers. They remain
inwardly focused and reactive, unable to grasp the full import of the changes they are
facing and therefore unable to respond creatively to them.

This mixed set of attitudes of managers is reflected in the survey conducted for
this study by the Society for the Study of Human Resource Management, the largest
organization of human resource (HR) professionals. This survey of HR managers in
private sector firms asked about their attitudes toward their employer. HR managers
are probably among the most likely managers to remain loyal and committed to the
firm, and this is reflected in the data. In response to the statement, “I feel little loyalty
to my employer,” 49 percent strongly disagreed and 22 percent disagreed.

On the other hand, the respondents are hard-eyed in their view of what the firm is
about. In response to the question of whether the senior management made decisions
in the best interest of the employees, only 59 percent were somewhat or very confi-
dent that this was the case. But when asked whether senior management made deci-
sions in the best interests of stockholders or owners, 84 percent were somewhat or
very confident.

To pursue these topics, I interviewed 75 middle managers in two large corpora-
tions. The corporations were chosen because together they represent the range of
transformations that have shaken the work world of managers. One of the firms is a
large financial institution that has gone through a number of mergers and whose
managers I interviewed just as it was being acquired by another, larger competitor.
The other is a large, high-technology firm operating in a highly volatile product mar-
ket that has made considerable use of internal project teams and other flexible orga-
nizational designs.

The managers whom I interviewed were several levels removed from the top. They
are the account managers, project leaders, IT supervisors, lenders, sales managers,
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customer support managers, HR managers, and other representatives of the army of
managers who constitute the modern corporation. These people by and large are not
candidates for the top positions in their organizations, and most of them have no
interest in climbing that high. In any case, these are the people who make the firm
function, and they are also the people who represent the largest group of potential
victims of the new rules of corporate careers.

Four major themes emerged from these interviews: First, the managers I inter-
viewed were committed to their work. They enjoyed their tasks. In this sense they
were very much like craft workers. Second, the managers feel that over time the
nature of their work has changed in negative ways. They face more controls, they have
lost discretion, and in some instances their job has been disassembled in ways that
resemble what happened to factory work. Third, while the managers feel committed
to their work, to the tasks, they feel much less commitment, respect, and loyalty to
their employer than they had in the past. Fourth, despite this latter point, the conclu-
sions that they draw tend to either be very privatized or else broadly apolitical. They
see the changes that have taken place as inevitable and, in some cases, desirable.

Craft Work

Virtually all of the managers that I interviewed took what might be termed as an
attitude of craft pride in their work. Regardless of their attitude toward the organization,
when it came to the job itself, there was a high degree of enjoyment and commitment.
Consider this comment by a bank manager:

Love the people, love managing people . . . I have no associate turnover, everybody stays
with the company, everybody goes to other opportunities within the company. I pride
myself on that. In the past year I have probably trained four or five managers here.

The managers in the high-technology firm echoed these sentiments. When asked
what they liked about the work, a typical comment was, “Building things and getting
products out to a customer . . . To me that’s the most exciting part of project, is
getting the hardware and making it work and then getting out to the customer.”

Loss of Control

Many, although not all, of the managers whom I interviewed believe that in recent
years they have been subject to more control, they have lost a degree of discretion,
and their jobs have been narrowed or split apart.

Consider the case of the bank manager cited above who took a craft-like pride in
his work. Nonetheless, his discretion over his time has been sharply reduced. The senior
management of the bank has established a list of behaviors and goals that the bank
manager must follow on an hourly basis. In his words:

Our company has seven priorities, and those don’t define everything they do, but
instead of having a priority, it has seven priorities and then you have 50 goals and you
can do 49 of them 120 percent but you know what, we are going to talk about that one.
That happens so often, that you are just numb to it, you are frustrated by it . . . I have a
goal every hour, I have to refer a product. Everyone that has walked through here today
I know already, it is not going to happen. It is impossible.
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A lender described her job as being “blasted apart” into pieces, and another
manager commented,

There is a huge thing of tracking . . . Everything gets tracked to a degree that I think is
unreasonable but—you are trained, every time you do the—this month you might do
your web base training, it gets tracked. So you do 15 hours you have got to do this quarter,
it gets tracked. It gets recorded. I guess the demands for information sometimes—all of
the company looking for similar things, data from you—it gets to be overbearing . . . .I
think it is very hierarchical and it is very top down driven.

Ironically, what many of these managers described is very much the process that
the Marxist economist Harry Braverman described for blue-collar workers.
Employers, in a search of both more control and for lower costs, divide up the work
and impose various forms of monitoring. There is a certain irony in this, since for
blue-collar workers the spread of HPWO has led to a reversal of this process and a
broadening of responsibility.

Loyalty and Commitment

The turmoil of the past two decades has, not surprisingly, taken its toll on the loyalty
and commitment of managers to their firms. There is certainly variation in this, and
a nontrivial minority of the managers I interviewed expressed a strong, continuing
commitment to their employer. Nonetheless, this group is a minority. The majority of
managers expressed major doubts about their employer and their loyalty. The follow-
ing comment by an engineering manager at the high-tech firm was typical:

I think that it’s really taken a big hit . . . I don’t think that there’s much loyalty between
business and employees period nowadays. Within—you have people who have been
here for a very long time and have a history of performance and I think are very loyal to
the company because they know that they’re in the culture, they know what to do to suc-
ceed, they feel comfortable. I think anyone who isn’t in that group has to be somewhat
concerned, you know, you’re one cycle away from . . . one cycle and boss who doesn’t
think you’re a major contributor to being job hunting, so it’s difficult to be loyal in these
situations.

Even successful employees feel this way. One of the managers I interviewed at the
bank had survived the merger and, in fact, was in a better position than prior to the
restructuring. Nonetheless, she had the following view:

I think it has changed a lot in 18 years, I mean you look at it, so you have a lot more stats
in terms of loyalty even in Japan where everyone is loyal, with the same company till the
day they die, that will not happen anymore. That does not happen here in the states any-
more. It is interesting I have been here for 18 years but I go around the table and a lot of
folks that worked with the institution for 18 years, 20 years, 25 years, which is pretty
mind boggling quite frankly and I wonder if I am stupid or I am just comfortable and I
am pretty conservative, so I do not like to take certain risks and I have been the more
constant work force within the two incomes of the household. I cannot say I am loyal.
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Conclusion

It is clear that managerial work has changed quite dramatically. Managers still retain
their privileged positions compared to most other workers in the economy. They are
paid more and they keep their jobs longer. At the same time, it is undeniable that
managerial work is much less secure today than in the past, that pay is more at risk,
and that the nature of the work itself has changed. Today’s managers are expected to
take on a much broader array of tasks than they were in the past and to be able to
operate effectively across organizational boundaries. Furthermore, setting aside even
the possibility of job loss, the career trajectory of managers is much more uncertain,
as organizations have flattened their hierarchies and reduced opportunities for pro-
motion. In some important sense, the situation of middle managers has come to
resemble more closely that of frontline workers than that of the most members of
senior management.

In thinking about how managers might respond to these developments, one theo-
retical possibility is the kind of collective response that characterized other labor
force groups exposed to sudden economic dislocation. For example, one possible col-
lective response might be efforts to limit the ability of firms to restructure and to lay
people off. At least in the realm of managerial employment, there appears to be no
support for this option. Although many of the managers I interviewed were angry,
none of them thought of their plight in political terms. They all took the view that the
changes in their circumstances were the inevitable result of economic changes. They
saw specific examples of inequity (such as the high severance pay of top level man-
agers compared to the support given to those lower down) but they drew no general
conclusions from this.

A more hopeful path for collective action is for managers to establish professional
associations that can provide assistance in skill acquisition and job search.
Associations of this sort are increasingly common in professional fields. Examples
include the Graphic Arts Guild and the Web Designers Guild. There is no reason why
such a model should not apply also to managers.

These associations can be formal, as in the Forty Plus Club described by Katherine
Newman (1999). This was a self-help group of unemployed managers who helped
each other cope with their situation and to find new work. The groups can also be
informal, as was the case with a group of laid-off managers who met regularly at a
church in Dallas where I interviewed some of them. Organizations of this kind can
also be sponsored by larger entities, and American unions are increasingly thinking
about nontraditional alternatives that they might offer to people who need help but
who are not ready to sign a union card.

One of the important functions of such an association is to help people find new
jobs. This is the classic role of a labor market intermediary, and the importance of
these intermediaries in today’s economy can be seen in a variety of ways. At the highest
level, the U.S. revenue of the four largest executive search firms rose from $214 million
in 1993 to $738.3 million in 2000 (Khurana 2002, 123). More generally, in 2000 there
were 3000 online job boards, with 7,000,000 unique resumes and 29,000,000 not-
necessarily unique jobs posted (Autor 2001). Between 1972 and 2000 employment in
temporary help firms grew five times more rapidly than average, accounting for
10 percent of all job growth (Autor 2004).

The private sector has clearly responded to the need for intermediaries, but there
is also scope for public policy. In recent years the Department of Labor has sought to
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reform the Employment Service, the major public intermediary, by creating so-called
one-stop centers that are intended to provide a broad range of services and to be
customer friendly.

Another policy tool may be to reconsider issues of corporate governance. The cen-
tral issue posed by governance discussions is, “In whose interest does the firm act?”
The last several years have witnessed growing academic and political interest in this
and other questions. What might be termed the “pro-employee voice” perspective on
governance is motivated by takeovers and downsizing, which seem driven by quick
stock market gains regardless of the cost to employees or communities. Actions of
this sort are contrasted with what would presumably result if the firm had broader
objectives than only enriching those who own its stock.

In thinking about whether reforming corporate governance may be a solution to
the woes confronting managers, it is important to understand that most current
interest in governance proceeds from a quite different angle. The debate is being
driven by those who believe that stockholder interests are insufficiently valued by
firms. The concern is that top managers have not been restrained by effective super-
vision and hence have followed poor policies for far too long or engaged in self-serving
empire building and perk-expanding activities. A variety of solutions have been
offered, but they all start from the proposition that the ultimate goal of the firm is and
should be to maximize the wealth of people who own its stock. Employee interests are
considered only to the extent that they benefit stockholders.

It seems clear that the pro-stockholder perspective is currently triumphant. In the
academic literature the implicit assumption, deriving from microeconomics, has
always been that economic efficiency is maximized when firms maximize profits and,
since the owners of these profits are the owners of shares, firms should in this view
maximize the wealth of their stockholders. This view has been given greater credibil-
ity and a more sophisticated defense by the emergence of the so-called finance view
of the firm. From this perspective the firm is nothing more than a “nexus of contacts”
or a collection of financial assets. The problem is how to maximize the return on
these assets, and this requires a market for corporate control that permits the buying
and selling of these assets and hence applies the discipline of market forces to those
who manage them. This discipline is effective, because if the assets are mismanaged,
the stock price will fall, inviting takeovers by those who will do a better management
job and thus raise the stock price.

The finance view stands in contrast with the traditional conception of the
American firm, in which the wide dispersion of ownership gave professional man-
agers a great deal of leeway in how they ran their business. Although these managers,
and their defenders, never overtly questioned the assumption that ultimately they
were managing in the interest of stockholders, in fact there is some reason to doubt
that this was the case. While from the perspective of finance theorists the managers
may have engaged in empire building or even more wasteful activities (and they
probably did buy too many corporate jets and hire too many friends), these managers
also had an implicit stakeholder view of the firm and hence made decisions (increasing
wages when profits were high, being reluctant to layoff except under duress) that were
sometimes slanted toward the interests of employees and away from the immediate
interests of stockholders.

Scholars and activists who view shifts in governance arrangements as a central
strategy for improving outcomes experienced by employees make several different
points, some of which are more threatening to the traditional conception of the role
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of the firm than others. The least threatening arguments focus upon the particular
institutional framework within which governance is conducted. One version accepts
the centrality of stockholders but argues that the institutional set-up of financial
markets leads to an excessive focus on short-term stock gains rather than maximizing
value in the long run. The emphasis on the short term makes it difficult for the firm
to undertake investments, such as those in people, that have long time horizons.

A second line of thought is that owners, or their agents, are too distant from the
operations of the firm to appropriately value hard-to-observe investments such as
those in people. As a result, investments of this sort tend to be undervalued by the
stock market and hence by managers. Neither of these points fundamentally chal-
lenges the primacy of the stockholders but rather each claims that their interests are
being poorly served by the current system and that improvements would also make
employees better off.

But a third perspective challenges the core belief that the only legitimate objective
of the firm is to maximize stockholder value, arguing that other stakeholders have
legitimate claims. When it comes to changing the fundamental purpose of the firm,
the implication of the stakeholder argument is to initiate reforms that insure that
representatives of interests other than stockholders sit on the board of directors and
have a voice in decision-making. It is not clear, however, whether this approach will
lead to any significant shifts in firm behavior. We have limited experience in this
country with employee representatives on boards of directors, but what experience
we do have is not particularly encouraging. Several of the examples that we do have,
such as Eastern Airlines and United Airlines, have gone very badly for employees.

The real limitation of the corporate governance approach, from the perspective of
this particular chapter, is that if employees do gain power (via, for example, the heft
of union pension funds), this power is unlikely to be deployed to help managers.
Managers will be seen as the beneficiaries of overly protective policies at the expense
of employees lower down in the organization. Hence reforming corporate governance,
although perhaps a very desirable objective from a global perspective, is of limited
relevance in this particular case.

At the end of the day, the plight of managers is unlikely to elicit a great deal of
sympathy or investment in public policy. After all, as noted at the beginning of the
chapter, even in today’s environment managers remain a privileged group. This does
not mean, however, that they do not face significant challenges within their firms and
within today’s labor market. However, much as in the many fictional works that they
have inspired, managers are probably going to have to face and solve these challenges
on their own or in cooperation with small groups of colleagues in similar circumstances.
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12

Changing Career Paths and 
their Implications

Peter Cappelli

Important changes in the business and corporate world over the last two decades have
led to important changes in the management of employees and their careers. More

rapid restructurings and changes in business strategy, in response to fast-changing mar-
kets and the adaptations of increasingly global competitors, have weakened the bonds
between employers and employees, especially in the managerial and executive ranks.
Further, the paths that individuals take to get to the top of the organization have
changed with much less reliance on internal, “grow your own” approaches to talent.

These developments raise interesting questions about the new approaches to talent,
which rely to a much greater extent on the outside labor market. Do they change the
attributes of the individuals who get to the top—are these arrangements more or less
meritocratic, for example? The results suggest that the new model of careers provides
greater access than the old model. The information used to make decisions arguably
relies more on prior job related outcomes than on potential. But the depth and
accuracy of information may be more limited than these were in the past. Careers are
typically described as the succession of jobs that makes up one’s working life. A typi-
cal assumption about careers is that, over time, an individual’s jobs and circum-
stances tend to improve. As such, the notion of a career is deeply tied to questions of
mobility—economic and social—as well as individual-level outcomes such as job sat-
isfaction. Changes in career outcomes or in the criteria that shape careers therefore
have important implications for society.

The focus of career research has been on white-collar work, especially managerial
work. Such jobs were often organized in large hierarchies, which offered rich and
interesting sequences of job opportunities over one’s life. The arguments below
examine what we know about changes in careers and consider the implications of
those changes for broader outcomes.

Historical Patterns in Management Careers

Research on careers has a long history in the United States, where notions of social
mobility are central to national culture and values. Popular biographies of the “robber



baron” generation and its leading figures, such as John D. Rockefeller and Andrew
Carnegie, reinforced the notion that individuals became business leaders through
hard work or, in the case of manufacturing leaders such as Henry Ford and Thomas
Edison, inventive genius, typically overcoming hardships in the process. Arguably the
first study to examine this meritocratic thesis was Pitirim Sorokin’s (1925) study of
millionaires in the United States. He compared an older generation of millionaires to
the then current generation and found that while about half of the former had come
from middle- or upper-class backgrounds, three quarters of the latter had done so.
This suggested to him that society was becoming less meritocratic and that it had
become more difficult to work one’s way up economic and class levels.

Carl S. Joslyn and Frank W. Taussig (1932) aimed their study of social mobility
precisely at business executives. They studied the backgrounds of 7,371 executives
drawn from the ranks of corporate directors in the 1920s. While they found that the
vast majority of these executives had fathers who were also businessmen and that this
percentage actually had grown over time, they also found that 11 percent had fathers
who were laborers. They focused on this finding and concluded that individuals with
merit could work their way to the top of the business community. Differences in the
probability of advancement by social class, they argued, were the result of differences
in merit and ability—the upper class had more able people.

A number of studies followed the Joslyn and Taussig investigations in examining
more closely the origins of the business leadership in the United States. William
Miller (1949) looked into the backgrounds of 190 of the most elite executive—presidents
and chairmen of boards of directors of the largest companies in the most important
industries—at the beginning of the industrial age, from 1900–1910. What was inter-
esting about this group, in contrast to business leaders from earlier generations, is
that most were professional managers, not the founders or entrepreneurs who had
started the businesses. Miller concluded that half had come from upper-class back-
grounds and only 5 percent from working or lower-class families.

Frances Gregory and Irene Neu (1952) looked back even farther in time at the
backgrounds of business leaders just before the beginnings of the modern corporation
in the 1880s. They found that most of the business leaders before the turn of the last
century had inherited money, which allowed them to invest in and then become leaders
of companies. The meritocracy argument was no longer looking credible.

A generation later, the notion of a corporate career with entry-level jobs and
promotion from within was more fully in place. Lloyd Warner and James Abbeglan
(1995) attempted to replicate and extend the Joslyn and Taussig study. They looked at
the background and careers of 8300 corporate executives in 1953 and found far fewer
founders or entrepreneurs in the ranks and relatively fewer members of the rich or
idle class than had the Joslyn and Taussig study. There was also a sharp decline since
earlier studies in the percentage of executives who had inherited their positions or
who were in the same firm as their fathers.

What Warner and Abbeglan saw instead was something that looked, at least rela-
tive to earlier periods, like an increase in more meritocratic arrangements. In an era
when about half the men did not even finish high school, they found that roughly half
of the executives of large companies they surveyed were college graduates (three-
quarters had attended college), and 20 percent had gone on to graduate school. By far
the most common route to the top was to begin either in sales or as a clerk in the
company (34 percent of future executives). The next most common path began in
production work (14 percent). The most striking statistics, however, concerned the
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stability of their career in the same company. The executives they surveyed averaged
54 years in age, they had been in their current executive job seven years, and had spent
24 years in their current firm, roughly half their life. Almost 50 percent had only
worked at their current firm, and 26 percent had been an executive at only one other
firm (Warner and Abbeglen 1995).

At roughly the same time, Mabel Newcomer (1955) undertook a systematic
assessment of changes in executive careers over time, changes that focused on their
experiences inside their corporations. She looked at the backgrounds and experiences
of the very top executives—presidents and board chairmen—of the largest compa-
nies in 1900, 1925, and 1950, around 400 individuals in each period. In terms of the
importance of the participants’ positions in the organization and the importance of
their organizations, this sample was more elite than the samples of earlier studies.
Newcomer’s results reinforced the conclusion that top executives were increasingly
professional managers (as opposed to entrepreneurs or financiers) who were pro-
moted to the top from within the company where they began their career. The extent
to which these leaders held positions in companies where their fathers or close rela-
tives worked declined from 26 percent in 1900 to 16 percent in 1925 and then to
11 percent in 1950. In 1925, 30 percent had begun their careers as entrepreneurs. By
1950, that figure was down to 10 percent.

More important for the study here is the fact that half of these leaders were hired
from outside their corporations in 1900, but by 1950, only 20 percent were outside
hires. Warner and Abbeglen estimated that half of all executives were promoted from
within, so Newcomer’s finding that 80 percent of top executives came from within
suggests that this more elite executive population was more likely to have been devel-
oped internally than was a more typical executive. In 1950, 47 percent of Newcomer’s
sample retired in office, as opposed to only 11 percent in 1900. Of those who retired
in office, 40 percent had been with their firm more than 40 years in 1950, in contrast
to 21 percent in 1925 and only five percent in 1900.

In part as a result of the Newcomer study, ideas about what constituted a business
career changed. The dominant notion now was that a business career was an organiza-
tional career—that is, it operated inside a corporation. William H. Whyte, an editor at
Fortune magazine, became arguably the best-known commentator on the rise of the new
organizational career with his famous book The Organization Man (1956). He cited a
study by the Booz-Allen consulting firm that asked what was seen at the time as a novel
question: Why would executives ever leave their corporation? The study of 422 execu-
tives who had left their first employer found that they did so only if their corporation
could not deliver on its implicit promise of upward mobility (Whyte 1956).

Sociologists such as Theodore Caplow (1954) recognized that the internal
arrangements for placing people into jobs, especially for white-collar work, resem-
bled classical bureaucratic principles, and researchers began to describe the employ-
ment practices within firms in those terms. A series of studies throughout the 1960s
and 1970s went on to map out the intricate details of how careers played out in prac-
tice, studies such as Rosabeth Kanter’s famous account of in-breeding at the pseu-
donymous “Indisco” corporation (Kanter 1977). What linked these studies was an
effort to map out what was, at least to outsiders, the hidden world of corporate career
policies. As Jacoby (1983) documents, most employees since the 1930s have worked
in organizations with bureaucratized employment practices.

The typical employee came in through a few entry ports or entry-level jobs, most
often at the very bottom of the organizational hierarchy, and advanced along a
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predictable path that was described as a job ladder. The metaphor of a ladder emphasizes
that movement up was discrete (that is, typically one promotion at a time) and
extremely predictable (there was only one path, and it was extremely difficult to skip
a “rung” of the ladder). Some advancements were simply seniority-related (“time in
grade”) and reflected managers’ presumed greater expertise in their current job, as
opposed to promotion to a new and more challenging position.

But there were also real advancements, typically through positions in “job clusters,”
a set of jobs that required additional but related skills that could be learned through
on-the-job experience and training. Promotion ladders for the managerial ranks
stayed within functional areas, or “silos,” until one got near the top of the ladder.
Sometimes the moves across jobs were not necessarily promotions in the strict sense
of a higher job title but may have been promotions to jobs that were seen as develop-
ment opportunities that prepared employees for future advancement. At some point
in their advancement, skills associated with general management became relevant—
the ability to manage workers in one’s functional area was a general skill that trans-
lated to managing other areas. Once managers had those skills, they were eligible for
“general manager” jobs that gave them operating responsibility and eligibility for
executive development.

The model for organizing the personnel systems that managed career advance-
ment was engineering—predict future demand for skilled employees, estimate the
flow of workers up career ladders, and optimize along the way by adjusting hiring,
development, redeployment, and so on, to match long-term supply to future demand
(Galbraith 1967). An important point about those systems, related to their bureau-
cratic origins, was that the organization was deciding who would move to what jobs
in order to best serve the goals of the organization. The individuals had no choice in
the matter. Indeed, in the American version of these arrangements, the individual
employee’s status, tasks, and prospects were entirely defined by his position in the
bureaucracy, by his job title.1

Career advancement looked somewhat different for production and hourly work-
ers, in that while there were job ladders, there were typically far fewer steps and
advancement possibilities. The craft union model existed for craft workers in many
manufacturing plants, where advancement from apprentice to journeyman to master
was at least influenced by union standards and objective criteria such as work sample
tests. Otherwise, the most important advancement was from the production work-
force to foreman or supervisor, the first level of management.

How real the likelihood of such advancement was is an empirical matter. Chinoy’s
(1955) study of workers in the auto industry, for example, found that there was one
foreman job for every 120 workers and only about 10 such openings per year for in a
6000-worker plant. The chances of a promotion were incredibly small, even for the
most able workers. Other industries had different paths to the top, however, includ-
ing development programs that pulled hourly workers directly into managerial
tracks. For example, I examined the biographies of the top 12 executives of the U.S.
Steel Corporation in 1980, every one of whom began his career with the company.
Most importantly, however, virtually all began in hourly jobs and were sent to college
by the company, and then into management trainee positions. And as Warner and
Abbeglen (1995) found, 14 percent of executives actually began their careers doing
production work. The possibility of advancing into the executive suite remained at
the very least a powerful normative idea.
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Meritocracy and the Corporation

The job ladders and other arrangements for advancement inside business enterprises
were clearly the paths to upward mobility. And compared to earlier periods in U.S.
history, there was little doubt that the leaders of industry were no longer simply the
sons of the rich and business elite (there were no daughters in top executive jobs). The
1950s research mentioned above suggested that the arrangements for advancement
inside companies rewarded the most able and were therefore more meritocratic than
earlier systems.

Perhaps the strongest evidence for this view was the disproportionate rise of col-
lege education and specialist degrees among business leaders. Management job lad-
ders in many, perhaps most major corporations, now began with college graduation,
and getting into and graduating from college were seen as an important measure of
merit. The most important factors in creating opportunity for capable individuals to
gain access to leadership positions in business, therefore, was the enactment of the GI
Bill and other programs that expanded access to higher education.

Most of the interest concerning career advancement and business, however, focused
on what happened inside those organizations. Whether or not corporate career devel-
opment arrangements allowed merit to rise to the top may depend on how one defines
merit. Sophisticated selection tests—such as personality tests, interviews with psychia-
trists, “in-basket” tests, and other work samples—rose in popularity and were used not
only in hiring, but also in promoting. The stated goal of these tests, indeed of the entire
selection process, was to identify merit. But the studies of corporate arrangements in
this period, from Mills (1951) to Whyte (1956) to Kanter (1977), uniformly took the
view that advancement criteria were dominated by factors other than individual merit,
at least as defined by one’s ability to perform a job. One’s ability to fit in and conform to
the dominant culture within each organization was arguably the central criterion.

To some extent, “fitting in” rising to the top of the list of criteria was an inevitable
consequence of the epistemological problems associated with prediction that are
known as “justification principles”: How can one tell whether individuals will be able
to succeed in tasks that they have never done before, doing activities that we cannot
observe until they happen? One way is to choose an individual who seems to have the
attributes of those who have succeeded before; hence, the pressures to conform in
order to look like those who have been successful previously. Indeed, the mechanisms
of internal selection may well have been the most important factor creating the
conformity environment.

Careers in the Present

There were some hints in the late 1970s that perhaps things were changing for execu-
tive careers.2 But a number of studies suggest that the early 1980s represented a water-
shed moment for the U.S. economy, for corporations in particular, and for individual
careers. In 1981, the worst recession since the Great Depression unleashed a massive
wave of corporate restructuring. The rise of deregulation and global competition,
especially in manufacturing (most prominently from Japan), greatly increased the
pressure to improve quality and productivity while the growing power of institu-
tional investors and the shareholder value movement increased the demands to
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improve financial performance. Together these forces contributed to a wave of corporate
restructuring, and terms like “downsizing” and “reengineering” as well as record levels
of mergers and acquisitions became a continuous part of the business landscape.3

By the 1990s, career paths became a topic of special interest because of concerns
that downsizing was disrupting traditional patterns of advancement. Specifically, the
apparent willingness to lay off white-collar workers and managers broke the old
notions of lifetime job security in return for employee loyalty. Growing problems
with employee retention in the 1990s suggested that employees had as little loyalty to
their employers as the employers had shown them in the downsizing waves. The
notion that careers should be thought of as spanning more than one organization, a
concept called the boundaryless career Arthur and Rousseau 1996 is it Arthur and
Rousseau [Let’s keep it with them.], became popular in organizational psychology,
although there was little evidence as to the extent to which this was actually happen-
ing and even less evidence that it was directed by the employees. A flurry of articles
debated the issue of whether employee tenure was falling across the workforce as a
whole (e.g., Neumark 2000), and there was some evidence that white-collar and man-
agerial job tenure was declining faster than the overall tenure for the workforce. The
extent to which internal development practices and associated career paths were
eroding was also a topic for debate (e.g., see the exchange between Sanford Jacoby and
Peter Cappelli in California Management Review 1999).

Partly because there is no single measure that can capture internal promotion and
development practices, especially for the executive ranks, there is no simple measure
with which to examine how individuals progress through organizational careers or to
get at the more complex question of whether current arrangements are more or less
meritocratic than these were in the past. Overall, we do have reasonably systematic
studies of economic mobility in the United States. These studies suggest that inter-
generational mobility—the extent to which our economic position in society differs
from that of our parents—has declined relative to other countries and also relative to
earlier periods in U.S. history, before World War II.

The recent research on mobility and career paths seems to have concentrated on
lower-wage workers, perhaps because of the findings that labor market outcomes for
lower-wage workers have worsened, especially relative to higher-income groups.
Among the most important of these findings is that workers in the 1960s and 1970s
had an easier time advancing economically than did those in more recent decades
when job instability and insecurity became bigger problems (Bernhardt, Morris,
Handcock, and Scott 2001). Even more telling is the finding about the paths that
offered the greatest opportunity for low-wage workers to advance. They did better
when they changed employers than when they stayed and tried to advance from
within the same organization (Andersson, Holzer, and Lane 2005). Unfortunately,
similar studies have not yet been conducted for middle- and upper-income workers.
But we can look at several separate measures to get a sense of the extent to which their
career paths have changed.

Employee Tenure

The first of these measures, and one favored by labor economists, is employee tenure,
the number of years an employee remains with the same employer. The debates in the
1990s about whether tenure has fallen appear to have faded, now that more recent
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data are available. Figure 12.1, drawn from the Current Population Survey of the
Bureau of the Census, shows tenure dropping reasonably sharply for men. Tenure for
women has not declined, however, possibly reflecting changes in legislation that make
it easier for women to stay in their jobs when family responsibilities change as well as
when there is greater economic necessity to do so.

Changes in tenure for men appear sharper when one examines the changes within
age groups (see figure 12.2). Because older men quit jobs less frequently, the aging of
the workforce over the past decade or so worked to increase tenure. Estimates for
separate age groups controls for that fact. The striking point is that tenure is falling
precisely among those older age groups that have historically had the highest attach-
ment to their employers, especially the cohort just before retirement. Tenure is driven
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by both dismissals/layoffs and quits, so changes in tenure capture changes in the
behavior of both employers and employees.

Hiring Trends

Another aspect of career to examine is changes in hiring practices. In the period from
The Organization Man through the 1970s, companies would hire trainees fresh out of
college and provide them with education and development experiences to prepare
them for managerial careers. One measure of change in these practices is the extent to
which companies are willing to hire experienced workers, as opposed to new hires
who are then developed internally for more advanced jobs. Tracking changes in the
proportion of experienced workers hired is not easy to do. One measure is the rise of
search and staffing firms, which tripled in revenue from 1993 to 1998; in the execu-
tive ranks, 53 percent of all vice-president level executive vacancies in the United
States during 2004 had a retained executive search firm engaged to find an outsider to
fill them (Cappelli and Hamori 2005a). Though not all these vacancies will ultimately
be filled from the outside, before the 1980s, any outside hiring in the executive ranks
was almost unheard of in large corporations.

The trend toward outside hiring is arguably most notable at the CEO level, in part
because when CEOs turn over, other parts of the organization often change as well. In
2001, annual CEO turnover amounted to 9.2 percent, a 53 percent increase from
1995, while the average CEO tenure declined from 9.5 years to 7.3 years (Lucier,
Spiegel, and Schuyt 2002). And more firms are going outside to find replacements. In
a sample of 120 U.S. industrial corporations that are reasonably representative of
publicly held companies (Ocasio 1999), the prevalence of outsider selection for CEO
was approximately 25 percent. Murphy and Zabojnik (2004) reported that outsider
CEOs represented 30 percent of all CEOs in the late 1990s.

An important development accelerating this development in outside hiring for
lower-level and more traditional positions has been the rise of non-degree credentials
that certify skills and proficiency in various technical areas. These credentials are typ-
ically issued by independent organizations outside the educational community and
are most closely associated with information technology, where companies such as
Microsoft and Cisco issue certifications for individuals who have completed training
and demonstrated proficiency in the use of those systems. Literally millions of these
credentials have now been issued, and unlike academic degrees, they are highly
focused on actual job tasks (Adelman 1997).

Outside of the context of skilled trades, such credentials were essentially
unheard of before the 1980s. The idea behind these credentials is to increase the
ease with which individuals can move across organizations by certifying that the
certified can perform with a high level of proficiency tasks that are central to all
reasonably standard jobs. They have accelerated the movement toward something
like professional labor markets for jobs that were previously seen as internal, tech-
nical functions.

Has anything changed since the 1950s with respect to the pressure to conform? It
is of course difficult to say, but the National Survey in 1997 asked a nationally repre-
sentative sample of employers about the criteria they used when selecting employees.
Interestingly, information on a candidate’s “attitude,” a proxy for issues associated
with personality and “fit,” comes out at the top of the list (table 12.1).
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Forune 100 Executives

To examine the issue of how career paths have changed for executives, we collected
information on the ten top executives from each of the Fortune 100 companies in
1980 and then again in 2001 (see Cappelli and Hamori 2005b for more details). We
focused on these 100 corporations precisely because they are the largest and most sta-
ble corporations with the scale to manage internal employee development and career
programs. This sampling frame stacks the deck against finding change, given that
these are the companies most likely to be able to persist in the traditional, organiza-
tional career model. The companies in 2001 are significantly older, despite the appar-
ent turmoil, restructuring, and business failures in the economy since 1980. They are
also significantly bigger in financial terms. Total sales, for example, were more than
four times greater. The differences in financial size cannot be accounted for by infla-
tion over this period, which totaled only 115 percent. The average number of employ-
ees is greater only by about 34 percent.

The results shown in table 12.2 suggest some striking differences between the
characteristics of executives in 1980 and 2001. (Significance levels for difference of
means tests between the two periods are reported in column three.) First, there are
more women in these executive positions in 2001—not a difficult achievement given
that the number was zero in 1980. Eleven percent of the incumbents in these posi-
tions in 2001 are women who differ from their male counterparts in important ways
(examined below). A more surprising change is that the average top executive is con-
siderably younger in 2001—more than four years younger than in 1980. It is not
immediately obvious why this should be the case.4 Economic growth that might have
pulled younger executives into the top ranks, for example, was not noticeably
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Table 12.1 Selectivity Questions

After you have established your applicant pool and obtained information
about potential [production or front-line job title] employees, what
characteristics or attributes are most critical in making your hiring
decision?
Please rank each method (5 � essential, 3 � important, 1 � no value).

Item Mean Std. Dev.

Attitude 4.40 0.78
Full-Time Work Experience 3.83 0.93
After-School or Summer Work 2.55 1.03
Previous Job Performance 3.99 0.96
Industry Based Credentials 3.33 1.23
Communication skills 3.80 1.03
Education Level (Yrs. Completed) 3.05 1.00
School Reputation 2.04 0.98
Academic Performance 2.52 1.06
Technical Course Work 2.79 1.14
General Course Work 2.38 0.95
Extracurricular Activities 2.11 0.97

Source: National Employer Survey, 1997.



stronger during the careers of the 2001 executives (from roughly 1970 to 2000) than
during the careers of the 1980 executives (1950 to 1980).

Average years of education for top executives are significantly higher in 2001,
roughly in line with higher levels of education for the population as a whole over this
period. (Median years of education are not significantly different, however.) But the
nature of the schools that executives attended changed. In 1980, a full 14 percent of
top executives in the Fortune 100 companies attended one of eight Ivy League institu-
tions for their undergraduate education. Only 32 percent attended public or state-
sponsored schools. Michael Useem and Jerome Karabel (1986) examined the
educational background of 3105 Fortune 500 executives in 1977 and found some
roughly similar results—11 percent had a first degree from one of top ten elite, pri-
vate institutions, and about 22 percent had a second, professional degree (MBA or
law degree) from one of these institutions. They found that holding a bachelor’s
degree from an elite institution increased the odds of becoming CEO by 42 percent.

In 2001, in contrast, only 10 percent of the equivalent executives received under-
graduate degrees from Ivy League schools, and 48 percent attended public institutions.
The percentage of executives who attended private, non–Ivy League institutions (that
is, non-public and non-Ivy) fell sharply across the two periods, from 54 percent in
1980 to 42 percent in 2001. The rise in the number of public post-secondary graduates
was not the result of an overall shift in graduates toward such schools.5

The results for second degrees suggest an even greater change. There is something
of an increase in the proportion of second degrees among these executives by 2001,
and the decline in the percentage of second degrees that came from Ivy League
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Table 12.2 Human Capital Comparisons in 1980 and 2001 Samples

Year N Mean Sign

Gender of Executive 1980 801 1.00 0.000
(1 � male) 2001 1159 0.89
Age of Executive 1980 704 56.04 0.000

2001 705 51.90
Years of Schooling 1980 726 17.02 0.000

2001 802 17.26

1st Degree Institution
Public ( � 1) 1980 728 0.32 0.000

2001 778 0.48
Ivy League ( � 1) 1980 728 0.14 0.017

2001 778 0.10

2nd Degree Institution
Public 1980 345 0.26 0.021

2001 496 0.34
Ivy League 1980 345 0.35 0.000

2001 496 0.21

3rd Degree Institution
Public 1980 38 0.29 0.832

2001 74 0.27
Ivy League 1980 38 0.21 0.592

2001 74 0.26



institutions was much greater than for first degrees. (Most of these degrees are MBA or
law degrees, and there are only five Ivy League law schools and six MBA programs.6)

Do these results suggest that corporations became less elitist and more open to
students from all levels of society in this period? By 2001, graduates from public insti-
tutions had greater access to executive positions, especially individuals with advanced
degrees. It is true that the Ivy League represented a smaller share of the population of
graduates over time, especially in the exploding arena of professional degrees where
the scale of Ivy League programs was particularly small, but that is not the case for all
private colleges and universities. It is also true that the growing popularity of the
MBA degree itself may allow for a different path into the corporation and its top
ranks, this is quite contrary to how the degree was seen in earlier decades, when such
degrees were relatively unknown. To the extent that top employers focus their recruit-
ing of MBAs on the more elite schools, perhaps the system of recruitment is actually
less open than otherwise.

Table 12.3 presents analyses concerning the employment history of these execu-
tives. There was a large and significant decline over this period in the percentage of
top executives who spent their entire career at the same company—12 percentage
points in the sample with complete career data, falling somewhat to eight points in
the full sample. Average tenure for these executives in their current company, a related
statistic, dropped between 1980 and 2001 by almost a full five years. Differences in
median tenure are even sharper, dropping by seven and a half years.

Arguably the most important development above concerns the nature of the path
to the executive suite. Average time taken to the top is significantly less in 2001 than
in 1980, a result that is consistent with the younger age reported for executives in
2001. The reductions in time to the top do not necessarily lead to reductions in orga-
nizational tenure, however. The declines in organizational tenure appear to be larger
than the declines in time taken to the top. The average amount of time these execu-
tives spent in each position was not that different in 2001 than it was in 1980—a little
over four years. So the explanation for the more rapid promotion path of executives
in 2001 is that they held fewer jobs on their climb up the corporate ladder. There were
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Table 12.3 Descriptive Statistics for Top Executives, 1980–2001 Full
Sample

Year N Mean Std. Dev. Sign

Lifetime Employees 1980 749 .53 .499 .001
2001 1099 .45 .498

Time to the Top 1980 735 28.38 6.52 .000
2001 778 24.11 8.93

Average Job Tenure 1980 740 4.32 2.44 .012
2001 771 3.99 2.62

Average Promotion Size 1980 802 1.10 .91 .004
2001 1160 1.25 1.21

Number of Positions Held 1980 761 5.76 2.27 .000
2001 1104 5.04 2.60

Organizational Tenure 1980 742 20.63 10.94 .000
2001 916 15.15 11.80



fewer stops along the way. And, as the data above indicate, the average size of a
promotion was therefore bigger. These results are consistent with the perception that
corporate hierarchies are flatter now with the result that the differences between
positions in terms of responsibilities at each level are greater (e.g., Rajan and Wulf
2003). Moving at the same speed up a ladder with fewer steps means one gets to the
top faster.

Because there were no women in the sample in 1980, it is possible to examine gen-
der issues only within the 2001 sample. The manufacturing/service distinction is the
only significant predictor of gender differences in the above analyses, with women
being significantly more represented in the service sector. In additional analyses avail-
able on request, we explored how the experiences of executive women in 2001 were
different from those of their male counterparts. They were significantly younger
(47 years old vs. 52 for men), less likely to have been a lifetime employee (32 percent
vs. 47 percent), they spent less time on average in each of their jobs (3.4 years vs. 4.0
years), and got to the executive ranks much more quickly (21 years vs. 25 years) than
did their male counterparts. The corporations in which they are employed are not
significantly different than average in terms of age or size. Nor can this result be
attributed to differences in the level of jobs held by women executives.7

Because executives vary in the number of jobs they held, and there are consider-
able differences in the titles of jobs that each executive held, it is next to impossible to
draw comparisons by job title. We can, however, compare the amount of time execu-
tives in 1980 spent in their first job—whatever its title—with the amount of time
executives in 2001 spent in their first job, and so on over the course of their careers.
The differences shown in figure 12.3 are statistically significant only for jobs 1
through 4 and job 12, but these results suggest that the 2001 pool of executives spent
slightly more time in their initial jobs, then sharply less time in their fourth position
(the modal title of which was “general manager”) before moving on.
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The Warner and Abbeglen figure of 50 percent, noted earlier for the proportion of
executives who were lifetime employees in the 1950s, included lower-level executives
from smaller companies, but it is only slightly less than the figure presented here for
1980. The average age of the executives in 1980 was 56, quite close to the Warner and
Abbeglen estimate of 54, though again, the Fortune 100 executives were on average
more senior in level, and that may explain the small difference. More important, aver-
age organizational tenure was very similar in the 1950s (24 years) to our estimate in
1980 (23.7 years in the restricted sample). These results suggest that career patterns may
have been reasonably similar from the 1950s through 1980, suggesting that the 
post-1980 period may well represent an important breaking point in corporate careers.
A contemporary study by Murphy and Zabonjnik (2003) of CEO turnover during this
period found a pattern similar to our results. They found that the proportion of CEOs
having been at their firm less than one year grew only slightly from 15 percent in 1970
to 17 percent in 1980 but then rose sharply to 25 percent by the 1990s.

Summarizing the Changes

There is little doubt that careers and career paths have changed over time and that the
“organization man” model of entry-level hiring of inexperienced workers followed by
internal development and promotion from within has changed. Describing exactly
how it has changed is more difficult, however, because there are few measures and lit-
tle data that track the internal practices of employers with respect to career paths.
There is little doubt, however, that attachment between employers and employees as
measured by job tenure has declined. There is also little doubt that there is more out-
side hiring of experienced workers, the factor driving reductions in tenure. For exec-
utive jobs, we know that there is some increased openness in terms of educational
credentials.

The biggest changes, however, seem to be associated with the climb to the top.
Individuals get to the executive suite considerably faster and younger than in the past.
They hold fewer jobs along the way up, and their careers seem to accelerate once they
get through lower-level management. But they may not necessarily stay in those top
jobs very long.

What do these results suggest overall about modern careers? For example, do
careers now offer more freedom, do they allow individuals with more merit to get to
the top more easily and more quickly? These are provocative and important questions
that are difficult to answer with certainty. What we can conclude about modern
careers is as follows.

First, modern careers have broken the attachment between employer and
employee that we saw in previous generations. The decline of internal development
and the sharp increase in outside hiring implies an important shift in the mecha-
nisms that govern careers—away from bureaucracies and their internal rules and
toward markets and competitive principles. In this context, labor markets are much
better at giving more people greater access to opportunities than are bureaucracies,
because the employment bureaucracies are limited to individual companies and, in
many cases, restricted to functions or sub-areas. Individuals who are blocked from
advancement in their own firms may nevertheless have the opportunity to advance
somewhere else. Although markets potentially open opportunity to more individuals
and more jobs, they require information to operate effectively. It is not clear whether
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helpful information is truly available about job openings and about the interests and
abilities of individual job seekers in order to make better matches. Khurana’s (2002)
work on outside hiring for top-level executives, for example, suggests that the process
is far from objective and efficient and that the players involved are subject to all kinds
of biases. The bureaucratic practices of internal development created much more
detailed information about potential candidates for promotion, although how well it
actually predicted performance remains a subject of some debate.

The bureaucratic models used in employment in earlier periods were based at least
in part on the ability to predict an individual’s potential to do different jobs. The idea
was to identify who could perform jobs before they were actually promoted into
them. The outside hiring and market-based models are much less interested in pre-
dicting who can perform a new job. They focus very strongly on making matches
between skills a candidate has already proved and jobs having requirements similar to
these skills. The greater the overlap, the more likely from an employer’s perspective
that the match will be made.

Managers who aspire to top-level jobs no longer have to pass aptitude tests or fit
into the culture of their current organization. But they somehow have to get the
opportunity to shine through actual job performance. In summary, the outside hiring
approach gives more people opportunity for more jobs that are reasonably similar to
the ones they already have held; the internal bureaucratic models gave a few people
opportunity to do a small number of jobs that represented significant advances in
careers.

What we can say about opportunities inside organizations is less clear. The fact
that more women get to the top and get there faster, for example, does seem to reflect
greater openness of the corporate system, as does the fact that more public college
and university graduates make it to top executive ranks. We cannot be sure why
top executives get through the ranks faster now than in the past. It could be that those
with more ability are pulled up more quickly. The fact that careers now seem to
take off faster after about the fourth job may be consistent with that view. The fact
that there is more turnover in the top ranks would seem to create more opportunity
for replacements to be promoted. But because vacancies are filled increasingly from
the outside, it is not clear whether those replacements have to come from the ranks of
more junior workers. At the very least, putting in one’s time no longer seems to be a
necessary condition for advancement.

From the perspective of employers, it is worth speculating whether firms that
“poach” talent away from competitors who do invest in developing employees will
eventually force those competitors to give up on development or, at least, find a
cheaper, alternative way to make those investments.
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The Value of Innovative Human
Resource Management Practices

Kathryn Shaw

In the last 30 years, there has been a dramatic change in firms’ choices of human
resource management (HRM) practices in that firms have moved toward what are

often labeled “innovative” or “high-performance” practices. These new practices
often include greater teamwork, greater participation by employees in decision
making, more information sharing among employees, greater training and educa-
tion, and, often, new forms of incentive pay to complement these changes. In fact,
these new practices represent a “technology shock” that is similar to the “technology
shock” of new information technologies.

In the case of information technology, firms have purchased new information
technologies because new discoveries in computing technologies have lowered the
price of computing and increased its uses. Similarly, firms have discovered the value
of innovative HRM practices—they have discovered new ways of including teamwork
and related practices that raise the performance of employees with the implementa-
tion of new HRM technologies. There is also a link between the new information
technologies and HRM practices: The new information technologies are likely to
facilitate investments in human resource practices that build teamwork and decision
making.

The result of these new HRM technologies is that workers’ performance levels
have risen. Since 1995, labor productivity has risen dramatically in the United States:
Previously (from 1973 to 1994) the rate of labor productivity grew at about 1.5 percent
a year; since 1995 it has grown at about 2.5 percent a year. Using fairly aggregate data,
researchers have shown that information technologies contributed to these
productivity gains, but in addition they have suggested that a significant part of the
productivity gains has been a result of the long-term introduction of new HRM prac-
tices (Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 2002; Olinor and Sichel 2002). There is no time
series data that might link HRM to other economic productivity gains.

In this chapter, we examine the possible increase in labor performance due to
innovative HRM practices. To examine the effects of HRM performance, researchers
must go inside firms and gather evidence from the firms on the organizational
changes and performance outcomes. We show that some firms have certainly gained



from new HRM practices. We also ask which firms gain the most from the adoption
of new work practices, and why. Increased labor productivity translates into higher
wage rates, and rising gross domestic product—or greater productivity—creates
greater economic wellbeing in the United States. Thus, we ask what role government
policies might play in facilitating firms’ adoption of innovative HRM practices. We
highlight two issues: first, that investment in education is crucial, and second, that we
should begin to build new institutions within firms for valuing the investments in
human capital or human resource practices.

Technology Shocks

The evidence I present shows that firms began utilizing “innovative” HRM practices
in the 1970s and that the trend continues. Here, the question that naturally arises is
that if firms knew of the value of innovative HRM practices, why were these practices
not adopted earlier? I argue that the value of these innovative practices was gradually
discovered in the United States beginning in the 1970s.

The Information Technology Shock

The IT “shock” is evident in the falling prices of computer products, a fall that led to
higher investments in IT. Since 1980, the speed of microprocessors used in PCs has
increased more than hundred-fold, so that the cost of performing one million
instructions per second has fallen from $100 to less than 20 cents. The cost of a
megabyte of hard disk storage has fallen from $100 in 1980 to less than 1 cent today.
Data transmission has also skyrocketed, as fiber optics lowered the costs of sending
one trillion bits of information from $120,000 to 12 cents from 1980 to 1999
(Council of Economic Advisers 2001).

The next effect of these performance gains per dollar of expenditure is that prices
of computers and equipment fell constantly over time, and just recently fell by
71 percent between 1995 and 2000. Increased investments by firms followed. Use of
the personal computer began in the early 1980s, with extensive power and very wide-
spread use of developments coming in the 1990s, and computer investment acceler-
ated to a 28 percent annual rate after 1995. Complementary investment in software
also doubled in those years (rising from $10 billion in 1980, to $50 billion in 1990, to
$225 billion in 1999), though the price of software fell by only 2 percent a year. While
the huge investments in computing of the late 1990s were not sustained after the
technology bubble burst, observers believe that strong investments will resume
shortly.

The HRM Technology Shock

Like IT, innovations in HRM practices over the last 30 years can be considered a
“technology shock,” though it is difficult to measure the size of the shock. Robert Cole
(2000) described potential innovations in HRM practices as a shock to managers:
Thirty years ago, the traditional U.S. system of HRM practices gave production work-
ers very little problem-solving responsibility—but then the Japanese demonstrated
that participatory practices could raise performance. Cole documented the huge gap
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in product quality in the United States relative to the Japanese in the 1970s and early
1980s and U.S. managers’ eventual discovery that the technology of production had
changed. Even though the need for innovative work practices was identified more
than 30 years ago (O’Toole et al. 1973), some innovative firms took up the challenge
immediately and adopted innovative HRM, but most moved slowly.

While firms choose slightly different sets of innovative HRM practices to suit their
environment, the overall adoption of these innovative practices has increased over
the last 30 years. Lawler, Mohrman, and Benson (2001) showed that very large
Fortune 500 firms substantially increased their use of teams (or work groups) and of
self-managed work teams—see figure 13.1. In these firms, these practices became
more pervasive: From 1987 to 1999, the percent of large firms having more than
20 percent of workers participating in work groups rose from 37 percent to more
than 60 percent, and the percent of firms having some workers participating in self-
managed teams rose from 27 percent to more than 70 percent. While the survey does
not go back to the early 1980s, earlier questions in other surveys on total quality man-
agement (which is the precursor to teams) suggest that these practices began to be
adopted in the 1970s. Also note that over time these firms began training more for
team skills as well (figure 13.1).

Firms also increased their use of incentive pay. Team-based incentive pay rose
from 27 percent to 53 percent from 1987 to 1999 (figure 13.2, “Gainsharing”).
The use of individual-based incentive pay became much more pervasive, as the
percent of firms with more than 20 percent of the workforce having individual incen-
tives rose from 38 percent to 68 percent. Increases also were widespread in the use of
skill-based pay.

In the 1990s, across all types of establishments, including nonmanufacturing,
there has been significant increase in the use of multiple innovative HRM practices.
Using survey data of all types of establishments, Osterman (2000) found that from
1992 to 1997, the percent of establishments wherein at least half of the workforce uti-
lizes two or more practices rose from 25 percent to 38 percent when he followed the
same establishments.

In sum, a conservative assessment suggests that, prior to the 1970s, very few firms
in the United States had HRM practices emphasizing employee involvement and
incentive pay, but their use grew fairly steadily over the 1980s and into the 1990s. The
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more widespread introduction of participation practices began in the early 1980s. By
1990 approximately half of all firms had some innovations, and since 1990 there has
been variable, but continued, progress. Thus, to the extent that participatory or
incentive-based HRM represents a technology innovation to managers, that shock
began about 30 years ago and adjustments have occurred since then in the 1980s and
into the 1990s.

The Effects of Innovative HRM Practices: Improvements in Performance

The typical firm that is utilizing innovative HRM practices is making an investment—
an investment in changing HRM and in ongoing costs of maintaining practices. These
investments should be rewarded, through greater productivity and higher stock-
market valuations. To the casual observer, it is clear that stock-market value of firms is
increasingly very different from their measured book values (or value of physical
capital), and the evidence confirms this (Chan, Lakonishok, and Sougiannis 1999).
The difference is likely to be the value of intangible capital that firms possess. As
pointed out by Brynjolfsson, Hitt, and Yang (2002), Bresnahan, Brynjolfsson, and Hitt
(2001), and Bresnahan and Greenstein (1996), when firms purchase new computers,
the cost of the reorganization, redesigned monitoring, and worker incentive systems
required to utilize the computers can be many times greater than the cost of the origi-
nal capital. Many of these firms that invest in this organizational capital, such as inno-
vative HRM practices, should and do earn market returns on their investments.
Looking across firms, Brynjolfsson, Hitt, and Yang (2001) showed that the firms that
adopt organizational changes have higher stock-market valuations, especially when
these organizational changes are combined with information technology investments.

Thus, we have evidence that the market values of firms rise from organizational
investments, but we would like to much better understand the causal link between
HRM and firm performance and to understand which firms are likely to gain the
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most. To provide evidence on the extent and nature of the gains from innovative
HRM practices, researchers must go deep within firms and over time gather data
from the firms (called “insider econometrics” by Ichniowski and Shaw 2003). There
are two sources of research evidence: industry-specific studies and data-based case
studies of particular firms.

Has Increased Use of New Human Resource Management 
Practices Improved Business Performance?

Research based on data from inside companies shows that adopting innovative HRM
practices raises the production of high quality output and raises the productivity of
workers in many firms. Consider the results from a series of studies of steel rolling
mills and steel minimills. One study showed that quality output rose very signifi-
cantly when innovative HRM practices were adopted. Using data from 36 steel rolling
mills that produce flat-rolled steel, researchers showed that productivity rose when
mills introduced a set of innovative HRM practices (Ichniowski, Shaw, and Prennushi
1997). Productivity is defined here as the percent of time the line is up and running
or the “uptime” of the mill. When there was a move from traditional HRM practices
to a set innovative practices, the uptime rose from about 88 percent to about 95 percent.
Moreover, the amount of output that was of high quality rose.

When minimills introduced team-based problem solving, their production yield
rose. Yield is defined as the percent of the output that is salable to the intended cus-
tomer, with the average value 94 percent. The remaining 6 percent of output is scrap.
A study of minimills followed 34 minimills over about five years (Boning, Ichniowski,
and Shaw 2001). When minimills introduced teams (after incentive pay), their scrap
rate fell by up to 20 percent.

One of the primary conclusions of these studies is that firms gain the most from
innovative HRM practices when they adopt sets of complementary HRM practices.
That is, in steel mills, for example, the mills with the largest gains in productivity
simultaneously adopted problem-solving teams, incentive pay, increased training,
information sharing, and job rotation. These practices are complements, because if
teams are adopted, for example, then incentive pay is needed to reward their team-
work, and training and job rotation are necessary to facilitate it.

As shown in figure 13.2, firms have also increased their use of different forms of
incentive pay. The introduction of incentive pay plans is likely to be aimed at perform-
ance gains. Productivity gains from incentive pay were shown to be very sizable in
Lazear (1999). The gains come in part from workers’ self-selection—those workers who
would benefit the most from the incentive pay, because they are rewarded when they are
most productive, are those who are attracted to firms that offer incentive pay plans.

Performance gains from teamwork go beyond productivity to include more
responsive just-in-time production to meet customer demands. This is particularly
evident in the apparel industry. Though the United States has lost much of its apparel
production, firms that develop more team-based module production have raised the
firm’s performance by increasing its responsiveness to demand changes (Dunlop and
Weil 1996; Appelbaum, Bailey, Berg, and Kelleberg 2000). Other industries that have
seen a mixture of these gains are auto, machine tool industries, and those with call
centers (MacDuffie 1995; Kelley 1994; Batt 1999). Thus, there is evidence within and
across plants that innovative HRM practices raise performance.
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Researchers in a number of European countries have had access to firm- or
establishment- level data concerning HRM practices and performance. As in the U.S.
studies, two main themes documented in intra-industry studies continue to gain
support in these nationwide, cross-industry analyses of HRM practices and economic
performance. First, firms tend to use multiple human resource management innova-
tions. Second, new work practices, and more specifically interactions among new
work practices, are associated with higher business performance. Overall, these con-
clusions apply based on research for Denmark (Eriksson 2001), Italy (Leoni, Cristini,
Labory, and Gaj 2001), Great Britain (Fernie and Metcalf 1995; Michie and Sheehan
1999; Millward, Bryson, and Forth 2000), and France (Ballot, Fakhfaky, and Taymaz
2002; Greenan and Guellec 1998; Greenan and Mairesse 1999).

The Effects of HRM Technology Shocks: Building Problem-Solving Capacity

One typical goal of innovative HRM practices is to move decision-making rights
from managers to workers at lower levels in the organization. For example, Jensen
and Mechling (1992) posited that firms should “co-locate” decision-making author-
ity with employees who have the most relevant information.

The movement toward greater degrees of worker participation in decision making is
likely to have grown over the last 30 years across all types of firms as a result of three
changes. First, firms began to recognize that workers possess valuable information and
skills at every level of the organization. For example, production workers possess infor-
mation that engineers and supervisors themselves often lack. Second, the IT revolution
resulted in two changes: All individuals now have more and equal information available
to them at all levels, and communications are much more rapid and information inten-
sive. These communications links and the availability of decentralized information have
increased progressively over time, with the latest improvements arising from networking
and extensive developments in within-firm intranets and the Internet for B2B and B2C
communications. And third, in today’s competitive environment, the competitive
advantage of U.S. firms is often in the domain of producing niche products, or products
that are R&D- or knowledge-intensive. In this environment, employees at all levels are
required to undertake problem-solving activities: The days of producing commodities
with cheap labor are gone, and the need for new innovations is greatly accelerated.

As a result of these changes, firms are making new investments in practices to
enhance workers’ performance—firms are building their internal “problem-solving
capacity” (Gant, Ichniowski, and Shaw 2002; Ichniowski and Shaw 2005). An exam-
ple would help us clarify the concept of problem-solving capacity. In the traditional
steel mill, if a production worker recognizes a quality problem on the line, such as a
surface defect in the new steel, he will call the foreman and report the problem.
However, if the mill introduces innovative HRM practices, the production worker
will have more knowledge of options for correcting the problem (due to his higher
training level), and he will have up-to-date information as to whether the current
customer would reject such steel. And he will have easy access to other production
workers and staff so that he can gather the necessary knowledge to solve the problem.

Thus, problem-solving capacity is the capacity each individual worker has to solve
problems by tapping into his coworkers’ knowledge base (or into his social network).
Firms build problem-solving capacity by encouraging their employees to build social
networks or networks of experts to tap into.
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Data from the steel industry provides quantitative evidence of these social networks,
though such networks are widespread across industries. To look for differences in
communications patterns in mills, a survey was conducted to measure each worker’s
communication links with all other workers as they work on the job (Gant, Ichniowski,
and Shaw 2002). On those steelmaking lines with innovative human resource man-
agement systems, workers interacted with a majority of other line workers, both
within shifts and across shifts. On steelmaking lines with traditional human resource
management practices, workers interacted with a much smaller number of their
peers or managers. Data on the individual communications patterns from within
firms in the steel industry suggests that plants with more innovative HRM practices
are raising their problem-solving capacity by increasing the communications network
of their production employees.

Investing in Innovative HRM Practices—Should All Firms Invest?

We have provided evidence that innovative HRM practices in some firms and indus-
tries raise workers’ performance levels significantly. However, like all investments, the
investments in innovative HRM practices certainly have different rates of return
across firms and not all firms should invest equally in them.

Who Should Invest in HRM?

The average firm should find it increasingly advantageous to make investments in
innovative HRM practices, for several reasons: On average, product quality and prod-
uct customization have gone up over time in the United States, and innovative HRM
practices are aimed at producing higher-quality or more complex products; greater
information technology is complementary with problem-solving capacity, or HRM
practices are likely to be complements; and as firms continue to discover the value of
new HRM practices, they should raise investments in these practices independent of
changes in product quality or IT.

Studies suggest that the value of innovative HRM is greater in environments that
produce more complex products or more customized products. The minimills that
gain the most from teams, and that adopt teams the most, are those that produce bar
products that are the most complicated to make and that are higher priced (Boning,
Ichniowski, and Shaw 2001). This result is intuitively appealing: Problem-solving is
more valuable when the production environment faces greater problems due to its
greater complexity or when output must be of the highest quality. Going across
industries, Osterman (1994) in his establishment survey concluded that plants that
are more likely to adopt innovative team practices follow a strategy that emphasizes
product quality and service rather than low costs.

Many researchers have now emphasized the value of new HRM practices to comple-
ment firms’ investments in IT. As Brynjolfsson, Hitt, and Yang (2002) stated, “A com-
puter that is integrated with complementary organizational assets should be
significantly more valuable to a business than a computer in a box on the loading dock.”
Using data on 1,216 firms from 1987 to 1997, they found that organizational practices
are more likely to be adopted when new investments are made in computers, and that
the combination raises productivity (Breshahan, Brynjolfsson, and Hitt 2001). Thus, if
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IT raises the returns on HRM practices, then the greater investments in IT over the
last 25 years could contribute to the greater adoption of innovative HRM practices.
Overall, these studies suggest that the use of IT and HRM may be complements
because IT raises the returns on HRM by providing the technology to facilitate deci-
sion making and that HRM changes enable workers to make the best use of the
investments in IT.

Why Do not More Firms Invest in HRM?

Differences across firms or plants in the long-run value of innovative HRM practices
may explain why some firms adopt new practices and some do not, there may, how-
ever, also be transition costs that limit adoption. While 93 percent of large firms have
some form of teamwork (Lawler, Morman, and Ledford 1999), only about 40 percent
of all establishments use teams extensively for more than half of the workforce
(Osterman 2000).

There are two forms of transition costs associated with new HRM adoption. First,
workers and managers must invest in entirely new skills—workers invest in decision-
making skills and managers invest in “coaching” or advisory skills. Workers and firms
may be slow to undertake these investments. Second, complementarities between
HRM practices or between IT and HRM practices can raise transition costs. The
evidence suggests that systems of multiple innovative human resource practices
should be utilized simultaneously to raise performance, and these HRM practices are
often coupled with other management policies or with changes in IT to improve per-
formance, such as the use of inventory management software and policies in auto
assembly plants (MacDuffie 1995). The need to adopt systems of multiple practices,
rather than individual practices, makes the up-front costs more sizable, and perhaps
insurmountable, for some firms. For these reasons, new firms are far more likely to
adopt innovative practices than old firms (Osterman 2000). As in the case of invest-
ing in equipment for plants, major changes in HRM must often be undertaken in new
organizations.

Changes in Labor Demand: Building 
Problem-Solving Capacity

The greater use of information technologies and of innovative human resource prac-
tices have resulted in continuous changes in the skills that firms want in workers. As
recently as 30 years ago, the typical manufacturing job was one of largely manual
labor, with little problem-solving discretion on the job. While there certainly are jobs
in the United States that continue to be relatively unskilled, or that have de-skilled as
a result of changes over time (such as cashier checkout jobs), many jobs have
increased their skill demands.

Given the innovative HRM practices described above, employees are often
expected to work in a team environment, to work smarter and to work harder, and to
take greater responsibility in their day-to-day decision-making. To achieve these
goals, the personal strengths that firms seek in hiring workers are “team skills” to
cooperate and communicate well with others in a team setting, personal motivation
and drive to respond to reward incentives such as pay and recognition; and desire to
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take on additional responsibility (perhaps in response to better rewards). Overall,
firms want employees with a “can-do” attitude or the desire to make a difference.
These features show up in the personal traits that firms look for in new employees.

If we look to the midpoint of the last three decades, back to the early 1990s, we see
that problem-solving skills and attitudes were ranked more important than educa-
tion when the typical firm stated its hiring criteria. Black and Lynch (1996, 266) asked
establishments to rank on a scale of one to five (five most valuable) each of their cri-
teria in hiring.

As the applicant’s attitude, communications skills, and experience are consider-
ably more important than education. Of course, in highly skilled occupations, meet-
ing the education standard is a basic requirement before the person is considered
even for an interview.

New research shows that in the United States, job growth over the last 30 years has
been in occupations that require nonroutine cognitive skills. Using CPS data and
information on required skills from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Autor,
Levy, and Murnane (2002) measure the demand for different skill types, showing that
the demand for nonroutine cognitive skills has risen over time. Jobs that require rou-
tine behavior, such as processing checks, or checking a car’s electrical system, or
checking the surface quality in flat-rolled steel, or inspecting a final valve produced,
can all be accomplished by computers. Moreover, even quite sophisticated jobs can be
done by computers, take for example computer tools used to check for bugs in a
newly written computer program. Thus, there is less demand for jobs that are routine,
because routine jobs can be computerized.

However, there is greater demand for skills that are nonroutine cognitive skills. On
the production line, if one operator discovers poor surface quality in the steel pro-
duction, a team of operators and engineers will get together to solve the problem. Or
similarly, after a software development “tool” discovers a programming problem, the
programmer or a group of programmers solve the problem. Thus, there has been an
increase in the demand for nonroutine problem solving (or cognitive) skills, at all
levels of the educational spectrum.

Even though running a steel mill requires a high school degree and software devel-
opment requires a college degree, both jobs require problem-solving skills. And
problem-solving skills reflect a set of personal traits: basic math and English skills, a
good attitude toward wanting to solve problems, the ability to communicate with
others and work together. Moreover, this increase in demand for cognitive skills is
correlated with the use of new technologies. In a different study, one that identifies
the underlying skill distribution of workers, Abowd, Haltiwanger, Lane, and
Sandusky (2001) also showed that demand for cognitive skills has risen. And finally,
industry studies containing detailed descriptions of hiring changes in workplaces
that adopt new technologies add corroborating evidence of a connection between new
work practices and an increased demand for problem-solving skills (Bartel,
Ichniowski, and Shaw 2001; Autor, Levy, and Murnane 2001; Appelbaum, Bailey,
Berg, and Kalleberg 2000; Holzer 1996).

Policy Implications

The results above suggest that what employers look for most in employees today is the
ability to solve problems, to work cooperatively, and to have a positive “can-do” attitude
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toward work. Today these are the basic hiring traits needed for jobs ranging from steel
mill operators to software programmers. These characteristics reflect the changes that
have taken place in our economy—the movement toward innovative HRM practices
to raise performance, the higher performance standards to produce customized and
quality products that are now the key to U.S. economic growth, and the greater use of
information technologies on the job.

The question is, should government policy be involved in facilitating companies’
move toward innovative HRM practices? Levy and Murane (2004) offer an extensive
policy discussion. We address two topics—education and company valuation. Where
should the government focus its tax dollars for education? For numerous reasons, the
government subsidizes education because education is a clear public good that would
have too low an investment rate if left to individuals, so in order to see where the gov-
ernment should be focusing their subsidies, we look to see where the returns on
education are highest.

The Investment in Human Resources: 
Investing in Basic Education

The highest return on education expenditures is in spending on early education. As
described in Carneiro and Heckman (2002), the rate of return on education, as meas-
ured by income gains from education, tends to fall with increases in education—the
return on education is highest for preschool or early elementary and falls over time.
This means, for example, that programs to improve the skills of high school dropouts
are rarely successful from a cost-benefit angle. High school dropouts may choose to
complete high school by passing a series of tests to receive a GED, a degree equivalent
to high-school. Though about 15 percent of all high school degrees granted today are
GED degrees, the research shows that those achieving a GED do not earn higher
wages than high school dropouts who have the same basic ability. Similarly, the
income gains from postschool training, such as job training programs, are lower than
the gains per dollar invested from preschool educational investments. Therefore,
when compared with the opportunity cost of investing, it is clear that optimal invest-
ment levels are very high for early education and fall from there on.

The greater use of innovative HRM practices and problem-solving skills
increases the return on early education that Carneiro and Heckman described. The
skills that tend to be taught in the early years, such as reading, math, communica-
tions, and interpersonal relations, are those skills that are particularly valuable in
firms with innovative HRM practices. Moreover, studies in child development
emphasize that there are lifecycle patterns to effective learning, and that cognitive
skills are best taught early in the educational lifecycle (Carneiro and Heckman
2002, 27). These are the general skills that are very valuable and that are very
difficult to teach later in life. Note also that the often stated quote “good families
produce good children” implies that programs aimed at family or parental support
frequently have indirect benefits in raising the standard of the children and the
quality of their educational outcomes.

Furthermore, note that the data show that some noncognitive traits, such as moti-
vation, can be instilled later in the high school years through, for example, mentoring
programs for teenagers. But most training programs for adults or teens inadequately
address the need for these noncognitive skills or traits.
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In the United States, there is rising investment in higher education and less in
elementary education. The investments in “basic skills” have been declining over time
in the United States, and overall there is increasingly a bimodal distribution to invest-
ments in human capital.1

The data show that once GED degrees are subtracted from the measure of annual
high school graduation rates, the numbers of high school graduates is trending down
over time. The United States is now producing a greater fraction of low-skill dropout
youth than it was 30 years ago, even though it is these basic skills that are necessary to
obtain the higher-wage, higher-performing jobs at all education levels.

Finally, firms are unlikely to teach basic skills to their employees for several rea-
sons. When we look at data on training done within firms, we see first that the major-
ity of training is of an informal nature, and thus it would not produce basic skills
training (Lowenstein and Spletzer 1999). Second, most of the training dollars go to
the better-educated workers, who are learning how to do very specific jobs. Even
among newly hired workers, most of the formal and informal training goes to those
who have higher levels of education (above high school). Thus, workers with more
sophisticated tasks get more training, and these are workers who are already likely to
have the necessary basic skills, such as math, reading, and verbal skills. Third, these
basic skills are very “general” skills, ones that are not specific to the firm, and firms
have no incentive to invest in skills that workers can take with them when they quit
for higher pay elsewhere. When firms do train in skills that are valuable to other firms
[and 70 percent of all firms believe that most of their training is in largely general
skills (Barron, Berger, and Black 1999, 282)], the skills tend to be very specific to the
occupation, and not “basic” in nature.2

In sum, the basic skills, those that are likely to have the biggest returns in the labor
market, must be taught in school. The estimated return-on-investment is in the range
of 17–20 percent (Carniero and Hechan 1999, 23). The evidence on hiring and
screening patterns corroborates this conclusion: Firms increasingly search for work-
ers who have the basic skills; firms do not hire less-skilled workers and then train
them. To prosper and compete, firms need well-educated workers at every level.

The Investment in Human Resources: 
Investing in Higher Education

Given the adequate funding for basic education, the next priority is higher education.
In the last 30 years, the returns that an individual earns by investing in college
have increased dramatically. There is a very extensive literature documenting the rising
incomes of the college-educated relative to the less educated and the possible reasons
for it over the last 30 years (Autor and Katz 1999).

The question is, how much should government subsidize higher education? Note
that individuals have their own rewards for attending college—students take out col-
lege loans because they see that they will earn a huge return on that investment. Thus,
to some degree, the government can stay out of the market for higher education.
However, individuals are liquidity constrained, especially lower income individuals:
Banks are reluctant to offer loans to people for their investment in human capital
because there is no collateral backing their loans. To counter this problem, the federal
loan programs provide the needed collateral by offering loan guarantees to banks that
offer student loans. The rising pay premium for college over the last 30 years suggests
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that tax dollars spent on loan guarantees are offering increasingly higher rates of
return. Thus, we return to our original point: Innovative HRM practices require
more problem-solving at all occupational levels.

College degrees are valued today because they do two things: They offer concrete
skills (in highly skilled occupations such as scientific research and marketing to produce
new innovative products), and they increase the amount of problem-solving that work-
ers can do at the highest level. Both are highly valued today. Moreover, studies show that
the demographic groups that have increased their educational levels in recent years in
response to higher wage returns on education are predominately white and middle-
income—youths coming from lower-income households have been responding more
slowly to the wage returns on education, and thus the income gap between households
is growing. There is a need for continued government subsidies to higher education in
the form of loans and grants to students, particularly low-income students.

The Investment in Human Resources: Valuing the Investment

Due to the intangible and unmeasurable nature of investments in HRM practices, it
is possible that firms are underinvesting in these practices relative to more tangible
investments, such as physical capital or research and development (R&D). As was
described above, firms that invest in greater organizational practices, such as innova-
tive HRM practices, earn higher stock-market returns. When firms adopt innovative
HRM practices, we describe it as an investment that should earn a return over the
long run. However, unlike the investments in physical capital or R&D, firms typically
do not measure their investments in human resources.

Most firms do not know how much they spend on training programs—formal as
well as informal—and certainly do not measure what they spend on other HRM
practices. However, firms are constantly trying to signal to the stock market that the
firm is making these HRM investments—they advertise their reorganizations or new
practices so the market will decide how to value them. In the case of physical invest-
ments, the cost of the investment is measured, and then the market decides how to
value the expected returns. With HRM practices, the costs are not measured and are
hard to display. Thus, firms may well underinvest.

Moreover, a second reason for underinvestment is that internal resource allocation
undervalues HRM investments. There is a well-known statement: What gets measured
gets managed. When firms do not measure their HRM investment expenses or returns,
they are more prone to misallocating resources in one area relative to another.

Since most agree that knowledge capital is critical to the U.S. competitive advan-
tage, firms are seeking ways of valuing their intangible investments. For example, the
Balanced Scorecard has that aim (Kaplan 1992) for internal valuation. Another
accounting development is that of “structural capital,” in which the value of intangi-
ble capital is imputed from sales and expenditures data (Lev 2002) with the goal of
measuring organizational capital such as managerial processes.

Thus, firms are seeking ways of measuring their investments in HRM practices
and earning returns to these investments. Firms have an incentive to invest in the
measurement of intangibles—to allocate internal resources more wisely and to signal
to investors—but no one firm earns the full returns to developing new systems of
reporting intangible investments. In the short run, consulting firms and academics
have been developing ways of valuing intangibles that firms use and value. In the long
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run, the government regulations may play a role in the structuring of new accounting
methods for intangibles.

Conclusion

There is now an increasing body of evidence, based on research using data from
within firms, that investments in innovative HRM practices raise workers’ perform-
ance levels. These HRM practices—practices such as teamwork, new forms of incen-
tive pay, information sharing, training, careful screening and hiring, and job
rotation—are often adopted simultaneously within firms to form complementary
systems of HRM practices that enhance performance.

Of course, some investments are best left to individuals, not firms. As described
above, investment in general skills, such as basic education that is valued across
employers, should be undertaken by individuals (with some government subsidies).
There are many firm-specific skills, including the investments in new technologies
(such as new programming tools) that firms are undertaking. When these are for
specific skills, firms are constantly seeking ways of verifying and displaying their
returns on investment.

Given the evidence of the value of innovative practices for some firms, two ques-
tions remain: Which are the firms that gain from innovative practices, and why do
they gain? The evidence suggests that firms benefit from innovative HRM practices
for two reasons: The practices raise the opportunity for problem-solving, and they
raise the value of problem-solving with new forms of incentive pay. Thus, the empir-
ical evidence suggests that the firms most likely to gain from innovative HRM prac-
tices are either those that produce high-quality or highly complex products, or those
that are also making investments in new information technologies. Both environ-
ments are likely to benefit from the greater problem-solving skills and incentives that
innovative HRM practices generate.

There are two sets of potential government educational policies that support the
firms’ use of innovative HRM practices. First, the investment in basic education—in
reading, math, and problem solving at the elementary and secondary level—is a pub-
lic good that earns long-term returns and enables firms to utilize innovative HRM
practices requiring workers with these basic skills. Second, firms and markets are now
placing greater value on highly skilled knowledge workers, and government support
for higher education—particularly loans for lower-income families—will continue to
earn a high return.
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The Economic Impact 
of Employee Behaviors on

Organizational Performance

Wayne F. Cascio

Consider a recent quote from the Wall Street Journal (July 14, 2003): “It’s no longer
about what you own or build; success is hinged to the resources and talent you

can access.” Unfortunately, recent statistics indicate that American workplaces are not
doing a very good job of managing the talent they currently have. Thus

● Only 14 percent of American workers say they are very satisfied with their jobs.
● Twenty-five percent say they “are just showing up to collect a paycheck” (The

Stat 2005).
● From January 2004, to January 2005, 24 percent of American workers voluntar-

ily quit their jobs, a 13 percent rise since the previous year. That figure varies
widely by industry, though, with relatively low rates in manufacturing and
transportation (roughly 15 percent), and relatively high rates in leisure and hos-
pitality, retail, and construction industries (ranging from about 25–45 percent)
(Employment Policy Foundation 2005). To appreciate what that means for an
individual firm, consider the number of people Wal-Mart employed at the end
of 2004—1,600,000 people (Fortune 500, 2005). Its annual employee turnover
rate is 44 percent—close to the retail industry average (Frontline 2005). Each
year, therefore, Wal-Mart must recruit, hire, and train more than 700,000 new
employees just to replace those who left.

● Women now outnumber men in managerial and professional jobs, yet many
leave even blue-chip employers because they do not feel valued, their companies
do not offer flexible-employment policies, or their work is not intellectually
challenging. Rather than leave the workforce, most resurface at companies that
offer more progressive policies (Deutsch 2005).

● The fully loaded cost of replacing a worker who leaves (separation, replacement,
and training costs), depending on the level of the job, varies from 1.5 to 2.5
times the annual salary paid for that job (Cascio 2000). Historically, for example,



in 1914, when the prevailing wage was $2.34 per day, Henry Ford offered his
assembly-line workers $5 per day. Why? Because employee turnover of 370 percent
meant hiring almost 50,000 people a year just to maintain a workforce of 14,000
(Useem 2005)!

In fact, the behavior of employees has important effects on the operating expenses
of organizations in both the private and public sectors of our economy. These effects
are not widely known, or even, in some cases, appreciated by employers, but they are,
nonetheless, very real. In this chapter we consider some key areas where the behavior
of employees has a meaningful financial impact on their organizations. The areas we
will examine—the effects of high- versus low-wage employment strategies on
employee turnover and productivity; employee retention; absenteeism and presen-
teeism; healthcare costs associated with unhealthy lifestyles; employee attitudes; pay-
offs from training through development programs; and payoffs from the use of valid
staffing procedures—are by no means exhaustive. Rather they are representative of
those that most employers encounter. Thereafter we consider some policy implica-
tions for employers, as they seek to reduce costs or increase the payoffs associated
with managing people wisely. Let us begin by considering the competitive employment
strategies of two well-known retailers, Costco and Wal-Mart’s Sam’s Club.

Financial Impacts of Employee Behavior

Costco Versus Sam’s Club: A Tale of Two Employment Strategies

Material in this section comes from an in-depth investigation by Business Week
(Holmes and Zellner 2004).

In 2004, Costco employed 68,000 workers, one-fifth of whom are unionized, while
Sam’s Club employed 102,000. In terms of wages alone, a Costco employee earned, on
average, $33,218 ($15.97 per hour). The average Sam’s Club employee earned $23,962
($11.52 per hour). If a Costco employee quits voluntarily, the fully loaded cost to
replace him or her is about $49,827 (1.5 times annual salary). If a Sam’s Club
employee leaves, the cost is $35,943.

At first glance it may look as if the low-wage strategy at Sam’s Club yields greater
savings in turnover. But wait! Employee turnover at the end of the first year of
employment is only 6 percent per year at Costco (4,080 employees), while it is 21 percent
a year at Sam’s Club (21,420 employees). The total cost to Costco is there-
fore $49,827 � 4,080 � $203,290,000, while the total cost to Sam’s Club is
$35,943 � 21,420 � $769,900,000. Costco’s opportunity savings (costs not incurred)
thus exceed $566 million per year! Of course, the overall costs and numbers of
employees who leave at Sam’s Club is higher, because it employs more people to begin
with. Averaged over the total number of employees at each firm, however, the per-
employee cost at Costco is about $300, while that at Sam’s Club is about $755. High
employee-turnover rates are expensive any way you look at it.

Wages are not the only distinguishing characteristic between the two retailers. At
Costco, 82 percent of employees are covered by the company’s healthcare insurance
plan, with the company paying an average of $5,735 per worker. Sam’s Club covers
47 percent of its workers, at an average annual outlay of $3,500. Fully 91 percent of
Costco’s employees are covered by retirement plans, with the company contributing
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an average of $1,330 per employee, versus 64 percent of employees at Sam’s Club,
with the company contributing an average of $747 per employee.

In return for all of its generosity, Costco gets one of the most loyal and productive
workforces in all of retailing. While Sam’s Club’s 102,000 employees generated some
$35 billion in sales in 2003, Costco generated $34 billion with one-third fewer
employees. As a result, Costco generated $13,647 in its United States operating profit
per hourly employee, compared to $11,039 at Sam’s Club. Labor and overhead costs
at Costco were 9.8 percent of sales, versus an estimated 17 percent of sales at Sam’s
Club. By comparison, it was 24 percent at Target Stores. Costco’s motivated employ-
ees also sell more: $795 of sales per square foot, versus only $516 at Sam’s Club, and
$411 at BJ’s Wholesale Club, its other primary club rival.

These figures illustrate nicely the common fallacy that labor rates equal labor
costs. Costco’s hourly labor rates are almost 40 percent higher than those at Sam’s
Club ($15.97 versus $11.52), but when employee productivity is considered (sales per
employee), Costco’s labor costs are significantly lower (9.8 percent vs. 17 percent). As
Costco CEO James Sinegal put it: “Paying your employees well is not only the right
thing to do, but it makes for good business.”

To make its high-wage strategy pay off, however, Costco is constantly looking for
ways to increase efficiency, such as by repackaging goods into bulk items to reduce
labor, speed up Costco’s just-in-time inventory and distribution system, and boost
sales per square foot. Nor have rivals been able to match Costco’s innovative packag-
ing or merchandising mix. Costco was the first wholesale club to offer fresh meat,
pharmacies, and photo labs.

Defenders of Wal-Mart’s low-wage strategy focus on the undeniable benefits its
low prices bring to consumers. But the broader question is this: Which model of com-
petition will predominate in the United States? While shareholders may do just as
well with either strategy over the long run, it is important to note that the cheap-labor
model is costly in many ways. It can lead to poverty and related social problems and
transfer costs to other companies and taxpayers, who indirectly pay the healthcare
costs of all the workers not insured by their frugal employers.

If a large number of employers adopted the same low-wage strategy, their policies
would certainly reduce the wages of U.S. workers, along with their standards of living.
Such a low-wage strategy also would crimp consumer spending and constrict eco-
nomic growth. Costco’s strategy, in contrast, shows that with innovative ideas and a
productive workforce, consumers, workers, and shareholders all can benefit.

Financial Payoffs from Employee Retention

The flip side of employee turnover is employee retention. It is a major issue for employ-
ers as varied as Farmers Insurance Group, S. C. Johnson, and Walt Disney World, espe-
cially as labor markets tighten. To illustrate the effect of improved employee retention on
the bottom line, and on a company’s stock price, let us consider SYSCO Corporation of
Houston, Texas. SYSCO is the number one food service marketer and distributor in
North America. In 2004, its revenues exceeded $29 billion, it employed almost 48,000
people, and it served 420,000 customers with approximately 300,000 different products.
SYSCO is composed of 147 operating companies, each of which serves a geographic area.

Approximately 75 percent of SYSCO’s operating costs are people-related, at an
annual cost of roughly $3 billion. Its marketing associates alone number about
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10,000. Imagine the financial impact on the company if it improved its retention rate
among marketing associates from 70 percent to 80 percent. Using a conservative esti-
mate of the cost of employee turnover of $50,000 per marketing associate, SYSCO
found that a 10 percent improvement in retention resulted in more than $70 million
of savings per year. Since 1998, SYSCO has increased its marketing associates’ reten-
tion rate from 70 percent to 82 percent.

Next consider delivery associates, who are very critical to SYSCO’s success because
they know the customers and are the people whom the customers rely on to get their
groceries to them on time and in good condition. To do that, the company needs to
have the same person delivering groceries to the same customer on a regular basis.
SYSCO was able to increase the retention rate of its delivery associates from about
65 percent in 1998 to 85 percent in 2004 (a 31 percent improvement). Human
resource (HR) professionals found the training and hiring loss for a delivery associ-
ate to be about $35,000. That 20 percent improvement represents almost another $50
million in annual savings. For SYSCO investors, every $5 million represents a penny
per share, so the improved retention of delivery associates alone represents about 10
cents per share (Carrig, 2004). In 2004, SYSCO reported a 39 percent return on the
average shareholders’ equity (http://www.SYSCO.com/annual report).

How did SYSCO produce such impressive results in employee retention? Among
other things, it began to measure characteristics of the work environment on a regu-
lar basis, and then it helped operating companies with low ratings to improve. More
specifically, employees of each operating company periodically complete a “work cli-
mate survey” that assesses seven dimensions related to employee satisfaction. These
are leadership support, front-line supervisor, rewards, quality of work life, engage-
ment, diversity, and customer focus.

Through statistical analysis, the company was able to demonstrate that operating
companies with highly satisfied employees delivered systematically better results in
terms of improved customer loyalty, higher pretax operating income, lower operating
costs, and improved retention of drivers, marketing associates, and night-warehouse
employees. Then it developed a “best-practices” database, so, for example, an operat-
ing company in Atlanta that might be experiencing high turnover among marketing
associates could learn from an operating company in Dallas that might be a leader in
retaining marketing associates.

SYSCO’s experience is typical of many contemporary organizations, in that more
and more of its asset value rests in its human capital. To prosper and grow, organiza-
tions need to be able to retain current employees and to attract a steady supply of new
ones. To accomplish both of those objectives, they need to develop an employer
brand that attracts the right kind of applicants.

So we have shown that the financial impact of employee retention is significant. At
a broader level, however, at least some employers might ask, “Why should we worry
about retention?” One reason is that supply/demand imbalances in many types of jobs
are building. A recent report from the Society for Human Resource Management esti-
mates that by 2012, the U.S. economy will experience a 33 percent shortfall of degreed
candidates—approximately six million graduates fewer than expected to fill new jobs
and to replace retirees. Beyond that, consider these survey results (Collison 2005):

● Only 9 percent of organizations rate their retention efforts as highly successful.
● Despite company rhetoric to the contrary, only 35 percent of U.S. workers truly

believe that their performance has a significant impact on their pay increases.
● Fully 55 percent of employees think of quitting or plan to quit within a year.
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As if these results were not alarming enough, consider the impending exodus from
the full-time workforce of baby boomers, along with their experience and know-how.
To be sure, the majority of baby boomers say they want to continue to work, at least
part-time (Coy and Brady, 2005), yet there are solid reasons why every employer
should be looking for ways to increase retention now. At the conclusion of this chap-
ter we examine what some of those ways might be.

In the meantime, let us consider several other areas where the behavior of employ-
ees has an important, economically significant effect on financial outcomes. The first
of these is employee absenteeism and presenteeism.

The Financial Impact of Employee Absenteeism and Presenteeism

From a business standpoint, absenteeism is “any failure of an employee to report for
or to remain at work as scheduled, regardless of reason” (Cascio 2000). The term
“as scheduled” is very significant, for it automatically excludes vacations, holidays,
jury duty, and the like. It also eliminates the problem of determining whether an
absence is “excusable” or not. Medically verified illness is a good example. From a
business perspective, the employee is absent and is simply not available to perform his
or her job; that absence will cost money. How much money? In 2003, the cost of
unscheduled absences in U.S. workplaces was about $800 per employee per year
(Demby 2004). For every 100 employees, that is $80,000.

Surprisingly, the leading causes of absenteeism are family-related issues (e.g., lack
of childcare alternatives, eldercare responsibilities) (Onsite childcare 2003; Parkes
1987). Personal illness, the reason one might expect to be the main justification for
calling in sick, is actually true only in about one in five cases. Other causes are per-
sonal needs (about one in five cases), stress (about one in six cases), and entitlement
mentality (about one in six cases).

It is also important to note that for some organizations, or business units, absen-
teeism may be a nonissue. Specifically, if employees can vary their work time to fit
their personal schedules, if they need not “report” to a central location, and if they are
accountable only in terms of results, then the concept of “absenteeism” may not
have meaning. Many teleworkers fit this category.

On the other hand, workers who come to work sick, when they should stay home
instead, cost their employers an average of $255 per year in reduced productivity
due to “presenteeism.” Presenteeism refers to slack productivity from ailing workers
(Goetzel et al. 2004). It often results from employees showing up but working at
sub-par levels due to chronic ailments (Rubinstein 2005). For example, the estimated
productivity loss associated with depression is 6.4 percent. It is 4.9 percent for
arthritis, and 3.2 percent for obesity. In the aggregate, economists estimate that pre-
senteeism costs U.S. businesses $180 billion annually. The next section examines the
broader issue of the relationship between lifestyle choices and healthcare costs.

Linking Unhealthy Lifestyles to Healthcare Costs

A four-year study of 15,000 Ceridian Corporation employees showed dramatic rela-
tionships between employees’ health habits and their insurance-claim costs. For
example, people whose weekly exercise was equivalent to climbing fewer than five
flights of stairs or walking less than half a mile spent 114 percent more on health
claims than those who climbed at least 15 flights of stairs or walked 1.5 miles weekly.
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Healthcare costs for obese workers were 11 percent higher than those for thin ones,
and workers who routinely failed to use seat belts spent 54 percent more days in the
hospital than those who usually buckled up.

Finally, people who smoked an average of one or more packs of cigarettes a day
had 118 percent higher medical expenses than nonsmokers (Jose, Anderson, and
Haight 1987). Rockford Products Corp., which makes metal parts used in items from
Caterpillar earthmovers to yo-yos, combed through 15 years of records and found
that 31 out of 32 workers who had heart attacks or required major heart surgery—
including two who keeled over in the factory—were smokers (Aeppel 2003). Results
like these may form the basis for incentive programs to both improve workers’ health
habits and reduce employees’ contributions to health insurance costs or increase their
benefits.

A recent analysis revealed that for an individual employee a healthier lifestyle could
mean a personal saving of as much as $7,868 per year (Andrews 2004). Here is how.

1. Stop smoking. A pack-a-day smoker could save $1,460 per year in cigarette costs,
plus $1,623 per year in excess medical costs relative to nonsmokers, according
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

2. Lose weight. On average, an obese person spends $900 more per year in medical
expenses than a person of normal weight. In addition, regular-size clothing is
10 to15 percent cheaper than “plus-size” or “big and tall” clothes. This accounts
for an estimated additional savings of $200 per year.

3. Drink no-fat, no-frills coffee. A five-cup-a-week drinker will save $520 per year
(and more than 300 calories per serving) by drinking basic black, brewed cof-
fee instead of caramel Frappuccino blended coffee with whipped cream served
at a coffee shop.

4. Requalify for life insurance. Healthy people pay lower premiums. For example, a
45-year old with healthy levels of blood pressure, weight, and cholesterol will
pay $770 per year for a $500,000, 20-year term life insurance policy through
The Hartford. A less healthy, nonsmoking counterpart will pay $1,385. Smokers
who quit will see their $3,735 annual premiums drop by 63 percent.

5. Use employer incentives. For example, Blue Shield of California pays $200 to
members who successfully complete a 35-week online program that includes
exercise, nutrition, stress-management, and smoking-cessation support.

Of course, savings for individual employees also translate into savings for compa-
nies (Epstein 1989; Terborg 1998; Wellness plans 2000). Yet there is much that com-
panies themselves can do to encourage healthier lifestyles among employees, from
educating employees about health- risk factors, to serving healthier food in company
cafeterias and vending machines, to instituting work/life programs to reduce stress
levels among employees (Halpern and Murphy 2005; Kahn and Byosiere 1992). How
much can employers expect to gain from these efforts? Johnson & Johnson Health
Management, Inc., which sells wellness programs to companies, estimates that fully
15 to 25 percent of corporate healthcare costs stem from employees’ unhealthy
lifestyles (Hirschman 2003).

In light of these potential savings, some companies preempt excess healthcare
costs by imposing additional charges or by not hiring those with unhealthy lifestyles
in the first place. For example, Rockford Products imposes a $50 per month fee on
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employees who smoke, are obese, or suffer from hypertension (Aeppel 2003). Turner
Broadcasting will not hire smokers. Multi-Developers will not hire anyone who
engages in what the company views as high-risk activities: skydiving, piloting a private
aircraft, mountain climbing, or motorcycling.

Federal civil rights laws generally do not protect individuals against “lifestyle
discrimination” because smokers and skydivers are not named as protected classes.
However, more than half of all states prohibit termination for various types of off-
duty conduct (e.g., use of tobacco products). There is no right or wrong answer here.
Perhaps the best advice is for each company to develop its own policy in a manner
that is consistent with its values.

Why should employers worry about what their employees do? To put that issue
into perspective, consider that from 1999–2004 the average increase in health insur-
ance premiums among U.S. employers was 32 percent. In 2004, employers paid an
average of 79 percent of those healthcare premiums (Fuhrmans 2004). Over time,
costs like these make companies less competitive in global markets, as the U.S. auto
industry illustrates. Until it modified its plans in late 2005, General Motors spent
about $1,784 per vehicle just for retiree pension and healthcare costs, compared with
less than $200 per vehicle for Toyota. Together, GM, Chrysler, and Ford have 524,000
hourly worker retirees. Toyota has 49 (Colvin 2003). (Toyota has not had U.S. facili-
ties long enough to build a sizable number of retirees.) Without those costs the
American companies could cut prices or offer better cars, either of which would make
them far more competitive with Toyota.

The Financial Impact of Employee Attitudes

Employee turnover or employee retention are by no means the only areas where enlight-
ened human resource management policies can pay off. As just one example, consider an
in-depth study conducted by the Gallup Organization, the Princeton, New Jersey–based
polling and research firm (Micco 1998). Gallup identified 12 worker beliefs (measures of
employee satisfaction/engagement) that play the biggest role in triggering a profitable,
productive workplace. Its multiyear study was based on an analysis of data from more
than 100,000 employees in 12 industries. A subsequent meta-analysis (quantitative
cumulation of research results across studies) included data from almost 8,000 business
units in 36 companies (Harter, Schmidt, and Hayes 2002).

Analysis showed a consistent, reliable relationship between the 12 beliefs and
outcomes, such as profits, productivity, employee retention, and customer loyalty. For
example, work groups that have these positive attitudes are 50 percent more likely to
achieve customer loyalty and 44 percent more likely to produce above-average
profitability.

At the level of the business unit, those in the top quartile on employee engagement
had, on average, $80,000 to $120,000 higher monthly revenues or sales than those in
the bottom quartile. Even an $80,000 difference per month per business unit trans-
lates into $960,000 per year per business unit. Harter et al. (2002) concluded that the
causal order runs from employee attitudes to organizational performance, although
they recognized that the relationship might also be reciprocal in nature.

Gallup analyzed employee data to determine how well the respondents’ organizations
support the 12 employee statements. Organizations whose support of the statements
ranked in the top 25 percent averaged 24 percent higher profitability, 29 percent
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higher revenue, and 10 percent lower employee turnover than those that scored lowest
on the statements. Here are the 12 basic belief statements that underlie the most
important worker attitudes:

1. I know what is expected of me at work.
2. I have the materials and equipment I need to do my work right.
3. At work I have the opportunity to do what I do best every day.
4. In the last seven days I have received recognition or praise for doing good

work.
5. My supervisor, or someone at work, seems to care about me as a person.
6. There is someone at work who encourages my development.
7. In the last six months someone at work has talked to me about my progress.
8. At work, my opinions seem to count.
9. The mission/purpose of my company makes me feel my job is important.

10. My fellow employees are committed to doing quality work.
11. I have a best friend at work.
12. This last year I have had opportunities at work to learn and grow.

The good news about these beliefs is that all 12 of them can be coaxed forth with
sound management techniques, and both managers and team members can really do
something about them. Unlike pay issues, which most managers and workers have no
control over, every individual team member can do something to help create these
beliefs.

For instance, consider belief number four (“In the last seven days I have received
recognition or praise for doing good work”). Although it requires long-term com-
mitment, managers can deliver on this, at very little cost. Belief number seven (“In the
last six months someone at work has talked to me about my progress”) is even less
time-consuming.

Interestingly, researchers found significant variances among work groups or oper-
ating units within the same company. This implies, paradoxically, that while we tend
to celebrate great companies, in reality there are only great managers, for it is on the
front line that the hard work of building a stronger workplace gets done.

Thus far we have been examining the costs associated with employee behavior. In
the next two sections we change focus and examine the financial benefits associated
with the wise management of people. Our first topic is training and development.

The Benefits Associated with Wise Management of People

Economic Benefits of Training and Development Programs

We use the terms training and development interchangeably. Training consists of
planned programs designed to improve performance at the individual, group, and/or
organizational levels. Improved performance, in turn, implies that there have been
measurable changes in knowledge, skills, attitudes, and/or social behavior. Such
changes may be evaluated at the level of the individual (e.g., reactions to the training,
demonstrated new knowledge or skills, changes in behavior), at the level of a team
(e.g., improved ability to function effectively in a collective effort), or at the level of
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the organization, in terms of the overall return on investment of a training and
development program. For purposes of this chapter, we shall focus on the latter. To
illustrate such returns, let us consider the approach taken by one company.

A large, U.S.-based multinational firm conducted a four-year investigation of the
economic benefits of its corporate/managerial and sales/technical-training functions
(Morrow, Jarrett, and Rupinsky 1997). The study is noteworthy, for it adopted a
strategic focus by comparing the payoffs from different types of training in order to
assist decision makers in allocating training budgets and specifying the types of
employees to be trained.

Project History
The CEO, a former research scientist, requested a report on the economic impact of
training. He indicated that training should be evaluated experimentally, and it should
be aligned strategically with the business goals of the organization to determine
whether or not it is a worthwhile investment for the company. Thus the impetus for
this large-scale study came from the top of the organization.

Methodological Issues
For the training to have value, skills must be generalized to the job (that is, exhibited on
the job), and such transfer must be maintained for some period of time. To address the
issue of transfer, the measure of effectiveness of all training programs was the change in
behavioral performance on the job. Performance was assessed by means of a survey
completed by each trainee’s supervisor (for most courses), peers (for Hazardous Energy
Control), or subordinates (for Team Building) before and after training.

Because in this study it was not possible to measure the duration of the effects of
the training, decision makers assumed that the effects (and economic utility) were
maintained without reduction or growth for precisely one year. In addition, the
researchers calculated break-even values, which indicate the length of time the
observed effect would need to be maintained in order to recover the cost of the train-
ing program.

Training Programs Evaluated
A sample of 18 high-use or high-cost courses was selected based on the recommen-
dation of the training departments throughout the organization. Managerial training
courses were defined as courses developed for individuals with managerial or super-
visory duties. Sales training courses were defined as programs designed to enhance
the performance of sales representatives. Technical training courses (e.g., Hazardous
Energy Control, In-House Time Management) were defined as courses not specifi-
cally designed for sales or supervisory personnel.

Of the 18 programs, eight evaluation studies used a control-group design in which
training was provided to one group and not provided to a second group that was sim-
ilar to the trained group in terms of relevant characteristics. In the remaining ten
training programs, the performance of the trained group alone was evaluated before
and after the training program.

Results
Overall all 18 programs, assuming a normal or bell-shaped distribution of perform-
ance on the job, the average improvement in performance was about 17 percent.
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However, for technical/sales training it was higher (about 22 percent), and for
managerial training it was lower (about 11 percent). Thus training in general was
effective.

The average return on investment (ROI) was 45 percent for the managerial train-
ing programs, and 418 percent for the sales/technical training programs. However,
one inexpensive time management program developed in-house had an ROI of
nearly 2,000 percent! When the economic benefits of that program are removed, the
overall average ROI of the remaining training programs was 84 percent, and the ROI
of sales/technical training was 156 percent.

Time to Break-Even Values
There was considerable variability in these values. Break-even periods ranged from a
few weeks (e.g., time management, written communications) to several years
(e.g., supervisory skills, leadership skills). Several programs were found to have little
positive or even slightly negative effects and thus would never yield a financial gain.

A Note of Caution
Despite the overall positive effects and economic benefits of the training, there were
some exceptions. The important lesson to be learned is that it is necessary to evaluate
each training program separately before drawing conclusions about the overall
impact of training. It would be simplistic to claim either that “training is a good
investment” or that “training is a waste of time and money.”

Make or Buy?
A key issue in any company’s decision making with respect to human capital is
whether to “make” competent employees through training or to “buy” the skill sets
the organization needs (paying a premium to do so, thereby increasing compensation
costs) by selecting individuals who can be productive almost immediately. Given a
choice between selection and training, the best strategy is to choose selection.
Selection of high-caliber employees will enable these individuals to learn more and to
learn faster from subsequent training programs than will the selection of lower-
caliber employees. Of course, labor market conditions can eliminate such choices. If
the supply of labor is tight, then organizations have only one option: to select the
highest-caliber employees they can, and then to train them in skills that they specifi-
cally require.

General Estimates of Training Effectiveness

Meta-analytic methods (quantitative cumulations of research results across studies)
have also been used to reach more general conclusions on the effectiveness of differ-
ent kinds of training, both management and nonmanagement training. Results show
that the particular training method used, the skill or task trained, and the choice of
training evaluation criteria (e.g., trainee reactions, measures of learning, on-the-job
changes in behavior, or bottom-line results) all relate to the observed effectiveness of
training programs.

However, consider some overall results for an individual whose pre-training
performance is right at the mean (fiftieth percentile). The results of one large-scale
meta-analysis of training’s effects (397 independent studies from 162 sources and
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thousands of subjects) revealed an improvement in performance of about 20 percent
for that individual regardless of the training-evaluation criterion used (Arthur,
Bennett, Edens, and Bell 2003).

Such studies are valuable, because they allow managers to rely on cumulative
knowledge of the expected payoffs of proposed training programs. Indeed, a “menu”
of such expected payoffs will allow managers and HR professionals to estimate
expected economic benefits to their organizations before the decision is made to allo-
cate resources to such programs. Now let us consider the gains associated with valid
hiring and promotion programs.

Economic Benefits of Valid Employee Staffing Programs

The most important characteristic of any procedure used as a basis for an employ-
ment decision, such as hiring or promotion, is validity. Validity refers to the job-
relatedness of a measure—shown, for example, by assessing the strength of the
relationship between scores from the measure (such as a written test or an interview)
and some indicator or rating of actual job performance (such as supervisory ratings,
dollar volume of sales). A correlation coefficient, whose value may vary between �1
and �1, typically provides a statistical index of the strength of that overall relation-
ship. In employment contexts, the validities of staffing procedures typically vary
between about .20 and .50. Such validities yield high economic payoffs to firms when
the firms can be selective in choosing whom to hire or promote, when the percentage
of successful hires is not extremely high already, and when the cost of a mistake—
selecting or promoting the wrong person—is high.

A large body of research has shown that the economic gains in productivity that
are associated with the use of valid staffing procedures far outweigh the cost of those
procedures (Schmidt and Hunter, 1998; Schmidt, Hunter, and Pearlman 1982). This
means that people who score high (low) on such procedures also tend to do well
(poorly) on their jobs. High scores suggest a close “fit” between individual capabilities
and organizational needs, while low scores suggest a poor fit. By hiring or promoting
those who score high on valid measures of performance (and rejecting those who
score poorly) productivity, quality of work life, and the bottom line all stand to gain.
Thus a study of firms in the service and financial industries reported correlations
ranging from .71 to .86 between the use of progressive staffing practices (e.g., valida-
tion studies, use of structured interviews, biographical data, and mental ability tests)
and measures of organizational performance over a five-year period (annual profit,
profit growth, sales growth, and overall performance) (Terpstra and Rozell 1993).

At a broader level, many firms have adopted so-called high-performance work
practices that include the use of valid staffing procedures, as well as practices such as
the following:

● organizational cultures that emphasize team orientation and respect for people,
● employee involvement in decision making,
● compensation linked to firm or worker performance, and
● substantial investments in training and development.

Numerous studies have found that such practices can have an economically
significant effect on the market value of the firm (Welbourne and Andrews 1996). For
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example, a large-scale study of 702 publicly traded firms analyzed the financial
impact of HR systems that incorporate such high-performance work practices. Each
firm received a score based on its use of these practices. Results indicated that an
improvement of one standard deviation in the HR system (movement from the
fiftieth percentile to the eighty-fourth percentile of scores) was associated with an
increase in shareholder wealth of $41,000 per employee—about a 14 percent market-
value premium (Becker, Huselid, and Ulrich 2001).

Policy Implications for Employers

Thus far we have examined several areas where the behavior of employees has signif-
icant economic implications for employers. They are: the impact on employee
turnover and productivity of high- versus low-wage employment strategies; the costs
of absenteeism, presenteeism, and unhealthy lifestyles; and the financial payoffs asso-
ciated with improving employee retention, developing positive employee attitudes,
implementing well-designed training and development programs, and using valid
staffing procedures. As we have seen, the implementation of progressive management
practices has the potential to reduce operating costs and to increase considerably
organizational performance and productivity. Such practices also have positive eco-
nomic and psychological benefits for employees, families, and communities.

What should employers do to begin to reap these benefits for their organizations
and for those who work in them? At the outset it is important to recognize that in
2005, fewer than 20 percent of U.S. workers were employed in manufacturing, the
lowest level since 1850. We live in the information economy, and in it, as noted at the
beginning of this chapter, the most important assets are not buildings and equip-
ment; they are human assets—the kind that walk out the door every night at five
o’clock (or later). Shareholders do not own those assets. To attract and retain them,
the challenge is to create a culture that makes the best among them want to stay. In
our final section we offer some specific steps that employers can take to reduce costs
and increase employee productivity (in the areas of retention, absenteeism, and pre-
senteeism) and look for means of reducing healthcare costs through healthier
lifestyles. We conclude by showing some of the positive payoffs associated with avoid-
ing employment downsizing.

Enhancing Employee Retention

In general, what drives retention? What do workers want? A 2005 study by Gantz
Wiley Research found that across all generations, the top five drivers are opportuni-
ties for career development, a sense of confidence about the future of their current
employers, feelings of accomplishment, the amount of joy at work, and employment
security (Wiley 2005). Table 14.1 lists some specific actions that employers can take to
address these concerns.

In terms of best practices, firms that excel in employee retention seem to do three
other things well (Cascio and Fogli 2004):

1. Each is a company that people want to work for. Management inspires com-
mitment to a clear vision and definite objectives, or as Bill Gates recently noted,
“It’s important to work at a place where you are connected to a dream.”
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2. They get new employees off to a great start, beginning with proactive management
of the first 90 days (orientation and socialization). They recognize that most
employee turnover occurs early in the employment relationship, and so they pro-
vide the kind of information, support, and tools that employees need to do their
jobs well. They never stop communicating how each employee’s work is vital to
the organization’s success, and they ensure that each new employee has a per-
formance agreement. That agreement clearly identifies expectations, time frames
for performance, and the standards that will be used to measure performance.

3. They provide regular coaching and rewards to sustain commitment. To do that,
they proactively manage the performance agreement, they recognize results
regularly, and they give employees the tools they need to take charge of their
own careers.

Controlling Absenteeism and Presenteeism

What can organizations do to control or reduce absenteeism? A comprehensive
review of research findings in this area revealed that absence-control systems can
neutralize some forms of absence behavior, but at the same time they may catalyze
others (Harrison and Martocchio 1998). For example, research shows that punish-
ments, or stricter enforcement of penalties for one type of absence, tend to instigate
other forms of missing work. This is not to suggest, however, that absence-control
policies should be lenient. Lenient policies convey a relaxed norm about absenteeism,
and research evidence clearly indicates that those norms can promote absence-taking.

A first step is to assess the problem correctly so that the organization knows where
to apply control mechanisms. Organization-wide absenteeism-control methods (such
as rewards for good attendance, progressive discipline for absenteeism, daily atten-
dance records) may be somewhat successful, but they may not be effective in dealing
with specific individuals or work groups that have excessively high absenteeism rates.
Special methods (such as flexible work schedules, job redesign, and improved safety
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Table 14.1 Some Steps Employers Can Take to Enhance Employee Retention

1. Career-Development ● Provide mentoring, access to information,
Opportunity informal and formal learning programs,

up-to-date training
● Provide career-advancement opportunities

2. Confidence in Future ● Communicate the business condition
(quarterly or semi-annually)

3. Feeling of ● Listen to employee ideas (e.g., through 
Accomplishment one-on-ones)

● Provide recognition

4. Amount of Joy ● Use humor to retain employees
● Make work fun

5. Employment Security ● Provide a challenging but supportive
environment

● Involve employees in decisions that affect
them

● Recognize that pay is important, but not
more so than other practices



measures) may be necessary for them. It is the careful analysis of detailed absenteeism
research data that can facilitate the identification of these problems and suggest possi-
ble remedies (Miners, Moore, Champoux, and Martocchio 1995).

With regard to presenteeism, companies such as Comerica Bank, Dow Chemical,
and J. P. Morgan Chase are among those that have put programs in place to help
employees avoid or treat seasonal or chronic health conditions, or at least to stay pro-
ductive in spite of them (Rubinstein 2005). To ensure employee privacy, for example,
Comerica Bank used a third party to survey its employees and found that about
40 percent of them said they suffered from irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), which can
involve abdominal discomfort, bloating, or diarrhea. Extrapolating from that, the
company estimated its annual cost of lost productivity to be at least $8 million a year.
Comerica now provides written materials for its employees about IBS and has spon-
sored physician seminars to educate workers about how to recognize and deal with it
through their living habits, diet, and possible medications.

Changing Unhealthy Lifestyles

At first glance, it might appear that changing employees’ unhealthy lifestyles is a win-
win for employers and employees. Perhaps, but beware of violating the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA)! Employers violate the ADA if they require employees to
submit to wellness initiatives, such as health-risk appraisals (questionnaires about
one’s health history and current lifestyle) and assessments (physical and biomedical
tests that screen for specific health conditions). This is so because the ADA forbids
employers from conducting mandatory medical exams once an employee is hired,
unless the inquiry is “job-related and consistent with business necessity.”

Employers also must be careful when tying financial incentives or disincentives
(such as cash bonuses or reduced health insurance contributions) to test results. The
employer can offer an incentive only upon verification that the employee went for the
test. The incentive cannot be tied to the test results (Matthes 1992).

Educational wellness programs that encourage people to sign up for tests and
instruct them on how to improve their lifestyles do not violate the ADA. Here are four
steps that employers might take to promote healthier lifestyles among employees:

1. Educate employees about health-risk factors—life habits or body characteris-
tics that may increase the chances of developing a serious illness. For heart dis-
ease (the leading cause of death), some of these risk factors are high blood
pressure, cigarette smoking, high cholesterol levels, diabetes, a sedentary
lifestyle, and obesity. Some factors, such as smoking, physical inactivity, stress,
and poor nutrition, are associated with many diseases.

2. Identify the health-risk factors that each employee faces.
3. Help employees eliminate or reduce these risks through healthier lifestyles and

habits.
4. Help employees maintain their new, healthier lifestyles through self-monitoring

and evaluation, work/life programs, and healthy food alternatives in vending
machines and cafeterias at the workplace.

Unfortunately, evidence indicates that employees who are most at risk are often
the most difficult to induce to change their lifestyles, though monetary incentives
often make it attractive and in their best interest. Here is an example.
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At Johnson & Johnson, employees get $500 discounts on their insurance premiums
if they agree to have their blood pressure, cholesterol, and body fat checked and fill
out detailed health-risk questionnaires. Among the more than 150 questions, there
are questions such as “Do you drive within the speed limit?” “How often do you eat
fried foods?”“Do you exercise regularly, and if not, why not?”

Workers found to be at high risk of having health problems receive letters urging
them to join a diet and exercise program. Those who refuse lose the $500 discount.
Before the discount was offered, only 40 percent of the company’s 35,000 U.S.
employees completed the health assessments. After the discount was offered, more
than 96 percent did (Jeffrey 1996).

Conclusions

As we have seen, the behavior of individual workers has important financial conse-
quences for organizational performance and productivity, as well as for employees
themselves. In this chapter we have examined just a few of the many possible areas
where the control of costs associated with employee behaviors (e.g., turnover, absen-
teeism, presenteeism, unhealthy lifestyles) and the benefits associated with wise man-
agement of employees (promotion of positive employee attitudes, training and
development programs targeted to strategic challenges, use of valid staffing practices
for hiring and promotion) can increase productivity and decrease operating
expenses. These are things employers can do now. Comprehensive audits of human
resource policies at all levels of employees and managers may well reveal opportuni-
ties for even greater gains.

Some employers may choose to accept high employee turnover, by externalizing
some of their healthcare costs and offering little or no healthcare or pension coverage
to their employees, and to downsize their employee populations indiscriminately.
There are, however, alternative approaches. Xilinx, Inc., is an example of one of them
(Cascio and Wynn 2004).

Based in San Jose, California, Xilinx is a semiconductor company known as the
world’s leading supplier of programmable logic solutions. With approximately 2,600
employees, Xilinx’s annual revenues exceeded one billion dollars for the last several
years. When the semiconductor and other high-technology sectors experienced a sig-
nificant downturn in 2001, a downturn that was global in its reach and effects,
Xilinx’s revenues plummeted 50 percent in six months. How quickly things change!
Just the year before, the company had hired over 1,000 people to keep pace with the
better than 50 percent per year growth rate from the previous two years.

During this difficult time, teams at Xilinx convened regularly. There were two
recurring themes during those meetings: one was that the teams did not want to con-
tinue to lose money, and the other, that Xilinx should not mortgage its future with
short-term actions. The company’s strategy was to reduce expenses, maintain pro-
ductivity, and emerge as a stronger organization. The seasoned semiconductor exec-
utives at Xilinx were well aware of the cyclical nature of the industry, and they were
confident that it would eventually rebound as it had done in past cycles. They
believed strongly that the intellectual capital at Xilinx would enable it to maintain its
innovation edge, and they were not about to undercut that source of competitive
advantage. Xilinx president and CEO Wim Roelandts was fond of saying,“De-motivated
engineers do not create breakthrough products.”
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The company implemented a complete shutdown for two weeks. In addition,
focus groups of employees developed a menu of options for taking multitiered pay
cuts, from 20 percent for senior executives all the way down to zero percent for the
lowest-level employees. Managers agreed to hold mid-term performance reviews of
all employees, to provide stock options to 85 percent of the employee population, and
to send very clear messages regarding the need for performance improvement to the
bottom 15 percent of the employee population. The company also offered voluntary
resignation and retirement programs, as well as sabbatical leaves to employees. All of
this was in marked contrast to what competitors were doing—massive layoffs of their
employees.

The following quarter, which was the first quarter of 2002, the company’s business
improved significantly. Xilinx restored employees’ pay halfway through the quarter,
and although it could not pay its typical profit-sharing bonus to all employees, it did
award each employee a one-time “recognition bonus” for weathering the storm with
the company.

Two years later, results at the company clearly justified its management approach
during the economic downturn. Prior to the downturn in its core business, Xilinx’s
worldwide market share was 30 percent. By the second quarter of 2003 it was 51 percent.
At the same time, the company’s revenues exceeded that of all three of its major com-
petitors combined! Xilinx brought more products to market on time than at any
other period in its corporate history.

Looking to the future, the Xilinx management team is more financially savvy
regarding the management of company expenses, and it is also more disciplined in its
management of poor performers within the organization. Shareholders understand
the value of maintaining committed people after the 21 percent market-share boost.
Employees are proud to tell others that they work for Xilinx, one of the few companies
to have emerged from the economic downturn without a layoff. Finally, the down-
turn focused the company on its driving principles: First, put a programmable logic
device in every piece of electronic equipment, and second, set a new standard for how
to manage a high-technology company.
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Global Sourcing of Talent:
Implications for the 

U.S.Workforce

Fred K. Foulkes, Sushil Vachani, and Jennifer Zaslow

The global sourcing of talent—commonly called “offshoring”—has become an
issue of substantial public and political interest in the last few years. Although the

1973 landmark publication Work in America made no mention of outsourcing to
third-party providers or the movement of jobs abroad, these trends have been shap-
ing employment dynamics in the manufacturing sector for more than three decades.
Historically, American employees in the service sector have gained from global trade,
because companies around the world sought expertise from U.S. providers, particu-
larly in high-end technology and research and development.1 However, it is the more
recent phenomenon of global talent sourcing—in which white-collar service jobs
move from high-wage to low-wage countries—that has captured new attention. With
services making up 67 percent of the U.S. economy and the substantial increase in
global trade in services over the last 20 years (Karoly and Panis 2004, 133–134), it is
no surprise that Americans express alarm when service jobs start moving offshore.

The reality is, however, that the offshoring of services from high-wage to low-wage
countries puts us in uncharted territory. Theoretical frameworks, consultant fore-
casts of companies’ offshore activities, and our past experience with globalization in
the manufacturing sector give us only partial insights. The many stakeholders
affected by the global sourcing trend, including companies, individual employees,
unions, trade and professional associations, governments, and educational institu-
tions, have to wade through a multitude of different forecasts and analyses to make
sense of what is happening—and could happen—to the U.S. workforce (see Boston
Consulting Group 2004; Deloitte Research 2003; Foote Partners 2005; Forrester
Research 2004; Information Technology Association of America 2004; Kirby and
Shinai 2004; Mann 2003; McDougall 2005; McKinsey Global Institute 2005; Uchitelle
2003). In this chapter, we summarize the major literature to date on offshoring serv-
ices in order to present a comprehensive perspective on the key issues for individuals,
policymakers, and business leaders who are looking to make decisions and invest-
ments regarding their careers, constituents, and companies in an increasingly global
context.



Defining Offshoring

For clarity, we define “offshoring” as the movement of work from high-cost locations
(such as the United States, Western Europe, and Japan) to low-cost foreign locations
(such as India, China, the Philippines, Russia, and Eastern Europe). The McKinsey
Global Institute (MGI) (2005) suggests that work eligible for offshoring includes “any
task that requires no physical or complex interaction between an employee and
customers or colleagues, and little or no local knowledge” (10). In fact, even if local
knowledge is required, offshoring is feasible if the knowledge is codifiable. Estimates
of the number of jobs that could be moved from high-wage countries to low-wage
countries have ranged widely: 3.4 million U.S. service jobs by 2015 (Forrester
Research 2004), 4.1 million service jobs worldwide by 2008 (MGI 2005), and,
theoretically, the total could ultimately be as many as 14 million U.S. jobs (representing
11 percent of jobs in all occupations) (Bardhan and Kroll 2003).

A company might pursue offshoring as part of a broader “global sourcing” strat-
egy to grow capabilities and pools of talent around the world. Companies differ in
how they execute global sourcing strategies—for instance by building internally
managed operations, outsourcing to third-party vendors, or forming joint ventures
that involve some hybrid of in-house management and partnerships. Companies
have also differed in how their U.S.-based employees have been impacted by the
offshoring decisions.

Today’s Global Sourcing is Different

We believe that global sourcing today is different from that of earlier years and that
the potential impact on the U.S. workforce in the coming decades will be vast. While
much can be learned from companies’ past globalization efforts, four factors distin-
guish contemporary global talent sourcing in services from past experiences:

● more industries and occupations are being affected;
● services make seamless human interactions more critical;
● talent sourcing is now simultaneously both global and local; and
● global sourcing arrangements for services are being decided upon and imple-

mented faster.

Impact on Diverse Industries and Occupations

In contrast to earlier phases of globalization in the manufacturing sector, today’s
global sourcing applies to many different kinds of activities (e.g., call centers, accounts
receivable, software development, business process outsourcing, scientific research)
and cuts across a variety of industries (e.g., high tech, financial services, pharmaceuti-
cal, telecommunications, consulting, consumer products). Small companies, includ-
ing early stage venture-based ones, are involved in offshoring services today, just as
they participated in foreign sourcing of manufacturing components before.2

The diversity of occupations and industries affected by global sourcing increases
the perceived impact of offshoring on the economy and on the potential for individual
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employees to be at risk. The Progressive Policy Institute analyzed data classified by
Forrester Research to determine the extent to which high- and low-wage service jobs
were at risk (Atkinson 2004a). While more than half (54 percent) of the jobs Forrester
forecasted to be offshored paid less than the U.S. median wage of $25,580, almost one-
third of the jobs paid in the top quintile (11). The variety of educational and
professional backgrounds of occupations affected—ranging from high school diplomas
to advanced graduate degrees—also creates a more complex environment for designing
public policies and educational programs to retrain people affected by the movement of
work offshore. Existing federal legislation, such as the Trade Adjustment Assistance
(TAA) program and the Trade Promotional Authority Act, targets manufacturing
employees. Only recently (2006) did the US Department of Labor allow “intangible
articles,” such as software to meet the regulators requirement of the Act (Shew 2006).

Although offshoring is occurring in many industries and occupations, some
sectors and job roles will be affected more than others. According to MGI (2005), the
global packaged software and IT services industries could each source nearly half of
their total employment anywhere in the world because much of the work is not
location-specific. Worldwide, these two sectors could impact up to 300,000 and
2.8 million employees respectively (MGI, 2005, 22). MGI also states that one-quarter
of banking employment and almost one-fifth of insurance employment could theo-
retically be sourced globally as well.

Engineers, finance and accounting professionals, and generalists (those with a col-
lege degree but no specialized training) are those most likely to be affected by the
movement of work offshore (MGI 2005, 24). Employment in the Indian call center
and business process outsourcing sectors is forecasted to increase tenfold, from
approximately 100,000 to 1.1 million employees by 2008 (Karoly and Panis 2004,
142). The full impact of such substantial job growth in India on the employment
prospects for U.S. workers in these sectors is not clear.

Services Highlight Importance of Human Interactions

Services have traditionally been considered nontradable because buyers and sellers were
required to be in the same place at the same time. However, advances in information
and communication technologies have allowed information to be digitized and trans-
ported quickly and cost effectively around the world. Traditional barriers of geography
and time no longer hinder information flow, service delivery, or competition.

The use of such technologies allows knowledge to be codified, standardized, and
digitized. In turn, this enables services to be split up, or “fragmented,” into smaller com-
ponents that can be located elsewhere to take advantage of cost, quality, economies of
scale, or other factors (UNCTAD 2004, 148–149). This makes it possible for services to
be produced in one location and consumed in another. Services provided in a different
location might be consumed in real time, for instance, through customer-facing call
centers, or asynchronously, such as with software programming or back-office work
(also see Karoly and Panis 2004, 180; Jensen and Kletzer 2005).

In contrast to globalization in the manufacturing sector, the globalization of serv-
ice delivery requires, by the very nature of the work being performed, more awareness
and active involvement in people management issues. Manufacturers outsourcing the
production of shoes or toys from a global supplier can use tangible metrics of product
quality or timeliness as measures of vendor effectiveness. By contrast, services expand
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the scope of personal interactions between staff and customers, whether internal or
external. While innovative new metrics have been developed to monitor service
quality levels, the process of delivering services from a foreign location requires
greater care in managing the human relations across multiple boundaries: distance,
organization, culture, and time zone.

Talent Sourcing Is Both Global and Local

Globalization in the service sector allows companies to deliver on the often-touted
objective of “recruiting the best talent, wherever it resides.” Research and develop-
ment (R&D) investments provide an example of this trend. While high-wage coun-
tries continue to dominate R&D spending, the percentage of R&D work performed
in emerging markets is growing. GE, GM, Intel, and Microsoft are just some of the
companies that have established global R&D networks with locations in both high-
wage and low-wage countries.

Two-thirds of the R&D performed overseas by U.S.-owned companies in 2000
($13.2 billion out of $19.8 billion) took place in six countries: United Kingdom,
Germany, Canada, Japan, France, and Sweden (National Science Board 2004, 4–68). By
contrast, the ten locations shown in table 15.1 hosted $3.5 billion in R&D expenditures
(18 percent of worldwide spending) by majority-owned foreign affiliates of U.S. par-
ent companies in 2000, up from $1.3 billion (11 percent) in 1994. U.S.-owned R&D
expenditures in these ten emerging markets increased by 15.9 percent annually (real
average annual growth) from 1994 to 2000, compared with 6.9 percent annual growth
for the aggregate of all host countries. As examples, in 2000, Singapore, Israel, Ireland,
and China each hosted U.S.-owned R&D expenditures of $500 million or more, levels
considerably higher than those in 1994 (National Science Board 2004, 4–65).
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Table 15.1 R&D Performed Overseas by Majority-Owned
Foreign Affiliates of U.S. Companies in Selected Economies:
1994 and 2000 (Millions of Current U.S. Dollars)

Location 1994 2000

Rank R&D R&D

Singapore 14 167 8 548
Israel 16 96 9 527
Ireland 8 396 10 518
China 30 7 11 506
Hong Kong 19 51 14 341
Mexico 13 183 16 305
Brazil 10 238 17 250
Malaysia 20 27 19 214
Taiwan 15 110 21 143
South Korea 26 17 22 131

Note: Rank refers to the relative position of the host country in terms of the
amount of U.S.-owned R&D expenditures.

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey
of U.S. Direct Investment Abroad, annual series, http://www.bea.gov/bea/di/diluse-
dop.htm.
National Science Board. Science & Engineering Indicators-2004, 4–69.



To maximize the return on these global operations, U.S.-based companies must
simultaneously balance plans for expansion to low-cost regions with initiatives to
develop capabilities of their existing U.S. workforce. This involves analyzing the
current and future condition of a local geographic market’s labor pool, the competi-
tive environment for talent, as well as the region’s infrastructure, education, and other
factors.

Speed of Change Heightens Anxiety for Affected Employees

Certain segments of the business, professional, and technical service sector have
experienced offshoring faster and on a larger scale than others. The United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, using growth in imports by the United States
as a proxy for offshore expenditures by U.S. companies, estimated that computer and
data processing services grew at an average annual growth rate of 31 percent between
1992 and 2002, reaching a value of over one billion dollars (UNCTAD, 2004, p. 151).
Imports of accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping services also experienced rapid
expansion, growing an average of 21 percent annually between 1992 and 2002. Such
fast growth has been achievable, in part, because to offshore services is structurally
simpler in terms of space and equipment requirements when compared with the
resources required to establish manufacturing operations (UNCTAD, 2004, p. 152). A
2004 study of primarily U.S. companies found that while only 25 percent had off-
shored some services to date, more than three-quarters (79 percent) said they
planned to offshore within two years (Bajpai, Sachs, Arora, and Khurana, 2004).

The macro-level growth rates mask the speed of change occurring at the micro
level of individual companies. In some cases, companies have chosen to use off-
shoring to augment existing staff, with no U.S.-based reductions in workforce occur-
ring. However, when existing workloads are moved offshore, companies have chosen
from three approaches to transition the U.S. workforce. Affected employees could be
“reassigned,” where the company actively manages the transition, matching the
employee with other opportunities in the organization appropriate for the individual’s
skill set and experience. Employees could be “redeployed,” which places the responsibil-
ity for finding a new position in the company squarely on the employee. Companies,
sometimes those in difficult financial circumstances, have also chosen a third course
of action—laying off the employees whose work was being moved offshore. In an
example of good practice, one financial services company we interviewed had
approximately 90 days from the CIO’s announcement that the company would out-
source 30 percent of its IT work offshore to the sign-off by the CIO of a contract with
an Indian IT services vendor. The company held frequent “town-hall style” meetings
with employees whose work was being outsourced offshore. The IT, HR, and product
management leaders responsible for the implementation facilitated the sessions with
open, ongoing communication about the strategic reasons for the decision as well as
about how projects and jobs would be affected. The company facilitated employees’
transitions to new areas of the organization, even allowing them to start new jobs
before the transition to the outsourcing vendor had been completed.

Convergys, a leading U.S.-based contract service company with locations in
25 U.S. states, provides another example of the speed and scale of job growth occurring
outside the United States. The company established its first offshore center in India in
2000. By 2003, the company had centers in Argentina, Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico, the
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Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, and Thailand as
well (UNCTAD 2004, 158). In early 2005, Convergys employed more than 10,000
people in India, nearly 17 percent of the company’s workforce, and it announced
plans to grow its India-based BPO headcount to 20,000 within two years (Business
Line 2005).

Drivers of Global Sourcing Activities

Several factors, shown in table 15.2, are driving interest in and implementation of
global sourcing strategies. The most commonly reported driver is the opportunity to
achieve cost savings by leveraging lower-cost workforces. In a survey of 90 Fortune
500 companies conducted by Duke University and Archstone Consulting (2004), 93
percent of companies cited cost reduction as the primary driver for pursuing an off-
shoring strategy. MGI (Farrell 2004) estimated that companies could save as much as
70 percent of their total production costs through a combination of offshoring
(reducing cost by 50 percent), task redesign and training (reducing cost a further
5 percent), and process improvements (cutting an additional 15 percent). In the
Duke/Archstone survey, 72 percent of companies’ offshore implementations met or
exceeded expected cost savings.

But cost reduction alone does not drive the tremendous interest we have seen in
global talent sourcing. As companies that we visited, both here and in India, said of
their Indian initiatives,“We went for cost; we stay for quality.” In our interviews, com-
panies also cited the desire for enhanced organizational flexibility, the ability to react
more quickly to competitive pressures, and greater business continuity across time
zones as important factors in their offshoring decisions.

As an example, India, which has received the majority of offshored work to date,
offers an attractive combination of educated, English-speaking, high-quality techni-
cal and professional talent at a substantially lower labor cost than the United States.
Approximately 1.3 million people graduate from universities in India each year, of
which 350,000 are engineering graduates (Dange 2005, 3). In business process out-
sourcing or call center work, companies have been able to recruit college graduates
for jobs in India that are typically difficult to fill even with high school graduates in
the United States. Several companies we interviewed reported process improvements
that translated into error reduction and value enhancement for customers, suppliers,
and managers at various locations in the multinational network, which provided new
ways to enhance the competitive advantage of these U.S.-based companies in the face
of global competition.

While cost reduction remains the number one objective of companies today, the
goals for global sourcing will likely change over time, as the rapidly rising wages and
the more widespread use of offshoring reduces the cost advantages achieved by early
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Table 15.2 Drivers of Global Sourcing
Decisions

● Cost Reduction
● Quality
● Capacity and Flexibility
● Customer / Investor Pressures
● Competitive Pressures



entrants. A 2004 survey of large U.S. companies indicated that over the next three
years more companies would expand global sourcing initiatives in order to focus on
their core competencies and improve flexibility (Hewitt Associates 2004). Similarly,
Bain & Company predicted that the primary drivers of global sourcing would evolve
over the next several years from cost reduction to quality and, ultimately, to a focus
on efficiency through achieving world-class capabilities at the least cost possible
(Bain & Company 2004).

Configuration of Global Sourcing Operations

In establishing offshore operations, companies have generally embraced one of three
business models, based on the strategic drivers they are trying to achieve. The three
models are: “captive,” where the operation is staffed by internal employees; out-
sourced, where staffing is contracted with a third-party provider; and a hybrid model
involving both internal employees and vendor partnerships. Companies have focused
on several factors when evaluating potential offshore business models. These include
the amount of initial investment, the time required to get the operation up and run-
ning, the degree of control and risk associated with the business model, the type of
work being performed, and the intellectual capital being used. A company may
change its business model over time, as the company’s leadership gains experience in
managing offshore projects or as the business objectives or type of work changes.

For instance, as fully owned entities, captive organizations enable companies to
maintain closer control and management over high-value projects and higher-risk
processes. The people doing the work are employees of the company, and their
rewards are often tied to company performance. The captive model can reduce inter-
nal resistance to offshoring and the geographic decentralization of proprietary
information or sensitive data by retaining the knowledge within the company.

Outsourcing contracts place responsibility for managing people and meeting
quality standards squarely on the vendor. Companies pursuing an outsourced off-
shore model reduce their direct control over the work, but also reduce the extent to
which managers have to spend time managing the day-to-day operations and
finances of the offshore unit. Some companies outsource to multiple vendors in order
to foster competition between the vendors around cost and quality. Outsourcing is
considered appropriate for intellectual capital that is commoditized or common
across industries (Bain and Company 2004).

Whether a company sets up its own operations or outsources to the foreign
location depends on the nature of the activities to be located there and the magnitude
of the operations. If the company plans to do simple data processing, it could out-
source the work entirely and deal with vendors’ representatives in the United States.
An advantage of using suppliers for software development or call-center operations is
that costs can be kept low. However, as a company expands into more specialized,
company-specific, or proprietary activities, there are greater advantages to in-house
operations.

Table 15.3 presents some of the companies, identified through authors’ interviews
and secondary research, that have adopted various offshore business models. In some
cases, the leadership at companies pursuing the captive model (column I) felt that
work could be done more cheaply and “the company way” (i.e., the “right” way) by
hiring internal employees. Some companies pursuing the captive business model
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have chosen to acquire Indian companies in order to grow their employee base
quickly. For example, in 2004 IBM acquired Daksh, a leading Indian BPO service
provider. The acquisition added 6,000 employees and contributed to IBM’s growth in
India from 9,000 employees in 2003 to 23,000 by the end of 2004 (India Business
Insight 2005a). Also in 2004, Citibank acquired majority ownership in e-Serve
International Limited, a provider of IT-enabled services.

The companies listed in the outsourced column (column II) contracted work
directly to India-based outsourcing companies, rather than to U.S.-based outsourc-
ing service providers, many of which also employ thousands of people in India
through captive business models. For example, Accenture employed 15,000 people in
India, or 10 percent of its total workforce, according to a February 2005 report, while
Sapient, a Cambridge, Massachusetts-based IT consulting firm, located more than 50
percent of its employees in India (India Business Insight 2005b).

Outlook for the Future

The global sourcing trend is likely to continue in the coming years, and, in so doing,
will become a significant factor shaping the American workplace. The global sourc-
ing of talent in the service sector represents a paradigm shift in how business leaders
think about how work can be organized and delivered. In the current competitive
environment, companies ranging from large multinationals to small, venture-funded
start-ups cannot neglect to consider global sourcing as a possible means of cost
reduction, flexibility, and/or competitive differentiation. While the exact scale and
scope of the trend will not be known for some time, it is clear that global sourcing is
an important issue with potentially serious impact for individuals, companies,
educational institutions at all levels, and governments around the world.

We anticipate the following global sourcing developments:

1. Global sourcing is likely to continue and extend beyond today’s major talent
supply hubs (such as Bangalore, India) to other countries and to secondary and
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Table 15.3 Companies Adopting Major Offshore Business Models

I. Captive II. Outsourced III. Hybrid of Captive &
Outsourced

● Accenture ● Analog Devices ● AIG
● American Express ● AT&T ● British Telecom
● Bank of America ● Bear Stearns ● Dell
● Convergys ● Boeing ● General Electric
● Ford ● Cisco Systems ● Microsoft
● HBSC ● Honeywell
● Hewitt Associates ● Lehman
● IBM Brothers
● Sapient ● Lucent
● Sun Microsystems Technologies
● Texas Instruments ● Morgan Stanley
● Unilever ● Prudential

Insurance U.S.
● State Street Bank



tertiary cities within major talent markets. Within the United States, demand
for talent in rural areas may increase as an alternative for companies looking to
enhance their flexibility and cost position without sourcing exclusively overseas.

2. Companies will expand the types of jobs performed offshore, performing both
core and noncore work. Focus will shift from cost reduction to also achieving
competitive differentiation and greater operational flexibility.

3. Start-ups will launch businesses by leveraging low-cost offshore talent to
develop prototype products and services faster in order to maximize the return
on private funding sources with low labor expenses. While Silicon Valley will
likely remain a central location for technology companies, production-style pro-
gramming talent can now be obtained at a much lower cost in other locations.

4. Unions will make offshoring a focus of union-organizing campaigns in the
service sector. WashTech and Alliance@IBM are two examples of unions that
have galvanized prospective members around concerns about offshoring.

5. Mainstream press coverage will appear less critical of offshoring when the
economy is strong. In an economic downturn, however, offshoring will likely
become a hot political issue, as it did during the 2004 presidential election
campaign.

6. New high-skill jobs will emerge, as companies seek expertise in starting and
managing offshore operations, cross-cultural relations, and vendor selection
and management.

Despite these anticipated developments, several drivers and inhibitors will shape
the way global sourcing trends actually evolve. Three important factors support
increased global sourcing. First, pressure from customers, competitors, and investors
creates an environment in which global sourcing needs to be at least considered, if
not implemented. Second, companies that have experimented with offshore or out-
sourced operations, after working through common operational and cross-cultural
pitfalls, have begun to learn lessons that will make future initiatives even more effec-
tive. Once business leaders have seen how work can be parsed and distributed around
the world, their thinking about how to run their businesses is likely to change, mak-
ing global sourcing a more common practice across industries and occupations.
Third, technology innovations could further reduce the cost of geographically dis-
tributing work.

In addition, several factors could inhibit global talent sourcing practices. First,
high-wage countries could enact legislation that restricts the options companies have
for using offshore talent or laws that change tax policy, resulting in smaller cost sav-
ings expected from operating in low-wage countries. Second, a security scandal in an
offshore location, particularly around data privacy, would raise awareness of the pro-
cessing of personal information in foreign locations. This could lead to a consumer
backlash against offshore services. Third, the tightening labor market in key areas,
such as Bangalore, India, has already caused wages there to rise significantly. The pre-
ferred sources of talent may be saturated, thus making the growth of operations in
those cities less tenable. Fourth, cultural differences have challenged companies
establishing offshore operations, and this is likely to remain an important issue for
companies even in the future. Finally, the management philosophies within individ-
ual companies make organizations more or less inclined to engage in some form of
global talent sourcing. As competitive pressures continue to cause businesses to look
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offshore for some advantage, this inhibitor will likely decrease as more leaders are
forced to think differently about how and where work can be done.

Implications of Global Sourcing 
for Individuals

The good news: The United States almost certainly isn’t going to run out of jobs, even
though history shows that it’s impossible to predict what new jobs will replace those that
are destroyed. The bad news: Outsourcing overseas and technology could widen the gap
between the wages of well-paying brainpower jobs and poorly paid hands-on jobs.
(Wessel 2004, A1)

Many of the concerns Americans have about global sourcing are because it is not clear
what opportunities will come next. The offshoring trend spurs anxiety about poten-
tial job loss, concern about downward wage pressure, and questions about whether to
pursue further education or retraining. When manufacturing jobs began moving
overseas in the 1980s, policymakers, corporate leaders, and educators touted services
and the IT sector as providing career opportunities for the future. The shift toward
globalization of service work has raised questions about the viability of pursuing
employment in information-intensive service jobs.

Brainard and Litan (2004) described global sourcing as a structural change that
influences where the jobs are, not the total number of jobs (3). Total employment
remains related to the size of the labor force, but the types of jobs change. They went
on to describe offshoring, similar to trade and technology, as a “process of creative
destruction” in which people in affected industries could lose not only their jobs, but
all their benefits, including healthcare insurance. People, naturally, are uncertain
about how to proceed with their careers and education.

A major concern is about the downward pressure on wages due to the cheaper
labor available abroad. The “skills premium” that educated professionals benefited
from could be eroded in the future due to the larger, global talent pool. An analysis of
data from the 2004 Displaced Worker Survey indicated that about three-quarters of
nonmanufacturing employees had found new employment, of which 72 percent to
78 percent had been reemployed full-time. Workers whom the service sector dis-
placed experienced less erosion of earnings (30 percent decrease for tradable services
and 14 percent decrease for nontradable services) compared with those in the manu-
facturing sector who experienced earnings decreases averaging 32 percent (Jensen
and Kletzer 2005, 50). It is not known how redistributive services offshoring might be.
Globalization theories and evidence from the manufacturing sector provide only par-
tial insights for individuals seeking guidance on how to orient their lives and work in
a global economy.

Workers concerned about the impact of offshoring should understand, first,
which types of jobs are likely to be offshored, and, second, how they as individuals
can develop skills and capabilities that make them more employable. As previously
noted, jobs that, do not require physical interaction between employee and customer
involve codifiable local knowledge and are at greater risk of being offshored. More
specifically, Bardhan and Kroll (2003) identified six attributes of jobs that increase
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their likelihood of being offshored. These attributes include

● no face-to-face customer service requirement;
● high information content;
● work process is telecommutable and Internet enabled;
● high wage differential with similar occupations in destination country;
● low setup barriers; and
● low social networking requirement.

At an individual level, in an environment of global talent sourcing, Friedman
(2005) wrote that individuals should strive to be “untouchables”—those whose jobs
cannot be outsourced (238–239). Friedman described four broad categories of
untouchables. The first category is that of the “specials,” the global elite of entertainers,
athletes, and intellectuals whose talents are sought worldwide. Of course, this is a very
limited group. If one cannot be “special,” the second category may be available, accord-
ing to Friedman. Here, one can become “specialized,” with unique, distinguishing
skills. Third, one can choose to be “anchored” by providing services rooted in face-to-
face contact or local knowledge. Some doctors, lawyers, and teachers are examples of
professional-level anchored roles; other anchored jobs include chefs, plumbers,
nurses, hairdressers, and other roles involving personal contact with a customer,
patient, or client. To maintain a competitive edge as someone “special,” “specialized,”
or “anchored” requires continuous learning and skill development. Friedman’s fourth
recommendation for ensuring future job security is to be “really adaptable.”

Higher-level jobs, particularly among consultants and managers, may experience
a boost from offshoring. Leading Indian outsourcing companies have established
offices in the United States to gain expertise and get closer to the U.S. market. For
example, Infosys, the Indian IT firm with nearly US$1.6 billion in revenue,
announced plans in April 2004 to invest US$20 million in a business consulting sub-
sidiary in the United States to “match rivals and counter a possible political backlash
against outsourcing” (UNCTAD 2004, 158). Senior consultants and rainmakers who
can win business and manage stateside relationships for the foreign outsourcers will
be in demand. In addition, as U.S. companies begin to offshore higher-value-added
activities, such as R&D for new drugs, there will likely be higher demand for profes-
sionals able to direct and coordinate such activities across countries.

Implications for Companies

Companies face considerable public scrutiny of their efforts to source talent globally,
and it is likely that criticism will continue, particularly in an economic downturn.
Despite the criticism, companies are not likely to curb efforts to lower their labor
costs or stem efforts to find qualified talent across the globe. A New York Times article
on IBM’s job cuts in the United States and Europe, even as the company plans to
expand in India, reflects the trend: “Cutting Here, But Hiring Over There” (Lohr 2005).
Indeed, HR executives we interviewed at several multinational corporations captured
the sentiment as follows: “We are growing, just not in the U.S.”

Figure 15.1 illustrates this trend on a macro level, showing the changing location
of employment in U.S.-based multinational companies (MNCs) between 1988 and
2003. The percentage of total employment in U.S.-based MNCs in the United States
declined from 79 percent in 1988 to 72 percent in 2003, while employment in the
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MNCs’ majority-owned foreign affiliates grew from 21 percent to 28 percent in the
same period (Bureau of Economic Affairs 2005). This trend reflects broader global-
ization. The data, however, are aggregate and do not show the breakdown of foreign
employment either by country or by occupation.

For companies planning to increase their global sourcing of talent, the early
entrants provide good examples to follow. While the focus of offshoring to date has
been largely on cost savings, some companies have expanded beyond cost considera-
tions to achieve broader transformation of their businesses. Companies need to keep
the strategic drivers in mind and the business models flexible to meet the changing
global context.

General Electric was an early mover in the global sourcing of talent, and the com-
pany’s experience provides an example of how the drivers and offshore business
models have evolved in response to the Indian market’s maturation. In 1993, GE
Capital pursued a cost-saving strategy by hiring employees in India to provide oper-
ations support. GE Capital International Services (GECIS) was formed in 1997 to
formalize the operations support services organization. GECIS began by operating
call centers, then added basic data processing, moved to higher value-addition within
data processing, and then phased into other higher-level activities such as product
development. Over time, GE gradually sought to exploit the driver of differentiation
by expanding the strategic value and complexity of services GECIS performed in
India. In November 2004, GE sold a 60 percent stake in GECIS to two private-equity
firms for $500 million (The Economist 2004).3 The sale enabled GECIS to provide
outsourced BPO services to a broader range of customers than might have been
possible if the service provider had remained wholly owned by GE.
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In the late 1990s, while GECIS’s business process operations were proving the
viability of offshore operations, GE further leveraged the differentiation driver by
focusing on opportunities in India to add value in other activities of the value chain,
especially engineering design and development. The Bangalore-based John F. Welch
Technology Centre was launched in 2000. The multidisciplinary research and prod-
uct development center employs 1,600 scientists, researchers, and engineers and
serves multiple GE divisions. It was GE’s first R&D center outside the United States
and is part of GE’s global research network with locations in the United States, China,
Germany, and India.

Two other examples to highlight are IBM and British Telecommunications plc
(BT). Both companies have been criticized for cutting jobs in their home countries
(the United States and the United Kingdom, respectively), while growing overseas. Yet
the companies’ actions show awareness of the impact of offshoring decisions on their
employees and communities. In March 2004, IBM created a $25 million fund called
the Human Capital Alliance to support retraining for IBM employees whose jobs
were affected by the movement of work outside the United States. Once retrained, the
alliance would help find jobs for the former IBM employees with IBM’s business
partners (Zarley 2004).

Also early in 2004, BT contracted with SustainAbility, an independent, third-party
observer, to assess the corporate social responsibility (CSR) impact of the company’s
migration of call-center jobs to outsourced operators overseas (Kuszewski, Prakash-
Mani, and Beloe 2004). BT made the commitment that none of its employees would
suffer involuntary redundancy and that any interested employees would be given
assistance with retraining and finding a new position within BT or even elsewhere.
Based on its analysis of BT’s experience, SustainAbility identified twelve steps, shown
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Table 15.4 Steps for Socially Responsible Offshoring

1. Consult with affected stakeholders before making a 
decision to offshore.

2. Clearly articulate policy and be honest and transparent 
about company decisions.

3. Limit or avoid involuntary redundancy.
4. Invest in retraining and skill development for affected employees.
5. Work with communities to help find ways to fill the gaps 

created by offshoring.
6. Work with suppliers in the recipient country to develop 

best practice and CSR awareness.
7. Set standards for suppliers and monitor their implementation.
8. Train and develop new employees and provide growth opportunities.
9. Help employees deal with psychological and cultural issues 

that may be involved.
10. Listen to local stakeholders to understand their 

needs and perspectives.
11. Invest in community, to secure the company’s long-term 

social license to operate.
12. Share technologies and skills to enable local people 

and companies to advance.

Source: Judy Kuszewski, Kavita Prakash-Mani and Seb Beloe, Good Migrations?
BT, corporate social responsibility and the geography of jobs, February 2004, London:
SustainAbility, p. 4. Available at http://www.btplc.com/Societyandenvironment/
Hottopics/Geographyofjobs/Geographyofjobs.htm



in table 15.4, that companies might adopt to manage the community and social
implications of offshoring, both in the home country and the recipient country.

One long-term implication of global sourcing for companies is the potential
impact that the movement of work offshore will have on the development of future
leaders and the cohesion of corporate cultures. The storehouses of a company’s busi-
ness processes, management styles, and corporate culture norms frequently are the
same individuals who feel they are losing ground because of globalization. In
addition, the rapid timeframes many companies experience between the offshoring
decision and the start of implementation concentrates the time available to transmit
knowledge to the new service provider. Effectively transferring knowledge across
locations and organizational boundaries, while maintaining the dignity of affected
home country staff, is a delicate issue, and one that many companies new to global
sourcing have not handled well.

Implications for Educational Institutions

Because it takes fifteen years to create a scientist or advanced engineer, starting from
when that young man or woman first gets hooked on science and math in elementary
school, we should be embarking on an all-hands-on-deck, no-holds-barred, no-budget-
too-large crash program for science and engineering education immediately. The fact
that we are not doing so is our quiet crisis. Scientists and engineers don’t grow on trees.
They have to be educated through a long process, because, ladies and gentlemen, this
really is rocket science. (Friedman 2005, 275)

As Americans have become aware of the global competition for skilled service jobs
and the substantial numbers of engineering graduates in other, low-wage countries,
more attention has been paid to the challenges of educating U.S.-based students in
the areas of science and engineering. While there have been some calls to reduce engi-
neering education in the United States and let low-wage countries take up the engi-
neering jobs, organizations such as the National Science Board (2003), National
Academy of Engineering (2005), and the McKinsey Global Institute (2005) have
argued in favor of increased investment in science and engineering education and
curricular reform to make such fields more attractive to U.S. students. MGI argued
against calls to shut down engineering education in high-wage countries. Their
analysis indicated that although the population of engineering graduates is smaller in
the United States than in either China or India, a greater proportion of the U.S.-
trained engineers would be qualified for employment with multinational corpora-
tions than those graduating in other countries.

Two long-term trends have challenged future growth of the U.S. science and engi-
neering (S&E) workforce. The first is the intensifying global competition for S&E tal-
ent. The United States has relied upon foreign-born S&E professionals, and, according
to the National Science Board (NSB) (2003), the growing U.S. dependence on interna-
tional S&E talent, particularly on foreign nationals, has become problematic. The
increased availability of good jobs for international S&E professionals in their coun-
tries of origin reduces opportunities for U.S. employers to fill unmet skill needs using
the international S&E labor market. The second challenge cited by the NSB was the
anticipated decline in the number of U.S. native-born S&E graduates entering the
workforce. The NSB recommended an active intervention by policy, community, and
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education stakeholders to improve success in educating S&E students from all demo-
graphic groups, especially those underrepresented in S&E careers (9–10).

Recommendations have called for more funding for science education, curricu-
lum reform, and raising the public profile of math, science, and engineering fields
(Atkinson 2004b; National Academy of Engineering 2005). Specifically, the NSB
called for more funding for science and technology education, particularly federal
support via scholarships to reduce the cost of undergraduate education; funding for
advanced science and engineering research; and encouraging S&E education in com-
munity colleges. The National Academy of Engineering (NAE) proposed reforming
undergraduate engineering curricula to create a broader array of engineering
degrees, including a bachelor of arts degree positioned as a “liberal arts” degree that
prepares students for a wide range of careers in the twenty-first century. The NAE
also recommended curriculum redesign to engage students in design and real-world
problem solving early in their undergraduate programs “so that the social relevance
of engineering is apparent” (33), rather than have students spend the first years
focused only on mathematical calculations.

Implications for Governments and Policymakers

Global talent sourcing by U.S. companies raises several challenging issues for policy-
makers and political leaders at local, state, and national levels. First and foremost is
how government policies can support constituents, communities, and companies in
the midst of the struggle between the benefits of global trade and the redistribution
of employment that local communities will likely experience. Initial reactions exhib-
ited protectionist tones, proposing to prevent state funds from going to companies
that performed work overseas (Atkinson 2004b, 1). Policies and legislation regarding
immigration, the social safety net for individuals made redundant by offshoring, and
corporate taxes could significantly impact the way the U.S. economy and population
experience the transition to a world where services are delivered globally. Without
appropriate policies, the United States might experience a backlash against interna-
tional integration similar to the opposition to trade and immigration that occurred
in the interwar period of the last century (Karoly and Panis 2004, 158).

According to globalization theory, offshoring and global talent sourcing provide
three main benefits to developed countries (UNCTAD 2004, 176). First, such prac-
tices enable companies to reduce costs and/or improve quality, making them more
competitive in the global marketplace. Managers of U.S. and European multination-
als that we interviewed were convinced of the impact offshoring can have on enhanc-
ing their competitiveness. Second, they enable the home country to shift to more
productive and higher-value activities, assuming the labor markets are dynamic and
people can adapt to take advantage of emerging employment opportunities. The U.S.
labor markets are in the process of adjusting to services globalization, so the benefits
of this aspect of globalization are not yet being felt. Third, countries doing the off-
shore work might increase their imports of goods from the developed countries.
Countries such as India, which used to severely restrict imports, have continued to
liberalize trade and are importing larger quantities of products from developed coun-
tries. Yet, despite these anticipated benefits, job losses in developed countries also lead
to reduced tax revenue for governments and greater expenditures for unemployment
and retraining support (Bottino 2004).
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Immigration

As stated previously, foreign-born individuals make up an important labor source for
science and technology jobs. U.S. census data show that for all degree levels, the share
of U.S. science and engineering occupations filled by scientists or engineers who were
born abroad increased from 14 to 22 percent between 1990 and 2000. During the
same period, the share increased from 11 to 17 percent at the bachelor’s degree level;
at the master’s level, from 19 to 29 percent; and at the doctorate level, from 24 to 38
percent (NSB 2003, 9).

In 2001, more than 330,000 temporary work visas were issued for specialty occu-
pations, mostly computer-related jobs (Karoly and Panis 2004, 146). However,
increased concerns about security and the loss of U.S. jobs reduced the number of
visas authorized in subsequent years. Such policies pose short-term challenges for
companies seeking labor. Reducing immigration to the United States encourages
companies to seek talented labor sources abroad; if no visas are available to bring the
person to work, the work can now theoretically move to the person, wherever he or
she may live. Immigration restrictions could also negatively impact U.S. innovation
and entrepreneurship in the long run. In The 21st Century at Work (2004, 146–147),
Karoly and Panis wrote:

In high-tech centers such as California’s Silicon Valley, immigrants make up substantial
portions of the scientific and engineering workforce (about one-third in the case of
Silicon Valley as of 1990) (Saxenian 1999). Their contributions extend to entrepreneur-
ship as well: as of 1998, Chinese and Indian immigrant engineers led one in four high-
technology Silicon Valley firms . . . .Current estimates suggest 70 percent of foreign-born
U.S. Ph.D. recipients do not return to their country of origin (Bhagwati 2003).

Social Safety Net

A key ingredient to enhance the employability of U.S. workers is the creation of a legal
and institutional framework for the portability of pensions and healthcare.4 The cur-
rent framework, which ties health insurance almost exclusively to one’s employer,
hinders people’s willingness to voluntarily change employers and increases anxiety
over the financial impact of losing a job. Brainard and Litan (2004) recommended
addressing the problem of employee dislocation through a combination of wage
insurance, adjustment assistance, and training (7). As previously noted, existing fed-
eral legislation does not adequately address the diversity of U.S. employees being
affected by global sourcing of services. The Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA)
Program, which was amended in 2002 to add a healthcare benefit, was authorized
initially only for manufacturing workers (Atkinson 2004b, 10). However, in early
2006, the US Department of Labor, in response to remarks from the U.S. Court of
International Trade, changed its policy to allow an expansion of the term “article”
under TAA to include products that do not exist on a physical medium. “Intangible
articles,” such as software, now satisfy its regulatory requirement (Shew 2006). The
Trade Promotional Authority Act was amended in 2002 to provide wage insurance
also to workers aged 50 or older who can prove that trade is a “major cause” of their
displacement. Kletzer and Litan (2001) proposed expanding wage insurance policies
to cover all displaced workers, regardless of age.
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A second important factor in helping people find work sooner is providing
employees longer notice of their termination. The Progressive Policy Institute sup-
ported legislation to bring more companies under the Worker Adjustment and
Retraining Notification (WARN) Act so as to include companies with 50 or more
employees (versus 100 or more employees currently), layoffs of 15 or more workers
(as opposed to 50 or more workers), and to provide three months (versus 60 days) of
notice about the layoffs (Atkinson 2004b, 11).

Corporate Tax Policy

Tax policies may artificially encourage offshoring. The current corporate tax system
permits companies to defer taxation on foreign earnings but not on domestic earn-
ings (Brainard and Litan 2004, 6). The Progressive Policy Institute (Atkinson 2004b)
advocates expanding and updating the tax credit for R&D expenditures to increase
the credit level and introduce a tax credit in order to encourage collaborative research
at universities, federal laboratories, and research consortia.

Conclusion

American workers have experienced considerable change in their employment envi-
ronments since Work in America was published in 1973. More than two-thirds of the
economy is now in the service sector. Globalization has opened new markets for U.S.
goods and services, as well as for foreign labor. And technology has facilitated the
transformation and segmentation of business processes to allow for outsourcing and
movement of work to locations near and far. Despite the many forecasts about future
global sourcing activity, it is only over time that we will know the long-term eco-
nomic, political, and social impacts of the global sourcing trend.

Individuals, companies, governments, professional and trade associations, and
educational institutions will need to adapt to meet the changing demands of the
global labor market. The calls to invest heavily in science, math, and engineering
education and to enact government policies that provide a cushion for individuals
affected by the redistributive effects of offshoring are a starting point for the
construction of a framework within which to position the U.S. economy and
American workers for the remainder of the twenty-first century.
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16

Shared Capitalism at Work:
Impacts and Policy Options

Joseph Blasi, Douglas Kruse, and Richard B. Freeman

For the last several decades, various companies have shared the benefit of corporate
results with employees of the firm, using profit-sharing, gain sharing, bonuses,

employee stock ownership, or stock options. All of these approaches have one thing
in common: offering the worker a share in profits or stock appreciation when the
company makes a profit on the capital that investors have provided. For the first time,
a comprehensive picture of shared capitalism in the United States has become
available as a result of a national random sample of all employed adults in the U.S.
government-supported 2002 General Social Survey (GSS).1 This survey provides new
information about the impact of shared capitalism on the experiences of workers and
their companies. Since these results are statistically representative of the country at
large, they are especially salient for policy discussions of these issues. Furthermore,
they do not have the disadvantages of the biases introduced by nonrepresentative or
small samples, surveys of companies or managers, case studies, or conceptual discus-
sions of these issues.

Before discussing the results of this study, we give a brief historical overview of
shared capitalism, describe how it works, and discuss why we should care about it.
Then we turn to who works under shared capitalism and what we can now say about
its impact on the worker and the corporation. Finally, we will discuss how the study
can inform policy toward shared capitalist enterprises. Our goal is to understand
whether various shared capitalist approaches play a role in how work can be made
meaningful and rewarding for employees, and how workplaces can be made more
productive.

Historical Highlights

Throughout U.S. history, businesses have developed a variety of mechanisms to allow
employees to directly participate in the financial performance of the firm. Albert
Gallatin, a signatory to the Declaration of Independence and Secretary of the
Treasury under Thomas Jefferson, said, “the democratic principle upon which this



Nation was founded should not be restricted to the political processes but should be
applied to the industrial operation.” True to his word, he set up a profit-sharing plan
at the Pennsylvania Glass Works in 1795. In the late 1790s, small groups of craftspeople
set up cooperative firms, owned among themselves.

Profit-sharing and employee ownership were used in companies and by various
trade unions in a wide variety of industries throughout the 1800s. Charles Pillsbury
used profit-sharing with half of his mill workers in 1882. In 1886, mapmaker Rand
McNally did the same with his employees, as did William Procter, who set up a profit-
sharing plan for Procter & Gamble (P&G) that went on to encourage broad-based
employee ownership. More than a hundred years later, P&G is 15 to 20 percent owned
by its worldwide employees, has profit-sharing, and also shares stock options broadly.

The phenomenon was seen as being so important that John Bates Clark, a key
founder of the American Economics Association, wrote a book in the 1880s calling
for the combination of profit-sharing and employee ownership in companies to
improve business performance by motivating worker involvement (Clark 1886).
With his encouragement, the first volume of the journal of the American Economics
Association included an article surveying shared capitalism in companies in the
Northeast (Bemis 1886) and in a Midwestern city, Minneapolis (Shaw 1886).

Employee ownership, employee involvement in corporate decision-making, and
profit-sharing were also encouraged by the Special Conference Committee set up by
John D. Rockefeller in 1919 with other corporate leaders, which helped spread the
ideas and practices of “welfare capitalism” in the 1920s and beyond (Jacoby 1997).
Princeton University’s Industrial Relations Section published a special study on this
phenomenon at the time. In 1919, George Eastman became one of the first “high-
technology moguls” of his day to embrace employee ownership by offering 8 percent
of his own Eastman Kodak stock to employees who would remain for a certain period
of time with the company (for an overview in American history, see Blasi, Kruse, and
Bernstein 2003, 158–170).

The enormous losses that employee stock owners suffered during the stock market
crash—and the knowledge from Congressional investigations that insiders profited
while workers lost—tempered interest in employee ownership. Profit-sharing became
more popular and was advanced in Congressional hearings by Republican Senator
Arthur Vandenberg. Employees at many firms such as Hewlett-Packard, Sears, Procter &
Gamble, Harris Bank, and Safeway Stores also became major shareholders in these cor-
porations as a result of profit-sharing checks that were invested in company stock.

Meanwhile, in 1958, California investment banker Louis Kelso, along with former
University of Chicago philosopher, Encyclopedia Britannica chairman, and Aspen
Institute leader Mortimer Adler, published a book called The Capitalist Manifesto, in
which they called for loans to workers to buy stock in order to give them a greater
stake in capitalism. Kelso and Adler digested the experience of the crash and deter-
mined that workers should not use their salaries or savings to buy company stock. In
the 1970s and 1980s, using the ideas of Kelso and Adler, Senator Russell Long, a
Louisiana Democrat, pushed bipartisan federal legislation creating an Employee
Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) that was specifically not funded by worker savings.
ESOPs have now spread to millions of workers and created thousands of companies
with broadly-held ownership (for information see www.beysterinstitute.org,
http://www.esopassociation.org or http://www.nceo.org).

Also in the 1950s, venture capitalist Arthur Rock and scientists Robert Noyce and
Gordon Moore put together an exodus from Shockley Semiconductor Laboratories
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to form Fairchild Semiconductor. They were partly motivated by a lack of willingness
of Nobel Prize–winner William Shockley to share power and profits with knowledge
workers through broad-based stock options and more participatory management
approaches. In 1968, they also left Fairchild Semiconductor to start Intel, which was
built around these ideas. J. Robert Beyster mined a similar vein with the founding of
an engineering consulting firm, SAIC, in 1969. Meanwhile, an explosion of software
and hardware and engineering consulting start-ups in Silicon Valley and beyond was
inspired by the Intel and SAIC models (for a detailed high-tech history see Blasi,
Kruse, Bernstein 2003, 3–30).

Finally, since the 1970s, larger corporations have made 401k plans a major vehicle
for employee ownership by matching employee contributions to such plans in
company stock and encouraging workers to buy stock with their own savings. This
violated the views of both scholars and experts on investing and Kelso’s advice by
introducing substantial risk to many workers’ portfolios, and that risk came home to
roost in the stock market decline of 2000, followed by the notable failures of Enron
and WorldCom and other corporate governance disasters. On the high-tech front, the
broad-based stock option and profit sharing have now spread to biotech and new
health-tech companies.

How Does Shared Capitalism Work?

Thus, by 1973, when the first Work in America report was published, a quiet evolution
of shared capitalism institutions was only just beginning in the United States. Profit-
sharing continued to be used by some corporations, but ESOPs were not established
in federal law until 1974, 401k plans were not introduced until 1981, and some well-
known tech companies that popularized broad-based stock options such as Microsoft
(started in 1975) and Apple (started in 1977) and Compaq (started in 1982) were not
founded yet. Now, in 2006, we can examine all forms of shared capitalism side by side
and in combination to see what workers actually have and what their experience with
them has been.

Profit-sharing offers workers a payment based on increases in the profit of the
company, which may be paid in cash or put in a retirement plan (called “deferred
profit-sharing”). Sometimes profit-sharing is paid to workers in company stock, so
what is received as a profit share may end up as employee ownership. Gain sharing
offers workers regular payments based on the performance of their work units.

Employee ownership refers to ownership of company stock through any number
of plans. The most popular is the ESOP, which is distinguished by the fact that work-
ers do not have to use their own money to buy the stock (although there are a few
cases in which employees take wage concessions in exchange for an ESOP or roll over
401k assets into an ESOP). Federal legislation allows companies to borrow money
from a bank to fund the worker stock and pay for it in installments from company
revenues. Employees can also purchase stock through their company 401k plan, a
retirement plan in which they make pre-tax contributions from their paychecks.
Sometimes corporations will match employee contributions to 401k plans with com-
pany stock, so that the type of employee ownership resulting specifically from the
company matching contribution is closer to an ESOP, because workers do not buy it.

Employee Stock Purchase Plans (ESPPs) that allow workers to buy stock with
deductions from their paychecks with a discount from the market price have also
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become common. Some corporations provide employees direct grants of stock as
part of a stock bonus plan as well. (For the number of employees and assets in such
plans and an estimate of their losses in the 2000 crash, see Blasi, Kruse, and Bernstein
2003, 249.)

Stock options represent a kind of hybrid between profit-sharing and employee
ownership. A stock option is the right to buy the stock at a set price anytime during a
specified period following the option grants. The worker is granted the option and
does not have to purchase it. So, for example, 100 stock options to purchase Biotech
Inc. stocks at $10 per share give the worker the right to exercise this option anytime
over ten years if the stock price goes above $10 a share. During the ten years, the
worker could buy the stock for $10 per share when it is trading at $15 per share, then
sell the stock, and pocket the $5 profit (after taxes). Though stock option excesses
among higher executives have maligned this instrument of profit sharing, for other
managers and workers a stock option has less risk than using one’s savings to buy the
stock, because it in fact offers the right to the upside gain without the downside risk
of losing one’s capital.

Why Should We Care about Shared Capitalism?

The principal reason for caring about shared capitalism is that the core idea of capi-
talism is about giving organizations incentives to produce efficiently what society
wants through distributing profits to capital based on performance. Economists have
expected capitalist systems to be more efficient than systems based on feudalism or
socialism, specifically because of the role of the individual’s personal economic self-
interest in making both individual work and enterprises function better. Capitalism
emerged as a rebellion against feudalism, where one class of persons had ownership
and control of economic assets and another class simply worked these assets without
a clear incentive to improve their value. In feudalism, income is based on custom,
tradition, and class rather than individual performance and team performance.
Power, prestige, and rewards principally accrue to the ruling class in feudal economic
systems, no matter what the individual achievements of the “serfs” are.

Entrepreneurial drive is a basic element of capitalism because it gives the investor
of capital an incentive to make available capital to others. This drive then provides
motivation for those who work with the capital in companies to shepherd its growth
responsibly and turn a profit. Those who revolted against feudalism wanted individ-
uals to have more personal control over their income and investments. This obviously
led to the expectation and the widely held view that capitalism would have better
organizational performance than feudalism.

Shared capitalism is about extending the entrepreneurial drive to groups of work-
ers within company settings. It is not about “socialist equality” inside companies,
where everyone gets a share no matter what. It is about giving people a stake in their
better performance and managing this performance through responsible involve-
ment. But this is not as simple as it sounds, since workers are not like rats responding
to sugar cubes. Most scholars have concluded that profit-sharing, employee ownership,
and broad stock options need to be combined with a culture of fairness, empower-
ment, and high performance work practices to affect company performance
(see Rosen, Case, and Staubus 2005). When workers in a corporation have the proper
incentives and cooperative work arrangements, shared capitalism may align the interests
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of the shareholders or investors with those who “work” their capital inside corporations,
the workers (for a theoretical discussion, see Freeman, Kruse, and Blasi 2004).

A final reason for caring about shared capitalism is that it strengthens democratic
practices. Imagine if the United States evolved toward a model where a small number
of citizens owned most of the assets and pocketed most of the profits of industrial
and service enterprises, while paying minimum wages to everyone else. Such a system
would likely produce a government that was heavily under the influence of the con-
trolling minority, with a majority that had little incentive to participate and exercise
their voting rights, save possibly to seek huge tax redistributions. From this point of
view, shared capitalism can be seen as a component to a strong democratic state, in
that it encourages and defends widespread citizen involvement in protecting basic
liberties and freedoms. For these reasons, shared capitalism has had a rare bipartisan
appeal. Republicans like President Ronald Reagan praised the emphasis on broad-
ened property ownership. Democrats have liked the potential expansion of worker
income and participation in corporate performance.

Insight from recent empirical research gives meaning to this perspective. Median
inflation-adjusted wage growth has been slower in the past three decades than in the
three decades after World War II. Those American families who have experienced
meaningful inflation-adjusted income growth obtained this added income from
income on capital—that is, stocks, bonds, real property, and interests in businesses
(for the study, see Mishel, Bernstein, and Allegretto 2005). Greater worker participa-
tion in capital income through shared capitalism is a promising way of improving the
incomes of more Americans and strengthening the middle class.

Moreover, research indicates that the intangible assets of companies, such as the
intellectual capital of workers and the corporate culture and human resource sys-
tems, now account for a large share of the market value of publicly traded corpora-
tions, even more than the book value of fixed assets of these companies. Indeed,
“Over the last twenty years the ratio of market price to book value for the S&P 500 has
increased nearly sixfold” (Huselid, Becker, and Beatty 2005, 17). By helping change
the way companies work, shared capitalism can enhance these intangible assets. That
is why the idea is so central in high-tech entrepreneurial firms. For these reasons, an
examination of the impact of different systems of shared capitalism and different
workplace cultures can have enormous policy value.

Who Works under Shared Capitalism?

While separate estimates about the incidence of the different approaches to shared
capitalism have been available over the last quarter century, the U.S. General Social
Survey (GSS) provides a single picture with one comprehensive random sample of
the entire working population, based on 90-minute personal interviews with 2765,
adults conducted in the spring of 2002. The biennial GSS, which has been conducted
since 1972, is one of the largest survey projects funded by the U.S. government and is
second only to the U.S. census in its use by sociologists to study the population. Its
major core funding is from the National Science Foundation.

The 2002 GSS had a response rate of 70 percent and included a special shared
capitalism segment along with extensive questions on the quality of working life
sponsored by another federal agency. The results presented here are based on inter-
views with the approximately 1200 adults who were working in the private sector.
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While we cannot look into every key question that has interested observers of shared
capitalism with this survey, we can begin to sketch some of the principal trends. The
GSS will repeat and expand the shared capitalism survey in 2006 with more questions.
We plan to continue this study every four years in order to monitor this important
phenomenon.

Table 16.1 provides a picture of shared capitalism in the United States from the GSS.
Thirty six percent of the private sector working population reported that they partici-
pated in some kind of shared capitalism in the United States, and 64 percent of the U.S.
population was not involved in shared capitalism practices (Part A).2 The percent of the
population receiving each type of shared capitalism is distributed as follows: 25 percent
of the private sector working population reported receiving profit-sharing or gain shar-
ing bonuses (henceforth called performance sharing) along with their regular wages,
21 percent of them owned stocks in the company where they work, and 13 percent were
holding stock options on their company’s stock (Part B). But this does not reflect the
types of shared capitalism workers actually have. Within the 36 percent of workers
receiving shared capitalism, 15 percent have only performance sharing, 5 percent have
only employee ownership, 1 percent have only stock options, while the rest of them
were receiving various combinations of the three. The most prevalent combinations are
all three received by 6 percent of workers, and employee ownership and stock options
received by about 6 percent of workers, and employee ownership and performance
sharing received by 4 percent of workers (Part B).

The table also indicates that shared capitalism has highly disparate effects on
worker incomes (Part C). Dividing those receiving performance payments into thirds,
the third obtaining the least amount received an annual payment constituting less
than 3 percent of their annual income, for the middle third, the performance share
equaled three to 7 percent of annual income, and the highest third got payments of
more than 7 percent of their annual income. Similarly, a third of those with employee
ownership had a company stock portfolio worth less than 12 percent of their annual
income, for the middle third it equaled 12 to 46 percent of their annual income, and
for the upper third it equaled more than 46 percent of their annual income. As we
examine the impacts on workers and corporations, we will keep a close eye on how
much the relative size of low, medium, and high shared capitalism matters.
Information on stock option profits and potential profits is not available, so the
results on options are much less fine-tuned.

Appendix I provides a demographic breakdown of shared capitalism by age, sex,
marital status, class, income, and supervisory role compared to the U.S. working pop-
ulation. Workers with shared capitalism are fairly evenly distributed along these
dimensions, with the exception that they are under-represented in the less than
$15,000 per year income range and over-represented in the more than $50,000 per
year income range. In absolute numbers, more than half are in the $15,000 to $50,000
per year income range. While about half the workers participating in shared capital-
ism practices are regular workers who are not supervisors, participation in shared
capitalism is somewhat over-represented among low-level supervisors and very over-
represented among mid- and high-level supervisors. This last group makes up 8 percent
of all workers, but 16 percent on average of the workers for the most common shared
capitalism practices.
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What Is the Impact of Shared Capitalism on the Worker?

Overall relations between management and workers represent the most fundamental
evaluation by workers of their workplace. Eight percent of workers overall reported
quite bad or very bad relations with management. When this is examined through the
prism of shared capitalism practices, 4 percent of workers with shared capitalist
arrangements report quite or very bad relations with shared capitalism, compared to
9 percent of workers who report quite or very bad relations without shared capitalism.

There are more subtle differences, depending on the type of shared capitalism.
Two percent of workers overall reported very bad relations with their employers, but
workers with performance sharing reported this only a third as much (1 percent) as
those without performance sharing (3 percent). At the other end of the spectrum,
while 68 percent of workers without performance sharing reported very good or
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Table 16.1 Percent of Workers with Shared Capitalism and Size of Stakes

A. Overall Picture

Performance Sharing or Employee Ownership 36%
or Stock Options
No Shared Capitalism 64%

100%

B. What Workers Actually Have

Only Performance Sharing 15%
Only Employee Ownership 5%
Only Stock Options 1%
Employee Ownership and Stock Options 6%
Performance Sharing and Stock Options �1%
Employee Ownership and Performance 4%
Sharing
All Three (PS, EO, SO) 6%
No Shared Capitalism 64%

100%

Percent of Percent of Annual Income for
Population

Lowest Middle HighestReceiving
Third Third Third

C. Percent of Annual Income

Performance 25% �3% 3–7% �7%
Sharing
Employee 21% �12% 12–46% �46%
Ownership
Stock Options 13% Not – –

available

Source: General Social Survey, National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago. Numbers are rounded. In Part
C, the performance sharing row presents bonuses as a percent of annual income, while the employee ownership row
presents value of employer stock held as a percent of annual income (since total wealth data are not available).



quite good relations, 78 percent of those with performance sharing had positive views
of labor-management relations. Workers with performance sharing have less very bad
relations but only slightly better good relations. As the percent of workers’ annual
income represented by the performance payments goes up, they have better relations
with their employer, but the really large differences happen when annual perform-
ance sharing exceeds 7 percent of annual income. These workers were the least likely
to report quite or very bad relations. Almost 90 percent of them reported very good
or quite good relations with their employers, versus 68 percent of workers without
performance sharing.

Do we observe the same differences with employee stock ownership? Unfortunately,
the GSS could not measure the difference between employee ownership that workers
buy with their own wages or savings (such as 401k plans or ESPPs) versus employee
ownership received on top of wages (such as most ESOPs) or whether workers felt
they were being paid below market wages. Employee ownership in ESOPs, which
represents an added incentive above wages where workers do not buy the stock with
their savings, appears to be associated with a positive influence on labor management
relations (Freeman, Kruse, and Blasi 2004). If we lump all the employee ownership in
the country together as the 2002 GSS did, there is no meaningful difference in
employer relations, whether or not one looks at simply having employee ownership
or the levels of employee ownership as a percent of income.

But do you remember Kelso’s and Adler’s prescient warning in the 1950s against
employee ownership that workers have to buy, which opens them to too much risk?
This is the Rosetta Stone that unlocks the distinction. From federal records on retire-
ment plans, we have estimated that almost three out of every four dollars of employee
stock ownership is stock that workers bought with their savings and paychecks in
their 401k plans (see Blasi, Kruse, and Bernstein 2003, 249). These workers are likely
to feel very differently about management and their firm than those who feel they are
paid equal to the market wage and receive a meaningful amount of stock in a plan on
top of it. The GSS thus provides some evidence of two worlds of employee ownership
in the country, one most commonly represented by ESOPs and similar arrangements
that provide workers stock on top of their wages, and the other typified by company
stock in 401k plans where workers have to buy their employee ownership with their
own savings. The size of the shared capitalism stake and the way workers acquire it
seems to be a key variable to which employers must pay attention.

The original Work in America report focused heavily on the quality of working life,
so it makes sense to compare workers with and without shared capitalism practices in
terms of the quality of work life characteristics measured by the 2002 GSS. These
results can be examined in table 16.2. Workers under shared capitalism report that
they have greater job satisfaction; better relations with the employer, supervisors, and
coworkers; more pride in their employer; more employee participation in decisions;
and more acceptable pay, benefits, and incentives. However, they do not report sig-
nificantly more smoothly running workplaces, trust in management, help from
supervisors, or job security. These results suggest a mostly better quality of working
life in general for workers under shared capitalism, with some bumps.

One skeptical view about the value of shared capitalism to workers is that when
workers are tied in any of these ways to the performance of the firm, the firm may use
this to give them less desirable workplace relations. Another part of the skepticism is
the claim that workers under shared capitalism are less unionized than the general
population. The argument goes that because of the pecuniary incentives under
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Table 16.2 Shared Capitalism versus No Shared Capitalism: Some Quality of Working Life
Differences

Job Satisfaction Any No
Shared Shared

Capitalism Capitalism

Overall Job Satisfaction Very or somewhat 91% 83%**
satisfied

Overall Evaluations of the Employer
Am proud to be working for my employer Agree or strongly agree 91% 86%**
Relations between mgt. and employees Good or very good 73% 69%*
Trust management at work Agree or strongly agree 76% 76%
Workplace is run in a smooth Agree or strongly agree 74% 73%

and effective manner

Supervisory Relations
Supervisor cares about welfare of those Very or somewhat true 88% 82%**

under him or her
Supervisor is helpful to me Very or somewhat true 86% 83%
Am treated with respect at work Agree or strongly agree 94% 90%**
When do job well, likely to be praised by 58% 51%**
supervisor or employer

Relations with Coworkers
Coworkers take personal interest in me Very or somewhat true 88% 84%*
Coworkers can be relied on Very or somewhat true 92% 89%*

Employee Participation
Have lot of say about what Agree or strongly agree 76% 64%**

happens on my job
Take part with others in making Often or sometimes 84% 74%**

decisions that affect you
Participate with others in setting way Often or sometimes 84% 79%**

things are done on the job
Given a lot of freedom to decide Very or somewhat true 89% 85%**

how to do work

Pay and Incentives
How fair is pay As much or more than 61% 55%**

what you deserve
Fringe benefits are good Very or somewhat true 85% 61%**
When do job well, likely to get 39% 18%**

bonus or raise

Job Security and Promotions
Job security is good Very or somewhat true 85% 82%
Chances for promotion are good Very or somewhat true 68% 50%**
Promotions are handled fairly Very or somewhat true 74% 65%**

* Difference is significant at 90% level ** Significant at 95% level

Source: Analysis of the 2002 General Social Sirvey by the authors.



shared capitalism, workers will put up with more unfairness and less representation
in the workplace, and will injure themselves more often out of a desire to improve
performance than under other forms of compensation. Even worse, some are suspi-
cious that shared capitalism is a manipulative front for stingy low wage employers.

The GSS results do not support such claims. Workers in all three forms of shared
capitalism structures report significantly more positive attitudes about the ability of
their income to cover their bills than those without shared capitalism (in results not
reported but available). They do not report more cases of discrimination or harass-
ment of any kind, more injuries, or more work/family conflict. They do not report
that they feel more exhausted/burned out at the end of the day or have insufficient
time to get their jobs done than workers without these shared capitalism practices.
Finally, the workers in the low-, medium-, or high-income categories of performance
sharing or employee ownership were not more or less unionized than the economy as
a whole. “Bad” employers are not the ones using shared capitalism and the various
mechanisms are not leading to some kind of unreasonable speedup or toleration of
unfortunate circumstances in these companies.

Regarding the quality of working life, workers under shared capitalism report that
they are on average faring better. Indeed, one historical debate over shared capitalism
companies is resolved with evidence that they tend to have more employee participa-
tion. At the same time, there is also variation within shared capitalism companies,
variations that the single label does not help us understand. And the data do not allow
us to determine whether better employers offer shared capitalism or whether shared
capitalism encourages them to change their workplaces for the better. This is not a
controlled “before and after” experiment for shared capitalism. Still, some light can
be shed on the dynamics of shared capitalism by exploring the role of empowerment
in these companies more closely.

What Is the Impact of Shared Capitalism 
on the Employer?

Whenever employers adopted shared capitalism practices, they typically argued that
these practices were good for both the worker and the business; namely, that they did
in fact align the interests of investors of capital with those of the workers in share-
holder-owned corporations. Studies based on production function data provide such
evidence for firms or establishments (see Kruse 1993a, 1993b; Kruse and Blasi 1995,
1997; Blasi, Kruse, and Bernstein 2003, 153–184), but do not illuminate what it is that
workers do to improve productivity, and in particular, how shared capitalist firms
and their employees are able to overcome the “free rider” problem inherent in any
group incentive scheme. By this we mean the incentive that any given worker has to
take it easy since their contribution to the total profit or revenue is small.

While the GSS did not collect information on the financial performance of the
companies, it asked workers questions that may reflect their contribution to
company operations (Freeman and Dube 2000, report similar evidence based on
questions asked workers in the mid 1990s; see also Freeman and Rogers 1999) and
which can cast light on free riding. Our hypothesis is that shared capitalist firms
maintain incentives and limit free riding behavior because shared capitalist workers
are more willing to intervene when they see someone “shirking” than are workers in
other firms.
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Intervening with a Shirker

If shared capitalism does affect firm performance, economic theory suggests that a
critical mechanism should be the willingness of workers in such arrangements to
intervene with a fellow worker when he or she is not doing the job properly. When we
designed the shared capitalism segment of the GSS, we included an entire series of
questions on this issue in order to measure whether or not greater worker monitor-
ing and intervention with shirkers took place under shared capitalism (Freeman,
Kruse, and Blasi 2004). One of the questions was, “If you were to see a fellow
employee not working as hard or well as he or she should, how likely would you be to
do nothing?” The answers were not at all likely, not very likely, somewhat likely, or
very likely. Twenty-four percent of workers in the economy in general say they are
very likely to do nothing when they observe a fellow worker not doing a job properly,
and an additional 17 percent say they are somewhat likely to do nothing.

But the situation looks different in firms with shared capitalism practices. Eighteen
percent of workers who receive performance shares report they will do nothing, com-
pared to 27 percent of workers who do not get such payments. Furthermore, the per-
cent who say they will do nothing goes down as performance shares represent a
higher percent of a workers’ annual income. The same is true with employee owner-
ship, where 14 percent of workers whose employee stock ownership represents a high
percent of their annual income say they will do nothing, versus 26 percent of workers
without any employee ownership. In this case, we surmise that both workers with
stock they got from the company (such as in ESOPs) and those with stock they that
bought with their savings (such as worker purchases in a 401k plan or an ESPP)
appear to feel a greater identification with the company, although, obviously, the
incentive value of each may vary. Workers with stock options are also less likely to say
they will do nothing about a shirker, but the difference is not statistically significant
(in part due to the small sample size and the problem that we did not have low,
medium, and high categories for stock option profits if workers exercised their
options on the day of the survey).

So far, we have been looking at shared capitalism practices in isolation. Now let us
look more closely at the role of corporate culture by examining empowerment. To
measure the extent to which workers are empowered to work in their firm, we created
an Empowerment Score from a set of nine questions in the GSS. These questions
asked such things as: the amount of say workers had on their job, their freedom to
decide how to do their work; the information they had to get the job done; their par-
ticipation in decisions; and so on.3 To make a readily interpretable measure, we
formed a scalar “summated rating” of the responses to the questions—that is we
measured the answers to each question on a scale from 1 (least empowerment) to 3 or
4 (greatest empowerment) and simply summed up these answers. Thus, the
Empowerment Score has its highest value when respondents gave high empower-
ment answers to most or all of the questions and the least value when they gave low
empowerment answers to most or all of the questions.

For decades, observers of shared capitalism have argued about whether these firms
tend to be more participatory. The GSS begins to answer that debate. Significantly
more workers with performance shares and employee ownership have High
Empowerment Scores, although this is not true of workers with stock options.
However, for the purposes of looking at intervention with a shirker, what we want to
examine is evidence on the combination of empowerment and shared capitalism.
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Table 16.3 provides a general overview of the findings indicating the percent of
workers who report that they will do nothing to intervene with a shirker. Those work-
ers with Low Empowerment and No Shared Capitalism are most likely to do nothing,
while those with High Empowerment and Any Amount of Shared Capitalism are
least likely to do nothing. High Empowerment is better than Low Empowerment, yet
adding Any Amount of Shared Capitalism is also better. Those workers most willing
to intervene with a shirker have both empowerment and shared capitalism.

Going beyond this general picture the evidence in Appendix II shows that workers
are more likely to intervene with a shirker when they have performance shares and
employee ownership representing medium and high levels of their annual income;
and that using shared capitalism approaches in combination with Low Empowerment
does not significantly improve workplace outcomes for employers. This is consistent
with research on employee ownership that shows that positive effects are realizable
only with a participatory company culture.4

Managers who say they do not have time to worry about empowerment often
speak of an “independent incentive effect” of shared capitalism. Indeed, workers with
any level of performance sharing, stock options, or high performance sharing with
Low Empowerment do appear to experience an independent incentive effect by say-
ing that they are somewhat less likely to do nothing. These results shed light on an
additional debate. Is High Empowerment without shared capitalism likely to have as
much as an impact on company operations? From this vantage point, the answer is
no. While High Empowerment employees without shared capitalism are more likely
to intervene with a shirker than virtually any Low Empowerment group of workers,
adding significant shared capitalism is associated with the most intervention. The
lack of data on stock option profits or expected profits limits this analysis regarding
options.

A persistent theme of this chapter gets underlined once again by these results: A
shared capitalism approach that adds significant incentives to worker income and
wealth will have the greatest effect. With employee ownership, the 2002 GSS ques-
tions did not distinguish between the ESOP form of employee ownership that gives
workers incentives on top of their pay versus the 401k or ESPP type of employee own-
ership that generally has workers buying their stock with their salary. We would
expect that measuring this distinction (as the 2006 GSS will do) will introduce more
texture into the employee ownership results.
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Table 16.3 Empowerment, Shared Capitalism, and Unwillingness
to Intervene with a Shirker

Low Empowerment High Empowerment
No Shared Capitalism No Shared Capitalism
32% 20%
Low Empowerment High Empowerment
Any Amt. of Shared Capitalism Any Amt. of Shared Capitalism
25% 17%

Note: The percent describes the workers who say they are very likely to do nothing.

Source: General Social Survey, National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago.



Searching for a Job with Another Employer

Another important measure of the impact of shared capitalism on the company is
whether workers want to leave the company. Workers were asked, “How likely is it
that you would make a genuine effort to find a new job with another employer within
the next year?” The answers were very likely, somewhat likely, and not at all likely. We
will report only on the “very likely” category. Among workers in general, 21 percent
say they are very likely to make an effort to change employers in the next year. Again,
more workers without performance sharing say they plan to leave (24 percent) than
with performance sharing (12 percent), and the number goes down as performance
sharing as a percent of annual income goes up. Workers with performance sharing
that is a low percent of their annual income say they plan to leave as much as workers
in the general population (21 percent). Further, more workers without employee
ownership say they plan to leave (23 percent) than with employee ownership (13 percent),
and the number also goes down as the size of the employee ownership stake goes up.
As with performance sharing, workers with the lowest employee ownership stakes say
they plan to leave as much as workers in the general population (21 percent). Finally,
more workers without stock options say they are planning to leave (21 percent) than
with stock options (16 percent).

Table 16.4 below provides a general overview of the findings, indicating the per-
cent of workers who report that they are very likely to make an effort to leave their
company in the next year. Those workers with Low Empowerment and No Shared
Capitalism are the most likely to leave, while those with High Empowerment and Any
Amount of Shared Capitalism are the least likely to leave. High Empowerment always
produces better outcomes than Low Empowerment. The group that has High
Empowerment and No Shared Capitalism say they plan to leave as much as the group
that has Low Empowerment and Any Amount of Shared Capitalism. Yet, adding Any
Amount of Shared Capitalism is also better. Those workers most planning to stay
with their firms have both High Empowerment and some shared capitalism.

As was the case with doing nothing with a shirker, this general picture does not tell
the entire story. Appendix III shows that workers have fewer plans to leave when they
have performance shares and employee ownership representing medium and high
levels of their annual income, although there is still evidence of an independent
incentive effect: workers with large amounts of shared capitalism say they have fewer
plans to leave even if they have Low Empowerment. What is most interesting is that
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Table 16.4 Empowerment, Shared Capitalism, and
Workers who Say They Are Very Likely to Leave their
Company in the Next Year

Low Empowerment High Empowerment
No Shared Capitalism No Shared Capitalism
29% 18%
Low Empowerment High Empowerment
Any Amt. of Shared Any Amt. of Shared Capitalism
Capitalism 18% 9%

Note: The percent describes the workers who say they are very likely to
leave their company in the next year.

Source: General Social Survey, National Opinion Research Center,
University of Chicago.



workers with Low Empowerment combined with no shared capitalism practices or
employee ownership representing a low percent of annual income are most likely to
be planning to leave. Clearly, low levels of shared capitalism—for the purposes of
ensuring attachment to the company—are somewhat wasted under a Low
Empowerment culture.

Finally, the results suggest that involvement in company operations without shar-
ing the fruits of that involvement is not attractive to workers. High Empowerment
workers with little or no shared capitalism or with shared capitalism at low levels of
annual income are about half as likely to want to leave the company as Low
Empowerment workers without shared capitalism. But, High Empowerment workers
with greater amounts of shared capitalism as a percent of their income say they want
to leave the company much less. It also appears that companies that rely mostly on
High Empowerment are not achieving the full potential of empowerment as a work
system. Adding shared capitalism makes quite a meaningful difference. Finally, work-
ers with stock options and High Empowerment are less likely to be planning to leave
than workers with High Empowerment without stock options or workers with Low
Empowerment with or without stock options.

Our examination of how High and Low Empowerment and various shared capi-
talism practices relate to workers’ willingness to intervene with a shirker and their
desire to leave their company leads to similar conclusions. Low Empowerment cul-
tures generally discourage workers from seeking to reduce shirking behavior or to
stay with their firm no matter what shared capitalism they have. High Empowerment
alone is not associated with the most engaged worker behaviors; it must be combined
with shared capitalism practices. Workers will not fully engage in firms that say,
“Act empowered, but top executives and shareholders keep all the gains!”

In general, the greater the proportion that annual performance shares and total
employee ownership are of a worker’s annual income, the greater the likelihood that
empowerment and shared capitalism will be associated with responsible worker
behaviors. And some evidence suggests that employee ownership and stock options
are more likely to drive responsible worker behaviors when they are structured like
“pure profit-sharing,” namely, that they represent an additional incentive on top of a
fair wage rather than some kind of wage substitution. Wage substitution is where
workers are being asked or required to “buy” employee ownership or stock options
with their own wages or their savings or wage sacrifices, and where they get shared
capitalism but feel they are paid below market wages anyway.

We find similar results when looking at other measures of workplace performance
(not reported here due to space limitations): Workers in High Empowerment and
Any Shared Capitalism systems are the most likely to report that their coworkers
work hard, and the most likely to report that they themselves work extra time each
month that is not mandatory.

How Will Shared Capitalism Determine the Future of Work?

Students of the workplace often do not pause to take the long view and realize that in
the last hundred years, work has undergone an almost complete transformation from
manufacturing, manual labor, strict hierarchies, and diffuse individual ownership to
a workplace where services, intellectual labor, flattened hierarchies, and corporate
ownership are dominant and expanding. Far-reaching changes in ownership, control,
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and the structure of work have already come to pass. The importance of intellectual
capital, teamwork, high performance work systems, and problem-solving skills in the
newly emerging workforce cannot be overestimated. In a way, we are returning to the
craft period of work, where the individual’s mind and contribution are paramount.

Given the evidence of the GSS that a work system that bundles empowerment and
shared capitalism is associated with more responsible worker behaviors, one can use
this sector of the workforce to envision the future of work. Think of it as something
like predicting the future of the economic system in the 1930s by looking at railroad
workers in the 1880s. They were a minority in the workforce, a remnant, even an odd-
ity, yet they presaged what was to come. Only 36 percent of the U.S. population is cur-
rently involved in shared capitalism. Most of this shared capitalism provides workers
levels of performance shares, employee ownership, and historical and potential stock
option profits that are not meaningful, but some shares really add up to something
that has an economic impact on individual pay and wealth.

Imagine a workplace future where virtually all menial tasks are performed by
machines, computers, software, biological/chemical devices, robots, cyborgs, and
combinations of all these.5 With work becoming mainly the reworking of intellectual
problems and capital by individuals and teams, industrial supervision as we know it
will largely disappear. As one Silicon Valley software executive told us,“I cannot super-
vise the minds of my workers. I can only provide a corporate culture where they will
be committed enough and not so upset that they will really mess up the software they
are designing and tank the company when we roll out the product in six months!”

We suggest that the combination of shared capitalism and empowerment is that
future corporate culture. It will make sense for several other reasons.

First, workers are increasingly the capital from which value emerges. As each decade
progresses and computing and robotic power becomes cheaper, shareholder assets
will largely be used to pay for intellectual capital. As we have noted, the stock market
value of companies will be less determined by the book value of their assets than by
the creativity, innovation, and problem solving this intellectual capital can create
from these assets.

Second, shared capitalism and empowerment are reasonable choices to solve the
heightened principal/agent problem when supervision of physical behavior can no longer
control what workers produce. A work system that uses shared capitalism incentives
and that empowers workers to make decisions can create the kind of monitoring that
principals can have greater confidence will encourage responsible behavior by agents.
Such a work system is built not on physical capital, but on social capital. The evidence
of the 2002 GSS suggests that shared capitalism and empowerment constitute essen-
tial elements of the social capital that can resolve the principal/agent problem in the
twenty-first and twenty-second century workforce.

Third, it is difficult to see how workers can significantly improve living standards
through negotiated or administered wage increases at substantial rates above inflation —as
they did after World War II. In a globally competitive economy with countries where
wages are far below those in the US the only “labor income” that will provide steady
inflation-adjusted increases will be one that includes a share of capital income tied to
corporate performance.

Fourth and finally, if workers are going to create, run, and problem-solve the
machines, computers, software, biological/chemical devices, robots, cyborgs, and cross-
combinations of these productive elements, then they should share ownership in these
“technologies” with shareholders and become shareholders themselves. As problem-solving
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and team collaboration regimes represent an increasing part of the value of these
technologies, the argument that they are merely owned by the investors who put up
the finance capital becomes less and less tenable. Workers could “charge” investors for
creating capital that is more than the sum of the physical and finance capital which
investors contributed. Indeed, in this futuristic economy, the entire idea of the investor
exclusively being someone other than the worker might be seen as unreasonable.

We suggest that these four elements could conceivably represent a very promising
model of futuristic work—that has the potential under certain conditions to be much
better for workers, companies, and the capitalist economic system than the alterna-
tive, where productive intellectual and social capital is divorced from economic
rewards, and average worker incomes continue to stagnate.

Policy Implications: Government, Employers, Workers

Government
The government has a role to play here. A democratic government in a capitalist
country has a role to play in whether broad elements of the population actually par-
ticipate in the capitalist system. Shared capitalism policies in the United States have
properly been born in the private sector and designed by entrepreneurial persons
throughout its history. But tax, regulatory, and legislative regimes do provide incen-
tives for different kinds of corporate behaviors. It would be useful for a National
Commission to consider ways the government could encourage shared capitalism
through incentives in its tax, regulatory, and legislative regimes. Such an assessment
should range widely, from re-examining the tax incentives for ESOPs in public com-
panies that were gutted in the nineties by Congress; to taking a second look at the new
rule of the Financial Accounting Standards Board on the expensing of stock options,
which has resulted in many corporations cutting mid- and lower-level workers from
their stock option plans in order to lessen the expense. To the extent that hard evi-
dence is forthcoming that this resulted in mid- and lower-level employees being cut
from stock option plans and the narrowing of participation in these plans where it
did not make business sense, the unintended consequences of stock option expensing
need to be considered within a broad policy discussion. For example, there might be
ways to address these unintended consequences. This commission could review tax
incentives that encourage 401k employee ownership that creates risk for workers as
opposed to broad-based ESOPs and stock options that reduce risk for workers.
Another issue is that the role of profit sharing and performance sharing in U.S. eco-
nomic policy has not really been reexamined and thoughtfully considered since the
nineteen fifties.

Indeed, one can make the case that the evolution of laws, regulations, and incen-
tives in this area has been uncoordinated and piecemeal with the addition of new
policies without evaluating the overall effect and consistency of all the thematically
related policies. Thus, the surprising emergence and dominance of 401k plans as a
retirement vehicle in this century has played a role in encouraging the reduced use of
deferred profit sharing that was thought to be a useful tool for corporations in the last
century. Without going into too much technical detail, the decline of profit sharing
has largely been an unintended consequence of how Congress structures corporate
tax deductions for pension plans. A comprehensive policy examination of shared
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capitalism would look at policy objectives and evaluate intended and unintended
consequences in the context of intentional policy rather than let our policy be the
result of successive uncoordinated legislation and regulation.

Employers
Employers busy running corporations tell us that they have limited time to innovate in
the management of people. Those employers in the country using shared capitalism
can function as a laboratory for all other employers. The principal lesson learned for
employers from the 2002 GSS is that meaningful empowerment must be combined
with performance sharing, employee ownership, and stock options for these practices
to make a maximum difference for company operations. Employers who claim they
have “profit-sharing” or “employee ownership” or “broad-based stock options” and
have only low levels are really fooling themselves and their workers. Our results show
that employers and their shareholders have a lot to gain from doing this right. While
we present some evidence that all forms of employee ownership create greater identi-
fication with the firm, company stock that workers merely substitute for wages does
not meet the test of a meaningful new real incentive on top of wages.

The biggest failure of majority employee ownership in the United States, United
Airlines, is a case in point for the analysis of this paper. It did virtually everything
wrong in its efforts to harness shared capitalism to improve company performance.
The company built employee ownership on wage and benefit sacrifices. They con-
structed their employee ownership program so that when the stock went up and
investors saw immediate profits, the workers got no performance sharing and the
workers were prevented from cashing out their stock unless they retired. Moreover,
United never embraced a High Empowerment work system for the airline. Our findings
indicate that unions have little to fear from shared capitalism. Since it represents a
way to increase worker incomes and encourage empowerment, it has a place.
Unfortunately, unions—as in the United Airlines case—have sometimes turned to
employee ownership in situations where it has been structured in the worst way.

Workers
The need of workers for appropriate inflation-adjusted increases to their incomes
when corporate performance warrants it may provide a compelling reason that
shared capitalism be a priority for workers. If increases in capital incomes represent
the main way in which family incomes are increasing, then a shared capitalism policy
that encourages wider worker participation in capital incomes should be a priority
for most workers. From a broader perspective, citizens need to be educated so that
they know enough about shared capitalism to care about which way capitalism works
in the United States. Young workers need to be educated about how to progress in an
economy where empowerment and shared capitalism play a joint role in how and
whether they will experience gains in their family wealth. Unfortunately, this is part
and parcel of the wider lack of economics and business education in our schools.

Conclusion

For the first time, the GSS has allowed a comprehensive review of all shared capitalism
in the United States. Our analysis of the GSS points towards some answers, but it also
raises many questions. As we have been doing this analysis, we have been completing
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an extensive survey in 14 corporations of about 50,000 workers as part of the Shared
Capitalism Project at the National Bureau for Economic Research (NBER). These
surveys provide more detailed data to help us study the issues highlighted in this
study more carefully. In the NBER study, we are able to attach economic values to
every type of shared capitalism for each worker. We make the critical distinction
between employee ownership that is an added incentive above wages and employee
ownership that is the result of workers simply replacing their wages/savings with
stock. We have more sophisticated measurements of many behaviors, including high
performance work practices and empowerment. These results will be available in late
2007. A serious discussion about shared capitalism in the United States requires both
careful policy discussions and better research. In 2006, the GSS included its second
segment on shared capitalism. We hope that successive General Social Surveys every
four years will provide a regular way to assess how shared capitalism is developing.
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Appendix I Demographic Characteristics of Shared Capitalism Workers vs. All Workers

All Workers Workers Workers Workers Workers Workers
workers with with with with with with

any any any performance employee employee
performance employee stock shares & ownership ownership

shares ownership options employee and and
ownership stock performance
and stock options shares
options

Age
18–34 41 38 32 29 33 30 31
35–44 24 29 36 38 42 38 35
45–54 22 23 21 23 15 17 24
55–64 9 8 10 8 7 13 10
65–99 4 1 1 2 2 2 0

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Sex
Male 49 53 60 55 60 62 42
Female 51 47 40 45 40 38 48

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Marital
Status
Married 45 49 52 49 51 51 45
Widowed 3 2 3 2 2 4 7
Divorced 16 15 14 19 11 15 21
Separated 4 3 3 5 5 6 0
Never 32 31 28 25 31 24 27
married

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Class
Lower 3 0 1 2 0 2 0
Working 55 47 39 45 35 43 45
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Middle 39 49 55 47 58 51 45
Upper 2 4 5 6 7 4 10

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Income/Year
�$15,000 22 7 5 6 2 4 7
$15– 29 26 23 20 16 24 21
�30,000
$30– 26 31 29 28 27 21 34
�50,000
�$50,000 23 36 43 46 55 51 38

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Worker or Supervisor
Worker 63 48 47 51 49 44 45
Lower sup* 29 36 35 35 36 40 22
Mid/high 8 16 18 14 15 16 33
sup*

*A lower supervisor has no others supervisors below him or her while a mid or high level supervisor has
other supervisors below.

Appendix I Continued

All Workers Workers Workers Workers Workers Workers
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Appendix II Detailed Picture: Shared Capitalism/Empowerment and Unwillingness to
Intervene with a Shirker

Workplace System Percent of Workers Who Report
That They Will Very Likely Do Nothing to

Intervene With a Shirker

Workers in the United States in General 24%
Combinations of Low Empowerment and Shared Capitalism:
Low Empowerment/Low Employee Ownership 39%
Low Empowerment/No Shared Capitalism of Any Kind 32%
Low Empowerment/Medium Employee Ownership 32%
Low Empowerment/ All Types of Shared Capitalism 31%

(Any Size)
Low Empowerment/No Stock Options 31%
Low Empowerment/Medium Performance Sharing 29%
Low Empowerment/Any Employee Ownership 28%
Low Empowerment/Any Amount of Shared Capitalism 24%
Low Empowerment /Any Performance Sharing 22%
Low Empowerment /Any Stock Options 22%
Low Empowerment/High Performance Sharing 20%

Combinations of High Empowerment and Shared Capitalism:
High Empowerment/Low Employee Ownership 23%

Continued



Appendix III Detailed Picture: Shared Capitalism/Empowerment and Looking for a Job
with another Employer

Workplace System Percent of Workers Very Likely to Try
to Find a Job With Another Employer
Next Year

All Workers in General 21%
Combinations of Low Empowerment and Shared Capitalism:
Low Empowerment Alone/No Shared Capitalism of 30%

Any Kind
Low Empowerment/Low Performance Sharing 28%
Low Empowerment/No Employee Ownership 27%
Low Empowerment/No Performance Sharing 27%
Low Empowerment/Low Employee Ownership 26%
Low Empowerment/No Stock Options 26%
Low Empowerment/Any Stock Options 19%
Low Empowerment/Any Amount of Shared Capitalism 18%
Low Empowerment /Any Performance Sharing 17%
Low Empowerment/Any Employee Ownership 16%
Low Empowerment/Medium Employee Ownership 14%
Low Empowerment/ All Types of Shared Capitalism 13%

(Any Size)
Low Empowerment/Medium Performance Sharing 11%
Low Empowerment/High Performance Sharing 10%
Low Empowerment/High Performance Sharing 10%

Combinations of High Empowerment and Shared Capitalism:
High Empowerment/No Shared Capitalism of Any Kind 18%
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High Empowerment/Low Performance Sharing 21%
High Empowerment/Stock Options 21%
High Empowerment/No Shared Capitalism of Any Kind 20%
High Empowerment/ All Types of Shared Capitalism 19%

(Any Size)
High Empowerment/No Stock Options 18%
High Empowerment/Any Employee Ownership 18%
High Empowerment/Any Amount of Shared Capitalism 17%
High Empowerment/Medium and High Employee 16%

Ownership
High Empowerment/Medium Performance Sharing 15%
High Empowerment/Any Performance Sharing 15%
High Empowerment/Medium and High Performance 12%

Sharing
High Empowerment/ High Performance Sharing 10%

Note: Some categories that have few workers are not presented.

Source: General Social Survey, National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago. Analysis by Douglas Kruse and
Joseph Blasi of Rutgers University and Richard Freeman of Harvard University
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High Empowerment/No Performance Sharing 17%
High Empowerment/No Employee Ownership 16%
High Empowerment/Low Employee Ownership 14%
High Empowerment/No Stock Options 15%
High Empowerment/All Types of Shared 14%

Capitalism of Any Size
High Empowerment/Any Stock Options 13%
High Empowerment/Medium Employee Ownership 10%
High Empowerment/Low Performance Sharing 14%
High Empowerment/Any Employee Ownership 11%
High Empowerment/Any Performance Sharing 8%
High Empowerment/ All Types of Shared 8%

Capitalism of Any Size
High Empowerment/Medium and High 8%

Employee Ownership
High Empowerment/ High Performance Sharing 7%
High Empowerment/High Employee Ownership 7%
High Empowerment/Medium and 6%

High Performance Sharing
High Empowerment/Medium Performance Sharing 4%

Note: Some categories that have few workers are not presented.

Sources: General Social Survey, National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago. Analysis by Douglas Kruse and
Joseph Blasi of Rutgers University and Richard Freeman of Harvard University.
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Notes

Foreword

1. A complete bibliography for this project is available at http://www.america-at-work.com.

Chapter 3 Restoring Voice at Work and in Society

1. A complete bibliography for this project is available at http://www.america.at. work.com.
Portions of this essay are drawn from Thomas A. Kochan, Restoring the American Dream:
A Working Families’ Agenda for America. Support for this work was provided by the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. The views expressed are solely those of the author.

Chapter 5 The Effects of New Work Practices on Workers

1. We appreciate comments from the editors and Paul Adler, David Fairris, Mark Gilkey,
Sue Helper, Jon Jellema, Ed Lawler, Daniel Levine, and George Strauss.

2. This section draws on Helper, Levine, and Bendoly (2002).
3. For business press accounts of wage concessions in firms that adopted high perform-

ance practices, see The New World of Work. 1994. Business Week, Special Report,
October 17: 86; The Factory Worker. 1996. Business Week, September 30: 66; The New
Deal—What Companies and Employees Owe one another. 1994. Fortune, June 13: 50.
For a contrary view, see “Breaking the Chains of Command.” 1994. Business Week, spe-
cial issue on “The Information Revolution”: 113.

Chapter 8 Bringing Careers Back in . . . The Changing 
Landscape of Careers in American Corporations Today

1. Our thanks to Dr. Paul Yost for providing information about the Boeing Waypoint project.
2. The authors are grateful to Carol Yamartino, senior Director of Learning and

Development at Millennium Pharmaceuticals, for providing this information.

Chapter 10 Itinerant Professionals: Technical Contractors 
in a Knowledge Economy

1. This chapter draws on data and arguments elaborated more fully in our book Gurus,
Hired Guns and Warm Bodies (Barley and Kunda 2004).

2. Under its most liberal, restricted definition the BLS defines the contingent workforce
as the sum of (a) all wage and salary workers who “do not expect their employment to
last,” except for those who planned to leave their jobs for personal reasons, (b) all “self



employed (both the incorporated and the unincorporated) and independent contrac-
tors who expect to be and had been in their present assignment for less than one year,”
and (c) temporary help and contract workers who “expected to work for the customers
to whom they were assigned for one year or less” (Cohany et al. 1998, 43–44).

3. The staffing industry recovered from the recession more quickly than many other
industries. By 2004 the number of people placed daily by staffing agencies had
returned to the level it had achieved at the height of the dot-com bubble in 2000
(Berchon 2005).

4. For a more detailed account of the study, see Barley and Kunda (2004), Kunda, Barley
and Evans (2002).

5. The blurring of the distinction between newcomers and old-timers may reflect the fact
that so many of the contractors we encountered worked in software development and IT
related occupations. These areas of practice change so quickly that newly minted gradu-
ates are likely to have more cutting edge skills than practitioners with years of experience.

6. Working Today is a nonprofit affinity and advocacy group founded by Sara Horowitz
in 1993. Working Today serves contractors and other contingent workers in New York
City. It offers contractors health insurance, portable pensions, and other benefits. More
information on Working Today can be found at http://www.workingtoday.org. PACE
was organized by James R. Ziegler, who also publishes the extremely useful online book
The Contractor Employees Handbook. Information on PACE and the Handbook can be
found at http://www.cehandbook.com.

Chapter 11 The Changing Employment Circumstances of Managers

1. These data are from the November 2003 Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational
Employment Survey. See http://www.bls.gov/oes. The Current Population Survey,
which is a survey of individuals, reports a substantially higher number of managers,
14,535,000 in 2004. See U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 2005. Employment and
earnings. January: 210.

2. The source for the dislocation figures is U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ news release,
Worker displacement, 2001–2003, dated July 30, 2004. The source for total
employment by occupation is the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Employment
and Wage Estimates, found at http://www. bls.gov.

3. Economic Policy Institute, http://www.epinet.org/content.cfm/webfeatures_
snapshots_archive_2002_0724_snap07242002.

Chapter 12 Changing Career Paths and Their Implications

1. In European work systems, the individual employee might have a designation or rank
that traveled with them across jobs. DiPrete (1989, 14) notes this distinction.

2. A smaller survey of corporate Presidents from the American Management Association
in the late 1970s found that 38 percent had been outside hires, as opposed to only 20
percent in the Newcomer study conducted a generation before. (An outside hire in this
context meant that the executive had not begun their career at their current company,
not necessarily that they had been hired into their current job from outside.) The
authors concluded that “One can argue that there is a trend toward selecting the pro-
fessional manager from the outside as opposed to encouraging the internal succession
route to the top.” Brady, Gene F., Robert M. Fulmer, and Donald L. Helmich. 1982.
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Planning executive succession: The effect of recruitment source and organizational
problems on anticipated tenure. SMJ 3: 269–275.

3. Among the more influential arguments that the U.S. economy had undergone funda-
mental and painful change in this period was Dertouzos, Michael L. et al. 1989. Made in
America: Regaining the Productive Edge. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press; and Cappelli, Peter
et al. 1997. Change at Work. New York: Oxford University Press, suggests that the economic
restructuring of the 1980s had a range of negative consequences for employees.

4. Given an average age in 1980 of 56, the 1980 executives would have been 22—a typical
graduation age—in 1946, and many of these executives would have served in World
War II, beginning their careers later. A much smaller percentage of the 2001 executives,
who on average were 22 in 1972, would have served in the military during the Vietnam
War. Differences in the incidence of military experience may account for some of the
age difference in the two cohorts.

5. In the 1950s, when the 1980 executives would have been hired, four-year graduates
from public institutions were equal to 34 percent of the graduates from private insti-
tutions. That figure rose only to 35 percent by 1970, when the 2001 executives would
have been hired. See Table 243, Degree Granting Institutions by Control and Type of
Institution. 2002. In Digest of Educational Statistics. National Center for Educational
Statistics: Washington, DC.

6. Princeton and Brown have neither a law school nor a business school. Dartmouth has
a business school but no law school.

7. When executives are grouped into five broad job titles, the same pattern of results
applies with the exception of CFO/CTO positions:

Gender N Mean Standard Sign
Deviation

C-Suite Female 10 22.80 9.47 0.061
Male 216 27.43 7.51

CF/T/O/O Female 7 20.14 5.40 0.318
Male 24 22.50 5.41

EVP Female 34 21.32 4.82 0.019
Male 195 24.31 7.11

Group Female 15 21.27 2.05 0.003
Head

Male 147 26.50 6.55
SVP Female 28 20.93 5.84 0.065

Male 206 23.62 7.37

Chapter 13 The Value of Innovative Human Resource 
Management Practices by Kathryn Shaw

I would like to acknowledge the excellent support by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, the
Russell Sage Foundation, and the Rockefeller Foundation for my ongoing research. Also,
my coauthors have contributed very significantly to the research that I refer to herein and
to my understanding of these issues, though they are in no way responsible for the views
I express below. I thank Brent Boning, Casey Ichniowski, and Giovanna Prennushi.

1. Levy and Murnane (1995) make a strong case for the investment in basic skills that
emphasize problem solving. Other researchers making this point include: Autor, Levy,
and Murnane (1999, 2001, 2001); Bartel, Ichniowski, and Shaw (2005); Black and
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Lynch (2001); Dunlop and Weil (1996); Hunter and Lafkas (1998); and Milgrom and
Roberts (1990).

2. For reviews of the training practices of firms, see Leuven and Oosterbeek (1999);
Finegold and Mason (1999); Lowenstein and Spletzer (1999); Barron, Berger, and
Black (1999); and Bishop (1997). Overall, firms are unlikely to teach basic cognitive
skills, such as math and reading, but they do provide some training that is of a general
nature. They do provide training in specific problem-solving methods (such as
“6-sigma”) and communications skills. But such training is only effective if the
workforce already has the basics skills, in math, reading, and noncognitive motiva-
tional factors.

Chapter 15 Global Sourcing of Talent: Implications 
for the U.S. Workforce

1. Employment in U.S. subsidiaries of foreign companies more than doubled between
1987 and 2002, providing jobs to 5.42 million people (Slaughter 2004b, 3).

2. IBM, GE, Unilever, American Express, and Accenture are among the “global majors”
sourcing talent in India. Deploy Solutions, Sierra Atlantic, and RealMetrix are among
the many small, venture-funded companies reported to have adopted a global sourcing
strategy to scale their operations quickly.

3. At the time of the sale, GECIS employed 17,000 people—12,000 employees in India
and 5,000 employees in Hungary, Mexico, and China—and was expected to grow to
23,000 employees in 2005. The division generated $420 million in annual revenue,
95% of which was from serving internal GE business units.

4. Retirement savings in many industries have become more portable as employers have
moved away from traditional defined benefit pension plans in favor of defined contri-
bution 401(k) retirement mechanisms. However, for the industries that have defined
benefit pensions, the lack of portability remains a constraint to labor mobility.

The authors wish to thank Dawn Chandler, Doctor of Business Administration, Boston
University School of Management, for her assistance with this research .We also thank Som
Mittal, former chairman, NASSCOM, and President, HP Global Soft, for his valuable
onsights.

Research Methodology

This chapter is based on a review of many academic, consultant, and analyst reports
chronicling the growth of offshore operations. The authors also conducted personal inter-
views in the United States and India between July 2003 and spring 2005 with 16 senior
human resources executives and general managers from a dozen companies that are
sourcing talent in India. Ten of the interviewed companies are headquartered in the
United States, one in Europe, and one in India. Almost half of the interviews were con-
ducted in India.
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Chapter 16 Shared Capitalism at Work: Impacts and Policy Options

1. The authors wish to express their gratitude to the Rockefeller Foundation and the
Russell Sage Foundation for supporting the research of the Shared Capitalism Project
at the National Bureau for Economic Research (NBER) in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
which included sponsoring a segment of the 2002 General Social Survey (GSS). We are
grateful to Dr. Tom Smith of the National Opinion Research Center at the University
of Chicago for his assistance with the GSS. We also thank the other nonprofit organi-
zations who are members of the Shared Capitalism Research Consortium that sup-
ported the General Social Survey’s work in this area: the Employee Ownership
Foundation and the ESOP Association, of Washington, DC, the Beyster Institute at the
Rady School of Business of the University of California at San Diego, California, the
National Center for Employee Ownership in Oakland, California, and the Profit
Sharing Council of America in Chicago, Illinois. The other principal nonprofit organ-
izations studying this issue are the Center for Economic and Social Justice in
Washington, DC, the Global Equity Organization of the United States and the United
Kingdom, the Kelso Institute in San Francisco, California, the National Association of
Stock Plan Professionals, the Northeast Ohio Employee Ownership Center at Kent
State University in Kent, Ohio, and the Vermont Employee Ownership Center in
Burlington, Vermont.

2. The 36 percent figure is conservative, since it excludes those who say they are eligible
for performance sharing but did not receive a bonus in the past year.

3. The Empowerment Score was created with the following GSS questions, which had
1 to 3 or 4 scales:

● I have a lot of say what happens on my job.
● I am given a lot of freedom to decide how to do my own work; I have enough infor-

mation to get the job done.
● How often do you participate with others in helping set the way things are done on

your job?
● In your job, how often do you take part with others in making decisions that affect

you?
● Conditions on my job allow me to be about as productive as I could be.
● At the place where I work, I am treated with respect
● My supervisor is concerned about the welfare of those under him or her.
● My supervisor is helpful to me in getting the job done.
● When you do your job well, are you likely to be praised by your supervisor or

employer?

4. These results confirm the findings of several key studies using a previous national sur-
vey (Freeman and Dube 2000; see also Freeman and Rogers 1999), nonrandom sam-
ples (Rosen, Klein, and Young 1986; Quarry and Rosen 1986; Blasi, Conte, and Kruse
1992; Sesil, Kroumova, Blasi, and Kruse 2002), and case studies (Rosen, Case, and
Staubus 2005).

5. We are indebted to our sociologist colleague, Professor Maurie Cohen of the New Jersey
Institute of Technology for raising these issues and shaping this discussion for us.
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